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ABSTRACT 

This study explores the meanings that participants in a British ELT setting give to 

teachers' non-verbal behaviours. It is a qualitative, descriptive study of the perceived 

functions that gestures and other non-verbal behaviours perform in the foreign language 

classroom, viewed mainly from the language learners' perspective. The thesis presents 

the stages of the research process, from the initial development of the research 

questions to the discussion of the research findings that summarise and discuss the 

participants' views. 

There are two distinct research phases presented in the thesis. The pilot study 

explores the perceptions of 18 experienced language learners of teachers' non-verbal 

behaviours. The data is collected in interviews based on videotaped extracts of 

classroom interaction, presented to the participants in two experimental conditions, 

with and without sound. The findings of this initial study justify the later change of 

method from the experimental design to a more exploratory framework. In the main 

study, 22 learners explain, in interviews based on stimulated recall, their perceptions on 

their teachers' verbal and non-verbal behaviours as occurring within the immediate 

classroom context. Finally, learners' views are complemented by 20 trainee teachers' 

written reports of classroom observation and their opinions expressed in focus group 

interviews. The data for the main study were thus collected through a combination of 

methods, ranging from classroom direct observations and videotaped recordings, to 

semi-structured interviews with language learners. 

The research findings indicate that participants generally believe that gestures 

and other non-verbal behaviours playa key role in the language learning and teaching 

process. Learners identify three types of functions that non-verbal behaviours play in 

the classroom interaction: (i) cognitive, i.e. non-verbal behaviours which work as 

enhancers of the learning processes, (ii) emotional, i.e. non-verbal behaviours that 

function as reliable communicative devices of teachers' emotions and attitudes and (iii) 

organisational, i.e. non-verbal behaviours which serve as tools of classroom 

management and control. 

The findings suggest that learners interpret teachers' non-verbal behaviours in a 

functional manner and use these messages and cues in their learning and social 

interaction with the teacher. The trainee teachers value in a similar manner the roles 
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that non-verbal behaviours play in the language teaching and learning. However, they 

seem to prioritise the cognitive and managerial functions of teachers' non-verbal 

behaviours over the emotional ones and do not consider the latter as important as the 

learners did. 

This study IS original 111 relation to prevIOus studies of language classroom 

interaction in that it: 

• describes the kinds of teachers' behaviours which all teachers and learners are 

familiar with, but which have seldom been foregrounded in classroom-based 

research; 

• unlike previous studies of non-verbal behaviour, investigates the perceiver's 

vie\\' of the others' non-verbal behaviour rather than its production; 

• documents these processes of perception through an innovative methodology of 

data collection and analysis; 

• explores the teachers' non-verbal behaviours as perceived by the learners 

themselves, suggesting that their viewpoint can be one window on the reality of 

language classrooms; 

• 

• 

provides explanations and functional interpretations for the many spontaneous 

and apparently unimportant actions that teachers use on a routine basis; 

identifies a new area which needs consideration in any future research and 

pedagogy of language teaching and learning. 
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corresponding to emotions or attitudes in an interaction. 
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Posture 

Use of space 

Spontaneous, speech-related movements of the hand, 
arms or head, that can acquire a communicative value in 
an interaction through the conjoint interpretive effort of a 
speaker and an interlocutor. 

The positioning of one's body (leaning, standing, sitting) 
during an interaction. 

Individuals' use of physical space and distance between 
themselves and an interlocutor during an interaction. 

Gestural categories 
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Iconic 

A gesture which reflects the speaker's conception of the discourse 
and adds emphasis to the perceived important elements in 
speech (word, phrase etc.). 

A pointing gesture, which indicates a physical location in space or 
a narrative space, where the referent is not physically present. 

A gesture which has a standard form and meaning and its 
meaning is shared by a specific group, culture or sub-culture. 

A gesture which illustrates a property of a concrete aspect of 
reality discussed by the speaker. 

Metaphoric A gesture which resembles an iconic through its pictorial content, 
but it reflects an abstract idea or a concept. 
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EFl English as a Foreign Language 
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Fl Foreign Language 

FlA Foreign Language Acquisition 
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CONVENTIONS 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
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CHAPTER 1 

FOCUS AND ORGANISATION 

OF THE STUDY 

1.1. Identif~'ing the problem 

Anybody who has ever participated in any interaction in a foreign language class or a 

foreign culture knows how important it is to pay attention to an interlocutor's actions, 

from hand gestures to eye gaze or facial expressions. Actions that, in routine 

interactions. are not consciously given importance become of extreme relevance when 

people have problems in understanding each other due to their language difficulties. If 

asked, the majority of us tend to accept that the non-verbal messages sent by an 

interlocutor are in many situations very helpful for understanding, if not more reliable 

and trustful than words. Not surprisingly then, in a language learning context learners 

would appear to rely heavily on their teachers' and colleagues' non-verbal messages, 

mainly to ensure understanding, but not only for this purpose. Individuals in general 

seem to hold the view that an expressive and dynamic interlocutor makes a more 

pleasant interaction. Similarly, learners of a foreign language would probably 

appreciate a teacher who shows enthusiasm and dynamism during the class. A 

comment about the behaviour of the language teacher made by a learner I knew 

contains the variety of research foci of this study: 

When you learn a foreign language you need a smart teacher who to know 
when you don't understand some things by just looking at you and then to 
show you the meanings with his hands or body, like in a silent movie. Of 
course that I might not understand it at all, but someone else in the class 
might. 

This comment could seem unremarkable through its familiarity and apparent banality, 

as anyone might remember from own language learning experience the intuitive belief 

that a good teacher needs to anticipate learners' difficulties and use alternative 

strategies of ensuring comprehension. However, the comment above generates the 

basic principles of classroom non-verbal interaction, which, for a long period, 

literature on FLA research has taken for granted. First, non-verbal behaviours (NVBs) 

might be perceived by the participants in the interaction and interpreted as relevant in 
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certain contexts. Second, different individuals might make sense in different ways of 

each other's actions and these interpretations may nevertheless affect the subsequent 

de\'dopment of the interaction. Finally, in a language learning context, learners might 

attribute different meanings and functions to teachers' NVBs, due to the particular 

context of the interaction and their own individual cultural and educational 

backgrounds. 

Such a variety of issues regarding the perception of an omnipresent aspect of 

sl)cia I interaction seem worthy of investigation. It is the main purpose of this thesis to 

explore this aspect of classroom interaction. Teachers' non-verbal behaviour (NVB) 

and its impact on learners is a casually dismissed topic by current research on the EFL 

class. despite the fact that it represents an intrinsic aspect of any human encounter. Do 

learners in a FL c lass value in any ways teachers' non-verbal actions, such as gestures 

or facial expressions. and if yes, in what contexts do these become relevant? What are 

the meanings and functions, if any, that learners attach to their teachers' non-verbal 

beha\'iours? \\'hen deciding on the focus of this study, I considered that an aspect of 

human interaction that parallels speech at any moment constitutes a rich and worthy 

area of enquiry. It has always intrigued me, as I sat in a class as a language learner 

and later on as a teacher, that both roles require an attention to each other's actions as 

well as words. Teachers and learners do not talk about the ways in which they make 

sense of each other's gestures as they do about interpreting each other's words, 

probably because of the familiarity and casualness of these actions or just out of a 

routine of not thinking about their relevance. 

The aim of any layperson is to attempt to understand and predict the behaviour 

of others in diverse social contexts in similar ways we do with words. If we or the 

others we encounter behave unpredictably, our interactions would collapse and 

disintegrate. Usually, people use their common sense as well as previous similar 

experiences to interpret the others' words and actions and to decide on the appropriate 

reaction. However, this process is inevitably biased and subjective due to our different 

experiences of the world. In a language class, learners bring with them this social 

luggage that conditions the ways in which they will interpret their teachers' and 

colleagues' actions. This and other aspects such as the participants' different 

motivations, beliefs, cultural rules of behaviour etc. make the language classroom a 

special territory for investigating how participants make sense of the visible aspects of 

interacti on. 
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1.2. The focus of the study 

This thesis is the report of my research enqUIry as I explored together with the 

learners and trainee teachers participating in the study their perceptions of teachers' 

NVBs. It is a study of human behaviours that are so commonplace that they are 

assumed to be unimportant, and so fleeting and ephemeral that they sometimes 

operate below the threshold of learners' consciousness: the nodding of the head after a 

good answer: the hand pointing to the board to indicate a key word; the frowning face 

to disapprove of unacceptable behaviour; the look in the eye to give someone the turn 

to speak: the hands drawing a circle in the air to suggest something round in shape 

etc. These are the types of classroom events that constitute the focus of this study, as I 

suspected that their perceptions and interpretations might condition the whole process 

of classroom interaction and language learning. I wanted however to record not only 

the occurrence of such events during the class interaction, but to explore their 

significance for the participants. How were behaviours such as the ones mentioned, 

apparently unrelated to the actual teaching of the language, linked to learners' 

perceptions of the whole class activity? In this sense, exploring what students 

identified as 'relevant' in their teachers' behaviours became the only way to 

understanding how the main actors themselves constructed their interpretations and 

used them in continuing the interaction and developing their knowledge. 

1.3. Selecting the research framework 

When I started to investigate the subject of non-verbal behaviour (NVB), I first 

realised that the bulk of the existent studies in the field were of a quantitative nature. 

They all had a mainly experimental design, aiming to measure and compare the ways 

in which individuals of various ages, genders or cultural backgrounds use their hands 

and bodies in the interaction. Very few studies seem to exist on the perceivers' 

perspective and almost none on the interpretations that participants in the interactions 

give to each other's actions. Meanings arise from our necessity of acting and 

interacting with each other, but they are situated in the mind of every interpreter, 

rather than in the objective reality. As I was interested in exploring the perceptions 

and meanings given to the teachers' NVBs by the learners in a class, I knew from the 

beginning that I was going to adopt an exploratory and interpretive framework for the 

data collection and analysis. 
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Although I soon became aware of the existent concerns regarding the 

generalizability of a qualitative study, I knew that human behaviour is never 

repeatable and generalisable. The only way of exploring it is by accepting its 

dependency on the context of occurrence and on the meanings given to it by its 

yiewers. In this sense, Guba and Lincoln write: 

It is \'irtualZl' impossible to imagine any human behaviour that is not heavily 
mediated by the context in which it occurs. One can easily conclude that 
generalisations that are intended to be context free will have little that is 
lIseful to s~' about human behaviour. (1981 :62) 

In the context of language classroom, which I chose as the setting of my research 

enquiry, the perceptions that learners held on teachers' NVB seemed of much more 

interest than the quantities of behaviours produced. Teachers' behaviours are context

bound and conditioned by factors such as personality, topic taught etc. and in this 

sense it seems less relevant to count frequencies and types of actions produced than to 

explore their meanings for the participants. 

1 A. The stages of the study 

This study developed in two distinct phases of data collection and analysis, the pilot 

and the main study. I will now outline each of the two research phases together with 

the research foci that accompanied each phase. 

The pilot study 

My main objective in the first phase of the study was to pilot a method of inquiry that 

had never been applied before in studying the language learners' perceptions of 

teachers' NVBs. The research questions I had in mind at this stage were formulated in 

the following way: 

• Are students able to describe and interpret aspects of teachers ' NVB? 

• What type of data will I get if I interview students on teachers' NVB? 

• Is it possible to explore, by using video recorded data, individuals' 

interpretations of teachers' NVB? 

A group of 18 trainee teachers were interviewed in semi-structured interviews. They 

were asked to report on teachers' and learners' NVBs as perceived in five video 

extracts of fairly typical classroom interactions. The analysis of the participants' 

accounts facilitated the development of a tri-dimensional framework of data analysis. 
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The findings from the pilot study provided a methodological and conceptual 

tramework for the main study and helped me in narrowing down the research focus. 

Following the pilot. I made several changes in the research design. These changes 

were retlected in: 

• 

• 

• 

The choice (~( research focus: I decided to explore learners' perception of 

teachers' NVB and to exclude the learners' own, produced NVBs; 

The choice of informants: Learners involved in real classes seemed more 

suitable to pro\'ide contextualised data than subjects who reported on an 

un[lmiliar class seen on a video recording; 

Tht! inten'iew procedure: Some experimental conditions involved in the pilot 

study were modified or even abandoned in the main study. Also the duration 

of the interviews \\as reduced in the main study. 

The development and stages of the pilot study are discussed in detail in Chapter 4 of 

this thesis. :-\t the end of the pilot study, I decided that, as the methodology was 

appropriate if certain adjustments were made, in the main study I was going to 

explore in-depth the learners' perceptions of teachers' NVBs in classroom interaction. 

The main study 

The findings from the pilot indicated that the mam study needed to explore the 

classroom behaviours in their immediate context and with their direct participants. As 

I knew that people are not self-aware of their own NVBs in the interaction, I excluded 

the possibility of interviewing teachers on their behaviours. I decided that the 

language learners would be the most suitable informants for three main reasons. First, 

because they \\ere present in the class and could provide contextualised accounts. 

Second, they were the main addressees of teachers' NVBs and therefore in the best 

position to identify their own reactions to these actions. Third, they were observers 

rather than performers and thus more aware of the others' NVBs. A second cohort of 

participants \\as represented by a group of trainee teachers who were asked to observe 

classes and report on teachers' NVBs. 

In Chapters 5 and 6, I outline in detail the methods used in collecting and 

analysing each set of data. Despite the complexity of the data and the variety of 

informants. there were striking similarities between the perceptions of all learners and 

trainee teachers. The categories of behaviour identified and interpreted by the 
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participants are presented in a narrative account of their observations in the main body 

of the thesis, in Chapters 7 to 9. 

1.5. The organisation of the study 

This study is divided into three main parts: the introduction (Chapters 1 to 3), the 

presentation of the methodology and of the findings from the data (Chapters 4 to 9) 

and the conclusions (Chapters 10 and 11). 

The First Part provides an introduction and theoretical background to the 

study. The content of the three chapters is as follows: 

• Chapter 1 gives an overview of the study and explains its developmental 

nature. 

• Chapter 2 provides an extensive overview of the theoretical approaches to 

non-verbal behaviour. It introduces the terminology and the relevant issues in 

the field of NVB studies and presents the main classification systems of the 

NVB sub-codes and the existent models of NVB. It also discusses the cross

cultural aspects ofNVB. 

• Chapter 3 reviews the findings from the field of social cognition, with direct 

applications to human perception and the factors affecting our interpretations 

of the others' NVBs. It also reviews the current trends in the field of SLA 

research, locating the current study at the confluence of the two fields, social 

cognition and applied linguistics. 

The Second Part comprises three chapters which discuss the development of the 

research method and its piloting. There are three chapters in this part: 

• Chapter 4 summarises the piloting of the study, by describing the methods 

used in collecting and analysing the data and the final research questions that 

emerged from the pilot study findings. 

• Chapter 5 introduces the participants of the study and discusses the research 

methods involved in collecting each set of data. 

• Chapter 6 describes the methods applied in analysing the data collected, the 

decisions made regarding the presentations of the findings and the writing 

style and the ethical issues considered during the research process. 
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Part Three conlprises three chapters of data presentation and analysis. The emphasis 

in these empirical chapters is on the qualitative presentation of the data. The content 

of the chapters in this section is as follows: 

• Chapter 7 presents the learners' and trainees' descriptions of gestures and 

other non-verbal behaviours that they perceived as having a cognitive function 

in the classroom. It opens by describing the participants' general attitudes 

regarding the role of teachers' NVB in the class. It then shows the 

participants' understanding of the functions that the teachers' NVB have in 

learning and other related mental processes. 

• Chapter 8 identifies the emotional functions of teachers' NVB as interpreted 

by the participants and the contexts in which these were identified as affecting 

the interaction. 

• Chapter 9 groups a set of NVBs considered as affecting the class organisation 

and management. 

All these three chapters are written in a way to offer as much as possible of the 

participants~ own views. They all include photographic extracts from the video 

sequences used as prompts during the interviews with the learners, to illustrate what 

aspects of teachers' NVBs the participants identified and discussed as relevant. 

The final part of this work, Part Four, consists of two chapters that give a brief 

evaluation of the study and discusses the implications of the research findings for 

classroom-based research and pedagogy. The two chapters are: 

• Chapter 10, where I summarise and discuss the research findings in direct 

relation with the research questions initially identified. 

• Chapter 11, which presents a summary of the nature and objective of the 

study, outlines its significance and limitations and concludes by making 

suggestions for further research. 

1.6. Summary 

The purpose of this first chapter was to provide a general introduction to the study. I 

began by describing how I identified the focus of the investigation by looking at an 

aspect of human interaction that is common to all language classrooms. I then 

proceeded to explain how a research framework suitable for investigating the topic at 

hand was identified. Next, I provided an outline of the two stages of the research 
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inquiry and discussed the research focus for each of them. Finally, I gave an overview 

of the organisation of the thesis. 

The purpose of Chapter 2 will be to provide: 

(i) the terminological distinctions of the terms in the field ofNVB; 

(ii) a critical overview of the NVB studies and 

(ii i) an examination of the methodologies used by current research in the field 

ofNVB. 
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CHAPTER 2 

NON-VERBAL BEHAVIOUR 

THEORY AND RESEARCH 

2.1. Oven'iew 

This chapter provides a theoretical and conceptual background to the study. The first 

part clarifies the terminology used in the existent literature and evaluates the 

taxonomies ofNVB adopted by current research. The second part focuses on gestures, 

their communicative properties and their symbiotic relationship with speech. Some 

models of produced NVB are next discussed. Research findings overviewed reflect on 

gesture and other NVBs as social, inter and intra-psychological, anthropological and 

cross-cultural phenomena, serving certain functions in the process of human 

communication. 

2.2. Terminological distinctions 

This section clarifies some of the terminological distinctions and the selection of 

terms used in this study. It also explains some of the current terminological 

controversies. As the study was meant to reflect the learners' interpretations of 

teachers~ visible actions in the class, I sought to find a balance in the terminology 

between the common understanding of the concepts used and the current practice in 

the research field. 

2.2.1. The terms 'verbal' and 'non-verbal' 

Traditionally, studies of communication have explored almost exclusively the verbal 

interaction between individuals. The everyday non-verbal interaction has been 

generally played down in social science research. The most notable exception is the 

symbolic interactionist school, which explained the origin of social self in direct 

relation to the notion of 'conversation of gestures' (Mead, 1934). Conversation 

analysts have long conceptualised talk as social interaction in which the occurrence 

and development of any meaningful event is situated and negotiated between 

participants (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973; Schegloff, 1984). Despite this 
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reconceptualisation of talk as social interaction, even nowadays, research on 

communication tends to exclude from the analysis the visual aspects of the 

interaction. As an exception, the collections of articles edited by Markova and Foppa 

(1990, 1991) recognise the importance of analysing in tandem the individuals' speech 

and non-verbal behaviour in order to get a complete picture of the interaction. 

As verbal and non-verbal communications are dimensions of the same system 

of communication, as suggested for more than a century by Darwin (1872), the 

distinction between them should be simply methodological, not conceptual (Beattie 

1981 a: Kendon, 1980: McNeill, 1992). 'Non-verbal' is currently defined by its not 

being something else, i.e. verbal. The fact that research in this area is still 

distinguishing between the two through a positive (verbal) and a negative notion (non

yerbal) indicates the misconception that they are opposite or exclusive. Sufficient 

e\idence now exists to indicate that social actions are constructed and conceptualised 

as conjoint products of speech and action. Moerman (1990:9) suggests that the terms 

. \'isible' and . audible' would be more suitable to identify the sensory distinction 

between the two systems. without implying their opposition or difference in functions. 

For the purposes of this study, I shall use the term 'non-verbal' to encompass 

the \isible aspects of individuals' interaction, still preserving the negative term with 

the intention of co-ordinating the language of the present study with the terminology 

used in current research and in everyday life situations. 

2.2.2. The terms 'communication' and 'behaviour' 

Samovar and Porter (1993) define non-verbal communication as follows: 

Non-verbal communication involves all those stimuli within a communication 
setting, both humanly generated and environmentally generated, with the 
exception of verbal stimuli that have a potential value message for the sender 
or receiver. (1993: 156) 

Although based on the traditional stimulus-response paradigm of communication, this 

definition features the main issues in the study of NVC: the relationship with 

language, the agency of the non-verbal message, the potential for a communicative 

value, and the role of the social setting. 

Current research uses interchangeably the terms '(NV) communication' and 

~(NV) behaviour' to explore the visual aspects of the social interaction, although a 

distinction could be made between the two. Burgoon and Saine (1978: 6) argued that 
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information. behaviour and communication are related, however not identical, as seen 

in Figure 2.1. below. 

Figure 2.1. The relationship between information-behaviour-communication 

Information 

Behaviour 

Source: Burgoon, JK. and Saine, T (1978:6) 

The social environment is full of information, still only part of this information is 

behaviour. All individuals use information from the physical and mental environment, 

consciously and/or unconsciously, to guide their own behaviours and reactions. 

However. only the behaviour produced, even subconsciously, in the presence of a 

perceiver and which becomes symbolically linked to another individual can be seen as 

communication. Given this terminological distinction, I intend to use the term 'non

verbal behaviour' as referring to the aspects of teachers' actions which have the 

potential to become communications, but which are still dependent on the interpretive 

activity of their perceivers in the class. Although behaviours have the potential to 

communicate, they become communicative only through the perceivers' interpretive 

activity. 

2.3. The non-verbal subcodes 

The ordinary person would consider as 'gestures' or 'behaviours' any manual 

movements and other bodily actions such as head movements, bodily posture, facial 

expression etc. One of the first classifications of the areas of NVB belongs to Ruesch 

& Kess (1970) who created a three parts code: sign language, object language and 

action language and who also used the concept of 'non-verbal communication' for the 

first time. Several coding systems followed (Knapp, 1978; Burgoon & Saine, 1978; 

Argyle, 1994). However, the subcodes generally used in current NVB studies and the 

aspects they refer to are: 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Kinesics. i.e. body movements, hand and leg gestures; 

Facial expressions, i.e. expressions of emotions on the face; 

Eye contact and gaze, i.e. distance, length, context of eye contact; 

Appearance, i.e. the general body look and clothing; 

Posture, i.e. body positions: 

Proxelnics, i.e. the use of personal space and territory; 

Haptics, i.e. touch and physical contact between individuals; 

Enyironment. i.e. the use of objects and artefacts; 

Paralanguage. i.e. the use of voice qualities (tone, pitch, intonation patterns) 

and silence: 

• Chronemics, i.e. individual and cultural perception and use of time; 

• Olfaction, i.e. body odours and its effects on human behaviour. 

In this study. I will focus the research investigation on gestures, specifically on 

speech-related gestures. The rationale for focusing the study on the perception of 

gestures is discussed later on in this chapter (see section 2.4., page 19f). However, the 

other NV subcodes will not be ignored, as individuals perceive and interpret 

behayiours holistically. The significance of other four NV subcodes - facial 

expressions. eye contact, proxemics and posture - will now be discussed more fully, 

as participants in this study understood these codes as part of teachers' NVB in the 

class and constantly referred to them in their accounts. 

2.3.1. Facial expressions 

The face is seen by researchers and lay people alike as an important communication 

area, mainly for its capacity to function as an output source for internal emotions and 

attitudes. Ekman et al. (1972) found six main facial expressions, which seem to have 

an innate, physiological basis as they are found in young children and in all cultures. 

These expressions are corresponding to the following emotions: 

• Happiness; 

• Surprise; 

• Fear; 

• Sadness; 
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• Anger~ 

• Disgust or contempt. 

Several studies were carried out to investigate both the production and the recognition 

of these emotions cross-culturally (Ekman and Friesen, 1971; Izard, 1971). In these 

studies, subjects from different cultures were asked to identify the emotions expressed 

facially by different individuals from other unfamiliar cultures. Results indicated that 

all the six emotions above listed were universally identified. Ekman and Friesen 

(1969: 1971) nevertheless suggested that, although these emotions are cross-culturally 

recognisable. there exist differences between cultures in expressing emotions. They 

coined the term" display rules' to describe the norms that people learn since childhood 

to control and change their facial expressions, according to various social 

circumstances. Ekman and Friesen (1969) called this theory the neurocultural theory 

of emotional expression and explained that despite the biological innate abilities to 

produce and recognise facial emotions, people use this innate ability differently. 

In order to see if the production of facial expressions is also universal, as their 

recognition and judgement proved to be, the same authors conducted another study to 

inyestigate individuals' facial reactions when emotions were aroused in an 

experimental setting. American and Japanese students were asked to watch an 

unpleasant film (an amputation scene, childbirth etc.) and their facial expressions 

were recorded with a hidden camera. Results showed that both American and 

Japanese subjects displayed similar negative facial expressions in the absence of an 

interlocutor. However, during a subsequent interview discussing the film, the 

Japanese showed happy faces while the Americans did not. The explanation for the 

difference resides in the Japanese cultural rule of masking the real emotions in 

distressful situations when another person is present. Other studies replicated these 

findings, documenting the universality of the six expressions and the function of the 

cultural display rules in modifying them (Ekman et al., 1987; Matsumoto & Ekman, 

1989; also review by Ekman and Keltner, 1997). Contempt was also shown to be a 

universal facial expression of emotion (Ekman and Friesen, 1986; Matsumoto, 1992). 

Facial expressions can have other functions in the interaction, apart from 

conveying emotions or attitudes (Ekman and Friesen, 1969). They can regulate the 

interaction by indicating the readiness to speak or to give a turn, accent the content of 

speech by marking important words (e.g. raise the eye brows) or carry their own 
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Inessages (e.g. winking as a message). However, these functions were not explored in

depth or in the direct context of a language class by existent research. We still do not 

know if individuals in a language learning situation bring with them the social rules 

from their own culture or negotiate them in the class, by developing new rules of 

expressing and interpreting facial expressions. 

2.3.2. Eye contact and gaze 

Individuals can send limitless numbers of messages through the eyes and these 

messages have a direct impact on the progress of interpersonal relationships. As one 

chooses to establish or avoid eye contact, look downcast or shift the eyes, stare 

straight ahead or even close the eyes, an interlocutor will invariably construct 

meanings from this behaviour. Gaze becomes thus an important source of information 

for the person doing the looking as well as for the person looked at. 

The amount of gaze (' looking at the other') and eye contact ('looking at each 

other') during the interaction were measured (Argyle and Ingham, 1972). It was found 

that when two people are talking, they look at the other nearly twice as much while 

listening as while talking. This might be due to the focus of the speaker on the speech 

planning processes, therefore extra information would be distracting, while for the 

listener the gaze may function as a source of additional information. While individual 

glances can be up to 7 seconds (average was 2.95 seconds), mutual glances are rather 

shorter (average 1.18 seconds). In a classroom-based situation, this would imply 

increased gaze from the students' part as they listen to the teacher. However, no 

studies that measure the amount of gaze exist in group or class-based situations. 

Studies in the field of eye contact and gaze have generally two foci: the role of 

eye gaze for the speaker and the role of eye gaze for the interlocutor. Speakers were 

found to use eye gaze in social interactions for various purposes such as signalling 

liking or disliking, regulating the interaction and showing interest or attentiveness. 

Friends and lovers were found to gaze more at each other (Rubin, 1973) and people 

generally gazed more at interlocutors they liked (Exline and Winters, 1965). 

Conversations were found to start with a mutual eye contact to signal readiness for 

interaction (Goffman, 1981) and, while during conversations speakers gaze less, at the 

end of the utterances they involve the prolonged gaze as a turn yielding cue to their 

listeners (Kendon, 1967; Duncan, 1972). When gazing, speakers check for 

interlocutors' gaze and positive facial expressions as cues for interest and adequate 
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reactions to their words. At the same time, speakers' own gaze at an interlocutor while 

speaking was found distractive and subjects talking about difficult tasks were seen to 

use less gaze when attempting to recall materials involving competing rather than 

noncompeting associations (Stanley and Martin, 1968). Similarly, Glenberg et al. 

(1998) found that when people were asked difficult questions, they often averted their 

gaz~ while searching for an answer. They showed that gaze avoidance is related to the 

difficulty of cognitive processing and that performance is improved when averting 

gaze. It seems that cognitive processing is enhanced by the disengagement from any 

other yisual stimulation, in the case of conceptually driven tasks. While no similar 

studies to the ones above mentioned exist in relation to the context of EFL class it , 
may be th~ case that learners avoid eye contact during difficult tasks or when trying to 

recall words or phrases of difficulty to facilitate their mental processes. 

In another study, decreasing visibility corroborated with speakers' decreased 

satisfaction with the interaction when they were the ones who could not see the 

interlocutor. At the same time, listeners were happy to be less visible, which might 

mean that they use the visual channel to mainly receive information, unlike speakers 

who use it for sending information or control the interaction (Argyle et al., 1968). 

However, other authors suggest that such visual signals play little if no part in the 

flow of interaction, as their role depends upon context task goals and personal factors 

such as status and motives (Beattie, 1981 b; Kleinke, 1986). 

The ways in which viewers use speakers' eye contact as a source of 

information or social cue was also investigated. In an interviewing situation, 

interviewees judged their interviewers as more attentive and pleasant and gave longer 

responses when their gaze was longer (Kleinke et al., 1975). Also interlocutors 

indicated to use the gaze between them as a cue to each other's interest to pursue the 

conversation (Ken don and Ferber, 1973). Conversation and interaction seem thus to 

be encouraged by gaze. Furthermore, recent evidence shows that the presence or 

absence of visual signals affects communication. Pairs of adults involved significantly 

more words and turns to accomplish a problem-solving communication task when 

they could only hear each other compared with face-to-face interaction, although the 

same level of task performance was maintained in both conditions (Boyle et al., 

1994). In a similar study, it was found that young children of 4 to 6 years-old perform 

significantly better on a problem-solving task in the face-to-face interaction over 

unseen interaction (Doherty-Sneddon and Kent, 1996), while for a shape description 
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task. visual social cues were found to be disruptive (Doherty-Sneddon et al., 2000). 

These contradictory findings suggest that some visual signals may interfere with 

certain cognitive activities, while in other situations visual signals may be beneficial. 

The role which gaze plays in turn taking is still unclear (Beattie, 1981 b), 

especially that turn taking is signaled by a combination of cues; as well as looking, 

there are syntactic and paralinguistic cues (intonation, pitch etc.) or hand pointing 

gestures. The main role that gaze plays for the interlocutors seems to be that of 

proyiding information. As strangers were found to look more than friends in a task

based interaction. it may be the case that gaze serves more to collect information than 

to express affect (Rutter and Stephenson, 1979). 

Seyeral authors support the role of visual signals in providing information in 

the communication process (Clark & Brennan, 1991; Goldin-Meadow et al., 1992; 

i\1cNeiIL 1985). There is convincing evidence that certain visual signals are 

multifunctional in the interaction and impact in several ways on the participants. 

However. studies reviewed above were conducted mainly with subjects from the same 

cultural backgrounds (British or American), while certain cultural display and 

interpreting rules of eye contact and gaze vary from country to country. 

2.3.3. The use of physical space and posture 

The study of proxemics was launched and labelled by Hall (1959, 1966) and defined 

as "the interrelated observations and theories of man's [sic] use of space as a 

specialised elaboration of culture' (1966: 1). Hall identified that the space between 

interactants could be classified in four main zones (see Figure 2.2. below), depending 

on the nature of the relationships between them and the purposes of the interaction. 

Figure 2.2. The four zones of personal space (Hall, 1966) 

Zone 

Intimate zone 

Personal zone 

Social zone 

Public zone 

Description 

People in intimate relationships, e.g. lovers or couples, 
interact with each other at distances of 45 cm or less. 

People in personal relationships, e.g. friends or relatives, 
interact with each other at distances between 45 cm - 120 cm. 

People in professional relationships, e.g. work colleagues, 
interact at distances between 1,2 metre - 3,6 metres. 

People in public interactions, e.g. speaker and audience, 
will stand at a distance of more than 3,6 metres from each other. 
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The factors that seem to determine the proximity between two individuals include 

physical factors (e.g. sight. sound etc.) and cultural factors. The latter regulate the 

appropriate distance between individuals in different types of relationships. A key 

\'ariable seems to be that of intrusion into one's personal space, as its invasion 

generates anxiety and discomfort. Several field experiments demonstrated the effects 

of \'iolating one's personal space (Felipe and Sommer, 1966; Mehrabian, 1968). 

These experiments were done in public places, such as libraries and parks, and 

indicated peoples' embarrassment and discomfort when approached too closely by a 

stranger. In situations like these, subjects were found to restore the equilibrium of 

their personal space by moving further from the stranger, a finding explained through 

a theory of approach-avoidance of proximity (Argyle and Dean, 1965). This theory 

claims that it is possible to regulate the level of required intimacy between two 

indi\'iduals by taking into account in an ensemble the distance between them, the level 

of gaze and smiling and the intimacy of the speech content. If the level of intimacy 

becomes inappropriate or uncomfortable for any of the participants, compensation is 

likely to occur along any of the behavioural dimensions mentioned. In other words, if 

two people like each other they will accept close proximity, while people who do not 

like each other will increase the distance between them. Physical distance seems thus 

to reflect the psychological distance between two interactants. 

Other key factors which seem to impact on the distance between individuals 

are culture (see also section 2.6. below for cultural aspects of proximity), the social 

setting in which interaction takes place and the power relationship between 

interactants. Zahn (1991) found that people of unequal status keep a greater distance 

between each other than people of equal status. In a classroom setting, the social zone 

is usually the norm, although teachers may enter students' personal space at times. 

Also the disposal of furniture in the class does not allow for individual negotiations of 

personal distance. Studies which examined the impact of different classroom settings 

identified open plan classes as more stimulating for class interaction and close 

approach between teacher and students as giving interactions a higher intensity (Neill, 

1991, provides a review of these studies). Finally, cultural differences of interaction 

between teachers and students and class arrangement are very likely to impact on 

individuals when entering a class in a foreign culture. However, no recent studies 

exist which investigate the immediate or long-time effects of different cross-cultural 

proximity rules on students (or teachers). 
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Postllre is another sub-code of NYB through which individuals can 

comnllmicate attitudes to others. Posture refers to an individual's position (seating or 

standing) and the ways in which body parts such as the hands, the trunk and the legs 

are kept. Positive attitudes are usually expressed by leaning forward towards the other 

person, together with other co-occurring signals of interest, such as smile, maintained 

eye contact etc. In contrast, negative attitudes or disinterest appear to be indicated by 

a leaning backwards posture and other signals, such as disinterested face expression, 

lack of eye contact, crossed arms or legs etc. (Mehrabian, 1972; Argyle, 1996). Status 

seems to be a key determinant in the posture adopted by an individual and so are the 

person's self-image and emotional state (Hargie et at., 1994). For example, an 

indiyidual in a higher status will adopt a more relaxed posture, while a low status 

person is likely to have a more rigid posture. However, these 'body language' rules 

are so far only common sense observations rather than scientifically documented. 

An interesting phenomenon is the postural mirroring or postural congruence, 

which occurs generally when people adopt a similar posture to the one shown by an 

interlocutor (Bull, 1987). The phenomenon is explained as an indicator of 

interactants' positive attitudes to each other and seems to help establishing the rapport 

between them. A study in which waiters were asked to mirror the clients' posture 

intentionally found a significant increase in the clients' satisfaction when their posture 

was mirrored (Lynn and Mynier, 1993). 

No systematic recent studies were found which to explore the effects of 

teachers' posture on learners' attitudes or learning. However, manuals of teacher 

training routinely indicate the NYBs that are likely to convey teachers' positive 

attitudes to the learners or signal to the teachers their learners' interest or disinterest. 

They also emphasise that teachers should raise their own and their students' 

awareness of non-verbal behaviour (for example, Pennycook, 1985; Kellerman, 

1992). 

2.4. Gestures 

As individuals move their hands and body continuously while speaking, gestures are 

an omnipresent and important part of any human interaction. Now that it is generally 

acknowledged that gesture and speech communicate meanings jointly, gestures 

become of more interest to classroom and social research. 
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2 .... 1. Defining gestures 

Current dictionaries conceptualise gestures rather through the intentions of the 

speaker than through the ways in which these moves are interpreted by a viewer: 

Gesture - an action, especially of the hands, expressive of sentiment or passion 
or intended to sholl' inclination or disposition; the use of such movements; an 
action dictated by courtesy or diplomacy or by a desire to impress or create 
an impression; a posture or movement of the body,' behaviour. (Chambers 
Dictionary. 1998) 

Gesture - a mo\'elJlent that ),011 make with your hands, your hand or your face 
to s/zo,,' (1 particular meaning; something that you do or say to show a 
particular feeling or intention; (vb) to move your hands, head or face etc. as a 
lfay of expressing ll'hat .1'011 mean or want. (Oxford Dictionary, 2000) 

These broad definitions suggest only limited properties and functions of gesture. 

However. both definitions indicate certain important aspects of gesture, such as the 

body parts \\'hich may produce gestures (hand, head, face), the potential to convey 

meanings and other key functions which gestures play in interaction (to convey 

feelings. an impression, or to influence actions). 

Kendon (1981, 1997) identifies the characteristics which distinguish gestures 

from other types of human activity and which could serve as criteria in moving to a 

\\'orking definition. These features include: 

• The existence of a pattern of action, with clear beginnings and endings and a 

distinct communicative function; 

• Gestures are excursions between two phases of rest positions and take place 

against a background of more lasting activity; 

• They have a clear peak structure (the stroke of the gestural phase), are well 

bounded between clear onsets and offsets and have symmetry of organisation 

(the stages between and after the gestural stroke are very symmetrical). 

The physical properties of gestures (see section 2.4.2. below) as well as the body parts 

involved in producing them are important distinctive features. Kendon identifies the 

communicative function as a main feature of gestures, where the context in which 

gestures occur bears a crucial role in their communicative content and role in the 

interaction. Gestures become communicative and achieve meaning within interaction. 

A definition must also include the participants' perception of a communicative intent 

in the gesture (Streeck, 1994). While viewers can fail to detect the actual 

communicative value of a gesture, this does not diminish the communicative potential 
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of the gestural action. Based on these descriptive criteria and on the purposes of this 

research. the following definition of gesture will be adopted: 

Gestures are spontaneous, mostly unconscious, speech-related movements of the 

hands, arms or head, which acquire a communicative value only through the 

conjoint interpretive effort of a speaker and an interlocutor and which function 

in direct relation to the particular linguistic or social context in which they occur. 

I consider that this definition allows me to: 

• Identify gestures as spontaneous, noncoded signs, as opposed to standardised 

codes of communication, like language, which imply the existence of a 

systematic structure maintained by a community of users; speech-related 

gestures are idiosyncratic movements accompanying speech, without a 

meaning in themselseves; 

• Acknowledge the fact that gestures occur mostly unconsciously for the 

individuals generating them and that people who see them mayor may not 

consider them as communicative and always interpret them in the context in 

which they occur; 

• Clarify the relationship between speech and gesture, by recognising an inter

relationship between them, while still exploring the communicative body 

movements as systems in themselves; 

• Identify the bodily parts which are associated with gestures and distinguish 

them from other NVB subcodes like tactile behaviour, facial expressions or 

proximity; 

• Identify the communicative potential of speech-related movements that 

function as meaning carriers in a specific linguistic and social context. 

Gestures defined as above will be regarded as distinct actions directly connected with 

speech, although they may also occur in the immediate absence of speech. 

2.4.2. Physical properties of gestures 

The structural methods of linguistics inspired the first phonological and 

morphological analyses of gesture, although the interest of the first studies was 

concentrated on sign languages (Stokoe, 1972, 1980; Liddell & Johnson, 1989). 
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Stokoe identified three parameters that could serve as a basis for the analysis of 

gestures: the hand configuration (the designator), the articulatory place (the tabula) 

and the movement (the signation). Through this model, he analysed gestures by 

breaking them down in smaller units in similar ways to the linguistic analysis of 

phonemes and morphemes. This eased considerably the subsequent development of 

the methodology of data analysis in the whole field of kinesics, but imposed a 

structural model of analysis that became a norm, rather than one alternative. 

The physical performance of gestures is normally confined to a limited space 

situated immediately in the front of the individual, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.a. 

below. This "gestural space' (McNeill, 1992) can be divided into the central space, 

i.e. the space in front of the speaker's body, where most of gestures are performed 

with least effort, and the peripheral space that requires more effort for gestures to be 

performed. 

Figure 2.3. An illustration of gestural spaces 
People usually perform gestures within the central gestural space (as seen in photo a), 
\\hile the peripheral space (seen in photo b) is less often used for gesturing. 

a b 

Kendon (1972, 1980) identified the structure of a gesticular unit (O-unit), by 

differentiating between the rest position when the hand is motionless, the preparation 

stage when the hand starts the movement, the phrase(s) of gesticulation when the 

hand makes one or more moves which culminate in a gestural stroke, and finally, the 

recovery or return phase when the hand returns to the initial resting position. These 

stages are illustrated in Figure 2.4. below. A gesticular unit can thus contain more 

gesticular phrases (O-phrase), which have distinct stages of development. He 

appreciated that the naIve observers would identify as 'gesture' only the stroke of the 

whole move. 
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Figure 2A. The stages of a gesticular unit 
This gestural unit appeared with the words 'nowhere else in the world'. It started and 
finished \\'ith the hand in the rest position on the teacher's knee, after the gestural 
stroke marked the main linguistic segment that was emphasised in speech (' in the 
world '). 

1. Preparation 2. G-Phrase 3. Stroke 4. Return 

2A.3. Gesture and speech - two systems of communication 

Language and gesture have traditionally been considered as separate systems of 

communication. although a relationship between them was always acknowledged. 

Kendon (2000) regards the inconsistency in defining 'language' and 'gesture' as 

responsible for the perceived lack of unity between the two systems of 

communication. The Saussurean tradition imposed a view of language as exclusively 

spoken and therefore the omission of gesture from the research focus of linguistic 

theories. Post-Chomskyan redefining of linguistics as a kind of "mental science" 

(Ken don 2000: 49) restored the interest in the study of gesture as a cognitive activity 

with a direct role in communication. 

Freedman (1972) acknowledged the existence of two types of hand 

movements that indicate a variable congruence with the verbal content. He 

distinguished between speech-primacy moves, which constitute an intimate parallel 

with the fonnal and rhythmic properties of speech, and motor-primacy moves, which 

are idiosyncratic and therefore have a more superficial relationship with speech. The 

speech-primacy moves function as supplementers of words and have a rather self

monitoring and clarifying function. The motor-primacy movements however are 

highly representational and used to illustrate a thought that is rather difficult to 

express in words. In this sense, when people have to describe ambiguous or abstract 

meanings, the number of motor-primacy moves increases considerably. 
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Freedman considers speech and gesture therefore as a system with two 

alternatives for the communication of individuals' mental representations. When 

speech is available, speech-primacy moves are expected to dominate, while more 

complicated contents will automatically generate compensatory motor-primacy 

moves. Speech-primacy movements monitor speech, while motor-primacy 

movements activate images and their I ink with words. The author attributes to 

gestures the role of supplementing meaning when words are not accessible or are 

insufficient to express meanings clearly. 

Kendon (1980, 1983, 1984, 1986, 1994, 2000), when discussing the 

relationship between language and gesture, takes into account the social and 

interactional circumstances affecting communication and sees gestures as an 

integrative part of a subject's communicative effort. He conceptualises gestures less as 

instruments of rebalancing the dominance of speech, but as alternative expressive 

substitutes. Kendon cites the work of Condon and Ogston (1966, 1967) who 

undertook the first attempts to study the co-ordination between gesture and speech 

through a close examination and time-motion analysis of all speech and movement 

patterns. Their findings indicated clear temporal synchronisation between the speech 

sounds and the body moves, the whole organism behaving in unison. 

Kendon himself conducted a series of studies to investigate the co-ordination 

benveen speech and gesture. In his early research (1972; 1980; 1983; 1987; 1988), he 

analysed speech and gesture from various examples of interaction by comparing the 

Tone Units of speech with Gesticular Units. Kendon aimed further analysis at 

comparing the relationship between the phrase structure of a gesticular flow and the 

organisation of the speech flow and findings show that each distinct Gesticular Unit 

corresponds to an associated unit of meaning. This led Kendon (1980: 218) to suggest 

that the process of utterance might use two channels of output into behaviour, the 

speech and the bodily movement. 

Therefore, Kendon (1984, 1994) suggests that gestures are not a by-product of 

communication, they do not overflow the verbal component of the utterance, but 

function as a compensation to it. The inherent limitations of the verbal channel as a 

conveyor of meaning need an alternative to express representational meanings. 

Kendon concludes that the speaker uses both expressive modalities to convey 

meaning, either to achieve an economy of expression or to have a particular 
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expressive effect on the addressee. Usually, gestures convey meanings that are not 

present in the verbal utterance. 

~1cNeill (1987, 1992) also suggests that these two types of symbolisation, 

imagistic and syntactic, occur spontaneously in the case of ordinary thinking and 

utterances are thus bi-symbolical at all times. Words are given shape by the images 

they reflect and images are activated through the linguistic constructs. Therefore, 

spoken language and gesture support each other and refer actively to the complex 

configurational structures stored in memory. The transformation of the meanings 

stored mentally takes place both linguistically and gesturally, and the speaker uses 

tactically one of the two systems. However, McNeill does not indicate the factors that 

might influence these tactical decisions and thus the conditions under which gestures 

occur are difficult to identifv. 

2.4.4. Gesture and speech - how do they convey meanings? 

!v1cNeill considers speech and its accompanying gestures as "elements of a single 

integrated process of utterance formation in which there is a synthesis of opposite 

modes of thought" (1992: 35). He also identifies the properties which distinguish 

speech-related gestures from language and allow the two systems to convey meanings 

differently. These properties are: 

G/oba/-sy nthetic 

The global property of gestures resides in the meaning being conveyed through the 

whole representational unit, where the meaning of the whole gives meaning to the 

parts. This contrasts with the structure of language, where the parts (words) have 

meanings independently and combine to create a whole (a sentence). More meanings 

can be conveyed through the same gesture (hence the synthetic property of gestures), 

as opposed to language. An individual saying 'and I was climbing this hill' may 

accompany their words with an ascending move made with one of the hands. This 

gesture is global, as the component parts (the hand fingers, the palm) get meaning in 

the context of the whole hand representing a character performing the action of 

climbing. The gesture is a symbol, which embeds meaning in a different way from the 

symbols of speech. The hand represents a character, the hand in motion becomes a 

character performing an action, the move is a representation of the action of climbing, 
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and the trajectory suggests a narrative space. The whole gesture presents in a synthetic 

manner the analytic construction 'I + climbing + hill' . 

. "()11C0l11binatoric 

Gestures are also noncombinatoric. They convey meanmgs independently and a 

combination of individual gestures does not generate a superior unit, like in the case 

of words. Usually an independent gesture corresponds to a single clause, but 

occasional co-occurrence of two gestural units per clause does not incur a superior 

gestural unit. Successive gestures present successive, independent units of meaning, 

while words combine into superior units (phrases, sentences etc.) 

No standards of form 

Gestures are free of any rules of standard well-formedness. There are no patterns of 

form imposed for speakers of a certain community, although cultural differences are a 

key feature of emblematic gestures (see section 2.4.6. for a definition of emblematic 

gestures). Speech related gestures are not standardised, and this explains why people 

can use different gestures in expressing the same meanings. Variations between 

individuals in expressing the same content are an indication of gestural flexibility . 

. No duality of patterning 

While words enter into the dual pattern of sound, synthax and meaning, gestures 

pattern only on meaning, which explains why gestures can express meanings that are 

difficult to put in words. 

All the above differences between the two systems explain why gestures can convey 

meanings that are more difficult to express verbally. Gestures are also anticipatory in 

time, in the sense that the stroke of a gesture is completed either before or exactly on 

the onset of the verbal associated unit of meaning (Kendon, 1980:218). In this sense, 

gestures can anticipate the meanings expressed verbally, a property that might be due 

to the fact that the gesture combines in an instant picture the aspects that are strung 

into several words on a linear dimension. 

These dimensions of difference between the two systems constitute the 

strength of their combination. Several linkages between the two systems of 
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communication indicate their co-participation in the process of communication. 

According to McNeill (1992: 23), these linkages are: 

1. Gestures occur only during speech. 

2. Gestures and speech are semantically and pragmatically co-expressive. 

3. Gestures and speech are synchronous . 

..\.. Gestures and speech develop together in children. 

5. Gesture and speech break down together in aphasia. 

The first statement refers to the occurrence of gestures mainly in the act of speaking. 

l\lcNeill mentions the occurrence of only one gesture of a listener in 100 hours of 

videotaping. Furuyama (2000) however identified gestures made by learners of 

origami as collaborative gestures with the instructor's gestures, which is not surprising 

perhaps. 

The pragmatical co-functioning of gestures and speech, i.e. fulfilling the same 

functions in the interaction, and their joint presentation of meaning is another reason 

for considering them as parts of the same unified process. Gestures perform certain 

functions in the discourse in close connection with speech. They can illustrate the 

words, complement the information conveyed verbally, give a visual representation to 

an abstract idea etc. Furthermore, their co-semantic and co-pragmatic action is also 

synchronous. The speaker combines at the same moment the meanings conveyed 

verbally and gesturally. 

Finally, the development and the alteration of gestural activity and speech 

seem to be simultaneously processed. In children, gestures develop in parallel to the 

progression of speech. The first gestures to be used by children are the pointing 

gestures, then the illustrative gestures, and finally the speech-related gestures 

(McNeilL 1992:295-296) (See section 2.4.8. for a taxonomy of speech-related 

gestures). In aphasia, the neurological damage that impacts on speech, the impairing 

of the ability to combine words into superior grammatical units is accompanied by a 

diminished use of gestures and a simplified gestural style, with almost no production 

of gestures of the abstract or speech-related gestures. 

The features above mentioned regarding the two systems of communication 

and the combinations between them indicate that gesture and speech are both used by 

individuals in constructing and presenting meanings. What the factors are that lead to 

the predominance of one over the other and in which contexts the speaker chooses a 
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more gestural-dominant or words-dominant style of communication are issues still to 

be investigated by further research. 

2.4.5. Conlnlunicative properties of gesture 

Several authors have challenged the widely accepted vIew that gestures play a 

significant role in communication when used in conjunction with speech. Critics 

argue that individuals usually fail to recollect the gestures used by the speakers during 

a previous conversation (Rime and Schiatura, 1991) and they are unable to guess the 

speech content to which gestures relate (Feyereisen et al., 1988). Finally, interactions 

between individuals who cannot see each other (e.g. on the telephone, with a blank 

screen between etc.) do not differ from face-to-face situations in terms of message 

reception or understanding (Rime, 1982; Williams, 1977). 

Rime & Schiatura (1991) consider gestures as ansmg due to a general 

cognitive-motor activation for the purpose of speech, which also generates gestures as 

a by-product of the process. They found that speakers whose gestures were restricted, 

produced an increased frequency of eyebrow and finger movements. The only role the 

authors see for gestures during speech is to facilitate for the speaker the verbal 

encoding process. with only incidental communicative functions of gestures. Three 

main arguments may be put forward in reply to these criticisms, to support the 

communicative property of gestures: 

1) Gestures are intended and adapted/or the addressees. 

Rime's study (1982) shows no increase in the frequency of body moves in subjects 

who interacted in a face-to-face situation in comparison with subjects who interacted 

only verbally, with an opaque screen between them. These results are however 

unconvincing for denying the communicative properties of gesture. Even if gestures 

exist in the physical absence of an interlocutor, for example in the case of telephone 

conversations, this does not mean that gestures lack the potential to communicate. 

Conversational gestures are always intended and adapted for the addressee in 

the manner the words are. Observation and experimental studies which show how 

speakers and listeners alike attempt to ensure gestural accessibility and visibility 

support this claim. Streeck (1994) described the procedures that speakers employ to 

make sure that their gestures are attended to by the viewers. Speakers were found to 

orient their body posture and their gaze to the gestures they use so that the viewers' 
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attention is drawn to the performance and the meaning to be conveyed is made 

accessible to them. In Streek's cases, speakers aimed their gaze directly at their hands 

as these were beginning to gesticulate and then gazed at the interlocutor when uttering 

the associated lexical affiliate, if this existed. Speakers also involved a verbal strategy 

of assuring the interactants' attention, by including deictic particles in the spoken 

language. These particles, such as 'like this' construction in English, were used by 

speakers of yarious cultural backgrounds as deictic references. 

In another study, Heath (1986: 87) describes how the speaker makes sure that 

the recipient sees the gesture in a situation when the meaning is conveyed mainly 

gesturally. :-\ patient in a videotaped medical consultation explains to the doctor her 

difficulty in going up some steps. She says: 'I was coming up the steps like this'. As 

the meaning of the sentence is given mainly by the referent of 'this', the speaker 

\yants to make sure that the doctor sees her, so she swings her body around to make 

her gesture yisible to the doctor, who does not watch her at the moment of speaking. 

By shifting her position, the patient manoeuvres to attract the doctor's attention and 

employs the gesture only after she makes sure that the gesture will be seen. In this 

situation, the speaker wants to make sure that the gesture is visible. The recipient 

needs also to attend to the gesture as the whole meaning of the sentence depends on 

the gestural reference for 'this' in the verbal construction. In the example given 

above. as he looks at the patient, the doctor sees the gesture and nods as a 

confirmation of attending to it. 

In all these cases speaker and recipient collaborate in constructing the 

interaction, one by assuring that both gesture and speech are accessible, and the other 

by paying attention and signalling understanding. It seems clear from the examples 

provided that speech is not always enough to convey meaning and that, in several 

situations, recipients need to perceive and interpret the meanings conveyed through 

gestures to fully understand an instance of communication. 

One cannot deduce from the above descriptive studies that gestures are 

communicative devices, unless the listeners are shown to attend to and use the 

information conveyed gesturally in conjunction with speech. 
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2) ]Ilteractallts perceive and interpret gestures for their meanings and 

functions. 

There are very few studies that investigate the perception and interpretation of 

gestures by addressees or other viewers. Sceptics about the communicative view 

(Rime & Schiatura, 1991 ~ Feyereisen et al., 1988) suggest that gestural meanings are 

irrelevant in the absence of speech. Krauss et al. (1991) indicate that subjects attach 

meanings to gestures from separate semantic categories through exclusion of the 

improbable meanings, i.e. based on the opposition of likely and unlikely categories. In 

another study. Feyereisen et al. (1988) found that when asked to select the meanings 

of particular gestures from a list provided, subjects chose correct answers as 

frequently as implausible ones. During the same experiment, plausible responses were 

selected more often than the correct ones. Gullberg (1998) criticises these studies as 

presenting gestures in a context-free situation and providing the subjects with an 

artificial list of deliberately close meanings: 

These experiments can be said to have tested not how gestures aid 
comprehension, but rather how language can make comprehension of gestures 
more difficult. (1998:67) 

Rime and Schiatura (1991) consider that gestures have the potential of becoming 

communicative devices in exceptional situations, when speech is not fully accessible 

or is disturbed: 

H'hen unfamiliar, excessive, bizarre, or discordant with regard to the situation 
or context, non-verbal material may be said to. rise in intensity in the 
observer's or partner's eyes, as in such circumstances it becomes noticeable. 

(1991 :273) 

Based on the common principle that what is unusual becomes more noticeable, it may 

be supposed that during an interaction between a native and a non-native speaker of a 

language, gestures become more noticeable due to the participants' differences in 

using and interpreting gestures, as well as in their level of language proficiency. As 

the cultural display rules vary from country to country (Ekman and Friesen, 1969; 

Hofstede, 1983), non-natives will probably pay more attention to gestures (and other 

NVBs) in the foreign language context. 

Several studies indicate that individuals of various ages do perceive and 

integrate gestures in their understanding of the meaningful act, even in common 

conversations. Children and adults alike seem to synthesise the auditory and the 

visible in order to figure out the meaning of a given situation (Thompson & Massaro, 
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1986, 1994). McNeill et al. (1994) did a mismatch experiment in which it was found 

that individuals included the mismatched speech-gesture combinations present in a 

narrative into their re-telling of a story. Subjects were exposed to a videotaped 

performance in which the narrator deliberately included several instances of 

mismatched gestures in his narrative. These gestures were in conflict with or 

additional to the co-occurring verbal message. For example, the narrator might say 

. He goes up the pipe' while his hands rise upward, moving hand over hand. While the 

verb 'goes up' conveys the ascent and motion, it does not convey the manner of 

ascension, \\hich is shown in the gesture as if climbing on a ladder. When viewers 

retold the story, they adjusted the narrative so as to include the information provided 

by the mismatched gestures. McNeill et al. interpret this as an indication that subjects 

form a new idea unit to solve the apparent conflict between the two systems and to 

provide a coherent narrative: 

This is the sense in which two nonredundant channels can be said to cover the 
same idea unit, the two combining into a single idea unit about the scene that 
is richer than the picture conveyed by either channel alone. (1994: 235) 

Streeck (1994) indicates how, by examining what recipients are doing at any moment 

in the interaction when the speaker is producing a gesture, one can derive evidence as 

to \\hether the recipient is attending or not to the gesture. The recipient may shift gaze 

along with the gesture, translate the speaker's gesture in another gesture to show 

understanding, or indicate that the gesture was perceived through head gestures. 

Similarly, speakers were found to adjust their gestural as well as spoken performance, 

according to how recipients are paying attention. 

3) Interactants attend to each other's gestures as well as words. 

Close analyses of videotaped interactions investigated the use of gestures by the 

addressees in various conversational contexts (Goodwin, M.H., 1980; Goodwin, C., 

1986' Goodwin and Goodwin, 1986, 1992; Heath, 1986, 1992; Streeck and Hartege, , 

1992; Streeck, 1993). These studies indicated that meaning and functions attached by 

participants in a particular context depend as much on gesture as on speech. 

Heath (1992) and Goodwin (1986) give examples in which speakers manage 

to regain the viewer's attention by using gestures. These are either conversational 

gestures or self-touchings (non-gestures) and serve to regulate the visual attention of 

the others. Adult listeners were shown to attend to gestural information conveyed by a 
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conversational partner when describing pictures (Berger & Popelka, 1971), drawing 

abstract shapes (Graham and Argyle, 1975), learning an origami technique 

(Furuyama, 2000) or for assessing children's knowledge and understanding (Church 

& Goldin-Meadow, 1986; Goldin-Meadow et al., 1992). McNeill et af. (1994) show 

how listeners of a narrative integrate both types of available information, verbal and 

gestural, in their re-telling of a story. This wealth of studies indicates that viewers 

attend to speakers' gestures as well as words. However, the ways in which viewers 

perceiYe gestures and interpret them are not yet clear and need further research. 

2A.6. From gesture to sign languages 

Kendon made the distinction between gesticulation that is complementary to speech, 

autonomous gestures, which can "function independently of speech" (1983: 33) and 

sign languages that occur in the total absence of speech. He takes the meaning and the 

co-occurrence (or not) of speech and gesture as the criteria for distinguishing between 

the systems of gestural communication. McNeill (1992: 37) proposed a so-called 

'Kendon's continuum' (shown in Figure 2.5. below) to differentiate between the 

spontaneous gestures and the socially regulated, more systematic codes of gestures. 

Figure 2.5. Kendon's continuum 

Gesticulatio~ Language-like Gesture~ Pantomime~ Emblems---' Sign Languages 

(1992:37) 

The relationship between gestures and speech on this continuum varies considerably. 

Speech-related gestures (gesticulation) and sign languages develop in a different 

relationship with the social environment. While gesticulation is spontaneous and lacks 

any strict standards of form, sign languages are highly regulated and with precise 

standards of well-formedness. McNeill argues that in moving from left to right on the 

continuum between the two extremes: 

(1) the obligatory presence of speech declines; (2) the presence of language 
properties increases,' (3) idiosyncratic gestures are replaced by socially 
regulated signs. (1992: 37) 

Gesticulation refers to all gestures that occur spontaneously (only) during speech. 

Kendon (1983: 17) includes in this category movements of the hand and arms, but 

also of the head and face (not facial expressions, but head actions). These gestures are 
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co-temporal, co-expressive and have convergent functions with speech, as shown 

above (see sections 2.4.4. and 2.4.5.). 

Language-like gestures are defined by McNeill (1992) as different from the 

speech-related gestures not through their form, but through the ways in which they are 

grammatically integrated into the utterance. Kendon (1988) labels this class 'speech

alternating gestures', and sees them as movements which take the role of a potentially 

extended phrase to convey a complex image. He gives the example of a 'mixed

syntax' sentence (Slama-Cazacu, 1976), when the speaker - a young girl talking about 

other young people she knew - finishes a construct with a gesture: 'Their parents are 

professors, but the kids are /gesture/' (Kendon, 1988: 135). In the final stage of the 

utterance, the girl moves both hands forward, with fingers splayed out, and her face 

shows an expression of disgust. Kendon (1988) interprets these types of gesture as a 

holistic gestural representation that functions as a replacing unit for a whole 

descriptin~ phrase. 

Pantomime is defined by McNeill (1992: 37) as a hand depiction of objects 

and actions that excludes the presence of speech, although there might be inarticulate 

onomatopoetic sound effects. McNeill notes that their combinatory potential, when 

two or more successive pantomimic performances can construct a sequence-like 

demonstration, differentiates pantomime from gesticulation, when successive gestures 

do not combine. 

Emblems or symbolic gestures are gestures that bear no morphological relation 

with the lexical referent, have a direct translation in words and their meaning is shared 

by a group, class, culture or sub-culture. They are used deliberately to send a 

particular message, particularly when attempts are made to control other people's 

behaviours (Kendon, 1981). First labelled by Efron (194111972), emblems represent 

signs which differ from other gestures through their relationship with the verbal 

context, awareness and intentionality. Kendon (1983) labelled them autonomous 

gestures, to mark their independent occurrence in rapport with speech. Ekman and 

Friesen (1969) consider them as non-verbal acts which "have a direct verbal 

translation", usually consisting of a word or a phrase, and which represent the 

speaker's "intentional, deliberate effort to communicate" (1969: 63). For example, the 

sign for OK can be translated as "everything is all right". They generally express an 

insult or praise and have certain rules of well formedness, unlike spontaneous, speech-
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related gestures. In certain ways, emblems are almost lexicalised, as they function like 

words independent of any morphological relation with a visual or logical referent. 

Sign languages develop when speech is impossible or taboo. Kendon (1983) 

identifies three types of circumstances that generate the use of conventionalised signs 

as the main means of communication. The alternate sign languages occur when 

speech is available, but social or religious reasons forbid its use. Some examples 

inc lude the monks of certain monastic orders, the Australian Aborigines, or married 

women in Armenia (Kendon, 1990; Klima and Bellugi, 1979; Stokoe, 1972, 1987). 

These communities developed a limited sign language based on pantomime and 

arbitrary signs. An alternate signing system is also in use by professional groups like 

auctioneers. broadcasting staff, crane operators etc. This is not the case with the 

signing lingua franca used among certain indigenous communities, where sign 

languages were developed as the only available system of communication between 

them. Such communities include the Indian tribes in North America (Kendon, 1983) 

and the \Valpiri community in North Central Australia (Kendon, 1988). 

Finally. Kendon identifies primary sign languages as the third category of 

existent sign languages. These refer to the systems of signs used as the only means of 

communication by the deaf communities. They have been extensively studied 

recently, as they present very different structures from the spoken language and 

function as independent linguistic systems. By functioning in the visible medium, the 

primary sign languages can be organised in spatial as well as temporal sequence, thus 

conveying meaning differently from the spoken language. Authors discuss the 

distinctions between speech and sign languages as different linguistic systems at the 

level of segmentation, compositionality, morphological and syntactic complexity, 

arbitrariness, standards of form and community of users (Kendon, 1988; Klima and 

Bellugi, 1979; McNeill, 1992). The best known sign languages are the ASL 

(American Sign Language) and the BSL (British Sign Language), which have been 

extensively researched for their linguistic properties (Stokoe, 1972; Klima and 

Bellugi, 1979; Liddell, 1980). Goldin-Meadow (1982) identified a unique sign 

language developed spontaneously by deaf children of hearing parents who did not 

know ASL and had no access to an oral language due to their impairedness. 

The progressive replacement of speech on Kendon's continuum with more 

gestures impacts on the form and the communicative function of gestures. While 

spontaneous gestures produced only during speech are simpler in form and in general 
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cOlnplement the meanings conveyed verbally, the gestures further along the 

continuum become more abstract in meaning and standardised in form. Kendon 

(1988) talks about a lexicalisation of gestures, which occurs in the case of sign 

languages: 

Gestures become ful~l' lexicalised when, for one reason or another, speech 
cannot be used for prolonged periods, but when, nevertheless, all of the 
functions of spoken interchange are required. In these circumstances (. . .) 
gestural units mllst be established that can serve, as words do, to refer to units 
of meaning that can be recombined to create specific signs with ,!)pecific 
meanings. (1988: 136) 

2A.7. The focus on gestures in the present study 

The focus of this study will be on gesticulation or speech-related gestures, as these are 

the gestures that occur with most frequency in usual conversation and appear to play 

several communicative functions in social interaction. Also, as data will show, these 

gestures are the predominant ones in teachers' production of NVBs and in learners' 

noticing of relevant NVBs in teachers' behaviour. Emblems, as symbolic gestures 

with cross-cultural variations and specific meanings and functions in the language 

class (Hauge, 2000) will also be investigated. All the other gestures as identified in 

Kendon's continuum (language-like gestures, pantomime) are less frequent in usual 

interaction or characterise a particular group of users (e.g. communities of sign 

language users, religious groups etc.) and they will not be explored in this study. 

2.4.8. Taxonomies of speech-related gestures 

Kendon (1983: 15) identifies two approaches adopted by authors in developing 

classifications of gesture: semiotic, which take meaning as a main criterion and reflect 

the modalities in which gestures embed it, and functional, which reflect mainly the 

relationship between gesture and its simultaneous discourse. As reflected in the 

classifications discussed below, these principles are not easily distinguishable at all 

times. 

The classifications traditionally used in the study of gestures adopt the 

criterion of representationality of gestures in order to group them. This dimension 

refers to the ways in which bodily movements that accompany speech are alleged to 

depict the referential content of an utterance. Gestures identified in these taxonomies 

range thus from those without any semantic relationship with speech to those which 

depict speech content. Several taxonomies were elaborated mainly in the last three 
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decades, following a model developed by Wundt (192111973), who was the first to 

identify a close relationship between speech and gesture. Most influential 

categorisations that followed his model took into account the semantic relationship 

bet\\'een gestures and co-occurring speech (Efron, 1941; Ekman & Friesen, 1969, 

1972: Freedman, 1972: Cosnier, 1982; McNeill, 1987; 1992). 

As much current research in the field of gesture uses McNeill's semantic

semiotic classificatory system, I will discuss here its categories and the underlying 

principles. McNeill's classification (1992) includes the following categories of 

gestures: 

• ICO.YICS as gestures ll'hich "bear a close formal relationship to the semantic 

content of speech" (1992: 12). 

• DEICTICS, as gestures of pointing to a locus in space, to describe a location 

or a motion. They are used in indicating objects and events in the concrete 

world, but abstract pointing is the most dominant type of pointing in 

narratives. In these cases, individuals point to an abstract space which is taken 

as a location of an introduced reference. 

• BEATS as gestures that are simple rhythmic flicks of the hand or head, which 

simply punctuate speech. They are invariable in form regardless of the content 

of speech and reflect the speaker's conception of the narrative discourse as a 

whole. 

• .\1ETAPHORICS as gestures that resemble iconics in their pictorial content, 

but reflect "an abstract idea rather than a concrete object or event" (1992: 14). 

Their role is to give concreteness to an abstract concept, by visual ising the 

idea in the shape of an imaginary object supported in the hands and presented 

to the listener. 

McNeill's taxonomy has two main advantages as an investigatory tool. First of all, it 

recognises the interdependence between gesture and speech. The two systems are 

conceptualised as reflecting an underlying representation simultaneously, although 

through different channels and strategies. Secondly, the categories are complex 

enough to include the multi-functional gestures occurring in interaction, still limited 

enough to allow a deep understanding and convenient manipulation during the coding. 

This might also explain its extended use in almost all current studies on gesture. For 

these reasons, I will use in the present study McNeill's coding system of gestures. 
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Bavelas et al. (1992) suggest a mainly-functional classification of speech

related gestures. The authors see gestures as highly contextualised and their meaning 

depending on the linguistic and social context in which they occur. Individuals' 

interpretations of the meaningful value of a speaker's gesture depend not only on the 

physical properties that a gesture displays, but mainly on its function in the context. In 

this sense, based on the distinction between gestural referents, the authors 

distinguished between two groups of conversational or speech-related gestures: topic 

gestures and inferactil'e gestures. While topic gestures have reference within the 

content of speech, interactive gestures are meant to simply include the addressee in 

the conversation. By taking reference into account, Bavelas et al. generate a 

classification that adopts a mixed criterion, gestural meaning and function, remaining 

predominantly functional. 

According to these authors, topic gestures represent the vast majority of 

gestures occurring in conversation. Their function is to visualise an aspect of reality 

talked about simultaneously, such as the physical properties of an object described or 

(metaphorically) of a problem. Four types of interactive gestures were identified, with 

their subsumed functions in interaction: 

• DeNrer), gestures - "refer to the delivery of the information by speaker to the 

addressee" (1994: 213). 

• Citing gestures - "refer to a prevIous contribution of the addressee" 

(1994:213). 

• Seeking gestures- attempt "to elicit specific information from the addressee" 

(1994: 213). 

• Turn gestures - refer to "issues around the speaking turn" (1994: 213). 

This classification complements McNeill's semantic-semiotic classification of gesture 

in several ways: 

a) by making a distinction between the gestures which are produced In 

conjunction with the content of speech and gestures which are meant to 

preserve the interaction; 

b) by combining gestural meaning with gestural functions as a more integrative 

way of studying gestures; 
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c) bv recognising that gestures can have different functions (even 

sitnllitaneollsly), depending on the content in which they occur and on the 

interpretive action of the interlocutor. 

The functional principles stipulated in relation to gestures by Bavelas et al. 's 

classification \vill be taken into account in this study, although the categories of 

gestures developed by the authors will not be applied to the data. The purpose of the 

study will be to identify the functional categories of gestures and other NVBs 

identified by the participants themselves rather than to impose existent taxonomies on 

the data. 

2.5. ~Iodels of non-yerbal behaviour 

Several models of NVB have attempted to explain the ways in which individuals 

interact non-verbally and also how they adjust to each other's NVB during the 

interaction. Burgoon et al. (1995) provide a comprehensive review of existent models 

of produced NVB. While traditional models of NVB defined NV exchanges in terms 

of participants' reactions to each other's actions, recent functional models perceive 

interactions as cumulated results of pre-determinant factors. 

2.5.1. Traditional models of non-verbal behaviour 

Traditional reactive models of NVB explained one person's NVB as a result or 

reaction to the partne( s preceding behaviour. Equilibrium or affiliative conflict theory 

(Hall, 1959, 1966; Sommer, 1959, 1962; Argyle and Dean; 1965) claimed that 

interactants tend to achieve a comfortable or appropriate level of behavioural 

involvement. This involvement was expressed in terms of distance, gaze, smiling and 

other related cues which appeared to indicate intimacy between participants. Authors 

claimed that when this equilibrium was disturbed, behavioural adjustments would 

take place to compensate for the inappropriate involvement. Experiments carried out 

to prove the validity of the theory generally involved a stranger approaching an 

individual too closely, gazing excessively or touching unsuspected subjects (reviews 

by Cappella, 1981; Patterson, 1973). Results indicated changes in the unsuspecting 

subject's behaviour, who was usually trying to restore the balance to the appropriate 

and acceptable levels of interaction. However, these findings were not confirmed in 

studies involving people in close relationships, such as friends or family members. In 

these situations, equilibrium is achieved not through compensation, but rather through 
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reciprocation of similar behaviour, e.g. children's touch of parents requires similar 

behaviour from adult. 

Alternative subsequent affect-based models of NVB attempted to identify an 

emotional link between physiological arousal and close approaches (McBride et ai., 

1965) or increased gaze (Kleinke, 1986). They generated an 'arousal model' in which 

the individuals' labelling of a partner's arousal was seen to mediate subsequent 

NYBs. This model could account for both compensatory and reciprocal behaviours as 

a reaction to previous interaction. According to the arousal-labelling model, if an 

individual liked and labelled positively an interactant's actions, reciprocation was 

predicted. On the contrary, if an individual labelled negatively one's behaviour, 

compensation \\'ould take place. Affect had thus a mediating role in determining one's 

subsequent NVB. However, Capella and Greene (1982) claimed that people's 

adjustments to each other's NVBs were too fast to allow for labelling in the course of 

interaction and that arousal is the mediating process of NVB adjustment. They 

advocated that differences between expected and actual NVB of a partner increases 

arousal and affective involvement proportionally. While high levels of arousal 

produce negative emotions and lead to compensation, moderate levels of arousal 

produce positive emotions and lead to reciprocation. 

All traditional models seem to conceptualise NVB exchange as reactive in 

nature and attempted to identify the mediating factors that might account for 

individuals' adjustments to each others' behaviours. They were all affect driven and 

adjustments \\ere seen to take place as an immediate emotional reaction to previous 

actions of their interaction partners. The underlying theme of all these models is that 

individuals are driven by internal states that impact their emotional states and 

determine behavioural adjustments to other's behaviours. These models did not 

account for individuals' actions in situations inconsistent with their underlying affects 

and they do not address the initiation of interaction sequences (Patterson, 1999). They 

also do not account for the influence on interaction of the environmental factors or 

partner characteristics. 

2.5.2. Communication and cognitive models of non-verbal behaviour 

More recent models of produced NVB shift from a focus on individuals, their 

biological links and the affect- arousal link to larger group processes, such as the 
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social and cultural norms, ingroup-outgroup relations, and also with an emphasis on 

functions, goals and meanings, perceptions and attributions. 

The most representative theory in this paradigm IS the communication 

accommodation [heory (reviewed by Giles et aI., 1991), which developed initially as a 

theory of speech and expanded later on to include other non-verbal phenomena, such 

as language formality, speech rate, pauses, gaze and smiling. One of the principles 

proposed is that people use convergence as a strategy in which they adapt their 

linguistic and non-verbal styles to mirror their conversational partners and thus 

maintain positive social relations. This process is seen to occur mainly between 

strangers in initial interactions and does not account for interactions among 

acquaintances. The model seems limited to highly intentional forms of adaptation and 

only to few communication functions. It also places the emphasis on speech 

adaptations (Burgoon et aI., 1995: 77). 

Functional and meaning-centred perspectives have become popular 

contemporary approaches to the study of non-verbal communication. They 

acknowledge that interactions are multifunctional, as interactants bring their own 

goals and needs to be accomplished in the interaction. They also place an emphasis on 

the meanings that the interaction behaviours convey and on the active roles that all 

participants play in the interaction at all times, not only when speaking. Functional 

approaches recognise a more active cognitive involvement of the conversational 

partners during the interaction, as individuals are conceptualised as striving to encode 

comprehensible messages and also attend and interpret the partner's message during 

the conversation. Several other functional categories (Burgoon et aI., 1995) frame the 

development of the interaction such as: 

• the identity function, i.e. individuals develop their identity during the 

interaction; 

• the impression function, I.e. individuals manage the image they want their 

conversational partners to perceive of them; 

• the relational function, i.e. individuals care for the type of relationship they 

have with the conversational partner; 

• the structuring function, i.e. individuals define the situation m which the 

interaction takes place; 
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• 

• 

the conversational managing function, i.e. interactants negotiate the access to 

conversational floor: 

the influence function, i.e. partners influence each other's attitudes and beliefs 

during interaction; 

• the personal resources function, i.e. individuals have to secure their own 

safety, pleasure etc. during conversation. 

Patterson (1991). trying to re-establish the active cognitive role of the non-speaking 

interactant. argued that: 

an individual's naire perception of the purpose or function of a given 
interaction is a more important determinant of interactive behaviour than is 
arollsal. (1991: 461) 

This statement can be interpreted as a criticism of traditional reactive explanations of 

interactive behaviour discussed above (section 2.5.1.), which did not take into account 

the context of particular NVB exchanges, but only the reactive adjustments to a prior 

pattern of behaviour. The fact that prior theories did not account for multiple 

functions of certain NVBs and also did not include both non-verbal and verbal 

expressions of involvement made Patterson develop a model to account for these 

aspects and also to attend more carefully to the effects of antecedent factors of 

interaction. 

Patterson's functional model (1982, 1983, 1991) identifies a set of preliminary 

factors, from more remote ones (e.g. culture, gender, personality) to factors 

immediately linked to the interaction stage (e.g. cognitive-affective expectancies, 

perceptions of the function of interaction, preferred levels of involvement etc.). 

During the interaction, these factors are activated and influence an individual's NVB 

in different ways. While Patterson still accepted the arousal-assessment-adaptation 

cycle as the pattern of attempting interaction stability, he did not consider affect as the 

main determinant of a person's behaviour. In his model, NVB is determined by the 

individual's deliberate behaviour, rather than being an affect-driven behaviour. While 

spontaneous patterns of NVB may be driven by emotions, managed patterns of NVB 

would follow a more deliberate route. In other words, rather than simply reacting on 

an affective base to a previous behaviour from a partner, the individual is acting as a 

pattern initiator. The author also makes the distinction between adaptive actions 

directed towards a partner and internally triggered and non-adaptive reactions. As 

behaviours are in general norm-and-script governed, some confusion may arise in 
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situations when behavioural patterns may be perceived as adaptive, while they are not 

intended to be reciprocal. 

Patterson (1991) identifies seven functions which interactive NVB can serve: 

(l) providing information~ (2) regulating interaction; (3) expressing intimacy; (4) 

managing affect (5) exercising social control; (6) presenting identities or images; (7) 

facilitating service or task goals. The main innovation this model brought was the 

conceptualisation of the individual as an initiator of specific patterns of NVB, rather 

than a simple recipient who reacts to previous sequences of NVB. It also recognised 

the role of the pre-interactive factors (such as culture, gender, and personality) in 

influencing one's NVB and acknowledged the role of individuals' definition of a 

situation in detennining the development of the interaction. Multiple factors are seen 

to influence interaction patterns at all times: individual styles and preferences, 

expectations based on social nonns and past experience, and situationally immediate 

behaviours that occur during the interaction. Patterson also accounts for a 

combination of affective and cognitive factors that may account for both strategic and 

non-strategic interactions. However, the model lacks an explanation of which 

elements take precedence in which conditions and also looks at the interaction from 

the NYB producer's perspective rather than from a perceiver's perspective. The 

present study will offer an alternative to Patterson's model, by identifying the factors 

which learners in a class context perceive as affecting their judgements of teachers' 

NYBs and by exploring mainly the perceivers' perspective to the NVBs produced in 

the interaction. 

2.5.3. Observer versus participant perspective 

Studies of NYB usually explore the observers' perspective on interactions, asking 

them to judge or rate an interaction or whether adaptation of two or more interactants 

occurred. Observers may provide advantages in investigating NVBs as they can get 

the perspective that the direct participants lack when interacting. However, certain 

aspects of an interaction cannot be accessed by observers, such as the relational 

history or the subtle immediacy cues that are available only to direct participants 

(Burgoon and Newton, 1991; Surra and Ridley, 1991). Bavelas et af. (1992) also 

suggest that gestures are tailored for the addressees, who become thus the best judges 

of the role of gestures in interaction (see also section 3.6. for a discussion of 'actor

observer differences' in situational attribution making). 
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Observers also cannot account for responses that are due to the participants' 

own perceptions of an event or of a context in which an aspect of NVB is produced. 

A.t the same time. participants' self-reports proved to be biased and inaccurate in a 

study that investigated retrospective interactions (Bernard et al., 1984). These reports 

indicated the participants' tendency to give stereotypical and socially acceptable 

responses. However. data were elicited a long time after the interaction took place, 

making their recollection very difficult for the participants. When a cued recall 

method \\as used, the participants were found to give more reliable accounts (Roloff 

and Campion. 1985). The present study will explore the participants' perspective on 

sdected classroom-based events and will do so by using a cued recall method soon 

after the interaction is concluded. It is hoped that by eliciting the data immediately 

after the actual event the participants will have a clearer picture of the interaction and 

\\ill proyide an insightful perspective on the events lived and their meanings. 

2.6. Non-verbal behaviour and culture 

Culture is usually defined as a set of shared beliefs, values, attitudes and behaviours 

that are transmitted from generation to generation (Barnouw, 1985) and 

operationalised as either race (cross-ethnicity studies) or place of birth (cross-country 

studies). Cross-cultural studies of NVB talk about cultural similarities and equally 

about differences in the use of NV subcodes. While some facial expressions of 

emotions or gestures are known to be pancultural, authors and lay people alike talk 

about the cultural differences of how cultures express emotions or use gestures and 

other NVB codes. Ekman and Friesen (1969) explain the co-existence of these 

similarities and differences ofNVB through the action of certain display rules, which 

are learnt since childhood and which regulate the amount and types of NVBs used in 

different social circumstances. The number and extent of these rules seems to depend 

upon the culture where these rules are produced. Matsumoto (1996) shows that 

cultures may have rules to amplify or deamplify emotions (show more or less emotion 

than actually felt), neutralise or mask emotions (show nothing or conceal an emotion) 

or blend expressions (mix the expressions of two or more emotions simultaneously). 

These rules of emotional display may be extended to the use of other non-verbal 

codes, such as eye contact, touch, space, gestures etc. 

Argyle (1996) appreciates that these rules are evident across cultures as well as 

gender. In this sense, in Mediterranean countries both men and women are 
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encouraged to express their emotions in public, while this is discouraged for men in 

North European and Asian cultures. In another study, Japanese and Americans 

showed quite different facial expressions after watching a stressful film. In the 

interviews after the film, the Americans continued to display negative emotions, while 

the Japanese smiled as a mask to their real feelings (Friesen, 1972). Similarly, when 

Judging others' expressed emotions, people from countries which encourage the use 

of NYB score higher than people from countries where the use of NYB is restricted. 

In this sense, English and Italians could judge their own and each other's emotions 

quite \\eIL but not those of the Japanese~ the latter could judge the Europeans better, 

but were not \'ery good at judging people from their own culture (Shimoda et al., 

1978). 

Se\eral studies however showed the existence of certain facial expressions that 

are pancultural. in the sense that they are produced by people in any culture in direct 

relation to specific emotions and equally recognised cross-culturally (Ekman and 

Friesen. 1971). Similarly, the recognition of facial expressions of emotions was 

shown to be universal (Matsumoto, 1989; Matsumoto and Ekman, 1989; Kupperbusch 

et aI., 1999). However. Japanese subjects had lower recognition accuracy rates for the 

negative emotions. This appears to suggest that, although the ability to recognise 

emotions is universaL the Japanese culture shapes the perception of some emotions 

(Bamlund, 1989; Matsumoto, 1996). It might be the case that similar to the 

constrained ability to recognise and interpret emotions, cultures with more restrictive 

rules ofNYB would notice less and make less sense of other NYBs. 

At first sight, gestures appear to vary considerably between cultures. 

Differences between the amount and the manner of gesturing in various cultures have 

long been investigated (Birdwhistell, 1970; Ekman and Friesen, 1969; Kendon, 1984; 

Graham and Argyle, 1975). However, there are no more recent systematic cross

cultural comparisons of gestural use or interpretation. Efron (194111972) found, in his 

widely quoted study which compared the gesture styles of Southern Italians and East 

European Yiddish-speaking Jews, certain cultural differences in the amount of 

gesturing as well as in the information that the interactants derived from gestures. 

While both cultures gestured quite extensively, Jewish subjects appeared to use 

gestures that had a much more abstract relationship with the speech content. At the 

same time, Italians used mainly gestures that were highly pictorial, with an immediate 

reference to the objects and actions they talked about. He considered the character of 
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Jewish gesturing as . ideographic' by depicting the logical structure of the talk rather 

than giving a visual representation of its content. This seemed to suggest that the two 

cultures use gestures for different purposes in social interaction; the Italians 

conveying more contextual information through gestures, the Jews relying on gestures 

to mark the progression of talk (Kendon, 1981). 

Interesting findings comparing distinct cultural groups were revealed in the 

case of emblems, which are gestures with a meaning on their own separate from the 

content speech and with a high degree of conventionalisation. Typical emblems 

include gestures such as head-nodding, thumb up, the OK sign, halt sign etc. 

Descriptive accounts and dictionaries of emblems exist for different cultural 

communities from all over the world. These studies vary considerably in the 

techniques used for the data collection and in most cases they reflect results from 

limited samples of population and contexts of occurrence. Kendon (1981) compared 

six of these national accounts and concluded that the gestures focused upon have 

limited functions, reflecting mainly purposes of interpersonal regulation such as 

communicating an impression of actions or individuals, or personal states. 

~loITis et al. (1979) conducted the largest comparative study on cultural 

variation, distribution and attributions of meanings to 20 emblems. They investigated 

forty locations across Europe and found a variety of uses and meanings attributed to 

the 20 emblems selected. These were mostly of local use, with only two gestures 

commonly shared across countries out of the 20 emblems investigated. The study also 

confirmed that gestures are more widely used in Southern than in Northern Europe. 

This supports the recognition of regional and cultural variety in the use of emblems 

and indicates that the decoding of gestures can be as problematic cross-culturally as 

the decoding of facial expressions. 

However, Kendon (1996) suggests that the widely claimed idiosyncrasy of 

gestures is, at this stage, just a supposition. Although there are differences between 

gestural styles from one culture to another, individuals belonging to similar social 

groups or similar cultures display a close range of gestural patterns. Individuals seem 

to be aware of certain social norms of appropriateness with regards to the use, range 

and space used by gestures in various social contexts. In this sense, authors claim the 

existence of culture-specific gestural styles. Italians, for example, are known for using 

a high amount of speech-related gestures (Kendon, 1995), while Japanese are 

typically less expressive (Matsumoto, 1996). In a cross-cultural study involving 
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Italian and Engl ish subjects, it was found that the accuracy in decoding descriptions of 

geometrical figures by listeners was higher when gestures were seen in conjunction 

with speech for both cultures, but this increase was more significant in the case of the 

Italian subjects. This might suggest that for Italians, the information content of 

gestures is much greater than for British participants (Graham and Argyle, 1975). 

\Vith regards to the use of spatial behaviour and touch, anthropologists have 

long distinguished between 'contact' and 'non-contact' cultures (Hall, 1959; Watson, 

1970; Argyle, 1996). While contact cultures, such as Arabs, Latin Americans and 

Southern Europeans. stand closer. face more directly, touch and look more and speak 

louder, the non-contact cultures, such as Asians, Indians and Northern Europeans, 

interact with greater distances, do not face directly, avoid touch and eye contact and 

speak in a quieter voice. Table 2.1. below illustrates the cultural differences in contact 

and non-contact cultures in terms of the use of certain NVB codes. 

Table 2.1. Differences between contact and non-contact cultures 

Gaze Proximity Axis Touch Voice 

Contact cultures 
Arabs 1.25 3.53 2.57 6.59 3.96 

Latin Americans 1.41 4.96 2.47 6.74 4.14 

Southern Europeans 1.49 4.42 2.19 6.88 5.57 

Non-contact cultures 
Asians 2.06 5.20 3.25 6.97 4.79 

Indians-Pakistanis 2.05 3.94 3.59 6.99 4.39 

Northern Europeans 2.l7 5.92 3.51 7.00 4.32 

Source: Watson (1970), cited in Argyle (1996) 

.Votes on scoring systems: 

Gaze (1) Sharp, focussing directly on the other person's eye 
(2) Clear, focussing about the other person's head or face .. 
(3) Peripheral, having the other person within the field of VISion, but not 
focussing on their head or face 

Proximity (3) Within touching distance with forearm extended 
(4) Just outside this distance 
(5) Within touching distance with arm extended 
(6) Just outside this distance 

Touch (6) Accidental touching 
(7) No contact 
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Axis II /" 
~ 

(2) (3) (4) 

Voice (3) Normal plus 
(4) Normal 
(5) Soft 

The table above indicates that there are certain cross-cultural differences in the ways 

in which people use space, position their bodies in relation to an interlocutor, touch or 

look at each others and use the tone of their voice. These differences may generate 

difficulties in inter-cultural situations, as a European interacting with a Latin 

American for example may feel uncomfortable with the invasion of their accustomed 

private space. However. these distinctions are not always clear-cut, as a more recent 

study found that Irish and Scottish dyads stood closer than did the French, English, 

Italians and Greeks when interacting (Remland et al., 1995). These findings might 

suggest that other factors, such as the context of the interaction, the relationship 

between the interactants or their personality might influence more their use of space 

than cultural norms. It may also suggest that cultural norms simply changed in the 30 

years which had passed between the two studies. 

2.7. Summary 

This chapter has reviewed the main theories and approaches to the study of NVB. I 

began by clarifying the terminology in the field and I made the relevant distinctions 

between non-verbal subcodes. I then proceeded to evaluate some of the studies and 

taxonomies in the field of NVB, mainly of gesture. Finally, I discussed some models 

of NVB and the cultural aspects of non-verbal interaction. 

The following chapter will examine relevant studies from social psychology 

and foreign language classroom research, locating the current study in these two fields 

and explaining why an investigation of learners' perceptions of teachers' gestures and 

other NVBs would bring a new dimension to FL classroom research. 
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CHAPTER 3 

NON-VERBAL BEHAVIOUR, SOCIAL NORMS AND 

THE LANGUAGE CLASSROOM 

3.1. Overview 

This chapter has two main sections. In the first section, I discuss the relevance of the 

social norms in the production of NYB and the ways in which these norms influence 

the perception and interpretation of others' NYB. In the second section, I locate the 

present study in the context of classroom-based research, showing how, despite the 

fact that the focus and the methodology of my study are relatively innovative, both are 

in line \\ith current directions in applied linguistics research on language classrooms. 

In the end. I provide an outline of the key features of the present study. 

3.2. The effects of social norms on individuals' production of non-verbal 

behayiour 

People's social life is determined by being simultaneously members of many different 

social groups. e.g. family, groups of friends, work-groups, cultural groups etc. A 

definition of a small group is given by Paulus (1989): 

A group consists of two or more interacting persons who share common goals, 
have a stable relationship, are somehow interdependent and perceive that they 
are in fact part of a group. 

This definition identifies four important aspects of groups and their functioning, 

which may be used in characterising classes as groups. First, it requires that the group 

members regularly interact with each other. Second, group members have similar 

purposes for their actions and joint interests, e.g. teaching or learning a content. Third, 

that the relationships between the members are amicable and all roles and group 

norms are established and respected. Fourth, that individuals are counting on each 

other's support and each one's actions has repercussions on all the members. In the 

field of SLA research, several authors have conceptualised language classes as groups 

that develop shared values, meanings and practices (Gibb and Gibb, 1976; Breen, 

1985; Doyle, 1986; Slavin, 1989). 
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\\'hen groups come together, they develop norms, defined as a set of shared 

rules regarding, for example, the members' behaviour, ways of dressing, attitudes in 

certain situations, shared ways of doing and thinking about the main group activity 

(Argyle, 1994). They also start to negotiate roles and types of interaction, and tend to 

reach a common ground of beliefs and practices. When people forming a group have 

different backgrounds, they will try to find commonalties between individual values. 

Different sources can generate the social norms that impact on a group's 

dynam ics. In this sense, in the case of NVB, the most important sources appear to be 

culture, gender, power and status (Philippot et al., 1999). These norms operate at the 

group le\'el and at the individual level via the so-called display rules, i.e. the rules 

\\hich regulate the type and amount of NVB which should be shown in different 

contexts of social interaction. At the group level, the norms regulate the types of 

interactions between individuals and help to resolve social conflicts (Wilke and 

~leertens, 199-1-). At the individual level, the norms regulate the types and frequencies 

of one's NVBs. As shown before (see section 2.6.), in the non-contact cultures (e.g . 

. -\sian, North European), individuals are expected to avoid direct eye contact, use less 

gestures and do not express emotions in public. In contrast, contact cultures (e.g. 

~lediterranean, Arabic) promote emotional and gestural expressivity, direct eye 

contact and close proximity. As these norms vary from culture to culture, entering a 

ne\\' cultural environment requires the individual to learn not only the language, but 

also the new set of display rules that grants one group membership. 

Kirouac and Hess (1999) discuss the areas in which group membership may 

influence the expressive displays of a person's emotions. First, membership can 

determine the types of events that are likely to elicit a certain emotion. Second, it can 

influence the degree to which an emotion is appropriate to a specific context or more 

acceptable. Individuals seem to develop, through learning, the rules of displaying 

certain emotions or using certain gestures, as well as learning to select the appropriate 

responses and interpreting appropriately the non-verbal displays of an interaction 

partner (see also section 3.4. for a discussion of social attributions). 

There seem to exist cross-cultural differences in non-verbal display rules (as 

discussed in section 2.6.). However, there is evidence to suggest that the events that 

appear to generate a certain type of behaviour and the emotions that people feel in 

certain situations are comparable across cultures (Wallbott and Scherer, 1986). What 

seem to differ are the rules for showing these emotions in public and the rules of 
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enacting a certain type of behaviour only in specific social contexts. People all over 

the world have the same ability to recognise emotions in others or to interpret the 

others' behaviour. However, as the display rules in some countries suppress the 

t'xpression of certain emotions or the use of certain gestures, people belonging to 

tht'se cultures seem to lose their capacity to be alert to and interpret others' emotions 

or gt'stures (Matsumoto, 1996: 104 t). Therefore, when entering a culture that has 

different rules for showing emotions or for using NVB in interaction with the others, 

learners will be likely to have difficulties in interpreting appropriately others' actions 

and also in adapting their own style of behaviour. It seems reasonable to assume that, 

while some learners might progressively adapt to and adopt the new set of display 

rules as a way of gaining group membership, others might lack this adaptability and 

face miscommunication and social frustration when interacting with members of a 

new culture. 

Social norms are also generated by the gender differences which are 

perpetuated in any society and learnt from ages as young as 3 to 5 years old 

(Birnbaum. 1983). Several gender differences reside in cultural stereotypes and 

individuals tend to be aware of the social expectations regarding the differences in 

emotional expressivity between genders, such as crying when angry or sad as being 

more permissible for women (Fischer, 1993). However, while some consistent gender 

differences were observed, men's and women's reactions and behaviours seem to 

depend more on individual and contextual factors, such as personality, the type of 

stimulus. the interpersonal situation etc. than on gender predispositions (Wagner et 

al., 1993). 

Some of the differences in individuals' use of NVB are usually linked with 

norms related to the power differences in the group. Henley (1995) showed that men 

and people of higher-status are more likely to initiate touch or eye contact and also 

smile more. Gender differences were however inversely correlated with status in 

another study, where men of high-status were found to smile less than women of 

high-status when interacting with a subordinate (Deutsch, 1990). Although no reports 

of classroom interaction exist regarding the differences between female and male 

teachers or learners, it could be assumed that females, both teachers and learners, 

might smile more and show more emotion than males. 

The findings presented above suggest that, in social interaction, factors such as 

cultural background, gender and status are determinants of a set of conventions 
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regarding the ways in which individuals belonging to different groups are expected to 

behave. Groups representing specific cultures are shown to have a common memory 

of norms, rules. friends and enemies etc. and individuals are required to obey the rules 

if they are to be validated as members (Moreland et al., 1996). All these findings 

generate several implications for the multi-cultural class. One of them is that learners 

coming from a variety of cultural backgrounds will be 'programmed' to operate on 

the basis of a set of rules that are the custom in their country. These rules might differ 

from the ones of the culture in which they come to learn the language. In this sense, 

miscommunication and social misunderstandings in the class are more likely. 

However. one also needs to consider the degree to which individuals adapt to the new 

set of rules of behaviour and the ways in which they may transfer their background 

knowledge in judging the others' NVB in the new cultural context. 

3.3. The effects of social norms on individuals' perceptions and interpretations of 

others' non-yerbal behaviour 

Social norms have an impact not only on individuals' behaviour in certain situations, 

but also on the ways in which individuals perceive each other's behaviour in the 

interaction. This issue is of particular relevance to the present study. Earlier studies 

investigated the ways in which individuals judge others' NVB under the influence of 

their own cultural norms. Before I discuss this body of research, I will make some 

comments on the general attributes of human perception in interaction. 

An important feature of human perception is our ability to empathise with 

others. Empathy is generally defined as our ability to take the perspective of the other 

person, either cognitively or emotionally (Markova, 1987: 54). There are several 

variables that affect one's ability to empathise with the others. First, although children 

increase their empathic abilities with age, they nevertheless become more aware of 

the cultural display rules in their society. As these rules regulate mainly the 

expression of emotions and gestures, children's perception of others is simultaneously 

affected through the intemalisation of the rules. Second, individual experience may 

impact on a child's own level of empathy, e.g. a child with a sick mother may become 

more able to empathise with illness. Third, people are shown to empathise more with 

those who are similar to them in a particular way, e.g. gender, culture, age etc. In this 

sense, English people and Italians were more able to empathise with the emotions 
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displayed by each other than with the emotions of Japanese subjects (Shimoda et al., 

1978). 

A second feature of human perception is its selectivity, which refers to the 

perceptual property of selecting from the environment only the objects or actions that 

help indi\'iduals make sense of their immediate reality. Although the criteria through 

which this selection takes place are not yet very clear, it seems that we tend to notice 

aspects of others' behaviours which are particularly salient or do not fit in the existing 

con\'entions of social behaviour (Pennington et al., 1999). Salience or prominence of 

an act of beha\'iour can determine it being noticed. In an experimental situation, 

obser\'ers of a conversation rated as more influential the person whom they were 

facing during the observation, i.e. the person they had their attention on by the nature 

of their seating arrangement (Taylor and Fiske, 1975). In other words, focusing the 

attention on a person increases the noticing and the recall of that person's actions . 

. -\.lso. the behaviours which appear different from the patterns we are used to or we 

expect in a certain situation are bound to become noticeable. These discrepancies 

would attract one' s attention and encourage the individual to look for an explanation 

for the deviation (See also section 3.5. below for 'models of attribution'). 

One of the main sources of potential discrepancies between expected 

behaviours and actually occurring behaviour resides in different cultural display rules 

(Ekman and Friesen, 1969). As people are used to see and involve certain types of 

gestures or emotions in their own culture, their sensitivity to these aspects of NVB 

seems to be affected. In this sense, Japanese subjects were reported to attribute a 

lower intensity of emotional expressions to both Japanese and Caucasian subjects 

(Matsumoto & Ekman, 1989). Regarding the accuracy of decoding, Japanese subjects 

were less accurate in identifying anger (Matsumoto, 1992), fear and happiness 

(Russell et al.. 1993) than American, Canadians or Greek subjects. In a medical 

context, BruneI (1989) and Hall (1997) found that psychologists and therapists had 

difficulties in empathising with members of another cultural group or misinterpreted 

their NVB due to the lack of cultural background knowledge. Cultural display rules 

governing NVB impact thus on the individuals' ability to perceive the others' 

emotions and to interpret them accurately. In a classroom context, this means that 

teachers and learners might have difficulties in interpreting each other's NV messages 

when they do not share the cultural background or do not have the knowledge about 

different cultural norms governing NVB. 
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Apart from the cultural display rules, gender and status were also influential of 

individuals' perceptions of the others' emotions or gestures. Women were found to be 

better interpreters, with a higher rate of accuracy in perceiving emotions (Briton and 

Hall, 1995). Also, people of lower status seem to be better perceivers than people of 

higher status. In a study involving people assigned the roles of teachers and students, 

status influenced the perceivers' accuracy, in the sense that students were more 

accurate in decoding teachers' emotions than vice versa (Snodgrass, 1992). 

Existent studies in the field of NYB perception indicate that individuals differ 

in their abilities of perceiving and interpreting others' NYB. A major shortcoming of 

these studies is the fact that most of them adopted an experimental design, by using 

mainly still photos as stimuli or by eliciting subjects' judgements of others' NYB in 

laboratory-based simulated interactions. It might be the case that, in real life 

situations, individuals use a combination of cues rather than isolated acts of NYB to 

base their judgements of the others' emotions and intentions. What these studies show 

is that, in experimental settings, individuals differ in their accuracy in identifying and 

interpreting NYBs. a difference which may be generated by specific cultural norms. It 

is not c lear yet is the way in which individuals adapt in real life situations to a new 

cultural context in order to make sense of new types of perceived NYBs. 

For the purposes of this study, the following conclusions seem important. 

Since individuals vary in the types and amounts of NYB considered appropriate in 

their own cultures, a multi-cultural class entails exposure of each individual to a 

medium of behaviours that may be new and different. It is however difficult to predict 

if the difference is more noticeable due to its novelty or more difficult to interpret, as 

the person lacks the experience of perceiving it. However, due to their individual 

experiences and abilities of perceiving others' NYBs, learners in a language class may 

be expected to: a) rely on NYB when unclear of some aspect of the verbal message; b) 

differ in the amount of NYBs noticed; c) notice aspects of NYB different from their 

own cultural norms; d) occasionally differ between each other in the interpretations 

given to some of the NYBs noticed. 

3.4. The attribution approach 

Heider (1958) argued that people, in their daily life, wish to make sense of the world 

in order to be able to predict and control it. To do so, people tend to attribute 

intentionality, as we constantly look for causes in the events around us. If we are able 
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to explain others' behaviour, we can decide on our own behaviour towards them and 

also attempt to predict their next actions. The ways in which we perceive others' 

beha\'iours and the process through which we attribute causes and interpretations to 

them are framed by attribution theory. In an early article, Heider (1944) identified 

three principles that are at the basis of attribution theory: 

• 
• 
• 

Indi\'iduals perceive behaviours as having a cause; 

Perceptions are important; 

The causes of behaviour may be perceived as residing with the person and/or 

the situation. 

The first principle stipulates that in any situation people are bound to try and explain a 

situation by identifying its causes. That means that all human behaviour is explained 

by its producers and perceivers alike as being attributed to one or a number of specific 

causes. There are differences between the 'objective' causes of an action (which 

might not be accessible in some cases) and the ways in which individuals attribute 

causes to an action (Pennington et al., 1999). However, the fact that in any given 

situation indi\'iduals attempt to find an explanation for an event or behaviour is very 

important when exploring the perception of NVB. This means that learners will 

attribute causes and meanings to acts of behaviour perceived according to several 

influences. 

The second principle identified by Heider is that 'perceptions are important' in 

the sense that one needs to look at what individuals perceive as causing an act of 

behaviour rather than what the actual causes are. In this sense, when investigating 

NVBs in the language class, it seems reasonable to assume that learners' perceptions 

are crucially important for understanding the impact of teachers' NVB on them. 

Finally~ the third principle identifies the ways in which attributions of cause work, i.e. 

the individual may consider the person or aspects of the situation as the main cause of 

a perceived action. The ways in which individuals choose between internal causes 

(i.e. causes of behaviour located within the individual whose behaviour is perceived) 

and external causes (i.e. causes located outside the person and in the situation in 

which behaviour occurred) are still unknown. People were found to use both external 

and internal attributions of cause in the same situation, which makes it difficult to 

understand how individuals may choose between these (Ross, 1977; Fincham, 1985). 
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Although people seem to attribute causes to all behaviours, this process is not 

conscious at all times as it works almost spontaneously. However, people are more 

likely to produce attributions in new or unexpected situations, when failing to achieve 

a desired outcome (Weiner, 1985) or when experiencing a negative emotion (Bohner 

t!f al., 1988). This means that in a FL class situation, learners are more likely to try 

and attribute causes to teachers' NYBs when these appear different from what they 

are used to or when they experience emotions in situations when, for example, they do 

not understand or disagree with something. 

The circumstances when we are more likely to make spontaneous, almost 

instant attributions refer to the situations in which a behaviour or a person are 

immediately categorised and identified based on the immediately available 

information. These spontaneous attributions are more likely to be dispositional (about 

the person) rather than situational (Jones, 1990). As an example, a learner is likely to 

judge a teacher (person identification) when smiling to the class (behaviour 

identification) after someone answered her question (situation identification) by 

making a spontaneous judgement. The learner may consider that the teacher is a 

pleasant person (internal attribution) or that she is pleased with the answer (external 

attribution). In any case, the decision will be almost spontaneous. However, when the 

behayiour is confusing or unexpected, there is likely to be a deliberation stage before 

attributing a cause. In this stage, individuals rely on their previous knowledge about 

the person, previous knowledge about how other people behave in a similar situation 

and also the effects of the behaviour on the outcome of the situation (Lord, 1997). 

This deliberation stage, which requires further thought and reflection based on 

previous information and life experience determines an adjustment of the attribution 

towards a more situational, external attribution. 

Key questions arise for researchers interested in the perception of teachers' 

NVB by the learners in the class: how do individual learners attribute causes (and 

meanings) to teachers' NVB and in what contexts are these attributions spontaneous 

or deliberated? As perception is a selective process and also conditioned by a series of 

individual factors, discrepancies in perceptions between different individuals when 

judging the same behaviour are likely. Heider (1958) identified three aspects which 

condition the perception of behaviour as well as that of objects: 

• The characteristics of the perceiver; 
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• The features of the behaviour perceived; 

• The social context in which the behaviour is perceived . 

In relating these principles to the language learner, the first aspect refers to the 

learner's own life experience, culture, personality, perceptive qualities etc. The 

second aspect identifies the qualities of the behaviour perceived, such as how visible 

was the teacher's action, what was the complex of behaviours in which it occurred, 

how familiar is the learner with the teacher's NY style etc. Finally, the social context 

conditions the production as well as the perception of an act of behaviour (as 

discllssed aboye in sections 3.2. and 3.3.). 

Seyeral authors referred to differences between the inter-group attributions, as 

conditioned by the cultural differences of attribution (and behaviour). In this sense, 

Hofstede (1983, 1986) developed a four dimensional model of cultural differences 

which accounts for discriminations between cultural groups with respect to their 

beliefs, values, attitudes and behaviours. The dimensions he defined and the cultural 

dichotomies thus generated are shown in Table 3.1. below. 

Table 3.1. Hofstede's dimensions of culture (1980, 1983) 

Dimensions of culture 

Power Distance (PD) 
=the degree to which 
power are maintained 

differences In 

Uncertainty Avoidance (VA) 

Types of societies 

Small power distance societies ( i.e. more 
equality) vs. 

Greater power distance societies (Le. 
more social inequalities). 

Strict control, more aggressive and 
intolerant societies vs. 

=the development of institutions and 
rituals to deal with uncertainty Relaxed, less aggressive 

tolerant societies. 
and more 

Individualism (IN) 
=the degree to which a culture 
encourages the sacrificing of individual 
goals for the group goals 

Masculinity (MA) 
= the degree of emphasis on gender 

differences 

Individualist societies, encouraging the 
development of personal needs vs. 

Collectivist societies, encouraging the 
pursuit of the group's needs and values. 

Masculine societies (gender roles clearly 
marked, assertiveness) vs. 

Feminine societies (flexibility across 
genders, concern for interpersonal 
relationships and quality of life). 
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Hofstede (1986) discussed the ways in which these general matrices of cultural 

discrepancies might affect the relationships in multicultural companies or in a 

multicultural language class. Other studies also examined the ways in which one or 

more of the cultural differences identified by Hofstede affect the interactions between 

people from different cultures (Triandis, 1994; Berger, 1992; Fletcher and Ward, 

1988). These studies explain individual differences in attributing causes to behaviours 

as conditioned by the social rules from one's own culture. In this sense, Western 

cultures are more likely to make internal, dispositional attributions than non-western 

cultures (Morris and Peng, 1994). Honk Kong students were found to focus more on 

the collectiYe, external responsibilities than American students (Bond and Hwang, 

1986) and Hindu teenagers made more external attributions than Americans (Fletcher 

and \Vard. 1988). 

Although the processes of causal attribution are not completely explained by 

current theories, the following features of adult language learners' ways of 

interpreting teachers' NVBs can be hypothesised from the examined literature: 

• Learners will be selective in their perceptions of teachers' NVB; 

• Learners may oscillate between a spontaneous or deliberate attribution in the 

case ofa teacher's NVB; 

• \\'hen attributing an explanation to a perceived teacher NVB, learners will 

choose an internal or external reason in a generally unpredictable manner; 

• Different learners will be conditioned by different personal, i.e. perceptive 

skills, and pre-interactional factors, i.e. external to the classroom situation, in 

attributing meaning or cause to the same act ofNVB. 

The present study will examine the conditions in which learners make similar and 

different selections and attributions of teachers' NVBs and the factors which they 

perceive as conditioning these attributions. 

3.5. Models of attribution 

When having to interpret others' behaviour, people use a set of mental structures or 

frameworks which allow an efficient interpretation of the large amount of information 

available at any given moment (Fiske and Taylor, 1991). Usually, individuals develop 

these mental schemas or prototypes from early childhood and once developed they 

tend to be stable and very influential. Mental schemas are defined as frameworks that 
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contain information relevant to self, other people, specific situations and events 

(Pennington et aI., 1999: 109). They are established on the basis of existing cultural 

and social norms, or the previous experience of a group or individual. Fiske and 

Taylor (1991) identified four types of schemas which individuals use in interpreting 

new situations and regulating their own behaviour. These four groups are: 

• Self schemas. i.e. generalisations about the self based on past experiences; 

• 

• 

Person schemas, i.e. knowledge about the traits, motivation, personality, 

goals etc. of a particular person or type of person; 

Role schemas, i.e. knowledge about expected behaviours of people in certain 

roles: 

• Event schemas. i.e. frameworks which relate to expectancy of a certain 

behaviour in specific situations. 

In order to operate with the given schemas, people need to observe a behaviour and 

then, in a process which is almost unconscious and automatic, the attribution of 

meaning takes place. However, when the information received is inconsistent with 

one's existent schemas, people seem to perform a more in-depth and conscious 

analysis (Devine and Ostrom, 1988). 

There are three main models aimed at explaining the ways in which 

attributions take place, depending on the amount of information available for the 

perceiver. The causal schema model (Kelly, 1972) argues that individuals make 

judgements on a regular basis about the others based on a single observation of that 

person. People try to find the kinds of causes that could generate a certain act of 

behaviour and, based on experience or stereotypes, they make a causal attribution for 

the behaviour perceived. Two principles are identified in relation to the causal 

attribution: the discounting principle and the augmentation principle. According to 

the first one, people will exclude any potential causes once they decide about a 

present cause. The second principle implies that once the cause is decided, people will 

try and add evidence from the context in which the behaviour occurred to support this 

cause. As an example, a smiling face will be considered as a sign of willingness to 

communicate. Any other possible causes (happiness, irony etc.) will then be excluded. 

Other 'contextual cues' (Gumperz, 1982) used to confirm the cause might be the 

person's intention to shake hands, direct eye contact and nodding etc. 
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A second model of attribution was generated in direct relation with the 

situations in which the perceiver has much more information about the person 

perceived. In the co)'ariation model, the perceiver is thought to operate with three 

types of information from previous experience (Kelly, 1967). The three types of 

information are connected with the three questions that we ask in attributing a cause 

to an act of behaviour: 

• 

• 

Consistency (Question: Do other people behave in a similar way to the person 

perceived?) 

Distinctiveness (Question: Does the person perceived behave the same in other 

circumstances or with other people?) 

• Consensus (Question: Do other people behave the same In the gIven 

circumstances with the person perceived?) 

The attribution of a person or situation seems to work thus as a combination of the 

three types of information sources. From the result of this analysis, the perceiver is 

making a causal attribution to the person's behaviour. The perceiver is seen to be 

looking for factors that co-vary with the behaviour; when the factors change, so does 

the behaviour, and the attribution is different. In the case of a gesture made by the 

teacher. for example, a learner would try and discover if the gesture is repeated in 

different circumstances (consistency), towards the other people in the class 

(distinctiveness) orland by other people in the class or community (consensus). 

However, Kelly admitted that the perceivers are not always able to go through 

the analysis process that is implied by the covariation model: 

The framework should be regarded as simply the context within which some 
limited and small sample of observations is interpreted. Beyond that, it is 
obvious that the individual is often lacking the time and the motivation 
necessary to make multiple observations. (1973: 13) 

Both models above described are causal, assuming that individuals will explain a 

certain act of behaviour through a rational cause. However, people do not always 

perceive behaviours in terms of cause and effect, as the following model will show. 

Kelly's models also exclude other types of information that perceivers might process 

apart from the three types of information above mentioned. For example, people may 

judge more the other person's individual attributes rather than their previous 

behaviour. 
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Finally, the correspondent inference model of Jones and Davis (1965) claims that the 

attribution of a cause of behaviour is an inference, which in certain circumstances 

becomes a correspondent inference between an act of behaviour and the perceiver's 

dispositions (personality, intention, attitude, temperament etc.) As with Kelly's 

models. this model refers to the attribution of cause to an act that is perceived as 

intentional. As any behaviour is likely to have more than one effect, the perceiver has 

to decide \yhich of the effects is intended and then make an attribution or 

interpretation. 

Two important factors are suggested as affecting the ways in which a perceiver 

interprets an act through inference: the commonality and the social desirability of the 

effects. The commonal ity refers to the habitual effects that an act of behaviour 

generates. For example, a teacher pointing with the arm in a student's direction after 

asking a question is a habitual action that usually generates a response from the 

student. If the teacher points to the student in the middle of a sentence, the attribution 

is made more difficult for the students in the class. They might consider that the 

student pointed at was disruptive, that his/her turn is anticipated or that s/he is given 

as an example. In any of these choices, the attribution is made more difficult by the 

unusual context of the gesture. The fewer non-common effects there are, the easier is 

to infer a meaning intended. In the case of social desirability, we unconsciously 

assume that people are generally aiming at a desirable effect. When this is not the 

case. i.e. when an act of behaviour generates more non-common negative effects, we 

are likely to make an inference. 

Jones and Davis (1965) acknowledge in their model the importance of past 

information in helping our decisions. The expectations we have of people about their 

behaviour from past experiences or due to their role determine the types of inference 

we make, as usually we expect people to perform a socially desirable act. Their model 

is however aimed at explaining more the unexpected acts, with few effects that are 

likely to be seen as intended by the actor and 'in character'. In other words, it does not 

provide an explanation for the situations that are routines or already experienced in 

the past. It suggests that when faced with a new or unexpected behaviour, we tend to 

use our previous knowledge to build expectations about it in order to make an 

interpretation. 

All models reviewed here offer an account of the mental analysis which 

perceivers are believed to follow to attribute causality to an act of behaviour. While 
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Kelly~s models suggest a more direct use of prior knowledge in the process, the 

correspondent inference theory argues that the particular experience is used to 

develop expectations about a person's behaviour. The difference between them 

resides in the amount of knowledge we posses in a given situation. When this 

situation is familiar, the interpretation is based on judgements made in previous 

similar situations. In all other cases, the perceiver makes inferences based on the 

expected and desirable behaviour in the given situation. Therefore, the three theories 

seem to be suitable for different types of situations. What these models do not explain 

are the cases when the perceivers attribute other reasons than causal to an act of 

behaviour and also do this in a seemingly irrational way. 

3.6. Attributional inaccuracy 

Individuals' perceptions are not always accurate. There are several processes involved 

in social perception, such as self-interest, a person's beliefs, focus of attention etc. 

that may affect the ways in which individuals make attributions to a situation or 

behaviour. Pennington et al. (1999: 158) identify four types of errors that people 

commonly make in the process of attribution. These are: 

• Correspondence bias; 

• Actor-observer differences; 

• Self-serving biases; 

• Group-serving biases. 

The correspondence bias refers to the individuals' tendency to make attributions 

based on dispositions (Gilbert, 1989, 1995; Jones, 1990). This means that people tend 

to interpret a person's actions or words as directly dependent on their own beliefs, 

intentions, traits etc. As an example, a person who asks the questions will be 

considered as more knowledgeable than the person who answers them, although the 

judges would know that the questioner had time to prepare the questions (Ross et al., 

1977). There are four main explanations for the prevalence of the correspondence bias 

in human perception (Gilbert and Malone, 1995). First, people tend to attribute causes 

to the individual rather than to the situation. Second, they assume that the behaviour is 

consistent with the person's intentions or attitudes. Third, spontaneous attributions 

determine a closer link between person and behaviour. Fourth, these spontaneous 

attributions are taken at face value rather than being evaluated and adjusted. 
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These explanations indicate that generally people tend to be rather superficial 

and spontaneous in their attributions rather than elaborate and deeply analytical. 

However. this might be the case only with expected behaviours, as in other cases 

people seem to take the situation into account to explain the unexpected (Kulik, 

1983). To claim that people make errors in attribution may be possible only by 

kno\\ing exactly the cause of a certain act of behaviour. In all other cases, individual 

variations in attribution are natural and justified by the different experiences, 

perspectives and interests of the perceiver (Locke and Pennington, 1982). 

The actor-observer difference (Jones and Nisbett, 1972) argues that when 

individuals justit~· their own behaviour. they tend to emphasise the role of situational 

factors. However. when attributing causes to the others' behaviours, individuals tend 

to attribute internal or dispositional causes. There are several possible explanations for 

this tendency of favouring one or the other type of factors. As the observer is more 

focused on the acto(s behaviour than on the situation, it means that the actor's 

behaviour becomes more salient and noticeable. By contrast, when judging one's own 

behaviour. the environment is more salient than one's own personality or reasons for 

action. Secondly. the availability of a diverse range of reasons when explaining our 

o\\n behaviour is not the same when attempting to explain the others' behaviour. We 

are usually more aware of the situations influencing our own behaviour. In an 

experiment. Storms (1973) showed how, by asking individuals to watch themselves 

on videotape and thus changing the actor-observer perspective, the attributions people 

made on others' or on own behaviours changed. 

The existence of the actor-observer difference is very important for the present 

study. First, it suggests that the role in an interaction, actor or observer, definitely 

influences the types of attributions people tend to make. As learners in a class are 

always in the observer's perspective, it means that the attributions they would 

routinely make on teachers' NYBs would tend to be internal, i.e. related to teacher's 

perceived traits, personality, communicative intentions etc. This aspect will be 

discussed in the current study in direct relation to the attributions made by the learners 

to teachers' NYBs. 

The self-serving bias determines such situations when individuals tend to 

explain their own behaviour retrospectively in ways to enhance their abilities orland 

self-esteem (Miller and Ross, 1975). In competitive circumstances, we tend to 

attribute success to internal factors and failures to external factors. For example, 
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passing an exam will be explained through hard work and intelligence, while failing it 

would be considered the result of bad luck or difficulty of questions. The ego

enhancing self-serving bias is h~wever seen as having an important role in preserving 

the individuals' motivation to persist in the task. A similar phenomenon to the self

sening bias exists at the group level. The group-serving bias involves ethnocentric 

attributions through which a group promotes the in-group values and denigrate an out

group. e.g. Muslims' group-bias over Hindus (Islam and Hewstone, 1993). However, 

not all cultural groups display in-group bias. 

It is tempting to see the existence of the attributional biases discussed above as 

an indication of people's generally limited skills of perceiving and interpreting the 

others' behaviours. However, the 'failure' which research might attribute to 

indi\'iduals by comparing their perceptions against some normative models does not 

mean that the problem resides with the individual, but that the models are unable to 

explain the \'ariations in individual perceptions. The models discussed earlier in this 

chapter (in section 3.5. above) fail to take into account the social context and the 

culture in \\'hich the behaviour takes place in explaining individual perceptions. The 

existence of certain rules that enable the individuals to be accustomed to routines and 

practices means that individuals do not always have to go through a process of causal 

attribution, as suggested by most models. Only when behaviours perceived are new or 

confusing. indi\'iduals might try to explain them through a more intense analysis. It 

makes sense thus to say that individuals' perceptions are influenced at any time by a 

variety of factors, external and internal, and that the so-called biases are rather 

characteristics and circumstances of human perception that need a closer justification 

in future models of perception of behaviour. 

3.7. Social stereotypes 

Another characteristic of human attribution is the use of stereotyping in forming 

impressions and judging people. Social stereotypes are usually defined as mental 

representations of a social group and its members (Stangor and Lange, 1994) in a mix 

of abstract knowledge about a group (e.g. teachers are strict and knowledgeable) 

along with exemplars of the group members (e.g. my previous or actual teacher). 

Stereotypes work as a set of categories that include shared beliefs about personal 

attributes, personality traits, roles, physical characteristics and behaviours of a 

specific group of people (Kunda, 1999). These group stereotypes mean that we have 
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certain expectations about group members and these expectations are activated 

automatically once the stereotypes are formed. Stereotypes are formed in connection 

with several types of construct: 

• 
• 
• 

Roles. e.g. accountants are very hard working, but boring and shy; 

Physical characteristics, e.g. small people are mean and less attractive; 

Personality traits, e.g. Northerners are hard working, and cool, Southerners are 

easy-going and emotional; 

• Gender, e.g. women are more emotional and expressive etc. 

Stereotypes seem to be activated automatically and determine the ways in which we 

anticipate and then judge someone's behaviour. Several studies have examined the 

ways in which derogatory stereotypes work when judging people from a different 

cultural group (Devine. 1989; Chen and Bargh, 1997) or region (North versus South) 

in the same country (Linssen and Hagendoorn, 1994; Von Ehrenfels, 1961). These 

studies show that we tend to judge people coming from a particular group according 

to a set of stereotypes we developed through experience and/or education. The 

activation of these stereotypes is automatic, sometimes against our own rationality. 

This can influence our own behaviour towards the person stereotyped and, thereby, 

their reactions to us (Chen and Bargh, 1997). At the beginning, soon after meeting a 

person from a stereotyped group, we shape our impressions about the person based on 

our knowledge of the group stereotype. However, when we become familiar with a 

person and we gain clear individual information about the person, we seem to judge 

the person' s actions based on the individualised information, not on the stereotype 

(Kunda, 1999:355). 

In the process of interpreting the others' NVB, the existence of cultural 

stereotypes plays a major role. There exist some well-known stereotypes based on the 

display rules of NVB, which, for example, make Europeans believe that Asians are 

less expressive, less emotional and more difficult to interact with. In this study, as 

learners interpret teachers' NVB, I expected them to invoke their existing stereotypes 

about the British NVB. This hypothesis will be discussed later on in the presentation 

and evaluation of the research findings (see Chapter 10). 
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3.8. Summary - Human perception and attribution 

From the studies reviewed from the field of social cognition, I developed a broad 

understanding of the processes of human perception. The specific aspects that I 

considered relevant for the adult classes of language learners were the following: 

(i) the idea that individuals' perceptions of an act of human behaviour may 

differ in terms of both noticing it and interpreting it; 

(ii) the notion that individual attributions are conditioned by a set of internal 

(e .g. attention, perception skills etc.) and external factors (e.g. own culture, 

previous experience of similar behaviours etc.) 

(iii) an act of behaviour becomes meaningful only if the perceiver interprets it 

accordingly during the interaction. 

I did not use social-psychological frameworks to guide my data collection and 

analysis in any formal way (for example, by trying to identify the exact stages in the 

learners' perceptions of a teacher's action or behaviour). However, the background of 

the studies on human perception provided me with a deeper understanding of the 

phenomena that I intended to explore. Therefore, I knew that individuals' perceptions 

and attributions of the same behaviour differ and that schematic information 

processing is a characteristic of such perception. This characteristic may lead learners 

to make erroneous. biased or oversimplistic jUdgements, but these attributes appear 

nevertheless to represent the only way of coping with the multitude of behaviours 

occurring at any moment in any interaction. 

As the next section will show, findings from the field of social cognition are 

used as research tools and areas of investigation in the field of applied linguistics on 

language classrooms. However, no studies currently exist which explore language 

learners' perceptions and interpretations of teachers' gestures and other NVBs. In this 

context, the following section will locate the current study in the field of applied 

linguistics research and will show how, by investigating the learners' perspective on 

teachers' NVB, research can reveal aspects of significant processes of social 

interaction in the language class. 

3.9. Current issues in the field of foreign language classroom research 

In this section, I will describe the current foci in the field of FL classroom research. I 

will then offer a review of the existent studies investigating the role of gestures and 

other NVBs in the language class. Finally, I will indicate where my own study is 

located in terms of current foci and methodologies in the field on EFL/SLA research. 
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3.9.1. Research trends and the relevance of the social context in the language 
class 

The traditional concern with the cognitive and psychological models of foreign and 

second language learning was based on the assumption that language development is 

a private and largely mental achievement. Initial research in the field of second 

language acquisition (SLA) was mainly descriptive, trying to document the language 

produced by learners and to identify some regularities and rules of development that 

are common to all learners. Thus attention has been paid largely to the role of L 1 in 

the acquisition of SL or FL developmental sequences of interlanguage, negotiated 

input and. more recently, the pragmatic features of the ways in which learners use the 

FL for various communicative purposes (Ellis, 1994; Mitchell and Myles, 1998). This 

has meant that language learning was conceptualised mainly as a psychological 

process and sidelined as a cultural and social practice. 

Recent studies of language learning conceptualise it in context, understood as 

an ensemble of educational, social and political factors. It is now increasingly 

accepted that language classes are complex environments, in which the social forces 

within the context shape the learning interaction and its outcomes. Current 

mainstream SLA research recognises interaction as central, but mainly as a source of 

comprehensible input and verbal negotiation of meaning (Kasper, 1996, 1997; Long, 

1981. 1996: Pica, 1994; Swain, 1985, 1995). Breen (1985) invited researchers to 

consider language classes as special social situations rather than experimental 

laboratories that reflected an essentially asocial view of language acquisition. He 

identifies eight features that exemplify classroom as a culture, all reflecting the 

specific contributions of classroom's social reality to the processes of language 

development. Since these characteristics are closely linked with the ways in which 

teachers and learners perceive each other in the interaction, I will list them here. The 

classroom culture is: 

1. Interactive, I.e. class participants are involved in verbal or non-verbal 

interactions from ritualised to unpredictable ones, which will have different 

degrees of salience and will be diversely interpreted by all participants; 

2. Differentiated, i.e. although it appears as one social unit, it is always a 

composition of various subjective views of language, learning beliefs and 

purposes, preferences for learning etc. 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

Collective, i.e. it is constituted in the constant interplay between individual 

values and group norms and values; 

Highly normative. i.e. it develops overt and covert group rules of evaluating 

participants' learning and behaviour; 

Asymmetrical, i.e. asymmetric roles and identities determine different 

behaviours of the participants; 

Inherently conservative, i.e. it develops patterns of interaction, rituals and 

styles which are quite resistant to change; 

7. Jointly constructed, i.e. all learning outcomes are socially processed and are 

a dynamic synthesis of individual and collective experience; 

8. Immediately significant, i.e. the learning experience is located in the 

immediate context and the significance that a participant gives to a moment 

of interaction is of great importance for understanding the classroom 

teaching and learning processes. 

Given these complex conditions, it means that, at any gIven moment in the 

interaction, one needs to consider the ways in which these features influence learners' 

behaviour and interpretation of others' actions. Although it seems difficult if not 

impossible to pinpoint the relationship between particular social and cognitive 

variables that may influence language learning at any given moment, a reconstruction 

of the existent research paradigms is needed to account more explicitly for the impact 

of both. This may involve a shift of research perspective from the observable to the 

uncovering of the more subjective experiences from the participants' point of view 

and also a more anthropological approach of evaluation. This evaluation should be 

based on the criteria ;derived directly from individual expectations and the group's 

emerging norms and values' (Breen, 1985: 151). 

In the same vein, Van Lier (1988) promotes an ethnographic approach to 

foreign language classrooms and suggests that the detailed descriptive investigation of 

class interaction is absolutely vital in understanding the existence of any relationships 

between classroom variables: 

Without the social context it is difficult to see how classroom interaction can 
be understood and what cause-effect relationships, if they can ever be 
established, really mean. (1988: xiv) 

The ethnographic tradition of research generated studies exploring the language 

classrooms as socially constructed (reviewed, for example, in Johnson, 1992). It also 
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acquired recently innovative uses, as a method of language learning and acculturation. 

Roberts et al. (200 I) conducted a project in which learners of a foreign language 

become ethnographers in a foreign culture as a means of developing an understanding 

of the new cultural group and its meanings simultaneously with learning the foreign 

language. 

This Vlew on classes as socially constructed has generated a 

reconceptualisation of the learners themselves. The above metaphor of language 

learners as "ethnographers' adds to the list of other metaphors recently used to 

conceptualise learners in cultural and social terms, such as 'negotiators of meaning', 

"cultural mediators' or 'border-crossers' (reviewed in Breen, 1996; Ellis, 2001a). 

They are now characterised as "socially constituted', as 'responsible agents with 

dispositions to think and act in certain ways rooted in their discursive histories' 

(Lantolf and Pay lenko, 1995: 116). This marks a new significant trend in SLA 

research, towards a conceptualisation of the learners as active agents within the 

language class (Ehrman, 1996; Magnan, 1990; Nunan, 1988; Tudor, 1996 inter alia). 

There are ne\y studies that suggest that how learners perceive and construct the whole 

interaction has a direct influence on their learning (Beebe and Butland, 1994; Ehrman 

and Dornyei, 1998: Oxford et aI., 1998). Their findings support the need to 

understand learners ~ own constructions of their engagement during the class. 

Similarly, recent Vygotskian approaches to SLA research also conceptualise 

learners as "social agents, whose actions are situated in particular contexts and are 

influenced by their dynamic ethnic, national, gender, class and social identities' 

(Lantolf. 2001: 115). At the same time, Firth and Wagner (1997) call for a similar 

widening of the research agenda to include approaches that view the learner more 

holistically and from an emic perspective and that are more critical of traditional 

concepts such as 'native speakers' and 'interlanguage' (Selinker, 1972). These authors 

claim that the typical view of the language learners as non-native speakers 

'handicapped' by their reduced level of competence encouraged researchers to focus 

on the psycholinguistic aspects of learning and ignore the contextual and interactional 

aspects of language use. Recently, several researchers have used the framework of 

sociocultural theory to explore the ways in which the individual's own social 

dimensions and interpretations of the interaction affect language use and, ultimately, 

the process of language acquisition (McKay and Wong, 1996; Miller, 1999; Norton 

Peirce, 1995; Norton, 1997; Siegal, 1996). All these studies conceptualise learning 
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both as an individual and as a social process and are able to shed some light on 

proct?sses traditionally overlooked by classroom-based research in language learning. 

As one reaction to early research focusing on the formal linguistic properties 

of learners' language. recent SLA research has focused on the pragmatic aspects of 

language learning. According to pragmatic theories of SLA, learners' ability to use 

the appropriate utterances in the right contexts is as important as their linguistic 

competence. In this sense. research has examined the ways in which learners dealed 

with certain interpersonal actions such as making or receiving compliments, requests, 

apologies or complaints either in natural or in simulated situations. Learners were 

asked to complete missing sentences (Beebe et aI., 1990; Blum-Kulka et al., 1989) to 

act in a role-play (Kasper. 1981) or to interact with native speakers (Wolfson, 1989) 

in contexts aimed to elicit their pragmatic uses of the language. The major findings 

emerging were that learners transfer their rules of interaction from L 1 only after a 

certain level of linguistic development and that their inferior status when interacting 

with a native speaker may limit the range of speech acts they perform. 

Another interesting finding from the pragmatic investigation of SLA relates to 

the ways in which learners manage to use verbal and non-verbal resources to achieve 

certain communicative effects and produce a desired social impression. Goffman 

(1959: 1-+) made the distinction between information that individuals' give' to each 

other. that is 'symbols and their substitutes' which they all share and know, and the 

information they . give off. The latter refers to actions that 'the others can treat as 

symptomatic of the actor' and has no value of responsibility for the actor. Individuals 

are generally held responsible for what they say or do, and not for what they 'seem to 

sa{ or • seem to do'. Kendon argues that the issue is not the information being given 

or given off, but rather the interpretation the other participants attach to it, 'how the 

co-participants in the gathering take it' (1985: 216). In this sense, Gumperz (1982) 

identified contextualisation cues as the means that individuals use to differentiate an 

instance of interaction in relation to others and to generate their situated 

interpretations accordingly. These cues allow the individual to activate and selectively 

use past knowledge and experiences of similarly situated interactions to interpret and 

adapt to a novel situation. They are thus related not only 'to traditional linguistic and 

pragmatic knowledge but to social relations, rights and obligations, linguistic 

ideologies and so on' (Roberts, 2001: 117). Although Gumperz sees these cues as 

making more salient specific linguistic features, they can also contribute to the 
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cohesion of the whole interaction. Individuals can gam, through the use of 

contextualisation cues, a general feeling about the progression of the whole 

interaction. verbal and non-verbal. 

Roberts (2001: 118) discusses the difficulties that language learners might 

encounter in dealing with unfamiliar contextualisation cues, which are highly socially 

and culturally embedded. Also the 'sub-cultural differentiation' of cues makes them 

difficult to identify and to interpret for the language learners (Levinson, 1997: 29). 

Ind ividuals could interpret a cue differently in their reading of the situation due to the 

pre-suppositions they have about the speaker's perspective. This mis-interpretation 

can have the effect of disqualifying the individual at the pragmatic and social level, 

but can also generate a failure of meaning making and ultimately, end the interaction. 

The only solution to the learner's dilemma seems to rely on the prolonged 

e:\.posure to a certain community of FL users that can assure the learning of their 

communicative practices. 

It is long-term exposure to (oo.) communicative experience in institutionalised 
networks of relationship and not language and community membership as 
sllch that lies at the root of shared culture and shared inferential practices. 

(Gumperz, 1982: 15) 

'Good' language learners will thus be the ones who will quickly re-adapt to a set of 

contextualisation cues which might differ from the ones they are already familiar with 

in their own culture. This seems to support the idea of learning within interaction and 

the active involvement of the learner in the acquisition of the pragmatic rules of 

interaction. The simple 'belonging' to a community of speakers alone does not 

develop the leamer's perceptive and interpretative skills regarding the understanding 

of contextualisation cues. 

Although these recent orientations mark a concern with the contextualised 

nature of language classroom processes, critics claim that they do not address the 

issues regarding the more general and universal language phenomena, such as the 

rates and routes of learning (Mitchell and Myles, 1998: 162). Mitchell (1985) 

suggested that, although interesting in themselves, descriptive studies fail to further 

our understanding of how, when, and why students learn effectively (or fail to learn) 

in FL classrooms. She also makes the point that the understanding of classroom 

processes is hampered by a lack of appropriate theoretical models and frameworks 

with which to account for all the variables, linguistic, mental and social, involved in 
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foreign and second language classrooms - a point supported by other authors 

(Chaudron, 1988~ Allwright, 1988). 

Ellis \ 1994; 200 1 b) discusses the implications of developing an SLA theory in 

direct relation with language pedagogy. He claims that there is a current gap between 

the manner in which research in the field of SLA is conducted and language 

pedagogy. \Vhile researchers pursue the theoretical development of the field and 

contributions to other disciplines such as linguistics or cognitive psychology, 

language pedagogy is concerned with practical knowledge and activities that work in 

the classroom. Simultaneously with the focus on the contextualised aspects in the 

interaction, the field of SLA research currently faces a new shift of perspective to a 

more interactional vie\\', where internal and external factors need to be considered 

jointly when constructing new theories of language learning. 

3.9.2. Studies on gestures and foreign language learning 

Issues of cultural differences and the use of gestures as compensatory devices by 

language learners are already acknowledged, but existing studies on gesture use in the 

language class are seldom related to a coherent SLA learning theory. Some 

classroom-based research has focused on teachers' use of gestures. Non-verbal 

behaviour of language learners and teachers has been investigated in several empirical 

studies that concentrated mostly on the amount and types of gestures used in the EFL 

class (Grant and Hennings, 1977; Gallaway, 1979; Kellerman, 1992; Seaver, 1992; 

AI-Shabbi. 1993; Allen~ 1995; Antes, 1996). Canale and Swain (1980) developed a 

framework for communicative competence that included both verbal and non-verbal 

symbols. Similarly, Moskowitz (1976), in an interaction-analysis study, included the 

non-verbal behaviour as a characteristic of outstanding language teachers. Other 

authors also suggested the compensatory role of gestures in teaching a foreign 

language, by providing 'extralinguistic cues' to elaborate the information (Krashen, 

1981; Long, 1989; Wong-Fillmore, 1985). However, the majority of these authors 

considered gestures as simple instruments of clarifying the input rather than actions 

with a communicative potential in themselves. 

Hauge (2000) investigated the use of emblems as highly regulated signs in the 

FL classes and tried to identify the existence of ELT class specific emblems. After 

examining videotaped data from seven EFL teachers, she concluded that the 

occurrence of emblems outnumbers the other types of gestures and teacher's gesturing 
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is adapted to the specific context of the classroom, in the same manner that teacher 

talk is. She also claims the existence of the so-called 'prime emblems' which were 

mainly used by the participating British teachers, with head nodding, head shaking 

and eyebrows raising as the 'key prime emblems' and having the highest occurrence in 

teachers' beha\'iour. Although the generalisation of seven teachers' practices during 

one hour teaching sessions as valid for the whole British community of teachers of 

EFL seems overstated, the finding that emblems outweigh the occurrence of other 

types of gestures might suggest the teachers' unconscious attempt to try and use 

highly lexicalised gestures as a compensatory strategy for learners' linguistic 

difficulties. 

1\ lost of the studies investigating FL learners' use of gestures have examined 

the relationship between foreign language proficiency and the number of gestures 

used. Empirical studies suggest that the speaker's moments of difficulty in expressing 

themselves in a FL are accompanied by a correspondent increase in the amount and 

frequency of gestures. Marcos (1979) identified a negative correlation between the 

leyel of proficiency in the FL and the beats gestures occurring during silent pauses in 

speech. but the beats occurring with speech did not follow the same rule. This means 

that the less proficient speakers are in a foreign language, the more beats with silent 

pauses they are likely to produce. Furthermore, on the whole, the Spanish-English and 

English-Spanish bilinguals investigated in this study used more gestures of all types 

when speaking in the foreign language. Similar results were concluded in the case of 

French learners of English (Sainsbury and Wood, 1977), Japanese learners of English 

and English learners of Japanese (Kita, 1993; Nobe, 1993). 

Gullberg (1998) recently investigated the use of gestural communication 

strategies as opposed to oral communication strategies by FL speakers of English and 

Swedish. In this study, learners of EFL were asked to narrate the story from a cartoon 

in L 1 and then in the FL. Overall, the author concluded that complementary strategic 

gestures were used more frequently than substitutive strategic gestures in FL. Also, 

FL speakers appeared to favour a combination of the two types of strategies - oral and 

gestural - more than the L 1 speakers did. Gullberg confirms the increase in the use of 

gestures by FL speakers on the whole and as communication strategies, 

acknowledging differences between the individuals in the amount and types of 

gestures used. Similarly, Stromqvist (1987) presented six case studies of FL learners 
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who used illustrative or pointing gestures as aides when they were searching for 

verbal referents. 

The general opinion that we use gestures as a compensatory device for 

relatively poor fluency in a language overlooks some individual differences, as 

McCafferty (1998) showed. He studied the appropriation of gestures by Japanese 

learners of English as a FL, who displayed individualised variations in the use of 

beats \yhile speaking in the FL. Within a short time of exposure to the EFL 

enyironment. the Japanese and Venezuelan subjects produced an increased number of 

beats. which represented about half of the total gestures involved by the learners in 

conjunction with speech. Even if the subjects were assigned the same task, the 

indiyidual production of beats varied considerably, with certain individuals producing 

no beats at all. This suggests that although a tendency to an increased use of gestures 

in FL is confirmed. there might be certain social and individual factors that affect the 

production of gestures and these need to be taken into account when studying the 

indiyidual use of gestures in FL. 

In the same study, McCafferty (1998) identified the appropriation by the 

Japanese learners of American English of a gestural emblem that is not a Japanese 

gesture. The subjects used the uncertainty gesture of reversing the palms and 

spreading the arms outward ('I don't know' gesture) after a certain number of weeks 

from seeing the gesture used by the tutor. This finding, although limited to a particular 

emblem and to limited case studies, might indicate a gestural 'acculturation' in the 

context of language classroom. A similar study done with bilingual children in 

Canada found that children used different gestures when telling the same story to 

children from the same cultural and linguistic background and when talking with 

children in a FL (von Raffler-Engel, 1976). However, these findings did not seem to 

be confirmed in the case of adult bilinguals. 

In another study, McCafferty and Ahmed (2000) investigated the appropriation 

of FL gestures of the abstract by Japanese learners of English who were exposed to 

the language in naturalistic or instruction-only contexts. They were asked to interact 

in monolingual or bilingual pairs and to discuss issues related to marriage for ten 

minutes. The analysis of the videotaped dyads indicated that the naturalistic learners 

displayed American forms of gesture similar to the ones displayed by monolingual 

American pairs. This suggested a high rate of appropriation of certain types of 

gestures of the abstract by the learners of a FL learning in naturalistic contexts. In 
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contrast to the naturalistic learners, the instruction-only learners displayed gestures 

more similar to the Japanese monolinguals than to American natives, in spite of their 

adYanced level of proficiency. 

In another study. Allen (1995) reports on the effects of emblematic gestures on 

the development of mental representations of French expressions. In this study, 

learners of French were presented with French expressions in a context with and 

\vithout emblematic gestures. It was found that learners recalled more expressions and 

remembered them for a longer period of time if they were exposed to gesture + verbal 

expression combination than when hearing the verbal expressions in isolation. 

Learners of an origami technique used gestures that did not occur with speech 

when encountering increased task difficulties and collaborative gestures with the 

instructor (Furuyama, 2000). Similarly. learners of a FL used compensatory gestures 

when the encoding problems increase (Marcos, 1979). Adult FL learners also used 

more gestures than the native speakers (Kita, 1993; Nobe, 1993; Sainsbury and Wood, 

1997; Gullberg, 1998). No differences between Chinese FL learners' use of gestures 

at different levels of proficiency were found (Chen, 1990), but the subjects were all 

adults. In another study (Taranger and Coupier, 1984), adult learners of French 

produced more mixed-syntax types of utterances at the lower levels of proficiency and 

fewer representational gestures and more rhythmic and emphatic gestures when 

proficiency increased. Starn (1999) considers proficiency as a determinant factor, 

suggesting that at advanced levels of proficiency the cognitive load on linguistic 

representations becomes relatively lighter and this decreases the amount of gestures 

produced by a speaker. These seem to be the only studies taking into account the 

learners' level of proficiency. Teachers of a FL were found to adapt their gestural 

activity to the learners' level of proficiency, similarly to gestural 'motherese' reported 

in interactions between mothers and young children (Bekken, 1989). 

The major shortcoming of research investigating the use of gestures in FL 

learning is the lack of studies which explore participants' perception of gestures and 

their interpretation alongside their occurrence in interaction. Another unexplored path 

is the relationship between learners' learning as related to teachers' gestural activity 

during the class. Although the present study will not attempt to measure learning in 

any way, the relationship between teachers' gestures and learners' learning will be 

addressed from learners' own perspective (see Chapters 7 and 10). A possible 

explanation for the lack of studies trying to connect the two variables (teachers' 
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gestures - learners' learning) is the difficulty of conducting measurements which to 

deternline a clear positive relationship between the two. In other words, there are 

several variables that influence the teachers' gestural activity and equally the learners' 

learning at any given moment and their isolation for inferring causality seems difficult 

to achieve. However, a study which explores learners' own perception and 

understanding of teachers' gestures and other NVBs during the class has the potential 

of furthering the understanding of the ways in which gestures may enhance or hinder 

learning and its related emotional and social aspects. 

3.10. The key features of this study 

The inyestigation of current directions of research in the field of SLA indicates that: 

• Traditional SLA research focused on the examination of learners' production 

data and, within a limited range of variables, the input - output aspects of class 

interaction: 

• Recently. language classes are being seen more holistically and research 

seems to turn its interest to the investigation of the social aspects In 

complementary relation to the pedagogic aspects of the class culture; 

• Learners are now constructed as direct and active participants in the processes 

of language learning and their participation in the class depends on a complex 

of social and cultural factors which affect them prior to, during and 

subsequently to classroom interaction; 

• There is a need for alternative ways of exploring learners' participation in the 

language classroom, particularly through methods that investigate learners' 

own perspectives of classroom events. 

These conclusions indicate that the current study is in line with new directions in 

classroom-based applied linguistics research. As this study focuses on an omnipresent 

aspect of the language class that has not been explored from the learners' perspective 

yet, it has the potential of making a contribution to our understanding of the social 

processes in multicultural classes of adult language learners. The present study has the 

following distinguishing features: 

• It will focus on an omnipresent aspect of language classroom, which is 

obvious to all classroom participants, but which has hitherto seldom been 

systematically investigated. Although not directly referring to the specific 
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• 

methodological aspects of teaching the foreign language, teachers' NVB 

seems to be generally acknowledged as an important feature of classroom 

interaction by teachers, trainee teachers and learners alike. 

Learners' and trainee teachers' interpretations of the NVBs occurring in the 

classroom will be used as the main source of data, which will be corroborated 

with the direct analysis of classroom video extracts and trainee teachers' 

observations of classroom work. It is hypothesised in this sense that 

differences in perceptions of teachers' NVB may be related to different roles 

of participants in the interaction. 

• It will focus on the perception and interpretation of teachers' NVB in the 

wider social context of the language classroom and will seek to understand the 

participants' interpretations in the context of a range of interrelating individual, 

classroom and extra-classroom variables. 

• The theoretical framework used is the one developed in the tradition of 

qualitatiye research, as the study investigates the meanings and functions 

attributed to teachers' NVBs through individuals' subjective interpretations. 

3.11. Summary 

This chapter has presented the theoretical background and the rationale for the study. 

In the first section, I discussed the aspects from the field of social psychology. This 

allowed me to: (i) assess the degree to which individual perceptions of gestures and 

other NVBs are influenced by various internal and external factors and (ii) identify 

theoretical frameworks from the field of social psychology which I could use to guide 

my observations and my analysis of the data collected. 

In the second section, I located my study in relation to existent research on 

gesture in language learning. In describing the current trends in the field of EFL 

classroom research, I explained how the investigation of NVB in the language class is 

an unexplored, yet important aspect of classroom interaction. In the final section, I 

summarised the key characteristics of the present study. 

In the chapter that follows, I will describe how I developed and piloted the 

research instruments for the data collection and analysis. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE PILOT STUDY 

4.1. Overview 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the stages I followed in piloting the data 

collection and analysis. It details the procedures involved in collecting the first set of 

dat~ the ways in which I experimented with different methods of interviewing, and 

ho\\ I used these data to develop a model of coding and analysis. The final section 

discusses the outcomes of the pilot study and their impact on refining both the 

research questions and methodology pursued in the main study. 

4.2. Justifying the pilot study 

In the initial stage, I wanted to understand how individuals perceive and interpret 

teachers' ?\VBs produced during the language class. My main goal was thus to 

discover the best method for collecting the data. At this stage, although I had a 

general idea about the topic and the issues of possible interest, I was not sure about 

the precise focus of the research and I had not developed precise research questions. 

However. I started the pilot study with a set of preliminary questions that I needed to 

verify. I formulated these methodological questions as follows: 

• Are students able to describe and interpret aspects of teachers' NVB? 

• What type of data will I get if I interview students on teachers' NVB? 

• Is it possible to explore, by using video recorded data, individuals' 

interpretations of teachers' NVB? 

As the survey of the literature helped me identify an unexplored area of investigation -

that of students ~ perceptions of teachers' NVB - I needed a first contact with the field 

and with the informants to help me refine and define precisely what were the 

problems I wanted to investigate. Jorgensen (1989) underlines the importance of 

viewing this initial idea about the research problem with a great degree of flexibility 

and open-mindness: 

When going into the field with an idea about what is problematic, it is 
important to remain open to the widest possible range of findings, including 
the possibility that your initial idea is inappropriate or completely mistaken. 

(1989: 30) 
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The purpose of the pilot study was not only to help me refine the research questions 

and the research methodology. I also hoped that, in the light of the findings from the 

pilot study. I would be able to identify the operational concepts for exploring the 

indi\'iduals' perceptions of NYB and the general themes I was going to use in the 

future analysis of a larger data base. However, I was aware that questions and 

frameworks developed in a pilot study are susceptible to change, reformulation and 

reorganisation during the main data collection stage. 

4.3. Selecting the setting 

I considered the language classes as an entity, something of an almost material 

structure - an imaginary land, with actors and rituals which had many features in 

common. although they were placed in different specific rooms, at different times, 

with different participants. They all seemed to be bounded by a regularity of routines, 

actiYities. interactions. questions and answers, learning attitudes, and not lastly, non

yerbal beha\'iours. Despite inter-individual and between-group differences, there was 

the unifying and stable pattern of learning a foreign language abroad. This gave me a 

pivotal reference. although I was going to present different perspectives and an 

interpretive analysis of some teachers' NYBs. The stability and the harmony of the 

language class as a routinised and cohesive group were nonetheless far from being 

hermetic. Hammersley and Atkinson warn that: 

settings are not naturally occurring phenomena, they are constituted and 
maintained through cultural definition and social strategies. Their boundaries 
are not fixed but shift across occasions, to one degree or another, through 
processes of redefinition and negotiation. (1995: 41) 

This made me think that there are several external influences which affect any setting 

at all times, constituting intrinsic, invisible parts of the participants' actions and 

reactions. Rather than determining individuals' behaviours, the immediate setting 

provides a context for explaining it. It is in this context that the ethnographers have to 

locate their detailed description: 

As interworked systems of construable signs (. .. ) culture is not a power, 
something to which social events, behaviours, institutions, or processes can be 
causally attributed,' it is a context, something within which they can be 
intelligibly - that is thickly - described. (Geertz, 1993: 14) 
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Geertz's concept of 'thick description' (i.e. describing the meaning behind a person's 

behaviour) as opposed to that of "thin description' (i.e. describing a person's actions) 

encourages the exploration of the rationale behind one's actions. I considered this 

~:\.ploratory, interpretive perspective as a guideline for my whole study. 

\\'hen I decided to choose the language classrooms in the Centre for ELT at 

Stirling as the setting of the research, a main advantage was easy access, but also the 

typical ity of the setting for a common language class situation. Schofield (2002) 

argues that th~ typicality of a setting increases the chances for a generalisation of the 

findings to other similar settings. Although idiosyncrasies are characteristic of any 

particular situation studied, there is more potential in increasing the knowledge about 

an aspect of human life by choosing to examine cases typical of their kind rather than 

exceptions. Holliday (2002: 38) identifies several criteria that need to be considered 

by the researcher. mentioning among others that the setting needs to be bounded as a 

locus. a time frame and as a culture. The boundedness should provide a richness of 

"relevant. interconnected data'. The setting should also sufficiently be small and 

accessible. to be managed logistically without difficulty. 

As an insider to the chosen setting, I was familiar with the teachers I needed to 

work with and the students I was going to investigate were in my close environment 

for extensive periods of time. I was meeting them on a daily basis and the idea that 

when going to their classes they will see a familiar person, although not as their 

teacher, appeared to be to my advantage. Once this decision taken, my next step was 

to familiarise myself more fully with the chosen setting and its participants. 

4.4. Getting familiar with the field 

At first, I participated in the language classes as an observer. Although I was familiar 

with the language classroom from my previous experience as an EFL learner and 

teacher, I knew that I was entering a new cultural setting, i.e. the EFL classroom in a 

British university. 

At the beginning, I focused less on teachers and students' NVB, as I was 

captivated by the whole new atmosphere and impressions I was getting. I noticed the 

room setting, the number of the students in a class (one third of the numbers I was 

used to), the colourful books, the desks arranged always differently, the audio-visual 

facilities. Coming from a more traditional background of teaching and learning, I 

looked at the new environment as a learner first, as a teacher afterwards, and only 
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later on as a researcher. I could not help comparing my EFL learning background with 

the new setting. 1 had to become accustomed to new methods, new teaching styles, 

new types of classroom interaction. 

Once I became more familiar with the setting, I focused my observation on 

teachers' and students' behaviour. I watched and noted down what teachers did, not 

only in terms of NVBs, but also in terms of teaching strategies, as I was not sure at 

that stage \yhat I was going to focus upon in my research. For the same reason, I 

observed the students' behaviour at the same time. I noted down their actions, their 

reactions to teachers~ questions or requests, their interactions with each other, etc. At 

that stage, I needed to develop a system of taking notes on behaviour, so I explored 

different techniques, from long descriptions, to abbreviations and drawings. 

I obsened several classes for a semester before I decided to move on and use 

the yideo-recorder. This first research exercise gave me the sense of the skills I 

needed to deyelop to conduct research. I needed to discuss with the teachers the 

possibility of observing their classes. I needed to decide where to sit in the class to be 

as unobtrusiye as possible. I needed to select what to observe, what to write down and 

how to do it. When conducting the observations, I thought about the ways in which I 

was going to use the video camera, where I was going to place it, what effects this 

might have on the participants etc. 

The classroom observations were a necessary and fruitful step in the whole 

process. As the teachers and the students were used to having their classes observed 

by trainee teachers on a regular basis, they did not seem to be seriously affected by 

my presence. There were several instances when teachers and students attempted to 

include me in the activity, either by giving me a copy of the materials they were using 

or by asking me direct questions. I interpreted this as a sign that my presence was 

acknowledged but considered unthreatening, as they felt at ease to include me in the 

group. In general, the more familiar I became with the students and teachers, the less 

preoccupied with my presence they seemed. Looking back, I would say that 

classroom observation put me in the mind frame for studying NVB in the given 

setting. It helped me focus the research and familiarised me with the research skills I 

needed in the field. 
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4.S. Selecting the saluple 

I had a choice of accessible informants, from adult language learners to post-graduate 

trainee teachers and teachers. I decided to choose the post-graduate trainee teachers as 

my pilot population for a variety of reasons. Firstly, I had easy access to these 

informants. I used to attend some of their classes and managed to develop a good 

relationship \\'ith most of them by the time of the second semester when I started my 

pilot study. This friendly relationship and the close age gap made me think that they 

would be honest and co-operative informants due to the shared student status and 

familiarity. Secondly, the informants came from a variety of cultural backgrounds, 

they had some teaching experience and methodological knowledge, so they would be 

able to inform the research from a variety of insights. Thirdly, there was the language 

issue and the typicality of the subjects as language learners. The sample had two 

ad\'antages here: the subjects were themselves advanced learners of English, so they 

were familiar "ith the social aspect to be explored and their ability to express this 

reality verbally was high. as they were all studying at a postgraduate level in the 

foreign language. 

As indicated in Table 4.1, the subjects came from a variety of countries and 

were speakers of at least two languages each. The majority were between 20 and 30 

years of age and ten of them had some teaching experience in EFL. 

Table 4.1. Trainee teachers' background 

Age range 20-25 8 
25-30 7 
30+ 3 

Number of subjects Female 12 

(N=18) Male 6 

Country of origin Germany 3 
Greece 4 
Cyprus 2 
Norway 1 
Taiwan 3 
Japan 2 
England 3 

Years of teaching EFL none 8 
1-2 years 3 
3-4 years 5 
5+ years 2 
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4.6. Finding a suitable method of data collection 

As I wanted to explore the individuals' own perceptions of teachers' NVBs and the 

ways in which they attributed meanings to these NVBs in the interaction, I needed to 

find the most suitable method for eliciting this type of data. In this sense, I next 

surveyed the existing introspective methods used by current SLA research and then 

adopted the most suitable principles of introspective data collection. 

4.6.1. Overview of the methods used for investigating learners' perspectives in 

current SLA research 

Traditional SLA research tended to examine classes and learners in terms of the 

observable, external dimensions of the interaction and limit the investigation of 

learners' participation in the class to their language production during the class, in 

writing or in speech. More recently, several authors have suggested that learners' and 

teachers' experience of the language class are not accessible through the analysis of a 

the verbal text of lessons and that only a more inter-subjective, ethnographic approach 

can give a more holistic understanding of the learning experience (Breen, 1985, 2001; 

Allwright and Bailey, 1991: Allwright, 1996). 

Studies of interaction analysis explored several years ago the extent to which 

learners' behaviour is determined by the teacher-led interaction. These observational 

studies developed schedules of categories for coding observable classroom behaviours 

(\loskowitz~ 1967; Allwright, 1980; Long, 1980; Mitchell et aI., 1981; Allen et aI., 

1984). Ellis (1994: 567) argues that these types of schedules make comparisons across 

studies extremely difficult due to their subjective nature and have the risk of 

generating disconnected tallies of behaviours that obscure the general picture. Also, as 

teacher and learner are often observed separately, the information about the 

• sequential flow of classroom activities' is lost (McLaughlin, 1985: 149). However, 

despite these criticisms, the interaction analysis studies brought attention to other 

aspects of the class rather than the dialogical ones and suggested the idea that 

interaction can impact on language acquisition (Long, 1989, 1996). 

On the assumption that it is important to understand what people think and 

feel when learning a FL, recent innovations in the research methodology of SLA 

conceptualise learners as active participants and consider them and the teachers as 

important sources of research data (Allwright, 1996). In this sense, introspective 

methods are nowadays more and more popular in investigating the 'unseen' or less 
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visible side of the language learning process. Such methods of investigation assume 

that learners are able to observe what takes place in their mind or what emotions they 

experience in a similar way as one can observe the objective reality. In this sense, 

some of the methods recently adopted by research to get an insight into the 

participants' meanings attributed to the class events include: self-reports involving 

note-taking and learning diaries, 'think-aloud' procedures (where learners verbally 

record their tasks or procedures as they perform different tasks), elicitation of 

retrospective accounts soon after the class or prompted forms of recall using photos or 

playing back videos of the class. These methods of eliciting data have been adopted in 

reaction to the previous methodologies of inferring learners' behaviours and strategies 

mainly from observing their production. 

Several studies have used learners' self-reporting to explore learners' 

strategies and processes during or soon after the completion of a task or process of 

learning. Through self-reporting. learners were asked to identify their own approaches 

to a task or process and to write them down in note form or in diaries. This method 

was used to investigate learners' acquisition strategies (Cohen, 1987, 1996; Lennon, 

1989), writing skills (Gosden, 1996) or individual beliefs and attitudes regarding the 

language learning (Fry, 1988; Bailey, 1991). In all these studies, learners were asked 

to keep diaries of their language learning for some time, focussing on certain aspects 

such as their writing, speech, interaction patterns etc. Their writings were then 

subjected to analysis to identify patterns or significant variables and their possible 

impact on learning. 

Several studies which used the think-aloud method of eliciting data unveiled 

interesting findings regarding the learners' ways of dealing with processes of learning 

or skills such as reading (Hosenfeld; 1977; Block, 1986; Kern, 1994; Alanen, 1995), 

writing (Jones & Tetroe, 1987; Cumming, 1989), learning of vocabulary (Haastrup, 

1987; Zimmermann & Schneider, 1987) and of pragmatic rules (Robinson, 1991). 

Although these studies pose some difficulties in terms of the contextual factors that 

will affect the data collection at any given moment, they nevertheless allow access to 

learners' individual meanings and interpretations, which are now generally considered 

an invaluable source of research data. However, Someren et al. pointed out that 

although the introspective methods provide interesting findings, they should be used 

as 'a means to validate or construct theories of cognitive processes, in particular of 

problem-solving' (1994: 9). 
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Audio and video technologies provide nowadays a considerable aid in the 

process of stimulating learners' recollection of previously performed tasks or class 

events. These visual aids are usually involved as prompts during interviews with the 

learners facilitating thus their recollection. Stimulated recall interviews hve been used 

mainly in direct relation with learners' processes of speaking and communication 

strategies (Poulisse, 1990; Cohen and Olshtain, 1993; D6rnyei and Kormos, 1998; 

Mackey et al.. 2001). In these studies, learners were asked to discuss their thoughts at 

a particular moment in the interaction based on the audio or video recording of the 

actual c lass event. 

The techniques such as those outlined above identify the learner as an active 

participant in the research process. However, critics of introspective methods claim 

that these methods pose several disadvantages (Nisbett and Wilson, 1977; Seliger, 

1983: Ericsson and Simon. 1996). They suggest that learners are not reliable 

informants on their cognitive processes, due to the complexity and unconscIOus 

character of such processes. In other words, learners are not able to understand or 

even remember their mental processes, and also in the special context of SLA they 

will have difficulties to report in a language that they do not master very well. 

However. these concerns are reduced by studies which used introspective data and 

which indicate that if using certain safeguards in the procedure itself, the results are 

reliable. Some of these measures include the use of the visual stimuli to access the 

recall of the event, the performing of the procedure soon after the class or the 

triangulation of data with other, more controlled procedures (Gass and Mackey, 

2000). The use of introspective data, although still under consideration by the field in 

terms of best methodology, proves an important tool of exploring and understanding 

classroom events from the participants' perspective. 

For the purposes of this study, I decided to use stimulated recall interviews as 

a means of understanding learners' perception of teachers' NVB as I believed in the 

potential of the method as a useful introspective tool. As I did not plan to develop a 

universal system of classifying teachers' NVB, I used learner perceptions as a way of 

uncovering what NVBs they noticed, the ways in which they interpreted teachers' 

NVB as relevant in certain contexts and their reasons underlying their selections and 

interpretations. However, in the piloting stage, I used semi-structured interviews 

based on video stimuli that subjects were unfamiliar with. 
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4.6.2. Designing the interviews 

I decided to use video extracts of language classroom for the purpose of generating 

the trainees' comments and I had, for this purpose, a collection of four tapes entitled 

'Looking at language classrooms' (Cambridge University Press, 1999) designed as 

EFL teaching material. The videos showed ordinary EFL classes with teachers and 

students from various cultures. I selected five extracts of circa two-three minutes each 

on which I decided to ask the informants to talk about the aspects of teachers' and 

learners' NVB as noticed in the video extracts. 

I used the following criteria in selecting the video extracts: 

• Each extract to be a unitary sequence in itself, with a clear opening and 

ending of the interactional sequence. The explanation for this criterion was to 

offer as a stimulus a coherent and comprehensible extract, without creating 

any confusions about the content of speech or the wholeness of the sequence 

of interaction. 

• Three extracts should focus on the teacher and two extracts should focus on 

the learners in the class in moments of actively engaged interaction. This 

criterion was meant to reflect the NVB of all participants in a class, teachers 

and learners, with the aim of investigating if learners and teachers' NVB were 

perceived similarly or if they generated different types of comments. 

• The types of interaction between teacher and learners should be identifiable 

as typical patterns of interaction in EFL classes (frontal teaching, exchange of 

turns between teacher and students, group/pair work etc.) with typical 

activities (e.g. explaining vocabulary items, giving instructions, exchanging 

opinions etc.). This criterion is in line with the focus of the whole study, 

focussed on the language classroom, and was meant to insure the 

representativiness and the relative typicality of the video extracts for the 

research environment chosen. 

• The camera should be focused on the teacher or students, with all body parts 

visible and a clear accompanying sound. This criterion was meant to insure 

the clarity of the stimulus and diminish the risk of undermining the data 

collection due to technical reasons. 

I also decided to vary the procedure, so I used three combinations of audio and video 

during the interviews, aimed at exploring if in any of them the informants' accounts 
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on the aspects researched would be facilitated by trying to separate the visual aspects 

of individuals' NVB from their speech. The three conditions chosen were as follows: 

a) watching the videos without sound and then with sound; 

b) listening-only to the videos and then watching them; 

c) watching the videos with and then without sound. 

The participants were distributed randomly in equal groups between the three 

conditions, and all interviews took place on an individual basis. Six trainees were 

asked to watch the video without sound first, to make comments on teacher's and 

learners' NVB, and then the same procedure was repeated but with the sound on, to 

see if their interpretations would differ in quantity or quality. I thought initially that 

switching the sound off might facilitate the interpretants' concentration on the aspects 

ofNVB that are not so obvious in a 'normal' sound-and-movement interaction. I was 

a\\3re that the situation was experimental and un-naturalistic, but I considered it an 

advantage in order to enable the students' concentration on the aspects ofNVB. 

In a similar experimental design, another six trainees were asked to listen to 

the recording first without watching the videotape, by positioning themselves with 

their back to the screen, and to try and 'guess' teachers and learners' NVBs at the 

time. Then they would watch the videos with the sound on and make any other 

comments regarding aspects of NVB seen. In this case, I was interested to explore the 

associations subjects might make between a given recognisable setting, i.e. the 

language class. and the NVBs they expected or anticipated in relation to it. 

To compare the results of the first two conditions with a more naturalistic 

situation, I asked the remaining six subjects to watch the videos with the sound on 

first and then to repeat the procedure with the sound switched off. 

4.6.3. Conducting the interviews 

The interviews took place mostly in the afternoons, when the classes in the Centre 

were finished and students could participate. Interviews were conducted in CELT to 

keep the setting familiar. The first interviews were more difficult, as I was not sure 

about the focus of my research and my interviewing skills were in formation. The use 

of technology was also challenging, as I had to audio-tape the interviews, take notes 

in case my taping failed, and manipulate the video-recorder at the same time. In some 

instances, these actions made the interviewees conscious at times of the audiotaping 
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and questions like' Are you sure you are recording?' or 'Would you like me to stop 

the tape to help you?' were frequent in the first interviews. 

In all situations, subjects were familiarised with the setting first and with the 

purpose of the research. They were told that the research focused on teachers' and 

learners' actions rather than words. I used an opening question: 'What is your 

understanding of non-verbal behaviour?' and then discussed the concept with the 

participants, clarifying the aspects which they were supposed to focus upon. 1 also 

informed them that 1 was going to record the interview and take notes to help my data 

analysis later on. All participants were guaranteed confidentiality and told that 

pseudonyms \\ill be used throughout any written outcome of the research. They were 

pro\"ided with an informed consent form that they and 1 signed and they were given a 

copy of it (Appendix B). 

When watching the videos, interviewees were asked to manipulate the remote 

control and to stop the video whenever they wanted to make a comment on a 

particular aspect of NVB noticed. Participants were thus in the position of identifying 

themselves the aspects ofNVB they considered as relevant or particularly meaningful 

rather than being provided with a examples of NVB already selected for them - as in 

most previous studies ofNVB. 

Usually the atmosphere of the interviews got more relaxed as the discussion 

progressed. 1 decided to mainly listen and use prompts during the interviews and 

refrain from suggesting interpretations or giving cues about what 1 may have 

considered as relevant aspects of NVB. In several instances, 1 noticed the 

interviewees' attempts to try and guess if I wanted them to stop the tape and comment 

on anything in particular. They used to check my reactions indirectly by watching me 

out of the comer of their eye or asking directly questions like' Should I stop here?' or 

'Do you want this (move) as well?'. In these instances, 1 encouraged the subjects with 

answers like 'It's your choice' or 'I want you to make the decision'. 

4.6.4. After the interviews 

Based on the principle that short-time memory fades rapidly, 1 decided to do a self

debriefing soon after each of the sessions. 1 used to listen again to the audio recording 

of each interview and work on my notes made during each session. 1 was thus 

recording all the impressionistic data that the tape could not catch and started to order 

the material through free associations. These notes usually referred to the 'feeling' 
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and the flow of the whole interview, if the interviewee was talkative or not, their 

physical and emotional condition, their behaviour and gestures made during the 

intervie\\. I also noted down if there were any unusual instances or aspects which I 

could not explain, my general impressions about the data I got, considerations about 

the procedure I used etc. 

After the first four or five interviews, I started to identify themes and sub

themes that recurred in the interviews, but I did not attempt an analysis until I 

proceeded to the transcription of the tapes. However, I recorded in the notes my 

immediate explanations and interpretations, as I trusted my spontaneous impressions 

and the stimulating value of the interviewing process. 

4.7. Analysing the data 

At the end of my pilot study, I had a rich account of data that covered most aspects of 

NVB interpreted by the participants in terms of their perceived relevance in the 

context of classroom language learning situation. I transcribed the interviews soon 

after I collected them, for several reasons: 

• I was curious to see where each interview was taking me, if it gave me 

perspectives, new interpretations etc.; 

• I knew that the immediate spontaneous flow of ideas is easier to produce soon 

after the interview when the memory of the interaction was still fresh in my 

mind: 

• Each interview helped me develop the interviewing technique. 

From the very beginning, I decided to do full transcripts of whole interviews, as I was 

not sure how I would use the data in my writing later on. In the initial stages, I was 

also operating without any established categories in mind, so I could not select 

'relevant aspects' to be transcribed, as I did not know yet what was going to have 

relevance in my final analysis. I developed then a set of categories of analysis and the 

analytical framework that I was going to use in the next stage of the study. I shall now 

discuss the stages I followed in the analysis. 

4.7.1. Generating coding categories and labelling them 

I began a preliminary analysis of the interview material as soon as I started to 

transcribe the audio recordings. As several authors suggest (Emerson et al., 1995; 
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Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995; Silverman, 2001), at this initial stage in the research, 

one should look for predominant issues as indicated by their frequency of occurrence 

and the importance they were given by the respondents, and for any emergent 

patterns, as well as for areas of inconsistency and contradiction within the data. 

Boyatzis (1998:3) talks about the search for the 'codable moment', when one 

identifies the occurrence of a pattern or a theme in seemingly random information. 

In order to identify the best ways of structuring my data, I decided to conduct 

a 'microscopic' or 'line-by-line' examination of the interview data. Strauss and 

Corbin consider this type of analysis as especially relevant at the beginning of a study 

'to generate initial categories (with their proprieties and dimensions) and to discover 

the relationships among concepts' (1998: 57). The first readings of the transcripts 

made clear the fact that participants described the NVB primarily in functional terms, 

i.e. they were attributing functions to the NVBs identified rather than simply 

describing them. At that time, I did not interpret this as a particular finding, but rather 

as a framework for developing a coding scheme. 

\\'hen I transcribed the interviews, I used to separate the lines into units of 

coding. The unit of coding is the most basic segment of the raw data or information 

that can be assessed in a meaningful way regarding the phenomenon investigated 

(Boyatzis. 1998: 63). Each unit of coding included a descriptor, i.e. the aspect ofNVB 

identified, and an interpretation or function as given by the interviewee to the aspect 

of NVB noticed. This helped the further coding of the data. In analysing, I identified 

initially all the instances when subjects chose to stop the videotape and the NVBs they 

mentioned in each of these instances. I marked each of the NVBs identified and the 

corresponding interpretation with the code in a separate column on the transcript, 

constructing thus the units of coding. Fairly early in the analysis, after the first five or 

six transcripts, it became apparent that some of the functions informants identified for 

certain NV actions coincided with the ones identified in the literature. To illustrate 

this process, I will consider an extract from an interview transcript, with the 

corresponding codes developed during the analysis (see section 4.7.3. for a 

description of the coding categories). 
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Table -'.2. Transcript segment and sample coding 

Stop U nits of meaning/Coding NVBs 
tape (Informant's descriptions) identified 
#0.3. He is trying to make them say more about Concrete 

the car in the photo. So he is pointing to deictic 
the back of the car. It gives them focus on 
\\'hat to talk about. 

Functional 
categories 

Eliciting or 
giving clues 

Notes 

#0.7. He looks a bit confused, looking back and Eye contact Making an 
forth in the class, or maybe that's just to impression 
involve everybody. . 

When you are far from the class, you Eye contact 
don't have to move your head that much. 
But when you are down there. among the 
students. you need to move to include all 
of them. 

#0.1-1-. He IS pointing at them, although he Concrete 
probably knows their names. Sometimes deictic 
you do this combination of pointing and 
names, so that they understand who has to 
answer. 

;::0.18. A girl asked about the meaning of 'clean' Concrete 
and he explains it not only by saying what deictic 
it is. but by pointing to a clean window. 

#0.20. He pointed to his face to show how to Concrete 
wash, when you wash your face, it's deictic 
clean, he said. He is showing her an action 
as an example, then she can figure out the Iconic 
meaning of 'clean' by herself. 

Prompt: Why was he doing that, what do 
you think? 

\Vell, he doesn't want to say it, so he 
explains it indirectly. When you want to 
just give a hint, you use a combination of 
words and body language, and the 
students \Nill try to get the meaning. 

OR 
Encouraging 
participation 

Encouraging 
parti ci pati on 

Giving the 
speech turn 

Giving clues for 
meanings 

Illustrating 
meanings 

Conditions for 
the use of head 
moves 

Verbal-gestural 
combination 

Giving clues for Verbal-gestural 
meanmgs combination 

Explanation for 
'giving hints' 

This outline made the analysis and the comparIson between individual accounts 

eaSler, as it provided a clear summary of the NVBs identified and the functions 

attributed to them by each participant. It also indicated in the first column the 

moments when the participant chose to stop the tape and discuss an aspect of NVB 

identified. 

In labelling the categories of perceived NVBs, I used different techniques. 

While some of the categories seemed to label themselves through the words used by 

the interviewees, others were strikingly similar to categories existing in the literature. 

Still others were difficult to label, so I would use common words to label them. When 
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the student gave two possible explanations for the same action, I coded it twice, as 

shown in Table 4.2., unit 2. After coding the first five or six interviews, I started to 

look for synonym labels and try to identify any emerging categories of perceived 

NVB. The initially identified categories were very exploratory, as I used to re-Iabel 

and restructure them many times during the coding of the subsequent transcripts. I 

developed the final categories on the basis of their significance, mutual exclusivity 

and potential to stand for themselves (Yin, 1994). This was not only a matter of re

labelling, it was also an issue of reconceptualising each category until a dense and 

robust explanation could be built for it. 

Although at this stage I thought about using a computer software programme, 

I did not find the experience of using analytic software particularly useful, especially 

for the relati\'ely small amount of data gathered. The currently available softwares 

(Ethnograph. NUDIST. Atlas.ti) do not provide any automatic coding process, but 

generally emulate manual coding and searching. The coding seems tedious and 

difficult to change and the analysis is not particularly helped as the coding is restricted 

by a 'powerful conceptual grid' (Atkinson, 1992: 459). In the end, I chose the manual 

coding, as I felt more comfortable with the actual manipulation and continuous 

regrouping of the interviewees ~ statements written down on paper. 

The next stage of analysis involved classifying the remaining data into the 

categories of perceived NVBs developed. I decided to cut up the photocopied 

transcripts after coding and file the pieces of paper according to the categories they 

classified for. Some extracts were placed under multiple categories, either because 

they were ambiguous or they seemed to bring new dimensions to more categories. I 

kept another copy of each transcript intact to read it whenever necessary. Wiseman 

(1979:278) discusses the implications of segmenting the data for the purposes of 

coding as this destroys the narrative entity constructed by the interviewee and 

suggests working back and forth between the coded units and the whole transcripts of 

the data. 

4.7.2. Identifying emerging themes and categories 

At the time of coding the data, I could already begin to identify the emergent themes 

and categories of perceived NVBs. I used in this sense the outline I developed for the 

interviews, which offered a summary of the NVBs identified by each individual and 

the functions they attributed to these behaviours. When labels were similar, I tried to 
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unify them and to place them in clusters or categories based on their related 

~haracteristics or underlying constructs. As an example of clustering division, the 

categories 'agreeing', 'acknowledging contribution', 'asking for clarifications', 

'disagreeing' and 'correcting' formed together the super-ordinate category of 

. reacting to learners' output". All sub-categories seemed independent and standing for 

themselves, in the sense that there were several instances when learners identified 

NVBs that served each of these functions and they also seemed to be distinct from 

each other. Sub-categories are seen to 'specify a category further by denoting 

information such as when, where, why and how a phenomenon is likely to occur' 

(Strauss & Corbin. 1998). 

Interviewees seemed to place their interpretations on a kind of tri-dimensional 

map. I therefore deduced the following themes: 

• Theme 1: NVBs perceived as having a cognitive function, i.e. 

interpretations regarding NVBs perceived as having an effect on or a 

contribution to language learning and its mental processes. 

• Theme 2: NVBs perceived as expressing emotions, i.e. interpretations of 

NYBs perceived as indicating teachers' affects and attitudes. 

• Theme 3: NVBs perceived as managing the group organisation, i.e. 

interpretations of teachers' NVBs related to the class dynamics and 

organisation. 

For each of these broad themes of perceived NVB emerging from the pilot study I 

allocated the corresponding categories of perceived functions of NVBs, as shown in 

Tables 4.3.~ 4.4. and 4.5. below. 

Table 4.3. Perceived cognitive functions of teachers' NVBs 

Main functions Subordinate functions 
Enhancing comprehension through Identifying through pointing 
gestures 

Creating conditions for learning 

Reacting to learners' output 

Illustrating meanings 
Emphasising for relevance 
Making comparisons and marking contrasts 
Eliciting or giving clues for meanings 

Orienting attention 
Facilitating retention and recollection 

Agreeing and acknowledging contribution 
Asking for clarifications 
Disagreeing and correcting learners' output 
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Table ...... Perceived emotional functions of teachers' NVBs 

Main functiolls 
Jlaking an impression 

Interacting with individuals 

C/'t>oring a positive group atmosphere 

Subordinate functions 
Looking relaxed and supportive 
Showing nervousness or lack of motivation 

Encouraging individual participants 
Avoiding the public humiliation of learners 
Reacting to learners' non-verbal messages 
Energising classes 
Accommodating cultural differences 

Table ".5. Perceived organisational functions of teachers' NVBs 

Main functions Subordinate functions 
Fulfilling the leader's role Distributing roles in the interaction 

Checking individual participation 
Manipulating classroom space and objects 

Controlling speech turns Giving the speech tum 
Maintaining and denying the learners' 
speech turn 
Listening to the learners 

Classroom non-verbal rituals 

".7.3. Classifying behaviours into functional categories 

For the purposes of this study, all NVBs identified and interpreted by the participants 

were coded on the basis of two sets of criteria. Each aspect of NVB identified by the 

subjects was categorised first for the type or sub-code of NVB it represented. The 

main sub-codes ofNVB used (as identified and discussed in Chapter 2) were: 

• Gestures: 

• Facial expressions; 

• Eye contact; 

• Proximity or use of space; 

• Posture. 

Secondly, each aspect of NVB identified by the subjects was coded for its perceived 

function or role in the interaction. The summarised categories of perceived functions 

of NVB were outlined above in Tables 4.3., 4.4. and 4.5. In developing them, I 

considered the following five elements of a good thematic code (Boyatzis, 1998:31): 

• A label, i.e. a name; 

• A definition of what the category concerns, I.e. the characteristic or issue 

constituting the code; 
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• 

• 

• 

A description of how to know when the category occurs, i.e. indicators on how 

to . flag' the code~ 

A description of any qualifications or exclusions to the identification of the 

code: 

Examples. both positive and negative, to eliminate possible confusions when 

looking for the code. 

In this sense. I developed the following descriptions for the categories of perceived 

functions of NYB: 

Theme 1: Categories of perceived cognitive functions of teachers' NVB 

Enhancing comprehension through gestures: These are gestures that are attributed 

with a function in supporting learners' understanding of speech or of the material 

taught and ultimately assist learning. They often occur in contexts of perceived 

difficulty of understanding on learners' behalf and are meant to salience the cognitive 

load. This category ofNYB is enacted when a teacher: 

a) Identifies through pointing with the finger or hand towards the direction of a 

person or object in order to avoid misunderstandings; 

b) Involves illustrating, amplifying gestures or moves which clarify the content 

of speech, either by supplementing it or by providing a visual clarification of 

meanIng: 

c) \1arks with a hand or head gesture an important idea or word; 

d) ~1arks through hand gestures the difference between two concepts or ideas by 

placing the hands in counter-balanced locations in the gestural space; 

e) Produces eliciting non-verbal clues, often in the absence of speech, and these 

clues help the learners identify the meanings intended. 

Creating conditions for learning: These NYBs, mainly gestures, are perceived by 

subjects as aiding learning, by facilitating mental processes, such as attention, 

memorisation or recollection. The category is indicated when a teacher: 

a) Attracts and orients the learners' attention to a word, idea or object, through 

deictic or pointing gestures or through strategies such as signalling important 

words or ideas; 
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b) Provides visual clues in gestural form that help retention or recollection, 

through a mental connection made between the gesture and the associated 

meaning. 

Reacfing fa learners' output: These are NVBs attributed by the viewers with the 

function of providing an immediate feedback to learners' output. They usually occur 

immediately after a learner's direct participation in the interaction, and can be 

produced in the presence or absence of speech. The indicators in this category are 

identifiable when a teacher: 

a) Shows agreement or acknowledges a learner's contribution through head and 

hand gestures. eye contact or positive facial expressions such as smiling; 

b) Asks for clarifications, either by showing a questioning facial expression, or 

by using specific hand gestures; 

c) Disagrees and corrects learners' output, by indicating through facial 

expressions, emblematic gestures or posture a different opinion or 

disagreement. 

Theme 2: Categories of perceived emotional functions of teachers' NVB 

~~Jaking an impression: These are NV indicators of teacher's emotional states at a 

given moment during the class. Although they might not coincide with the teacher's 

emotional state. they reflect the attributions made by the viewer. It is noticed as such 

\\hen the teacher: 

a) Looks relaxed and supportive, displaying positive facial expressions, an open 

and relaxed body posture; 

b) Shows nervousness or lack of motivation, through negative facial expressions, 

avoidance of eye contact or gestural barrier, i.e. crossed arms, increased social 

distance etc. 

Interacting with individuals: These are NV actions perceived by the viewers as 

directed towards a particular individual in the class and expressing the teacher's 

personalised approach to that learner. Although it is not often clear for the viewer 

what the effect of an individualised NVB might have on the receiver, the viewer can 

nevertheless empathise with the person to whom the behaviour is addressed and make 

an attribution. This category is indicated when the teacher: 
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a) Encourages individual participants, through gestures which involve NV 

indications that direct involvement is expected and supported; 

b) Avoids the public humiliation of learners, when teachers save the learner's 

public image by redirecting the interaction or providing clues; 

c) Reacts to learners' non-verbal messages, either through posItIve facial 

expressions or gestures or approval, or through adapting the teaching to the 

learners' immediate needs suggested non-verbally. 

Creating a positin: group atmosphere: These are NV actions performed by the 

teacher and perceived as influencing the whole group's affective state and cohesion. 

The intent appears to be to engage the learners in active participation and to make 

them feel good in the class. It is indicated when a teacher makes NVBs to: 

a) Energise classes, through actions meant to combat boredom and make the 

learners motivated to engage in activities; 

b) :-\ccommodate cultural differences, either through specific teaching of the 

British NVB rules or by providing a protective environment for acculturation. 

Theme 3: Categories of perceived organisational functions of teachers' NVB 

Fulfilling the leader's role: These are NV actions perceived as determined by the 

teache( s leading role in the interaction and contributing to the dynamics of group 

management by deciding and controlling individual participations, types of activity or 

organisation of settings. It is indicated when a teacher: 

a) Distributes roles in the interaction, usually by pointing or smiling to the 

learners and indicating the desired grouping; 

b) Checking individual participation, through eye contact and special use of 

space, predominantly by verifying learners' involvement in a task or group 

work; 

c) Manipulating classroom space and objects, when the teacher makes decisions 

and changes in the using of the class space, furniture and other objects. 

Manipulating turns: They include NVBs attributed with a function in deciding and 

distributing speech turns. The category is indicated when a teacher is perceived to: 

a) Give the speech tum, through gestures and other NVBs which indicate to the 

learners that they are allowed to speak; 
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b) Maintain and deny the learners' speech turn, through NVBs which deny the 

learners' intention to speak in the class or to do an action; 

c) Listen to the learners and indicate this through NVBs that show interest and 

active listening to their words. 

Performing classroom rituals: These are NV actions perceived as occurring with a 

certain regularity or routine. The intent is to recognise a NVB pattern in the 

organisation or delivery of the lesson or in the teacher's NVB style. It is indicated 

when yie\\ers in a class perceive NVBs which, for them, occur with certain regularity 

or in specific contexts. 

These were the coding categories developed at the end of the pilot study and 

organised in three super-ordinate themes. They were thus defined and clarified by a 

list of specific descriptors that were to be used in coding the data in the main study. 

The identification of the descriptors for each functional category was thought to allow 

for a comprehensive and systematic analysis. To further develop the specifications of 

each category and the relationships between them, I wrote analytic notes on the 

categories. inspired by the process of coding. 

4.7 A. Writing analytic notes on categories 

The importance of writing analytical notes at all stages of data collection and analysis 

is stressed by all qualitative or interpretive research methodologists (Glaser and 

Strauss, 1967; Cresswell, 1994; Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995; Silverman, 2000; 

Wengraf, 2001). During the analysis, I tried to reflect on the meanings expressed in 

each of the category, to identify causalities and connections, interdependencies and 

potential contradictions, which I was going to explore more in the main study. 

I will exemplify with one of the notes I wrote at the beginning of the analysis 

process. In coding, I identified the functional category 'showing/ illustrating 

meaning', on which I wrote the following analytic note: 

Analytic note on 'illustrating meaning'. The first intriguing thing is a student's use of 
the construction 'this gesture shows the meaning '. The construction indicates an 
understanding of the meaning as something concrete, which can be given a visual, 
touchable shape. A student talked about teacher's gestures that 'give words a 
picture '. This raises a question about the interviewees' perception of the meaning of 
words. Do they see words as something abstract that can be visualised through 
gestures? There is also an issue of agentship. The teacher is perceived as an actor, 
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the one lrho 'sholt's' on the central stage and reveals the meaning to the audience. 
Another student talks about learners' understanding, so I might assume a perceived 
f7uency between the stage of teacher's 'showing' of the meaning and the stage of 
learners' 'understanding' of it. This opens up a broader interpretation of the category 
'shoH'ing//1lustrating meaning', as the connotation is more than a presentation or 
o~iecti\'isation of the meaning. It involves also the issue of teacher's responsibility to 
provide clearer meanings, the purposeful and directed use of certain moves to clarify 
the meaning, pIlls the context in which teachers choose to make supplementary 
clarification gestures. I need other similar instances to develop the category. 

I did not write such full of notes for all categories. I wrote analytic notes whenever I 

was not sure about the understanding or development of a given concept or when I 

intended to develop a category, but did not have enough data to expand it. I also 

enabled a way of thinking about structuring and organising the data through the 

writing of such anal) tical notes. 

·t8. Findings of the pilot study 

As I stated before, the main aim of the pilot study was to validate the methodology 

and to develop a framework for conducting the analysis of the main data to be 

gathered. After examining the data collected in the pilot study, I was finally in the 

position to confirm the methodological questions I started with and also drew some 

conclusions on the most adequate methodology for the purposes of the main study. 

Initially, I \\as able to answer my questions as follows: 

• Are students able to describe and interpret aspects of teachers ' NVB? 

The answer to this question was clearly 'yes', as the interviews proved very 

successful in generating a larger than expected amount of data regarding the 

participants' descriptions and interpretations of teachers' NVB. Subjects seemed to 

select different aspects of perceived NVBs as relevant. They also provided a wide 

range of comments on the impact that teachers' NVBs may have on learners in a 

language class situation. 

• What type of data will I get if I interview students on teachers' NVB? 

The data collected during the interviews ranged from descriptions of the NVB 

selected to broader personal beliefs or experiences of previous language learning 

situations. While some accounts were mainly descriptive, others were rich in 

interpretations, still others seemed to express mainly considerations on the 
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individuals' own learning or teaching style. It also seemed that informants reflected 

mostly on the functions that teachers' NVBs play in the language classroom, either 

from a learners' or from a teachers' perspective. 

• Is it possible to explore, by using video recorded data, individuals' interpretations 

of teachers' NVB? 

The answer to this final question was again 'yes'. The using of the video materials as 

pronlpts for the interviews proved to be a very inspired idea. By watching the videos, 

subjects could pause and comment on teachers' and learners' NVB, a process that 

would be impossible in a real life setting, due to the ephemeral character of gestures 

and other NVBs. Participants also had an insight into a real classroom situation and 

also could concentrate on explaining their impressions on a certain aspect of teacher's 

NVB rather than having to recollect instances they themselves experienced in the 

past. Finally. the material offered the potential of comparing individual accounts, as 

participants were shown the same video extracts in varying experimental conditions. 

The pilot study produced interesting findings regarding the three conditions used 

In presenting the classroom data to the informants. The following conclusions 

emerged: 

• Watching the videos without sound and then with sound 

This condition seemed very artificial and generated mainly data on participants' own 

suppositions on what was going on in terms of verbal and NVBs in the class. 

Informants focused mainly on 'guessing' the context in which a gesture was made or 

the type of interaction in the class, rather than on reflecting on the role that a 

particular instance of NVB played in the interaction as a group process. Nevertheless, 

the attempts to guess the verbal context in which an action occurred and their 

significance in the situation were sometimes successful. However, the interviews 

seemed more like a 'right-or-wrong' test, which did not seem productive in terms of 

the purposes of the study. 

• Listening to the videos without vision and then watching them 

In this case, participants tried to suppose or guess the NV actions that teachers might 

have produced in combination with the words heard. Participants in this condition 

identified quantitatively fewer aspects of NVB than the participants in the first 

condition, an expected finding. When watching the video extracts later on in the 

interviews, informants were able to check the visual aspect of teachers' NVB and 
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tried to make connections between the previous suppositions (made in the 'without 

vision' condition) and the real occurring behaviours. This was again an interesting 

perspective for comparison, but did not suit the focus of the study, as it elicited the 

participants' guesses rather than contextualised interpretations. 

• TVatching the videos with and then without sound 

This proved to be the most profitable condition for stimulating the participants' 

comments as it did not create any artificial situations, such as asking participants to 

avoid watching the screen or to watch an interaction without hearing the conversation. 

Participants generated a wide range of reasons that reflected the perceived roles that 

gestures and other NVBs played in the interaction. I considered this the most suitable 

methodology to inform the study and to use further in the main study. 

4.9. Outcomes of the pilot study 

The most important achievement though the initial stage of data collection was in 

terms of methodology rather than research findings. The categories of perceived 

functions of teachers' NVBs were also followed up in the main study. After reflecting 

on the results of my pilot study, I made a series of decisions that helped me shape the 

main data gathering process. These decisions were as follows: 

l. I was gomg to abandon the 'without-sound/with sound' and the 'listening 

only/watching with sound' procedures. They were both artificial and made the 

informants guess the meaning of the NVB aspects rather than interpret them in 

context. Although there were interesting comparative aspects worthwhile exploring, 

such as the individual differences in the amount of NVBs identified, my interest was 

on individuals' contextualised attributions. I was also going to abandon the 'without 

sound' condition after the informants saw the video extracts with the sound on, as this 

variation did not seem productive. Most participants took the second viewing as a 

checking time of the initial account rather than a new condition. 

2. I needed to use actual participants in the class as informants. The non-participants 

seemed to give detached, 'objective' interpretations or rather expressed beliefs about 

the potential rather than actual meanings of the various NVBs observed. These 

findings confirmed previous research reports (reviewed in section 2.5.3.) that 

observers cannot access certain aspects of an interaction available only to direct 
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participants. A stimulated recall methodology was more desirable instead of an 

experimental design, with unfamiliar video prompts. 

3. Non-participating trainee teachers interpreted teachers' NYBs either from the 

teachers' or the students' perspective, due to their mixed status of language learners 

and trainee teachers. For the main study, I decided to use learners and trainees as 

informants with clearer roles in the interaction, i.e. participants and observers, in order 

to eliminate the confusion generated by an ambivalent status and also to combine the 

advantages of exploring both perspectives. 

4. I was going to reduce the interviewing time, as sometimes the interviews would 

last for more than an hour and the final parts of the interview proved to be less 

productive. 

5. I had to abandon any interpretation of learners' NYB in class and focus only on 

the interpretations of teachers' NVB, as the physical time devoted to individual 

interviews would have been far too demanding if exploring both sets of behaviours. 

\\'ith these decisions made, I started the next stage of my data collection, which 

explored learners' and trainee teachers' direct interpretations of teachers' NYB while 

participating in a class as direct learners and respectively, direct observers. 

4.10. Identifying the research questions of the main study 

I started the pilot study with a general question in mind, trying to understand in what 

ways is teachers ~ NYB meaningful to people seeing it. The purpose of the pilot study 

was to develop this research focus further and to build a method for investigating it. 

After conducting the pilot study, I developed the initial framework for the coding of 

the data (presented in sections 4.7.2. and 4.7.3. above) and I settled upon the 

following research questions: 

Question 1: How is teachers' NVB perceived and interpreted by language learners' in 

a language learning context? 

I considered the investigation of the perceived NYB in the language class as the main 

focus of this study, as previous studies focused mostly on the production of 

individuals' NVB rather than on the perceptions and interpretations of it. At the same 
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time, most authors appreciated the communicative impact that NVB may have on the 

viewers (as discussed in Chapter 2). Therefore, the focus of the present study was on 

locating these perceptions and interpretations in the language classroom context as 

direct participants reported them. 

Question 2: Do learners ,'alut? teachers' NVBs and perceive themselves as reacting to 

reachers . Sl rBs? 

This question relates to the first one and focuses on the sense made by learners of 

their teachers' NVBs. It addresses the learners' valuing teachers' NVBs and their 

reported reactions to teachers' NVBs. 

Question 3: TVhat functions do learners attribute to teachers' NVBs and which are the 

factors that influence their attributions? 

:-\.s the pilot study revealed that informants attribute particular functions to teachers' 

NVBs. this question addresses the variety of functions that learners perceive In 

teachers' NVB in the class. A model of perceived NVB might be developed to 

account for the ways in which learners typically induce interpretations of teachers' 

NVB and the range of factors that learners identify as influencing the production of 

these NVBs. 

Question -I: What are the perceived effects of teachers' NVBs and in which contexts 

are these perceived as relevant? 

There were three superordinate categories of perceived functions of NVBs which 

emerged from the pilot study: cognitive, affective-attitudinal and relating to group 

organisation. These need further exploration from the learners' perspective as direct 

addressees of the NV messages. NVBs also need to be considered in the immediate 

context in which they occur and identified as relevant by the learners themselves. 

Question 5: Do learners' individual accounts differ in how they select aspects of 

teachers' NVBs and in how they interpret the same aspects of teachers' NVBs, when 

selected? 

The pilot study identified some differences between individual accounts in terms of 

NVBs selected as well as in terms of the meanings attached to the same aspects of 

behaviour. This question aims at exploring these differences further. 
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Question 6: Do learners and trainee teachers differ in how they select aspects of 

tt.'achers ' N~ Bs and in how they interpret the same aspects of teachers' NVBs, when 

selected? 

Finally. trainee teachers 10 addition to the participating learners will be asked to 

reflect on aspects of NVB noticed in the class and considered significant by them. It 

might be the case that their interpretations vary from the ones expressed by the 

learners. These differences will be further explored as differences between direct 

participants and observers may have implications for further research. 

These were the questions I set up for the next stage of the research. I considered them 

sut1iciently open-ended and exploratory to allow a flexible approach during the main 

study. All questions reflected my set agenda for investigating the unexplored non

\erbal dimension of language classroom interaction from learners and trainees' 

perspectiYe as an intrinsic, yet previously overlooked phenomenon. 

4.11. Summary 

This chapter has presented the stages I went through in piloting the methodology for 

the data collection and analysis. At the beginning, I discussed the procedures I 

followed in designing and conducting the pilot study. Then I discussed the steps taken 

in order to develop a set of analytical categories and themes of analysis of 

interpretations of NVB as emerging from the data. The final part of the chapter 

reviewed the outcomes of the pilot study and its impact on the general research design 

and the emerging research questions. 

In the chapter that follows, I will describe the developed research methods 

used in collecting the data for the main study and I will introduce the informants 

called upon in the data collection. 
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CHAPTER 5 

METHOD OF DATA GATHERING 

5.1 Overview 

This chapter describes the stages I followed in the data collection for the main study. I 

begin by identifying the research approach and the methods selected for answering the 

research questions. In the second section, I present the profiles of the participants in 

the study. I also describe and evaluate critically the various methods used in collecting 

the data required for answering the research questions. The final section of the chapter 

offers a summary of the range of data gathered. 

5.2. Designing of the study 

The objective of the main study was to uncover answers to the research questions 

identified at the end of the pilot study (see section 4.10.). As seen from the literature 

review, theoretical development in the field of communicative potential of NVB in 

generaL and particularly in the context of the EFL class, remains at its beginnings. 

There have been calls for further empirical studies to support the theoretisation in the 

field generally (Kendon, 1994; Philippot, Feldman & Coats, 1994). Perhaps the most 

neglected aspect of research on gestural communication, and one could generalise to 

the \vhole NVB research, is the consideration of the addressee in the meaning 

construction of an interaction (Bavelas, 1994). The understanding of the subjective 

processes associated with the interpretations individuals attach to the others' NY 

actions during interaction has hitherto not been a priority for earlier research in NVB. 

In Argyle~s words: 

The main weakness of sequence studies appears to be a self-imposed one: no 
one asks the subjects what they are thinking, or feeling, or trying to do. This is 
party because the research methods have been taken from animal research, 
party through a mistrust of subjective data. (1996: 16) 

Having established the significance of exploring the subjective dimension of learners' 

understanding and interpretation of teachers' NVBs, I decided that the adoption of an 

interpretive approach would allow the best exploration of this focus. The central aim 

of the research would be an in-depth and open-ended examination of the processes by 

which learners in particular, and other participant observers, give meanings to 
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teachers' NVBs. It was clear that another aim was a better understanding of teachers' 

actual use of NVB in the language class as a prerequisite stage of locating the 

participants' interpretations. 

The adoption of a qualitative framework in a field that developed 

traditionally as an exclusively experimental, quantitative science needs a clear 

justification. The participants' subjective, even idiosyncratic interpretations of 

gestures and other NVBs seemed to me accessible only in their immediate context and 

through individual introspection. Denzin and Lincoln (2000) argue that such 

interpretivist research is SUbjective and participative in its essence: 

It is a situated activity that locates the observer in the world. It consists of a 
set of interpreth'e, material practices that make the world visible. They turn 
the world into a series of representations. This means that qualitative 
researchers study things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, 
or to interpret phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to their lives. 

(2000:3) 

It is the core belief of qualitative research to pursue the understanding of social reality 

according to the subjective frame of reference of the participants in the social 

environment considered. The same authors argue that it is more relevant and of 

greater benefit to find the methodological approach which might best serve the 

objectives of a particular research. Qualitative research requires researcher's fidelity 

to the field and the subjects, involving an accurate reflection of the occurring events 

and trusting the participants' interpretations. In other words: 

The primary aim should be to describe what happens in the setting, how the 
people involved see their own actions and those of others, and the contexts in 
which the action takes place. (..) In the view of interactionists, people 
interpret stimuli, and these interpretations, continuously under revision as 
events unfold, shape their actions. (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995: 6-7) 

Supporters of experimental approaches usually criticize the absence of formally 

standardising and measuring the results when discussing qualitative research. Authors 

in the field of qualitative studies reply either by denying the importance of a 

structured and scientific paradigm for a qualitative study (Guba & Lincoln, 1981) or 

by suggesting alternative validation techniques, different from the ones of quantitative 

inquiry (Kirk & Miller, 1986; Maxwell, 1996). Wolcott (1990: 146) argues that 

understanding is the fundamental concept in qualitative research rather than validity. 

In this sense, the framework of my study reflects a different purpose and implicitly 

different techniques from the traditional studies ofNVB. 
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As I believe that continuous interpretations of each other's actions take place 

in any instance of human interaction, I explore here the constructs that some learners 

as direct participants and some trainee teachers as direct observers developed during 

immediate contexts of classroom interaction. The research methodology used and the 

ways of presenting and analysing their experiences aim at a better understanding and 

reflection of the aspects of NYB as they were experienced and referred to by the 

participants. 

5.2.1. Characteristics of qualitative research 

Bryman (1988: 61-69) identifies six general characteristics of qualitative research: 

1. 'Seeing through the eyes of .. .'or taking the subject's perspective. 

Describing the mundane detail of everyday setting. 

3. Understanding actions and meanings in their social context. 

-+. Emphasising time and process. 

5. Favouring open and relatively unstructured research designs. 

6. Avoiding concepts and theories at an early stage. 

The subjective perspective suggested by the first criterion derives from an 'ernie' 

analysis (using the subjects' conceptual framework and descriptors) as opposed to an 

'etic' analysis (using generally applicable or existent terms of reference), both terms 

developed by Pike (1967). An exclusively subjective perspective limits the 

researcher's contribution to the analysis (Silverman, 2001). In this sense, the next 

three criteria identify the focus and the locus of the research, with an emphasis on the 

actions researchers should take when in the setting. They should 'describe', 

'understand' and then 'emphasise' the mundane actions, their located meanings and 

respectively the processes. Therefore, the researcher's main aims are to make sense of 

the subjects' social actions and meanings reflected through the participants' own eyes, 

experiences and understanding. At the same time, researchers bring to the process 

their own values and assumptions. This unavoidably distorted reflection ('no research 

is untouched by human hands' - Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995) could be 

compensated for by applying a 'semi-structured' rather than unstructured research 

design to allow for interpretation and flexibility in providing a stable framework. 

The emphasis on meaning in the given social context appears to be at the core 

of all descriptions of qualitative research. Discussing ethnography, Hammersley and 

Atkinson (1995 :6-9) emphasise the preference for 'natural' settings as the main 
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source of data, collected by the use of an inductivist methodology. The researcher is 

seen as an anthropologist newly arrived in the researched community, a migrating 

'stranger' to the new group (Schutz, 1976), who develops a certain 'objectivity' while 

having to learn to live and participate in the new community. The 'cultural 

description' is the main mission of such a research enquiry and requires fidelity and 

'respect' to the setting and marginality, through the turning of the 'familiar' into 

• strange' and reflecting accurately and honestly the events and meanings as they 

occurred. Interpretations and explanations are most of the times discouraged. Talking 

about the use of ethnography in educational research, van Lier (1990:41) underlines 

its 'ernie' \'iewpoint and holistic character in reflecting cultural facts as its main 

ad\'antages. 

Adapting some of the criteria of qualitative research discussed, I applied the 

following features in my own research design: 

• Data are collected in their occurring settings with no external intervention. 

• The range of types of data collection includes videotaped classrooms, semi

structured interviews and participant narratives which are analysed using the 

same coding framework in order to achieve a degree of triangulation. 

• It focuses on individuals, their actions and meanings (as constructed by the 

participants) being generated in their immediate setting. 

• Behaviour is not an object of investigation per se, but rather reflected upon 

through the interpretations and functions of social action attributed to it by the 

participants. 

• Clear distinctions are made between the interpretations given by the subjects 

and the interpretations imposed through analysis. 

• It is informed by theory, but it also takes an 'emic' viewpoint through the 

application of the descriptors and categories used by those researched. 

With these guidelines in mind, I developed the design of the main study. 

5.2.2. Developing the research design 

Following the outcome of the pilot study (described in Chapter 4), I planned to collect 

individuals' interpretations of contextualised teachers' NYBs and to present their 

experiences rather than an account of the NYB produced. I therefore considered my 

study a descriptive research, aimed at exploring through a range of qualitative 

techniques naturally occurring phenomena. As Selinger and Shohamy (1989) put it: 
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In a descripti\'e stwtl'. the researchers begin with general questions in mind 
about the phenomenon they are studying or with more specific questions and 
with specific focus. Because the questions are decided in advance, the 
research on~1' focuses on certain aspects of the possible data available in the 
language learning context being described. (1989: 117) 

lanesick (2000) argues that the process of the research design commences with the 

identification of the research question and only then the selection of an appropriate 

method of data capture takes place. The research questions I developed after the pilot 

study reflected upon the 'how' and 'why' are teachers seen to behave in a certain way 

(see section -L 1 O. for the research questions). It was clear that the best techniques for 

collecting the adequate data to answer the research questions identified were 

videotapes of actual classrooms and classroom participants' reports on these video 

accounts. The . story' of teachers' NVB could be thus told through the eyes of the 

learners and the observers and through my own views, a triangulated perspective that 

seemed to enhance the reliability of any eventual conclusions. I assumed that the 

triangulation made possible by multiple data collection methods and perspectives of 

the same phenomenon would create a richer account of the aspect investigated and 

provide a stronger substantiation of constructs and hypotheses. 

I did not adopt the position of grounded theorists (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; 

Strauss and Corbin, 1998) with a 'no theory, no hypothesis' start to the research. I 

considered that a loose theoretical framework was at all times needed, as it provided a 

necessary focus for the process of data collection and analysis. Within the context of 

this study~ the literature on NVB and its functions provided a broad framework of 

reference. Given the current lack of a theoretical framework relevant to the 

individuals' perceptions and interpretations ofNVB, the literature did not impose any 

a priori assumptions about the meanings learners and observers developed. Instead, 

the literature on NVB and its social aspects (reviewed in Chapters 2 and 3) and the 

findings of the pilot study (see section 4.8.) provided an informed direction for the 

second phase of the research. 

Eisenhardt (1994) argue that, in any research, induction and deduction are 

parallel processes, where the prior theory supports the research design and the 

analysis of data, but it does not impede on the development of new and useful theory. 

Parke (1993) identifies also a 'continuous interplay' between the two processes, with 

both 'pure deduction' and 'pure induction' being damaging to the research process. 

While the first one may inhibit new theory development, the second limits the benefits 
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from existing theory. A balance between existing theories and the collected data 

seemed thus appropriate. 

Initially, I contemplated the idea of including a quantitative dimension to my 

study by measuring the learners' progress and trying to correlate it with teachers' 

behaviours. Soon I realised that I would not be able to attribute their progress to 

specific instances of teachers' NVB, as many additional factors come into play and 

only in highly controlled experimental designs an isolation of factors would be 

possible. As I was more interested in the inter-subjective and contextualised nature of 

the enquiry. I decided not to interfere at all in the natural dynamics of the class. I also 

did not quantify the teachers' use of particular actions during extended samples of 

classroom activity for two reasons: a) I did not find the quantification of NVBs 

relevant for explaining their significance, as this is highly dependent on factors like 

social context, content of speech, individual style and interaction dynamics; b) I was 

more interested in the individual perceptions and interpretations of these NV 

behaviours rather that the frequency of their occurrence. 

Therefore. I intended to collect my main set of data through the following 

techniques: 

• Videotaping five language classes of 90 minutes each and taking notes on the 

range of teachers' NVBs as they occurred during the classes observed based on 

existing taxonomies of gestures and other NVBs; 

• Interyiewing soon after the class at least three language learners from each class 

on their teacher's NVBs during the lesson; 

• Interviewing two cohorts of trainee teachers on their beliefs and interpretations 

of the roles of teachers' NVB in the language class; 

• Getting the trainee teachers to act as classroom observers and then each write a 

narrative report on the teachers' NVB in the classes observed. 

5.3. Gathering the data 

Before starting to collect the data, I discussed the purposes of the study individually 

with the teachers, asking their co-operation in being observed or videotaped. I 

explained that I would be focusing on aspects of communication between them and 

the learners rather than on pedagogical aspects of their class. I considered that it was 

necessary to generalise the topic of the research, as mentioning a specific focus on 
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NYB would have raised teachers' awareness of their own NYBs during classes. 

Ho\vever. after the data was collected I explained in more detail the focus of the 

research and gave the teachers the option to have their videotaped classes destroyed if 

they wanted to. All teachers co-operated fully and did not object to the use of the 

tapes in the interviews with the learners. 

Each teacher was videotaped for the whole duration of a single lesson, which 

usually lasted for 90 minutes. Teachers were also invited to co-operate by 

encouraging the learners to participate in the interviews after the class and also by 

accepting the trainee teachers as observers in their classes. This last activity was 

already a practice that the teachers were used to due to the routine activity in the 

institution. Trainee teachers observed separate classes from the ones videotaped, as it 

was not possible to arrange simultaneous observations and videotapings. Learners 

were asked to volunteer to be interviewed after the class and usually between three 

and five learners co-operated in each class. 

5.3.1. Yideotaping classes 

Qualitative studies (Goffman, 1963; Garfinkel, 1967; Schegloff and Sacks, 1973) 

have claimed the importance of using videotaped data, emphasising the role that 

bodily conduct and the physical environment play in the production and intelligibility 

of any social action. Recent methodologies of qualitative analysis also emphasise the 

enriching perspective that visual data can bring to a research design and the most 

adequate methods of collecting and analysing this type of data (Kress and Van 

Leeuwen, 1996: Deacon et aI., 1999; Bauer and Gaskell, 2000; Emmison and Smith, 

2000; Van Leeuwen and Jewitt, 2001). There are two features of human interaction 

which impact strongly on the social researcher's need of using video recorded data. 

One is the complexity of human action, with the observer being bound to grasp just a 

limited sense of what happens in an instance of interaction. The other factor refers to 

the participants themselves as actors who do not have the physical time to reflect upon 

all the intricacies of a routine sequence of interaction and also cannot recollect for 

long periods of time all the aspects of that sequence. 

When I decided to videotape the language classes, I was aware of the 

advantages such records provide for a research with the focus on individuals' NVB. 

Unlike more conventional ethnographic data, video recordings provide a database 

with certain facilities, unobtainable through other methods of data collection. They 
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facilitate access to everyday classroom settings and allow a recording of talk and 

bodily action in their finer details. The context of an action is usually clear and the 

addressees of an instance of talk or action become easily identifiable. Video 

recordings present the facility of repeated viewing and minute analysis through the 

watching with the slow motion facility, especially important in the case of NVB 

analysis. In this study, videos were also instruments of further data collection, as I 

used video prompts during the interviews with the learners to refresh their recall of 

the particular moments of classroom interaction. 

Heath and Hindmarsch (2002: 107) suggest the importance of corroborating 

the video recordings of natural occurring activities with more conventional fieldwork 

in order to become familiar with the setting. Researchers need to undertake small 

amounts of fieldwork previous to recording in order to understand the activities in 

\\hich people engage in a particular setting and to plan the best ways of capturing 

video images. Previous to starting my recordings, I observed some classes and I 

discussed with the teachers the possibility of videotaping their classes. During these 

observations, I decided that with the fairly standard frontal position of the teacher, the 

best and least obtrusive position for the camera would be at the back of the class, in 

order to capture as much as possible of the teacher's actions and to whom they were 

addressed. 

Although I had my concerns that the presence of a video camera in the class 

would make the teachers and students aware of their bodily behaviour, several studies 

indicated the fact that most NVB is in general out of conscious awareness and 

automatic~ without a persistent modification of normal behaviour (Goffman, 1981; 

rvlcNeill, 1994). While videotaping classes, I realised that both teachers and learners 

seemed less and less aware of the presence of a video camera as the lesson 

progressed, as they would get engaged in the activity and focus on the interaction. 

Nevertheless, like other field researchers I was aware of my influence on the whole 

scene, due to the so-called 'observer effect' (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992: 47). There were 

instances when participants would glance at me or the camera, smile, try to get me in 

their activity groups or even ask questions like' Are you videotaping now?', 'Are you 

managing ok?' or 'Are you getting a good picture?' , 'Do you need help?' These 

instances made me accept the idea that the presence of a camcorder in the room may 

influence the interaction to a certain extent. 
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When I started the videotaping, I prepared every session 10 advance, by 

informing both teachers and learners about the intention to videotape the class and by 

studying the layout of the room. The teachers were at all times in control, by choosing 

a c lass they felt comfortable with and by deciding how to inform the learners. 

Sometimes I was asked to go to the class a week in advance and explain to the 

learners why I 'vas going to videotape the class and ask for their permission. Other 

times. the teachers would do the 'negotiation' themselves, by informing the learners 

that I was going to videotape the class. In these cases, I would still explain briefly to 

the students at the beginning of the class the purpose of my presence and asked if they 

had any objections to being filmed. None of the learners objected and they all signed 

the consent forms provided (see Appendix 8). 

I tried to track the teacher as much as possible during the classes, but I also 

focussed on the learners when they were speaking for a lengthy amount of time or 

"hen there \\as a successive exchange of turns between the teacher and a particular 

learner to get a fuller picture of the interaction. 

After the recording, each tape was labelled with the name of the teacher and 

the date. I would also write a field note after each of the sessions, including 

information such as the learners' seating position and names, the topic and the general 

development of the lesson, the students' length of stay in Scotland and their 

proficiency level. the names of the learners who volunteered to be interviewed and 

any other details considered relevant at that time. Extracts from the five videotaped 

sessions were used during the interviews with the learners. I will now discuss the 

classes in which learners were interviewed and the corresponding teacher profiles. In 

order to protect the anonymity of the teachers and to distinguish them from the 

learners who are protected by pseudonyms, I have referred to each teacher by the 

number I arbitrarily allocated to each. 

Table 5.1. below provides a summary of the participants in each of five classes 

selected, teachers and learners. The teachers were all native speakers of English and 

their gender is the only attribute which objectively distinguished them. There were 

three female teachers and two male teachers. The other factors which might have 

influenced their NV8, e.g. personality, beliefs about learners' level etc. were not 

assessed in any ways. 

The table also includes the nationality of the learners present in each class at 

the moment of the videotaping, although they did not all participate in the post-class 
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interviews. While (~lass -I was the only monocultural class, being constituted 

exclusively by students from Japan, the other classes had a multi-cultural 

participation. Students in Class -4 also knew each other before their arrival in Britain 

as they were attending the same university back home, while students in the other 

classes were generally strangers to each other prior to their arrival in Stirling. Finally, 

I included in Table 5.1. details about the type of the class, the level of proficiency and 

the topic in focus on the day when the videotaping of the class took place. While 

Class 3 was labelled as an . Academic English' class, all the other classes were of 

'General English', which means that teachers would choose topics of general interest 

and adapt the content to learners' level of proficiency rather than to their educational 

purposes. 

The learners' level of proficiency varied from one group to the other, but in 

general there were no serious discrepancies inside the groups. Classes 1 and 4 were 

labelled as Lower Intermediate, Classes 2 and 5 were Upper Intermediate, and Class 3 

had learners considered of Advanced proficiency. However, learners' individual 

proficiency was not assessed for the purposes of this study. 

Table 5.1. The profile of the classes videotaped 

Class Teacher's Students' Nationalities of Type of class Topic of 

Code gender genders students in the and level of lesson 
class proficiency recorded 

Class 1 Female 5 Males Spanish (4), General English 'Money and 

4 Females Italian (2) finance' 

Japanese (2), Lower 
Russian (1) Intermediate 

Class 2 Female 4 Males Italy (3), General English 'The good 

6 Females Japanese (3), language 

Spanish(2), Upper learner' 

Chinese (2) Intermediate 

Class 3 Male 5 Males Japanese (3), Academic 'Expressing 

3 Females Chinese (2), English cause and 

Spanish (1), effect' 

Austrian (1), Advanced 
Iraqi (1) 

Class 4 Female 1 Male Japanese (9) General Engl ish 'My 

8 Females favourite 

Lower movie' 

Intermediate 

Class 5 Male 2 Males Spanish (3), General Engl ish 'The 

3 Females Italian (1), Scottish 

German (1) Upper legal 
Intermediate system' 
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5.3.2. The profiles of the interviewed learners 

The main target informants were the language learners who participated in the 

videotaped classes. As direct addressees of teachers' NVBs, they were in a favourable 

position to interpret their behaviours. Speakers tailor their words 'with and for the 

addressees' and their NVB is likely to tailored in a similar way (Bavelas, 1994: 207). 

In the pilot study (presented in Chapter 4), I interviewed informants who did not 

participate directly in the classes they reported upon, but who were nevertheless able 

to give an interpretation of teachers' NVB as seen in the video extracts they were 

exposed to. These meanings were more likely to be inferred from past experiences 

and not derived from a participant insight into the actual, lived situation. 

Twenty-two learners volunteered to participate in the interviews from the five 

classes recorded. Table 5.2. below offers a general profile of the interviewed learners. 

The majority of them were registered for short, three or five-week courses, in the 

summer school held in the Centre for ELT, at the University of Stirling. They were 

planning to stay in Britain for less than a couple of months during the summer holiday 

\\'ith the expressed purpose of improving their English language skills. Only the 

students in Class 3 were on a longer course, in preparation for studying for a degree in 

British universities. At the time of the interview, students in Class 3 had lived in 

Britain for up to one year. The age of the students interviewed ranged from eighteen 

to mid-thirties. The majority of them were in their early twenties, with three students 

over thirty years of age. The average age was 23.8 years old for the whole population 

interviewed. 

All students had graduated from high school, most of them being in the 

process of completing university degrees in various subjects, while some of them 

were already working in their home countries in areas such as commerce or 

engineering. Accordingly, they seemed to have different language learning goals. In 

general, students with similar learning were grouped in the same class and the 

teaching materials and methods were adapted to their needs. While in Class 3 the 

atmosphere was more focused and teacher-centred, the content being academic skills 

and essay writing techniques, the other classes were more relaxed and dynamic as 

they were General English classes, with a focus on conversation in relation to a 

flexible choice of topics. 
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Table 5.2. The profile of the interviewed learners 

Class code Learners' Learners' Learners' age Learners' 
pseudonyms gender country of .. 

(n 22) (10Ff 12M) 
origin 

(A v .age=23.8) 
Class 1 Marianne F 22 Spain 

Jose M 26 Spain 
Vladimir M 19 Russia 
Laura F 31 Spain 
Daniel M 30 Italy 

Class 2 Marcus M 26 Italy 
Ann and M 36 Italy 
Eunice F 34 Spain 
Ronaldo M 22 Spain 

Class 3 Kali F 20 Japan 
Nahiko F 19 Japan 
Liang M 20 China 
Reyno M 26 Japan 
Theodor M 26 Austria 

Class -I Kandar M 20 Japan 
Mayumi F 20 Japan 
Ayurda F 19 Japan 
Narun F 19 Japan 
Keiko F 20 Japan 

Class 5 Romeo M 26 Italy 
Johan M 19 Germany 
Sylvia F 24 Spain 

5.3.3. Using the stimulated recall methodology 

Stimulated recall (SR) as an introspective research method has been used widely in 

field of SLA research (for a comprehensive review of these studies, see Gass and 

Mackey, 2000). The method relies on the assumption that a reminder of an event will 

stimulate the individuals' recall of their mental processes active at the moment of the 

event. By using stimulated recall: 

a subject may be enabled to relive an original situation with great vividness 
and accuracy if he [sic} is presented with a large number of the cues or 
stimuli which occurred during the original situation. (Bloom, 1954: 25) 

SR and other methods of introspection (thinking aloud, retrospective reflection, self

observation, self-revelation) have been used to explore a various range of research 

topics (as discussed in section 4.6.l.). Foreign language studies using introspection 

investigated amongst other areas processes such as learners and teachers' decision 
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making, learning strategies, FL writing choices and processes and oral interaction in 

FL. An interesting study that applied the use of SR in a qualitative investigation of the 

sources of miscommunication in interaction is reported by Tyler (1995). She 

investigated the interaction during an academic tutorial between a non-native speaker 

of English and his native speaker student. The tutorial was first videotaped. The 

participants were then interviewed independently and asked to stop the video at any 

time and make comments on what made them feel uncomfortable or confused during 

the tutorial. Before the interview, the researcher asked two independent native 

speakers of English to compile a list of signs of the interlocutor's discomfort. During 

the interviews with the participants, the researcher stopped the videos at times and 

asked the participants to give their comments on particular moments of interaction. 

The data \\ere analysed through an in-depth qualitative framework and reflected the 

different interpretations of the participants on the moments of miscommunication and 

interactional discomfort. 

In the current study, I have used a similar method with the one above 

described in Tyler's research (1995) for eliciting learners' interpretations of teachers' 

-:\VBs. However, the learners themselves were asked to make the selection of the 

relevant aspects of teachers' NVB rather than being asked to comment on moments of 

interaction already selected for them. It was thought that learners' own selections 

reveal the aspects of teachers' NVBs that are meaningful for the learners themselves 

rather than for the researcher. 

Frerch and Kasper (1987) offer a useful classification scheme for the 

collection of introspective data. They consider that the object of introspection can be 

either linguistic/cognitive or affective or social, that the introspection is related to a 

concrete event and the temporal relation to the action needs to be immediate. With 

regards to the elicitation procedure, the authors suggest that this should be relatively 

structured, always based on the prior event and on a recall support, such as visuals, 

audio retellings of the event etc. During the direct interaction between the participant 

and researcher, both can initiate verbalisations. 

Some general recommendations (Gass and Mackey, 2000:54) in the use of SR 

methodology advise the practitioner as follows: 

• The data collection should take place close to the event in focus as the 

subjects' recollection decreases in time and they might give created 

interpretations; 
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• The stimuli used should be clear and strong, the video recording being a 

desirable choice; 

• The participants should receive minimal training in the procedure, mainly 

focusing on the technical aspects of carrying out the procedure, and should not 

be cued during the interview; 

• If participants are allowed to select the stimulus episodes themselves and 

initiate the recalls, there will be less likelihood of researcher's interference in 

the data. 

These were the guidelines I followed at all times when interviewing participants in 

this study. I \"ill now describe in detail the procedure followed during the interviews. 

5.3A. Interviewing the language learners 

I planned to conduct all interviews on the same day or the next day after the class. I 

\\ould watch the videotape soon after the class to select one or two sequences from 

the lesson to be used as prompts during the interview. The average length of an 

extract was between 4 and 5 minutes. In selecting the video samples, I followed the 

criteria developed in the pilot study (see section 4.6.2.). The reason why I chose only 

one or two interaction sequences from each class was the length of attention time I 

could reasonably ask for. In the pilot study, I used five extracts of 2-3 minutes each 

and I could see that in the second half of the interviews the subjects would become 

tired or superficial, giving brief responses and making fewer comments. While the 

interviews in the pilot stage would last for at least an hour, I tried to keep the 

interviews with the learners in the main study between 25 and 45 minutes. Another 

change from the pilot study was the focus exclusively on the teacher's NVB. It 

seemed too big a task to investigate both teacher and students' interpretations of each 

other's NVB, however interesting the idea appeared at the beginning. 

I always started the interviews by trying to make the interviewees comfortable, 

displaying an interest in them, their educational focus back home and their reasons for 

studying English at Stirling. In general, I got the impression that I managed to 

establish a warm and relaxed atmosphere before starting. I would then tell the 

interviewees that the research explores from the language learners' view the relevance 

of teachers' body behaviours during the class. This focus was explained in an 

informal manner, using phrases such as 'I want to know more about teacher's 
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b~haviour during the class from your perspective' or 'What teachers do with their 

body and hands during the class and why is this relevant for learners' and 'We look at 

anything which is not words and which you considered important in the class'. I 

would then move on to familiarising them with the interviewing technique. 

Subjects were then asked to watch the video sequences I selected from the 

class in which they participated and to stop the video whenever they wanted to make a 

comment on any aspect of teacher's NVB. I would ask them to comment on their 

views on \vhat was going on at that particular moment of interaction and how they 

perceived the teacher's actions in the instance selected. During the interviews, I used 

prompts like 'What do you think of this move/action/gesture?' and 'How do you 

interpret it?' or 'Why did you stop the video here?' or 'Why did you mention this 

move/action/gesture?'. In this way, I managed to probe more deeply into the learners' 

perceptions of their teachers' NVBs and to understand what learners meant by their 

statements. The sessions were all audiotaped (or videotaped when the subjects would 

agree to it) and fully transcribed afterwards. 

Interviews varied to a certain degree and provided evidence that exploring 

individuals' perceptions of behaviour and interaction is never going to be a 

generalisable experience. Some learners would talk more, others would give straight 

answers or wait for prompts, some were critical, others very enthusiastic, some 

seemed as concentrated as they would be when taking a test, others were relaxed and 

easygoing. In addition to commenting on particular instances of teacher NVB, 

different students had different points to focus on during the same class; some would 

talk about cultural perspectives, others about the general classroom climate, yet others 

about the friendships and enmities existent in the group and their impact on classroom 

dynamics. 

Although I started the interviews with certain preconceived ideas, such as the 

Asian students being less willing to talk about behaviour due to their traditionally 

restrictive rules of NVB, I soon learnt not to anticipate the kinds of comments the 

students might make. The Asian students proved to be, in most cases, very 

forthcoming and talkative, with insightful and pertinent remarks on their teachers' 

NVB. 

Another aspect that affected the data collection was the relatively limited 

language proficiency of some of the learners I had access to. When participants had 

difficulties in expressing their ideas in English, they were encouraged to speak in their 
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mother tongue and the passages were translated afterwards during the transcription of 

the interviews. The fact that some learners also had difficulties in explaining their 

interpretations is a limitation of the study and might have affected the learners' 

selection of relevant NVBs from the video sequences. However, this does not 

seriously diminish the value of the findings obtained. It was clear that having access 

to the video of their lessons was helpful to the subjects in their reflections. This meant 

that subjects did not have to describe in words the teachers' NVBs, but just identify 

them on the video and provide their interpretations of these actions. Very frequently 

learners would choose to reproduce through an action a teacher's NVB and 

simultaneously provide an interpretation for the particular NVB selected. 

In general. interviewing the language learners provided me with an insightful 

and comprehensive set of data. Their comments based on the videotaped sequences 

from their classes form the primary data of the study, which I will discuss in the 

following chapters. 

5.3.5. Obtaining data from the trainee teachers 

The trainee teachers who contributed to the study were all attending an undergraduate 

course in Teaching English as a Foreign Language. I decided to involve them as a 

second set of informants for several advantages that this particular group presented: 

• Their ability and experience in observing classes and analysing classroom 

interactions; 

• Their own experience of language learning and empathy with learners In 

classes observed; 

• Their generally high level of English language skills. 

These features made the trainees a group of valuable informants. However, they 

differed widely in terms of their educational and cultural backgrounds, their life 

experiences, their teaching and learning experiences. At the time of the study, they 

were all in the third year of teacher training, having already a background in 

education and language teaching through the courses taken. The profile of the 

participating trainees is summarised in Table 5.3. below, including their gender and 

country of origin. The table also records the type of class each of them observed and 

the teacher who taught that class. All classes observed by the trainees had 

multicultural groups of students, i.e. with students coming from at least three different 
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countries, apart from two classes that had only Japanese students. Trainees however 

observed different classes from the ones I recorded for the interviews with the 

learners. Nevertheless, if the teacher observed by a trainee was one of the five 

teachers in the classes I videotaped, the number of the teacher was kept the same. 

Extra number codes were added for the other teachers, who were not involved in any 

of the videotaped classes. 

Table 5.3. The profile of the participating trainee teachers 

Trainees' Gender Trainees' Level of Teacher Nationality of 
pseudonynls country of proficiency and observed learners in . . type of class classes origin 

(n 20) (15F/5l\l) observed observed 

Craus M Germany Beginners T2 Mixed 
Grammar 

Ariadne F Cyprus Upper T3 Mixed 
intermediate 
Reading& 
vocabulary 

Iris F Greece Intermediate T2 Mixed 
Reading& 
vocabulary 

\10nica F Greece Intermediate T6 Mixed 
Pronunciation 

Arito F Japan Intermediate T1 Mixed 

Reading& 
vocabulary 

Tina F China Intermediate T6 Mixed 

Grammar 

Sorito F Japan Intermediate T6 Mixed 

Reading 

Carmen F Greece Intermediate Tl Mixed 

Reading 
&vocabulary 

Manuela F Greece Intermediate T3 Mixed 

Reading& 
vocabulary 

Inghin M Turkey N/A T2 Mixed 

Grammar 

Alexander M Brunei Low T3 Mixed 

intermediate 
Conversation 

Michaela F Greece Intermediate T7 Mixed 

Reading& 
vocabulary 
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Elvira F 

Claudius M 

Irida F 

Cardik M 

Sato F 

Mi Lu F 

Ming F 

Ling F 

Greece 

Cyprus 

Poland 

Iran 

Maldive 

Upper 
intermediate 

Writing 

Intermediate 
Writing 

Lower 
intermediate 
Reading& 
vocabulary 

Intermediate 
Conversation 

Low 
Interm ed iate 

Grammar 
Hong Kong Upper 

intermediate 
Grammar 

Hong Kong Upper 
intermediate 
Conversation 

Hong Kong Low 
intermediate 

Grammar 

T7 

T3 

T4 

TI 

T7 

T2 

T6 

T4 

I decided to involve the trainee teachers in two ways in the research: 

Japanese 

Mixed 

Mixed 

Mixed 

Mixed 

Mixed 

Mixed 

Japanese 

(i) as participants in group interviews which were going to be organised as 

routine classes of teacher training and, 

(ii) as classroom observers, by asking them to observe language classes and 

write a report on their observations. 

There were two groups of trainee teachers involved in the study in two consecutive 

years. Similar research procedures and perspectives were adopted with both groups, 

with the idea of unifying the two sets of data. The sessions were planned after at least 

two weeks of classroom observation, so that the students would have the time to 

become familiar with the course and with the general procedures of classroom 

observation. This meant that, at the moment of asking them to observe teachers' NVB, 

trainees were already used to observing a class based on an observation sheet 

designed by the tutor on a topic of language teaching methodology. During the 

observation class, they would take notes and follow an 'Observation sheet' designed 

by myself (see Appendix G). Finally, they would write a report based on their 

observation notes and then discuss their views with their colleagues in the following 
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c lass. This seemed a useful practice and I agreed with their tutor to preserve the 

working pattern for the session on NVB. 

Together with the tutor, we planned the structure of each session in detail. 

With both groups, the pre-observation and post-observation sessions lasted about an 

hour each. All trainees contributed with a written report. The data from the group 

interviews and the reports were analysed and compared with the data obtained from 

the learners' interviews. 

5.3.6. Conducting group interviews with the trainee teachers 

Group interviews can be seen as conversational meetings with a research focus in 

which the participants are led by a leader. The literature on group interviewing details 

the rationale and the techniques one needs to employ in successfully including this 

method in any research design (Hedges, 1985; Watts and Ebbutt, 1987; Breakwell, 

1990; Lewis, 1992; Krueger, 1998). Lewis identifies four sets of research-based 

rationales for using group interview techniques: 

To test a specific research question about consensus beliefs, to obtain greater 
breadth and depth in responses than occurs in individual interviews, to verify 
research plans or findings and more speculatively, to enhance the reliability of 
interviewee responses. (1992: 414) 

The group interviews I conducted with the trainees were intended to meet these four 

objectives. As I was investigating a behaviour that occurs in any social group, I was 

interested in the consensus beliefs that the particular groups of trainees were sharing 

before and after the direct observation of teachers' NVB. Participants in group 

interviews are extending each other's opinions and one response may trigger off ideas 

from the others (Powney and Watts, 1987; Breakwell, 1990). Because I did not know 

the participants previous to the interview, I was counting on the supportive 

environment that the trainees would offer to each other to open up and speak about 

their beliefs and observations on teachers' NVB. I was also hoping to use the group

collected data as a way of complementing the data I had collected already from the 

learners who participated directly in the class. The group interviews had the potential 

of enlarging the range of interpretations of teachers' NVB and also complementing 

my observations and theoretical ideas. Ebbutt (1987) used individual and group 

interviews in a similar way, to verify the data across two sources. 
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The focus of the pre-observational session was mainly on developing a 

metalinguistic awareness of what trainees, as everyday interactants, already knew. 

The difficulty of describing the visual aspects of human behaviour is helped by 

everyone's experience of interpreting these social signals during routine daily social 

interactions. I intended the pre-observational session as a way of formalising what 

participants already knew through a semi-structured group interview. 

As I anticipated. the fact that there was a cohesive group in place already at 

the time of the interview, the familiarity with each other and their relative interest in 

the topic made the first session easy to run. Watts and Ebbutt (1987: 26) suggest that 

during the group interview the interaction between participants is as important as the 

interaction between interviewer and interviewees. Trainees felt at ease to talk about 

various aspects ofNVB and the roles they believed that NVB could play in classroom 

interaction and in language learning. I found the group interviews more fluent than the 

individual interviews, as partial responses of a participant generated prompts from 

other colleagues. Somebody's turn meant reflection time for the others and, in 

general, responses were, understandably, more detailed than the learners' responses in 

the stimulated recall interviews. 

At the end of the first group interview, participants were ready to conduct their 

classroom observation on teachers' NVB. The instruments trainees had at hand at the 

beginning of their observation sessions comprised: 

(i) A framework of beliefs about the roles of NVB in classroom interaction as 

they were expressed by all participants during the group interview and which 

trainees needed to confirm or deny through observation; 

(ii) An 'Observation sheet' (see Appendix G) which identified the main five 

NVB codes used in current research on NVB, provided a grid and 

suggestions for recording the observations and some guiding questions for 

the report writing. 

The second group interview took place a week after the first session and, in the time 

elapsed, the trainees observed individually each a language class. The focus of the 

second meeting was to explore the trainees' interpretations of teachers' NVB based 

this time on what they observed during the lesson attended. The group dynamics was 

now more fluent, as I was familiar with the participants and the focus was clearer, as 

they were asked to reflect back on their classroom observations rather than on their 

beliefs. 
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The session started with trainees' general comments on teachers' NVB and 

then individual examples of classroom NVB as observed in their classes were 

described by individual trainees and discussed by the group. Trainees identified a 

variety of NVBs teachers used and discussed their roles in classroom communication. 

In general, all trainees contributed with a range of examples, comments and opinions 

and the exchange was very dynamic and controversial at times. Contributors made 

several references to the cross-cultural significance of particular gestures or moves 

and methodological considerations of using NVB in language teaching. Both sessions 

- before and after the classroom observation - lasted about an hour each and post

observational sessions were video recorded. 

5.3.7. Researching with narratives 

Each trainee contributed an observational report. No restrictions in length or format 

were applied. This generated a free range of observation-based reports, from the ones 

summarising in half-a-page the aspects of NVB seen as significant to lengthy reports 

of ten pages which detailed extensively the teacher's NV moves, the context in which 

they occurred, the writer's belief about their relevance for the learners etc. Some 

reports had drawings, others had graphs. Some included systematic tables 

summarising chronologically the teacher's moves as they occurred, others did this by 

using bullet points, and others wrote the 'story' of the noticed moves and gave their 

interpretations. Participants were told that their reports would not be part of their 

assessable work, but they would receive feedback. They were encouraged to be as 

open and as spontaneous as possible in their interpretations and critical remarks. They 

were also told that the questions set up at the end of their 'Observation sheet' 

(Appendix G) should only orient their writing and not be followed religiously. 

• 

• 

• 

The trainees' reports as a research source had the following advantages: 

They were field-focused, i.e. their observations came from the classroom rather 

than from memorised social encounters or artificial settings; 

They were interpretative and detailed, as the observers were used to write 

critical reports on various aspects of language classroom and to attend to details; 

The trainees were direct and undisturbed observers as they did not have to react 

to the situation as learners had; 
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• 

• 

The observers were semi-trained in observing NVB as they had participated in a 

session familiarising them with the NV codes and some observation techniques; 

The reports had insight, as trainees were observing from their experience of 

roles of observers and observed, teacher trainees and language learners, 

members of a culture and learners of a new culture, evaluators and evaluated. 

5.3.8. Considerations on triangulating the data 

The principle of triangulation is described as 'the use of two or more methods of data 

collection in the study of some aspect of human behaviour' (Cohen and Manion, 

1994: 233). Multiple perspectives on the data are required to minimalise the exclusive 

reliance on one method, which cannot reflect the complexity of human behaviour and 

could bias the investigation. While the traditional understanding of the concept of 

triangulation is that of 'multi-method', Denzin (1970) identified six types of 

triangulation used in social research: 

• time triangulation - by using cross-sectional and longitudinal designs; 

• space triangulation - by spreading the research area and using cross-cultural 

techniques; 

• combined levels of triangulation - using the three level of analysis of interest 

for social science - individual level, interactive level and the level of 

co I lecti vities; 

• theoretical triangulation - drawing on alternative theories; 

• investigator triangulation - involving more than one observer; 

• methodological triangulation - using the same method in different occasions 

(,within method' triangulation) or different methods on the same object of 

study (,between methods' triangulation). 

The combination of methods or perspectives does not automatically imply data 

validity. Triangulating aims to relate different sets of data and validate the inferences 

made from them than rather than the data in itself (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995). 

In this study, although teachers, lessons and interactions varied from day to day, there 

was the overriding constant of learners, teachers and trainees gathered together to 

work on a foreign language. The phenomenon to be investigated was complex and the 

need for multiple perspectives and crossed methodologies became a sine- qua- non for 

exploring it. 
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I had to decide from the very beginning which were the core data. I chose in 

this sense learners' interviews and trainee teachers' reports. I was going to use as 

peripheral data the trainee teachers' group interviews, the videotaped classes, my 

c lass observations, and the interviews from the pilot study. Interpretations of teachers' 

NYB were the focus of the analysis at all times. I also combined the learners' 

perspectives with the trainees' and my own view on the phenomenon to increase the 

strength of the inferences made on the same aspect of reality. I considered that the 

combination of views coming from a variety of observers, direct or indirect 

participants, learners or non-learners, experienced or inexperienced, would generate a 

fuller and appropriately diverse view of teacher NVB in the language classroom. By 

combining the learners' and observers' perspectives I thought of exploring the main 

ad\'antages provided by each set of subjects: the learners' direct involvement in the 

context in which the actions took place and their position as main addressees; the 

trainees' experience as observers and as previous language learners; and the 

knowledge and training I developed as a researcher ofNVB. 

As I was interested in the participants' experience of the process of NVB 

rather than the teachers' NVB in itself and had no intentions of general ising the 

findings to wider populations, the research methods were selected accordingly. 

Interviews and personal accounts seemed to me the appropriate way of getting the 

type of data I needed. I used recorded stimuli to incite individual responses of 

learners, while the trainees wrote their reports on lessons they observed directly. A 

variety of methods were therefore in place by combining the stimulated recall 

interviews with classroom observation and analysis. 

5.3.9. Overview of gathered data 

By the end of the data-gathering period I collected the following items of raw data: 

• 

• 

videotapes of 5 separate classroom sessions, with a duration of 90 minutes 

each, and accompanying memos and notes; 

18 audiotaped interviews with non-participant trainee teachers based on 

videotaped extracts of classroom interaction and the attached notes which 

constituted the pilot study; 
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• 22 recorded interviews with classroom participating language learners, of 

approximately 30-45 minutes each, with the comments I made on separate 

memos; 

• 20 trainee teachers' reports based on their direct classroom observation' , 

• 2 videotaped group interviews with the trainee teachers. 

SA. On ethical issues 

The ethical issues concerning the conduct of any social research refer primarily to the 

rights that participants in the study have as individuals. I will discuss here the ethical 

aspects that had particular relevance in this research. 

5A.1. When are participants volunteering? 

All data gathering depended on participants' benevolence to being videotaped and to 

\'olunteer for interviews. At times, I found myself trying hard to persuade the 

volunteers to participate, as they could sometimes see no benefit in return. I realised 

in time that students would agree to participate if they saw a utility in it, so I soon 

• advertised ~ the interview as a way of practising their English, as a way of supporting 

research or an experience they might otherwise never encounter. Some participants 

were people I never met before the class. The discussion was limited to the immediate 

moments before or after the class. Sometimes the teacher would suggest participation 

in the interview and it was clear that teachers' authority and their built-in trust with 

the class was of great impact. Students would then volunteer in greater numbers. 

5.4.2. Informed consent forms 

Before starting the data collection, I informed all participants about the nature of the 

research and the methods involved. I used informed consent forms in the following 

ways: 

• Teachers were asked permission to be videotaped and signed a consent form 

for each of the videotaped sessions, also giving their consent for the use of still 

photographic extracts for the purposes of illustrating this thesis (see Appendix 

• 

A). 

All learners present in the classes selected were informed that their class was 

being videotaped and gave their consent to this (see Appendix B). 
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• Participants interviewed were briefed at the beginning of the interview about 

the purposes of the research and the intended use of the data and asked to sign 

an 'Informed Consent form' (see Appendix B). 

• Trainee teachers were advised about the use of their narratives for research 

purposes and guaranteed confidentiality. 

5A.3. Confidentiality 

In reporting the research findings, I used numbers for all teachers, to protect their 

identity. Four teachers however agreed to have extracts from their classes put in this 

thesis in photo format. Teachers were assured that only themselves or the learners in 

the class during the research interviews could see the videotaped recordings of their 

classes. In any other cases, like showing video extracts in conferences or other 

audiences, a special consent would be asked from each teacher involved. 

With regards to the other participants, they were all guaranteed confidentiality 

and given pseudonyms throughout the study. The request for protection, mentioned at 

the beginning of each interview, was reconfirmed whenever participants required it. It 

happened several times that learners made remarks on teacher's practice or 

behaviours and by considering this information extra-sensitive, they would ask for 

confirmation of confidentiality. 'Don't tell the teacher what I have just said' was 

always followed by my reassurance that the interview was used exclusively for 

research purposes and in complete protection of the informants. 

5.5. Summary 

This chapter has presented the steps followed and the issues considered when 

designing the study. I discussed the range of informants participating in the process of 

data gathering and each group's contribution to the research. As the exploratory 

nature of the study required several decisions regarding the nature of the data 

collected and the methods used, I have tried to justify the reasons behind my 

decisions. Finally, I reviewed the ethical issues considered in collecting the data. 

The chapter that follows explores the methods used in analysing the data and 

the format chosen for their presentation. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DATA ANALYSIS 

6.1. Overview 

In this chapter. I first describe the stages followed in analysing the data collected in 

the main study. As the methodology of data analysis was developed successfully in 

the pilot study. it was adopted with some minor modifications in the main study. In 

the second part of the chapter. I discuss the choice of the writing style adopted in 

presenting the data. 

6.2. Processes of data analysis 

As data analysis is not a clear-cut stage of a qualitative inquiry, I started to analyse 

data as soon as I collected the first videotaped classes and interviews. As I aimed to 

develop the framework of data analysis from the data itself, 'grounding' thus the 

research in the data (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Strauss and Corbin, 1990), the 

continuous interaction between data collection and data analysis was important. The 

pilot study (presented in Chapter 4) provided a useful framework of data analysis. 

This framework allowed for the coding of the data along three functional dimensions 

of perceived NVB: cognitive, emotional and organisational. Each dimension was 

represented by functional categories of perceived NVB, which represented 

communicative functions attributed to teachers' NVBs by the participants in the pilot 

study. These categories of perceived functions of teachers' NVBs were adopted in the 

main study, with some minor modifications that referred to: 

(i) The development of each functional category of teachers' NVB, by 

clarifying the types of NVB codes identified by the participants as 

representing each category; 

(ii) The understanding of each functional category of teachers' NVB, by 

comparing the attributions made by individuals with different roles in the 

interaction, i.e. learners and trainee observers. 
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6.2.1. Transcribing the visual data of teachers' NVB 

Part of the data I collected was in the form of videos of language classes. As already 

mentioned, I had used the classroom-videotaped data to stimulate learners' 

interpretations on teachers' NVB during the class. It was therefore important to 

transcribe in detail the video sequences which learners were exposed to during the 

intervie\Ys to relate their interpretations to the precise instances in the interaction. 

I decided to use a set of descriptors for each of the NVB codes investigated. 

The descriptors used in the transcripts are identified in Table 6.1. below. Their use 

allowed for a systematic transcription of the NVBs produced by the teachers. I used 

descriptors already existent in the literature for two main reasons. Firstly, this coding 

system was already validated by previous studies (as reviewed in Chapter 2). 

Secondly, a close analysis of the data from the pilot study revealed the informants' 

tendency to identify NVBs in terms of their functions (see Chapter 4). This was 

confirmed in the data from the main study. The descriptors of the NVB codes were 

broad enough to allow the superimposition of another coding dimension, the 

functional one. 

Table 6.1. Descriptors for the NVB codes 

NVB Codes Descriptors 
1. GESTURES 1.1. beats 

2. FACIAL EXPRESSIONS 

3. EYE CONTACT 

4. PROXIMITY OR 
USE OF SPACE 

5. POSTURE 

1.2. metaphorics 
1.3. deictics - concrete 

- abstract 
1.4. iconics 
1.5. emblems 
2.1. happy, smiling, laughing 
2.2. upset, sad 
2.3. surprised 
2.4. disgusted 
2.5. scared, afraid 
2.6. discontent, angry 
2.7. curious, enquiring 

3.1. individual, glance 
3.2. individual, maintained 
3.3. collective, glance 
3.4. collective, maintained 

4.1. close to individual learner 
4.2. close to group 
4.3. in front of class or at distance of group 

5.1. sitting 
5.2. standing 
5.3. leaning 
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Recent methodological studies (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996; van Leeuwen and 

Jewitt. 2001) offer suggestions on developing the coding categories and their 

dimensional values when operating with visual data. In defining the variables of the 

"gestural' code, I adapted the classification developed by McNeill (1992), as this was 

already used extensively in previous research and was developed in relation to the 

interdependence between speech and gesture, which was of interest to me. The 

descriptors for the "facial expressions' of emotion include some of the main universal 

emotions that were thought to cover the expressions showed by teachers in a class 

context. Apart from the six universal emotions, another facial expression - curious, 

enquiring - was included, as this was considered as likely to occur in a class context. 

The descriptors for the "eye contact' code define two variables, type of addressee and 

length of glance, as these were seen to be important in the given research context. 

Finally. for "proximity' and 'posture' three descriptors were identified in each case, as 

the most usual ones occurring in the data. The set of descriptors was designed mainly 

for anal)tical purposes, to allow a relative uniformity in transcribing the video 

sequences and it was not intended to be exhaustive in terms of its potential to describe 

any of the non-verbal codes explored. 

I also had to choose a system of arranging the transcription on the page. In 

order to facilitate the analysis, I needed simultaneous access to the transcription of 

speech and of visual data. Currently, there is no agreed system for the transcription of 

yisual data, but authors have suggested various solutions for locating and 

characterising action. Methodological considerations on how to analyse action in 

human interaction had been made for the study of gaze (Goodwin, 1981; Heath, 1986; 

Robinson, 1998) and gesture (Kendon, 1990,1994,1997; Haviland, 1993, McNeill, 

1992), including references to other aspects of bodily action. Goodwin (2000: 160) 

makes the following observations in relation to the use of visual data in studies of 

conversation analysis: 

• The analysis of the visual data is not focused on the isolated visual events, but 

on the participants' practices in the interaction, meant to develop the 

collaborative action with each other; 

• The analyst seeks to explore the participants' orientation to particular visual 

events and how they 'use them as a constitutive feature of the activities they 

are engaged in'; 
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• 

• 

• 

The spatial and temporal dimension of the visual events are interdependent, as 

the events seen influence the development of emerging action; 

Video data are the best resource for an analyst aiming to reflect the whole 

setting of interaction; 

Transcribing visual data involves a process of selection and decision in terms 

of aspects to be transcribed and a use of multiple methods for rendering 

relevant distinctions. 

\Vith these guidelines in mind, I decided to develop transcripts of the video sequences 

selected for the interviews with the learners. I transcribed and numbered every line of 

talk horizontally, and then placed the NVB details in relation with the speech events 

(see Figure 6.1. below) After transcribing the speech, through repeated viewings of 

the tape, I identified the corresponding act of NVB and its duration in relationship 

with the speech unit. The description of the NVB was included under the co-occurring 

speech strand and underlying of the corresponding segment of speech was used to 

indicate when the move started and ended. For example, in line #5.49. below, Teacher 

5 produces almost simultaneously two gestures. While saying 'I am', he points to 

himself with both hands (BH) in a container gesture, i.e. palms facing each other, to 

identify himself as part of the example given and to represent visually the concept of 

'house' as a bounded, concrete object. When such a complex occurred in the data, 

gestures were described in tandem, as their production was (almost) simultaneous. 

Figure 6.1. Extract from a transcript of video recording 

#5.49. I am selling my house 

#5.50. 

#5.51. 

Concrete deictic + Meta: BH close to his body, point to himself, 
while hands kept in a container gesture suggest the concept of 
'house'. 

Manuelle comes 
Concrete deictic: BH point to the student named. 

and decides she wants to buy my house 
Meta: BH shift from right to left, still container shape. 

The moves were described by using the descriptors above identified in Table 6.1. and 

the description was placed immediately under the strand of speech, as in Concrete 

Deictic and Meta(phoric) in line #5.49. This alignment facilitates the analysis by 

having both speech and action in one, easy to follow transcript. However, whenever 
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more durative action took place, for example when the teacher changed sitting 

position, the action was marked only in its beginning as its duration would extend 

over several turns of speech. Appendix C contains all the transcripts of the video 

extracts that were used in the study during the interviews with the learners. 

The transcribing was thus a rigorous process, as each unit of analysis required 

a transcription of speech, a coding of behaviour into a NVB code and a description of 

the action. I did not use any symbols for coding the moves. I categorised them 

according to the five non-verbal codes (gestures, facial expressions, eye contact, 

proximity or use of space, posture) and then I provided a detailed description of the 

action. I used these detailed transcripts for the purpose of preserving a record of what 

had happened in the class in order to relate this with the learners' interpretations made 

during the interviews. 

I did not intend to conduct any quantitative analyses on the data, as NVBs are 

highly dependent on the content of speech and individual factors, such as personality 

or NV style. Therefore, quantitative evaluations are very unlikely to enhance the 

understanding of this type of data without a systematic control and measurement of 

the individual variables. However, I summarised the absolute figures of teachers' 

NVBs as they occurred in the video extracts selected. These figures are provided in 

the Appendix E for an overview on these five teachers' general use of NVBs. They 

also indicate the range and potentially meaningful NVBs situations that the learners 

interviewed in each class were shown in the video extracts. 

6.2.2. Analysing the interviews with the learners 

In the main study, I transcribed and analysed two sets of interviews: 

• Interviews with learners; 

• Focus group interviews with the trainee teachers. 

I used a system of transcription of units of analysis as developed from the pilot study 

(see section 4.7.1. and Table 4.2.), where each unit of analysis included the aspect of 

NVB identified by the learner and its interpretation. In this way, the coding was 

facilitated by the clear setting on the page. I transcribed all the interviews in full and a 

sample of an interview transcript is included in Appendix D. (Space does not permit 

the inclusion of all 22 interview transcripts, each of which ran up to 10 pages). 
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Participants interviewed in the pilot study spontaneously used two points of 

focus: one describing the move made by the teacher and another one interpreting it in 

terms of its function in the interaction. I decided to keep this double focus when 

analysing the data from the learners and to write on the transcript the NVB code and 

its junction, as identified by them. The new set of data from the learners made me 

change or develop few of the categories identified in the pilot study. However, some 

new dimensions were added to the categories, mainly by identifying the specific 

NYBs codes that were found by the participants to represent each functional category. 

All interview data were selectively double-coded by myself at an interval of 

four months. Intra-coder reliability as a test-retest method was shown as reliable 

(Hatch and Lazaron, 1991, cited in Gullberg, 1998) and used before in research on 

gesture (Gullberg, 1998). However, an independent coder was trained to code the 

functions attributed by the learners to the NYBs perceived. A selective inter-coding of 

tlye interyiews indicated an agreement of an 85% average, with ranges between 75% 

and 950/0. 

The absolute summaries of the NYBs identified and discussed by all learners 

are provided in Appendix F, based on the functional categories of coding. As learners 

participated in different classes and therefore saw different video extracts during the 

interviews. quantitative comparisons between individuals were not intended, as a 

variety of variables were active at all times. Learners differed in their level of 

language skills, cultural background, attention skills, memory, age, gender etc. and 

these variables could have influenced their selection of relevant teacher NYBs during 

the interviews. As none of these variables were controlled, it appeared that a 

quantitative analysis of the results was unsuitable. However, Appendix F provides a 

general overview of the functions that were predominant in learners' attributions (i.g. 

cognitive interpretations were far more numerous than emotional or organisational) 

and also gives an indication on the total numbers of instances analysed in the study. 

When coding, I looked first for the NYB identified by the learner, allocate to it 

a NYB descriptor (gesture, eye contact etc.) and then identify its function, as 

attributed by the learner. Then I looked out for the relationships between the aspect of 

NYB identified and the function attributed to it by the learner. For example, in the 

case of the following interview extract with one of the learners: 

Sylvia: She said 'I' and put her hands in her direction to remark the word 'I'. 
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I would identify "gesture - concrete deictic (pointing)' as a descriptor and 

'emphasising/ marking relevance' as a functional category. I would usually write 

down my ideas at this stage in a note form to facilitate the analysis at a later stage. I 

also corroborated the learners' interpretations with the transcripts of the video 

extracts, to identify the immediate context in which learners made their attributions 

and jUdgements. 

Only after having determined the construction of a functional category from 

the learners' perspective, did I relate the learners' attributions with the trainee 

teachers' and start to look for differences or similarities of views between the two sets 

of informants. For this process, I put together quotations from the learners, written on 

small-size cards organised on functional categories of NVB with quotations from the 

trainee teachers' reports and compared their views. I usually wrote down ideas on the 

order of presenting the different views expressed by the learners on the same 

category, as well as any differences of opinion between the two sets of informants. 

These notes proved very useful in the later stage of analysis. 

6.2.3. Analysing the focus group interviews with the trainee teachers 

I coded the data collected in the focus group interviews in a similar manner to the data 

from the learners' interviews. I looked for codes of NVB as the trainees and their 

corresponding functional categories identified them. In the focus group interviews, 

there were also strands of data that would not reflect a particular NVB, but rather 

considerations on the relationship between teachers' NVB and pedagogy. I grouped 

these observations separately, but I do not report on them here as they do not form an 

extensive account. 

6.2.4. Analysing the written reports of the trainee teachers 

Before attempting the analysis of the trainee teachers' observation reports, I read them 

through several times to get a general feeling of the type of data I was dealing with. I 

was surprised by the richness of the examples comprised by some of them and also by 

the variety of styles chosen by the writers in presenting the data (see Appendix H for a 

sample report). Hammersley and Atkinson (1995) list several questions that can be 

asked about written documents: 

The presence and significance of documentary products provides the 
ethnographer with a rich vein of analytic topics, as well as a valuable source 
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of information. Such topics include: How are documents written? How are 
thr)' read? Who writes them? Who reads them? For what purposes? On what 
occasions? With what outcomes? What is recorded? What is omitted? What is 
taken for granted? What does the writer seem to take for granted about the 
reader(s)? What do the readers need to know in order to make sense of them? 

I briefly tried to address these questions in the light of the documents I was faced with 

to get the general framework that was going to characterise the interpretation of the 

reports data. I was analysing accounts written by university students who usually had 

their \\Titing e\'aluated by the course tutor, so these writers were probably motivated 

to write a . good' report. 

I knew from experience that observing gestures and other teacher NYBs is not 

an easy task. The difficulty of observing human actions resides not only in their rapid 

and ephemeral succession, but also in the multitude of tasks an observer has to do: 

watch, memorise the scene, analyse mentally the action in the given context, relate it 

to pre\'ious experiences, find the words to express it and write it down. I was aware 

that the trainees were all non-native speakers of English, and although experienced 

students. they must have had some difficulties in expressing their thoughts about 

teachers' NVBs. This was a difficulty I had to overcome myself at the times when 

doing classroom observations. I was also aware that their reports presented a very 

individualised selection of classroom actions interpreted on the basis of personal 

criteria of analysis. 

The data from the reports could be organised through the codes and functional 

categories of NYB developed earlier in the interviews with the trainees and the 

learners. I was going to use the same combination of NYB code and function, as 

developed in the pilot study and also used in coding the learners' interviews. 

The following steps were followed in analysing the reports: 

(1) Select the paragraphs that discussed an aspect of teachers' NYB; 

(2) Separate the extracts that reflected immediate observations on the classroom 

interaction and the ones that reflected the writer's beliefs or general 

comments; 

(3) Identify the NYB descriptor and its attributed function in each extract; 

(4) Identify any isolated extracts, which do not belong to any of the existent 

functional categories and develop new categories if needed, l.e. 

methodological considerations, teacher training implications etc. 
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When I had identified for each extract a NYB code and a corresponding perceived 

function, I could distribute the extracts in their corresponding functional category and 

start the comparison with the learners' accounts. Some categories were enhanced by 

the trainees' perspective. For example, learners had little to say on teachers' 

'classroom non-verbal rituals', probably due to the limited perspective they were 

given on the class through the video extracts selected for them. However, trainee 

teachers provided rich accounts of what they perceived as 'rituals', activities or 

routines that were recurrent during a class. In this sense, the comparison of the two 

sets of data confirmed most categories and extended some of them. 

6.3. Writing the analysis 

In this section, I discuss the choices I made in presenting the results of the study and 

de\'e loping a suitable presentation style. I decided not to present an 'objective' 

account or description of all the NYBs occurring in the classrooms I observed or 

recorded. The choices I made were motivated by the need to reflect the participants' 

opinions on teachers' NVB as well as providing the opportunity to examine critically 

what they had to say about their classes. The style chosen had to reflect the fact that 

what each participant was saying, while not necessarily 'right' or 'true', was 

nevertheless their own version of significant NYBs that occurred in the class. I 

considered that, by taking this particular approach, I would be able to give an account 

of learners' own perceptions rather than an imposed explanation of the data. I would 

also be able to indicate where the learners' versions of reality were supported by the 

trainee teachers' and my own observations of the same phenomena, and where they 

were not. 

6.3.1. Developing the narrative 

I perceived the writing experience as a continuous process of analysis rather than just 

reporting an already 'finished' research. Writing up the study was maybe the most 

reflexive stage of the research process. It involved not only a process of finding the 

best text to describe the whole process of data collection and analysis, but also a 

construction of a comprehensive and unitary argument which to involve my voice and 

the voices of the participants in the research. Richardson (1994) presents the writing 

as: 
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a method of inquiry, a way of finding out about yourself and your topic. 
Although we usually think about writing as a mode of 'telling' about the social 
world, writing is not just a mopping-up activity at the end of a research 
project. Writing is also a way of 'knowing' - a method of discovery and 
analysis. By writing in different ways, we discover new aspects of our topic 
and Ollr relationship to it. (1994: 516) 

The conventions of academic writing, although ngorous and learnable, do not 

prescribe the 'besf way of writing qualitative research. Furthermore, for me, writing 

and thinking in a foreign language is an experience of self reconstruction, with many 

frustrations of not being able to manipulate the language and adopt the position of a 

perpetual wanderer in the realm of foreign words. One may struggle in deciding 

which is the best discourse for a particular type of research, how to combine one's 

o\\n authorial voice with traditional reporting, how to explore with rhetoric devices 

and so on. The decisions are not always clear cut. 

I aimed for a narrative style that I found best for reflecting how people in my 

study acted and reacted to situations and NVBs in the classroom setting. In doing so, I 

wanted to reconstruct not only the teachers and their observers as social participants, 

but I also intended to reflect the patterns of action and interaction, the routines and 

misunderstandings that occurred at times. I tried at all times to present the narrative as 

representative of its creators and as critical as necessary to transform them into an 

object of reflective enquiry. 

In structuring the narrative of the data and what it revealed, I hesitated 

between creating distinct accounts for each group of participants - teachers, learners 

and observers- and contrasting the views of various participants to the classroom 

interaction. The whole conceptualisation of the study was to reflect the process of 

classroom interaction with the corresponding reflections learners and trainees made 

on teachers' NVBs. I decided to parallel their interpretations with a presentation of 

teachers' NVBs as they were recorded on the videotape. I adopted as a framework the 

three themes or super-ordinate functional categories identified in the pilot study. I 

elaborated each theme in turn in relation to the corresponding categories of NVB. I 

chose to present the teachers' corresponding NVBs in a descriptive manner, together 

with the interpretations given by the learners and the trainee teachers. When writing 

up each theme, I will make constant references to learners and trainees' perspectives 

on similar NVBs. However, to avoid treating the actors' point of view as an 
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explanation (Silverman, 2001), I will relate the participants' accounts to my own 

reflections provided in a discussion of the findings (see Chapter 10). 

6.3.2. Giving voice to 'voices' 

One of the main challenges of writing up this study was the combination of my 

. authority' as researcher and the informants' interpretations. The temptation to take up 

the role of the omniscient writer was strong, and so was the thought of arguing with 

the positions offered by the participants on certain instances. Although the writing in 

itself is a very subjective experience, I tried to refrain as much as possible from 

imposing my own interpretations. I considered the narrative structure as also the best 

way of representing the learners and the trainees' views, as well as the behaviour of 

the teachers they talked about. As Richardson explains: 

If we wish to understand the deepest and most universal of human experiences, 
if we wish our work to be faithful to the lived experiences of the people, if we 
wish for a union between poetics and science, or if we wish to use our 
prz\'i!eges and skills to empower the people we study, then we should value the 
narrative. (1994: 133-4) 

\\'hen writing the following chapters on the data and what it revealed, I have tried at 

all times to interweave the analytical frame and the illustrative data by balancing the 

two perspectives, mine and the participants'. I have used the first person to identify 

personal reasons and arguments and my own experiences and interpretations. When 

others are introduced with opinions and interpretations, this is made clear by using a 

third person narrative. I have used the learners and trainees' accounts in the current 

study with their original, sometimes idiosyncratic grammar and spelling. I made 

amendments only in cases where there could be some confusion for the reader. 

6.4. Summary 

In this chapter, I discussed the stages followed in the process of data analysis for the 

different types of data collected. I also discussed the format developed for presenting 

the study. I tried to justify the reasons underlying each of the selections I made in 

terms of method of data analysis and writing format. This was the last chapter in Part 

Two of the study, in which I have discussed the methodology and I set the scene for 

the presentation of the findings. In Part Three, which now follows, I will present the 

main research findings. 
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PART THREE: 

THE FINDINGS FROM THE DATA 
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CHAPTER 7 

COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS OF TEACHERS' 

NON-VERBAL BEHAVIOURS 

7.1. Introductory note 

This is the first of three chapters in which I present the data within the framework of 

functions that participants in the main study attributed to teachers' NVBs. These 

chapters are based mainly on learners' views and direct classroom experiences as they 

were reported by them in the interviews and on the trainee teachers' direct 

obseryations as presented in their written reports or during the group interviews. 

\\"henever possible. the NVBs identified as significant by the learners are illustrated 

\yith photographs taken from the classes videotaped. 

The following three chapters focus each on one of the themes or superordinate 

functions which have emerged from the pilot study and were confirmed in the main 

study. This chapter reflects the NVBs attributed with cognitive functions, attributions 

made in direct relation with the processes of learning. Chapter 8 explores the 

emotional and attitudinal functions attributed to certain teachers' NVB, while Chapter 

9 focuses mainly on the organisational functions that certain NVBs were perceived to 

fulfil in the class. 

7.2. Overview 

This chapter explores the teachers' gestures and other NVBs considered by the 

participants as being used by the teachers to make the language input more salient and 

efficient. I will show that most of the learners considered teachers' gestures an 

important aid in the process of language learning, mainly due to their supporting role 

in conveying the verbal message. Learners also emphasised certain NVB perceived as 

strategic actions for facilitating the development of learning processes. At times, I will 

complement the learners' views with the observations provided by the trainee teachers 

on the same cognitive dimensions. 

I will illustrate which gestures were considered by the participants as potential 

meaning enhancers and in what contexts were these perceived as affecting, positively 
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or negatively, the learners' processes of meaning making. I will then explore the 

strategies used by the teachers in faci I itating language learning processes by 

enhancing the comprehension of meanings. In the final section of the chapter, I will 

focus on the output aspects of the learning process, by exploring the teachers' 

reactions to learners' output and the impact of these reactions on the individuals. 

The learners' and trainee teachers' interpretations will be prevalent in what 

follo\\s. My commentaries will only guide the reading of the participants' accounts 

and the description of the NVBs that occurred in the interaction and mark out the 

significant relationships or contradictions between the informants' explanations. I 

begin the chapter with participants' general views on teachers' NVB. 

7.3. Participants' general attitudes to teachers' non-verbal behaviour 

The majority of the participants, learners and trainees alike, clearly expressed the 

yie\\ that teachers' gestures and other NVBs are of particular significance at various 

levels of classroom interaction. Several learners expressed the belief that gestures 

have a significant role in enhancing the meanings expressed verbally. They generally 

considered some gestures as clues to the verbal meaning, to the teachers' emotions 

and attitudes and to the whole process of group dynamics. One of the students, a 

Spanish woman, Marianne, explained that: 

Hl1en you make a gesture or you use your body people can understand better 
and get more things than when you are still. This is because the gesture used 
makes clearer what you mean. 

Marianne's remarks were supported by the comments of the other learners 

interviewed, several of them making clear the view that gestures and bodily actions in 

general are part of any act of 'normal' or 'natural' human interaction. Marianne's 

explanation considers the relevance of gestures for both the speaker and the audience. 

She clearly suggested that the main purpose of any speaker is the continuous attempt 

to get the meaning across to the audience as clear as possible. With this objective in 

mind, the role of gestures is essential, as they seem to have the potential, in certain 

situations, of adding clarity and precision to the meaning intended. 

While Marianne expressed the view that gestures and bodily signals in general 

enhance the communicative potential of a message in any given act of social 

interaction, Daniel believed that gestures had a particular communicative role in the 

language classroom, due to their compensatory function. This communicative 
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property of gestures was seen as a characteristic of the language learning setting and 

teachers were believed to adapt their NVB to the students' perceived level of FL 

comprehension. Daniel said: 

TVhen teaching foreign students, they [the teachers] need to use more body 
e.\pressions. Italian teachers teaching Italian students are using fewer 
gestures than English teachers when teaching Italians. They just know that 
foreigners understand better if they see as well as if they hear. 

The same learner explained his own attitude to gestures in the different settings of 

language learning and extra-classroom activities: 

If I speak with people from my country, I don't need to watch their gestures. 
Jre are Italians, we use gestures like we eat, so for me it is not usual to watch 
somebody's gestures. When you learn a foreign language, it is different. The 
gestures help me understand in English. 

Gestures were seen to transform from an ordinary ingredient of every interaction in 

someone's culture into a vital, survival element within the foreign group. This 

changing relevance of gestures depending on one's communication needs was 

similarly perceived by learners coming from the cultures considered traditionally as 

less expressive. Kali. a female student from Japan, explained her changing attitude to 

gestures since studying English abroad: 

It is hard to study a language if you don't see any actions. In Japan, you learn 
to control your moves, there are few actions when you speak. The Japanese 
view is that silence is a good thing. Too much speaking is even impolite and 
too many gestures might show your lack of education. But here [in Britain] the 
teachers move a lot. And this is not impolite, you can watch somebody and it is 
not rude, it is acceptable and even polite. Because you study a language and 
you know that more actions make an easier understanding and show 
enthusiasm from the teacher. Here I watch the teacher all the time and he 
watches me all the time so I am never lost. 

Kali showed an explicit understanding of the social display rules which sometimes 

require an individual entering a new culture to adopt opposite norms to the ones 

valued in the mother culture. She makes explicit the ways in which she needs to re

define her representations of what is socially acceptable and adapt through her new 

experience to a new set of social rules of behaviour, a re-conceptualisation which also 

impacts on her approach to language learning. 

The different sets of display rules imply sometimes a shift of identity when 

performing in distinct cultural contexts. Vladimir, a Russian, fluent in three foreign 
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languages, identifies this change of identity in his own performance when speaking 

different languages: 

Russian is an expressive language, as Italian or Spanish are. We [Russians] 
lise a lot of gestures when we talk with our people to express ourselves and to 
communicate emotions. Chinese is more quiet and relaxed. They [the Chinese] 
don't use gestures while speaking, or maybe they use gestures for numbers. If 
you talk about a price, YOli are supposed to show it with your fingers at the 
same time. But in normal conversation you don't use gestures. So when I 
speak in Chinese, I don't use too many gestures, but when I speak in Russian 
01' English, I do. As my father would say, if you want the Chinese to like you, 
think and behave like them. 

The father's final intervention, suggesting that social acceptability is possible through 

a change of behaviour and thinking patterns, expresses Vladimir's belief in the power 

of social imitation as a valid pass to a new community membership. He also implies a 

belief in the controllable nature of NVB and the individuals' ability of consciously 

choosing their actions during the interaction. Later on in his interview, he made this 

explicit when discussing the teachers' NVB in general terms: 

I think that teachers know how to control their moves. It comes with their 
training and experience. It is similar to the diplomats. They learn how to 
control their emotions and moves during the conversation. 

This view of the teachers as a group of professionals who consciously develop a 

certain code of behavioural practice contradicts the opinion of the majority of the 

learners. Most learners interviewed saw teachers as 'ordinary people' who behave 

according to their own personal style, but without consciously controlling their bodily 

actions. As Ronaldo and Armand respectively put it: 

Teachers are normal people. They do general actions, like normal moves you 
do while speaking. 

This is a part of the teaching activity, a personal way of expression. It doesn't 
belong to a special field like teaching, it is something personal, that you 
cannot change when you are teaching and change again when you are outside 
the class. 

Armand, unlike the other learners interviewed, declared gestures as irrelevant and 

unimportant for the language learners: 

I don't think that students give too much importance to teachers' gestures. I 
normally don't look at the teacher while in the class. So I don't think their 
moves are important. 
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This view might seem surprising coming from an Italian learner, who displays an 

awareness of his own cultural display rules ('I know that Italians use gestures a lot') 

and has a very expressive communicative style. It also contradicts the majority, as all 

the other participants appeared to believe in the communicative potential of gestures, 

especially in contexts of foreign language interaction. 

Sharing a similar view with the learners', the trainees considered teachers' 

gestures as particularly relevant in the context of language classroom, discussing 

mainly their compensatory role of NYB in providing meanings and facilitating 

understanding. Michaela expressed the following generally shared opinion: 

Generally, a teacher's NVB is extremely important in the language classroom 
because depending on how much of this behaviour a teacher shows, the 
students will pay attention, get interested or understand what they hear. I think 
that students need NVB because it gives them the courage to make questions 
and generally makes them more approachable. Teachers' NVB define the 
whole relationship between them and the students in the class. 

The eyidence in the study of individual students identifying, describing and 

apparently valuing the teachers' gestures and other NYBs (to a lesser extent) seemed 

to organise around the key moments of the language learning process. Participants, 

learners and trainees, interpreted most of teachers' gestures in functional terms, in 

direct connection with the relevant mental processes that these NYBs were seen to 

enhance or facilitate. The functional categories of NYB I deduced from the 

participants' accounts reflect mainly the learners' perspective, bringing to attention 

the trainees' perspective only when this differs from the learners' or refine the 

learners ~ views in giving them an added dimension. 

The cognitive functional categories, some of which were initially discovered 

and their categories subsequently developed at the end of the pilot study and 

confirmed in the main study, with their subordinate functional categories of teachers' 

NYBs, were as follows: 

a) Enhancing comprehension through gestures 

• Identifying through pointing; 

• Illustrating meanings; 

• Emphasising for relevance; 

• Making comparisons and marking contrasts; 

• Eliciting or giving clues for meanings. 
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b) Creating conditions for learning 

• Orienting attention; 

• Facilitating retention and recollection. 

c) Reacting to learners' output 

• Agreeing and acknowledging contribution; 

• Asking for clarifications; 

• Disagreeing and correcting learners' output. 

The remainder of the chapter will present the learners' and trainees' interpretations of 

each of these main and subordinate functional categories and the types ofNVBs codes 

that were identified by the participants in relation with each of these categories. 

7.4. Enhancing comprehension through gestures 

f\lost of the twenty-two students interviewed appeared to believe that teachers' 

gestures have the potential of clarifying meanings that are expressed verbally. The 

other NVB codes were not mentioned in connection with the processes of 

comprehension, probably due to the limited potential of these other codes such as 

facial expressions, eye contact or spatial use to communicate more complex meanings 

in relationship with speech. 

The dominant metaphor was that of the teacher as a facilitator of the verbal 

message, who is aware of learners' lack of complete understanding of the foreign 

language. Several learners considered themselves deficient addressees who 

participated in an asymmetrical interaction: 

Romeo: While in the class, she} moves her body and her hands a lot. She tries 
to make us understand as much as we can from what she says. 

Sylvia: You cannot understand everything when you talk in a foreign 
language, no matter how good you are or how many years you study it. And 
then gestures become important, because if you don't understand the person 
by listening, you might get it by watching their moves. 

Marcus: The teacher doesn't speak all the languages in the world, so she 
cannot translate a word for all of us. So she is using moves to suggest what 
she means and to compensate for the fact that we are foreigners. In a foreign 
language, it is easier for you if a person is using gestures. It makes it clearer. 

I 'He' or 'she' in participants' quotes refers always to the teacher, unless otherwise stated. 
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Keiko: With students like us, English is not our mother tongue so the teacher 
knOll'S that we don't understand her perfectly. So some of the teachers' actions 
help liS understand them better. We manage to guess better what they [the 
teachers} think. 

Reaching understanding seemed to be the malO perceived aim of the interaction 

between learners and teacher. The predominant image presented was that of the 

teacher striving to make as clear as possible the message sent verbally, while the 

learners' role is seen as collaborating through the effort of interpreting the teacher's 

intended meaning correctly. Learners appear to perceive class interaction as 

asymmetrical. due to the teacher's status and native-speaking skills. They are aware of 

their limited competence and hold the view that teachers are aware as well of this fact 

(Keiko says: 'The teacher knows that we don't understand her perfectly'). Sylvia 

believes that a non-native speaker will never have full access to the complete 

meaning, as 'you cannot understand everything when you talk in a foreign language' 

and Romeo implies the same limited ability of understanding with students only 

comprehending 'as much as they can'. 

Ho\\ever, the learners did not see their role as entirely passive and uninvolved. 

They have to try and make sense of teacher's input. The strategies used in making 

sense of a given situation vary from trying to 'guess' the meaning, 'supposing' and 

• imagining what it might all be about', to waiting for a delayed explanation or 

contextual cue or trying to understand by watching the interlocutor's actions. Liang 

explains why his teacher's effort of trying to make clear the message makes him 

likeable and appreciated: 

This makes him a good teacher. He watches me all the time and he can always 
know what I need He knows all the time what I think, he catches my mind If I 
want him to explain something, I don't need to tell him. He just knows what I 
need or what I want. And he tries hard He moves his arms, he speaks slowly, 
and he is very active. I am never lost with him. 

In a similar tone, Marianne considers her teacher 'good' because 'she does dynamic 

classes and her moves help you understand' and Eunice says that 'if you are a good 

teacher, you have to move your hands and body'. Ronaldo says that' a static teacher 

makes you tired and bored, as it is hard to get their meaning' and Marcus values a 

teacher who 'speaks slowly, like an English, and moves her body a lot, like an 

Italian'. The view of all the learners interviewed echoed that of Marianne, who 
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considered a good teacher the one who is dynamic, uses gestures and other non-verbal 

actions and, thereby. shows involvement in teaching. 

However, some learners seemed to consider gestures as communicative only 

when talking about concrete realities, which can be represented in some visual form. 

The view here was that concrete gestures are the only meaning bearing aspect of one's 

gestural activity: 

Romeo: A gest [gesture} is relevant when you talk about concrete things, in 
the case of more abstract things, a gesture is not very relevant. 

Marcus: I think that moves are useful mainly to learn the vocabulary, in 
situations ·when students don't know the word or don't remember it. So it is 
important for the beginners to see the teacher's moves. But if we speak about 
a technical issue or a specific language like medicine or philosophy, I don't 
see holl' gestures can help you understand How could a teacher show you in 
gestures concepts like cancer or capitalism? 

Laura: When you explain something, you need to move your hands to help your 
speech, this makes your words come more easily to you and also makes your 
speech more fluent. 

This generalised view that gestures of the abstract are less possible and have a less 

significant impact on the learning process as they cannot 'translate' meanings may be 

due to the saliency for the learners of particular types of gestures. Gestures like 

deictics or emblems have a more concrete and independent meaning in relation with 

the content of speech, while other gestures like metaphorics and beats may be more 

difficult for learners to notice and explain due to their more abstract meanings (see 

section 2.4.8. for definitions of gestural categories). 

Another aspect of importance in the interpretations above is that of differences 

111 perceived gestural relevance. Marcus and Laura indicate gestures as having a 

meaning potential and a symbolic value only in the concrete context of a narrative or 

explanation. Marcus talks about the gestures made for the audience, while Laura talks 

about gestures made for the speaker's own benefit. Marcus identifies the potential of 

gestures to illustrate a word or to act as triggers of latent information for the learners 

seeing them. Laura discusses the speakers' need to enhance their fluency and 

expressiveness, without valuing particularly the impact of the gestures on the 

interlocutor. Several other learners mentioned the compensatory role of gestures when 

reflecting on their own gestural behaviour. It seems that gestures are considered in 

general as compensatory devices for the speaker, but nonetheless, fulfilling various 
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functions in the interaction for the viewers' benefit. These latter functions of gestures 

depend on the attributions given to gestures by their receivers or addressees. 

Trainee teachers also emphasised the compensatory role of gestures In 

clarifying meanings expressed verbally and used expressions like 'facilitate 

meanings', 'help understanding' or 'make learners understand' In explaining this 

perceived function. The only difference between the trainees' accounts and the 

learners' view is the fact that the trainees did not see gestures as having a particular 

role for speakers' own benefit. They generally considered that teachers used certain 

gestures with their learners in mind, without perceiving any compensatory role of 

gestures to help the teachers in their message construction. This difference may be 

justified by learners' increased awareness of the role that gestures play in their own 

speech when having difficulties to express an idea or opinion. As trainees are 

adyanced speakers of English, they may be aware of using the compensatory role of 

gestures to a lesser extent. 

The following five sections will explore the interpretations that learners and 

trainees in the main study attributed to NVBs that appeared to them to serve cognitive 

functions and to influence their learning. The last section will discuss certain cases in 

\\'hich gestures failed to enhance comprehension, although the participants perceived 

them as intended to support understanding. 

7.4.1. Identifying through pointing 

Of great significance for all learners and trainee teachers appeared to be the pointing 

gestures teachers used either for locating concrete objects or persons in the physical 

space (concrete deictics) or abstract concepts in the concrete gestural space (abstract 

deictics). Certain students interpreted these gestures as a clarifying move, 

supplementing or complementing the information conveyed verbally. 

The concrete deictics that learners noticed included pointing to own body 

parts, to objects in the immediate surroundings or to the person(s) talked about. In 

Class 5, the teacher identifies the persons discussed in an example by pointing with 

both hands in their direction, as shown in Figure 7.1. Concrete pointing to himself is 

combined with a container gesture, in which both hands are 'holding' in an imaginary 

manner the concept discussed. The direction of the pointing indicates the location of 

the individuals given as an example, while the shape of the gesture suggests the 

concept ('house') presented as a bounded container supported by both hands. 
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Figure 7.1. A combination of concrete pointing and metaphoric gestures 

a) b) 
#5. -19. 1 am selling my house 
Teacher points to himself. while 
hands are in a container gesture 
to suggest the concept· house' . 

#5.50. Manuelle comes (to buy my house). 
Teacher points to the student 
who is given as an example of buyer. 

Romeo and Sylvia, students in the class, interpret the gestures above as clarifying the 

example by identifying the teacher and the student pointed at as hypothetical buyer 

and seller. Discussing an incident of language use with real characters in the class is 

considered as helpful by 10han as well, as 'it makes concrete an abstract situation and 

concrete things are always clearer'. 

The gesture of pointing to own body when discussing a personal example or a 

personal opinion seemed to be a recurrent move across the teachers observed. On aw 

occasion, Teacher 2 points to herself while saying: 

1 #2.75. T2 1 don't mean that 
Concrete deictic: Left hand points to her chest. 

Learners in the class interpret the gesture as a clarification move, which can both 

clarify the verbal and emphasise the agent of the action: 

Annand: This shows that it is her personal opinion, it makes it clearer. 

Eunice: When the teacher does this gesture [repeats gesture j, it makes it 
clearer that this is something about herself, about her personal opinion, like 
an example about her personal life or so. 

Daniel: She said '1' and put her hands in her direction to mark the word '1'. 

Some moments earlier, the same teacher rotates her both hands in the air in the 

direction of the group to include everyone in her example (Figure 7.2.a.) 

1 Numbers represent the corresponding line from the full transcript of the c1a~s sequence. T~a~scripts 
of all sequences are included in full in Appendix C and the same conventIOns of transcribing are 

followed here. 
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Figure 7.2. Deictics used in direct relation with the addressees or with a specific 
location 

a b) 

#2.63. But everyone understands # 3.25. (it's much warmer at the Equator) 
than it is here 

Teacher points to the whole group. Teacher identifies a narrative location. 

Marcus considers the gesture in Figure 7.2.a. as a clarification aid for the learners who 

had doubts about the meaning of the word 'everyone': 

Everyone [reproduces gesture). She is talking about the whole class so she 
opened her hands [reproduces gesture). It includes everyone, it shows what 
she means if you have doubts about the word 'everyone' or it emphasises the 
fact that we all understand her, if you know the meaning of the word. 

Marcus expresses the belief that learners use gestures according to their personal 

comprehension needs. If someone has the meaning of the word 'everyone' clear in 

mind, the gesture functions as an emphasiser. However, if someone is unfamiliar with 

the lexical item, then the gesture becomes of prime importance by clarifying its 

meaning in the given context. Eunice also holds this belief, as she considers gestures 

as useful aids in teaching words of concrete reference, but less efficient in clarifying 

abstract terminologies: 

When the noun, the object, the thing is very common, for example the sky, a 
table, you can point at them and these gestures help the students. But if you 
are talking about abstract or technical things, you have nothing to point at. 

Teacher 3 discusses the differences in temperature in different parts of the world and 

makes a comparison between the local temperatures and the ones at the Equator. In 

making the geographical distinction, the teacher differentiates two loci in the gestural 

space for each of the two geographical spaces, Britain and the Equator, as shown in 

Figure 7.3. 
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Figure 7.3. Abstract deictics and teachers' use of gestural space 

The spaces pointed at are not concrete locations, but abstract spaces identified as 
locations for the introduced references. 

a) b) c) 

#3.28.}ust like here #3.29.the temperatures 
in the Ecuador 

#3.30. they are going up 

T points at head level. T points down, RH side. Points up, after an 
ascendant oblique 
gesture from down RH side. 

Liang comments on teacher's combination of gestures in the instance above and 

explains why the teacher needs to change his gestures: 

Liang: He said here 
Abstract deictic: left index, points up, above head level. 

and also the temperature is going up! 
Abstract deictic: hand is raising up above the head. 

and then he did something else/ in the other way 
Abstract deictic: Points with right hand on the left side, down. 

Interviewer: So why is he changing it? 

Liang: First he is doing this/ 
Abstract deictic: RH index goes up. 

to explain here/ 
Abstract deictic: RH index points at head level. 

Then he cannot do it again for another place/ 

He needs to change the move when he talks about a different place. 

There are several aspects of Liang's comments which are of particular importance. 

First, is the way in which he presents the gestures. There are no verbal descriptors for 

the three gestures which he discusses, only his repeated reproduction of the gestures 

while identifying and discussing their lexical affiliates. Second, many of his sentences 
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would be ambiguous or unintelligible without considering his gestures. He is using 

gestures which either supplement his speech ('here' + gesture construction in the first 

line) or even substitute for it. In line 3 for example, he does not explain what is the 

'something else' that teacher did, but rather shows it in the immediate gesture. 

\Vithout understanding his gesture in line 3, his final explanation about the teacher's 

need of changing the gestures to represent different meanings cannot be understood. 

By different meanings he implies different locations in the gestural space and the idea 

that the places indicated become symbolically representative. The gestural space is 

seen as a symbolic map which provides a visual representation of the different 

locations. The clarification emerges thus through the gesture, by identifying the two 

loci in different places in the gestural space and implying thus the idea of difference 

between them. 

Liang also implies that different meanmgs require different gestures 

suggesting the communicative property of gestures and his perceived synchrony 

between speech and gestures. In the first sentence, Liang explains that the point above 

the teacher's head is 'here', presumably this country. Therefore, for identifying the 

Equator. the teacher needs another spatial location and thus he is shown to point to the 

lower left side when talking about the temperatures at the Equator. The perceived 

synchrony between gesture and speech emerges in Liang's simultaneous reproduction 

of them and in his comments referring to the gestures and their co-occurring speech 

segments. 

Learners noticed frequently teachers pointing to a concrete space when talking 

about a location. Teachers used to say 'here' and simultaneously point to the floor or 

to the gestural space in front of them to identify the class, the university or the country 

they were talking about. Learners interpreted these gestures as clarifying location, as 

in the following example showing Teacher 1's gesture and one of her student's 

comment on the gesture: 

#1.39. T and the standard a/living here? 
Abstract deictic: LH points to the floor, palm down, fingers 
spread. 

Jose: She [the teacher] points down and says 'here '. She means Scotland, to 
make it precise, as opposed to what we are used to at home, in our country. 
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In another instance, the teacher is seen to use an abstract pointing gesture in a 'mixed 

syntax' type of structure. i.e. a verbal sentence is ended with a gesture, as shown in 

Figure 704. below. 

Figure 7 .... Mixed syntax gesturing 

The teacher ends a sentence with a gesture produced in the absence of speech. The 
gesture becomes a lexical equivalent, which indicates location. 

=::.106. (but 1re are not learning American English here) we are learning L1 
Abstract deictic: Both index fingers point to the floor. 

Students perceiYe the gesture as a clear substitute for the phrase 'British English': 

Ronalda: This is clear, it means we are in Britain, not in America, so we learn 
British English. She points to mean the local language. 

Eunice: She is suggesting that here [reproduces T's gesture], in this country, 
1re learn this English. 

Another way of substituting the verbal through the use of pointing was described in 

the following example. when a teacher pointed at the students coming from different 

countries when discussing the 'standard of living' around the world. The gesture was 

discussed as follows by two of the students in the class: 

Daniel: She is talking about the cost of life in Italy and she pointed at me 
because I am from there. Although she did not say my name, it makes it 
clearer that she talks about my country. Then she talks about Japan, and she 
points at the Japanese girl in the class. 

Vladimir: She is comparing the cost of living in Italy, Spain and Japan and 
she is indicating with her hand people from different countries. So when she 
showed Daniel with her hand, she said 'Italy' to suggest his country. 

Trainees identified similar gestures in teachers' behaviour, interpreting them not only 

for their function but, interestingly, for their role as teaching techniques: 

Ling: When explaining that some 'ing' words can be adjectives, she rotated 
her finger in air when she said 'and this -ing ending ... '. Her finger points to 
the ending of a word written in air. She also put her hand to the back when 
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talking about the spine, to locate it. These pointing gestures helped learners 
locate ll'hat she was talking about. 

Sato: She pointed to some sentences on the board with the index finger while 
reading them out and giving them instructions. It was thus clearer for the 
students ll'hich sentence she was talking about and also kept them focused. She 
also pointed to words on the board when students looked confused or had 
blank faces. 

Arito and Craus give also examples of teacher's pointing gestures when explaining 

tenses and consider that learners have become familiar with these gestures: 

Arito: She pointed to the ground in front of her with the index finger when 
explaining the present tense and pointed behind, over her shoulder with both 
thumbs when indicating the past. Learners were familiar with these gestures 
as they seemed to understand immediately what she explained. 

Craus: She was ahj'(~l'S doing gestures when talking about time and tenses to 
reiterate them. She pointed away ahead of her when she said' in the future', 
then pointed to herself to refer to present tense and behind her head when 
saying 'past', She also clapped with one hand the fingers on the other hand to 
demonstrate the words 'punish '. 

The use of similar gestures by different teachers when discussing the same content 

might suggest the existence of certain 'teacher gestures' (Hauge, 2000) which develop 

with particular meanings in the specific context of language classroom. The idea that 

learners and teachers develop a code of particular gestures that give salience to things 

to be learnt reflects a process of standardisation of interaction which develops as a co

constructed understanding between learners and the teacher. 

7A.2. Illustrating meanings 

Teachers were perceived by informants to represent visually the lexical items which 

teachers seemed to anticipate as difficult for the learners' level of proficiency or as 

essential for the understanding of the whole discursive sequence. Learners' 

expressions like 'she knows this is a difficult word', 'he sees I am confused' or 'this is 

an important word, so she needs to make sure we got it' express their belief that 

teachers seize the situations in which a supplementary way of expressing the meaning 

may ensure comprehension. This belief that the teachers' adapted their verbal and 

non-verbal discursive practices to the students' perceived level of understanding 

appears to contradict earlier research findings which argue that iconic gestures, by 
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#3.20. 

#3.21. 

#3.23. 

=3 .26 . 

if you said the rising temperatures/ 
Beats: Repeated beats with RH in air in an ascendant direction, 
then RH goes down. 

whereas/ (clears throat) the temperatures 
Meta: RH up in air, in front of him, above the head level, palm in 
cup, holding a pen. 

<in different parts of the world >/ 
Abstract deieties: RH descends by quickly pointing in a zig-zag 
more different locations on an imaginary map. 

they are <rising> all the time / 
Iconic + Abstract deietie: RH goes up in a straight move, pointing 
with the index above the head level. 

but they are always <different> / 
Abstract deietie: RH descends in a straight move, pointing with 
index finger three times in the air at different levels. 

it's much warmer at the Equator 
Jleta: RH describes an arch to the learners' direction and opens in 
a semi-container (palm up), then retreats. 

than it is / here / for instance / L2 
1 Abstract deietie + Emblem: BH opens laterally in a large move 
and head nod. 
2 Emblem + EC: Head nod and EC with S who asked the question. 

Two phenomena are worth underlining here in terms of teacher's use of gestures to 

visualise concrete and abstract concepts. One is the anticipatory character of the 

second gesture in #3.18. (see also Figure 7.5.). 

Figure 7.5. An illustrating gesture which anticipates the lexical equivalent 

Teacher's RH describes a horizontal line from left to right hand side of the gestural 
space to illustrate the meaning of average. The gesture however occurs before the 
lexical equivalent. 

#3 .18. would suggest that the temperature II (that would be an average) 
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their nature, represent relevant dimensions mainly in the speaker's thought (McNeill, 

1992). 

A majority of students considered as 'normal' or as a 'routine' practice 

teachers accompanying their verbal input with an intense gestural activity when 

gi\'ing explanations or telling a narrative. As 10han says: 

It is normal to t!mphasise with your hands the important words in your speech 
or in a text ll'hen you read it out. He speaks and makes a film, he gives words 
a picfllrt! and that makes him easy to understand. 

\Vhile, for Johan, gesturing becomes a condition of making the speech 

comprehensible. other learners considered teachers' gesturing as a desirable quality of 

their speech expressiveness and teaching style: 

Laura: She is rery expressive, her style is like that. She makes lots of 
gesticulations and body moves to make people understand what is she saying. 
She repeats many times a word and at the same time she moves her hands to 
make if clearer. That makes her a good teacher. 

\\'hen watching the teacher's actions played back on the video during the interview, 

the majority of the learners were particularly keen to point out gestures that they 

considered as clarifying the meaning of various lexical items or phrases. !conics, as 

gestures that illustrate concrete meanings expressed verbally, were predominantly 

selected by the learners in relation to this functional category. In Class 3, the teacher 

discussed the temperature differences between regions of the world and used various 

representational gestures when explaining the key lexical items encountered in the 

text. Talking about the variation in temperatures, he uses the gestures for 'average' 

and 'rising' in a slight asynchrony with the lexical equivalents, as part of his 

explanation for using the noun plural form in 'rising temperatures': 

#3.17. 

#3.18. 

#3.19. 

because / to say <rising temperatures> 
EC: EC shifted from Ss on the LH side to Ss on the RH side. 

would suggest that the temperature (. .. ) 
Space: T steps back, at distance from group. 
1 Meta: RH goes up in a container gesture. 
2 Iconic: RH makes a horizontal line from left to right. 

that would be an average / 
1 Transition: RH suspended in air, palm down. 
2 Emblem: Head nod when saying 'average'. 
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In the above extract, the hand describes the horizontal move corresponding to the idea 

of 'average', anticipating thus the lexical equivalent which appears only in the next 

utterance. This gesture appears before the word is used, and was generally not noticed 

by the learners interviewed . This may suggest that, unless the gesture appears 

simultaneously with its linguistic equivalent, learners are not able to guess their 

meaning or use them as anticipators of meanings, especially when they are not 

familiar with the meaning to be expressed. 

A second phenomenon relates to the use of the gesture for the verb 'rising'. 

The gesture is not produced at the first use of the word, as it may be anticipated. The 

teacher does not use the word to introduce the lexical equivalent, but rather later on, 

in line #3.23. Then the gesture is repeated in line #3.30. in a slightly altered manner, 

\\"ith the hand going up in a oblique rather than vertical move. Learners' reactions to 

these t\\'o illustrative gestures are intriguing. In general, they agreed that the 'rising' 

gesture clarified the meaning and supported understanding. When the teacher rose his 

left hand in the air in an oblique ascending line, Nahiko stopped the video and 

reproduces herself the gesture while saying: 

feah. .. )'ery clear ... rising. .. if he raises his hand. it shows the rising 
temperature. It helps us understand what we are talking about. 
Iconic: Right hand goes up in an oblique move. 

Similar comments were made by Theodor, Kali and Liang. Theodor implied that the 

perceived level of learners' proficiency is again determining the teacher's behaviour: 

Because he is working with students of a foreign language, he does things like 
rising. It makes it clearer and easier to understand 
Iconic: Left head raises above head in ascending oblique move. 

The same learners do not comment on the teacher's gesture of drawing a horizontal 

line in the air while saying that the temperatures are 'average'. When prompted to 

explain it, Nahiko says that it 'makes it clearer', Theodor considers that is 'the normal 

way to show it' . This example generates the question of what the criteria are and the 

conditions in which students consider some gestures as significant while ignoring 

others. If two gestures of the same category are evaluated to different degrees of 

relevance, the factors that determine learners' noticing and specific interpretation of 

gestures are of great significance. In this case, all learners selected the 'rising' gesture 

as relevant and clarifying and all did not comment upon the 'average' gesture. 
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When asked why they did not identify or comment on a particular gesture that 

was identified by other learners in the class, most of the learners provided the 

argument of non-relevance as the main reason. 'I did not consider it important' was 

the answer, while other students simply could not give an explanation for the reasons 

why they exc luded certain gestures from their selection from the video. It appeared 

that it was easier for the learners to explain why certain gestures were selected and 

considered important than to identify the criteria for the exclusion of others. Perhaps 

due to the inability of providing a coherent explanation, learners might have chosen to 

o\erlook certain behaviours that occurred in the class. A counterargument would be 

the fact that students could also choose to reproduce the action or just point it out, 

withollt providing an explanation. Perhaps the salience of certain gestures related to 

their use by teachers or to the visual or physical salience of the gestures themselves. 

I will now discuss some other instances when students found gestures as 

helpful in enhancing comprehension by clarifying meanings. In Class 2, the teacher 

uSeS the words 'reflex' and 'copy' (verb, with the meaning of imitating an action) 

when discussing the process of learning a language. Simultaneously with using each 

of these lexical items she uses the same gesture of moving her arms backwards and 

forwards in counterbalance, with palms facing her body: 

#2.18 T 

#2.19. 

#2.20. 

forever I we I we learn it 
lConcrete deictic: BH open slightly towards the learners' direction. 
2 Beat: BH beat laterally, arms at 45°. 

and then we II we never forget 
1 Abstract deictic: BH close together on chest, palms one of top of 
the other. 
2 Meta + Emblem: BH open widely towards the students at 90° and 
head nod. 

like a reflex 
Iconic + Emblem: BH counter-balance back and forth three times 
and head nod. 

In this last instance, the teacher uses a very dynamic gesture of counter-balancing the 

hands to suggest something that is automatic, which works almost like a machine, 

very rhythmic, as shown in Figure 7.6. She also nods her head simultaneously to 

confirm that this is the right idea or maybe as a comprehension check. 
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Figure 7.6. An illustrating gesture for the word 'reflex' 

#2.20. like a reflex 
Teacher balances her hands back and forth three times to suggest the word 'reflex'. 

Learners saw this hand gesture as serving to clarify the meaning expressed verbally: 

~ larcus: Tre spoke about the necessity to practice and when practising you 
den:lop a rejlt!x. And she moved her hand while she said the word reflex. 
Iconic: BH reproduce the counter-balance gesture made by the teacher . 

. --\n interesting phenomenon that illustrates the independent pattern of gestures occurs 

later on in the same class. The teacher uses the same gesture in direct connection with 

another lexical equivalent, which shows the flexibility and the lack of standardised 

pattern of gestures as opposed to the standard form of words in a sentence (see section 

2'-+'-+.). Teacher 2 explains that language learners listen to the speakers' pronunciation 

and try to imitate it (see Figure 7.7.): 

Figure 7.7. An illustrating gesture for the word 'copy' 

#2.123. and you try and copy 
Iconic: BH kept very close to each other, palms reversed up, hands balance 
backwards and forwards in counter balance. 

However, the students did not seem to see any contradictions or problems in 

considering the gesture for its relevance in clarifying the meaning of the second 

situation as well. When discussing the same gesture in conjunction with the word 

'copy ', Marcus reproduces the gesture while saying: 
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Try and cop\': change the word with the good, change the wrong way with the 
good way/ fQl2J::. It is like a confirmation for us that copy means to exchange 
something, to change ll'hat you know for what others show you. 
Iconic: BH counter-balance back and forth. 

Although he considers the two identical gestures as having the potential of clarifying 

or confirming the meaning expressed in speech, Marcus identifies a supplementary 

condition for both gestures to become comprehension enhancers: 

1 know the meaning of the word 'reflex' so for me this is not an important 
mOrt!ment. if is a surplus, it confirms what 1 already know. But if 1 don't know 
the word, this move could make me understand what she says. So it is a matter 
of being a surplus or being useful, but this depends on every student. It is 
relati\'e and depending on what you know already. 1 know the word 'reflex', 
but another student might not know it. So what is for me a surplus, for him is 
\'ery' rele\'ant because he doesn't know the word and her moves help him 
understand. 

The property of a gesture of supporting speech or being just a redundant move 

becomes thus determined by the learners' individual need of using a supplementary 

cue before deciding the meaning of a certain situation. Gestures are thus seen as 

having the property of supporting comprehension, but the significance of their role as 

essential or marginal resides with the addressee. This is a key issue which has 

importance for classroom practices. Here are some other students' interpretations of 

the same n\"o gestures: 

Ronaldo: When she says that you try and copy what natives say, she does this 
movement [reproduces gesture} to suggest like an exchange. You are sharing 
something with the other people,' in this case, you are sharing the language or 
the knowledge. 

Armand: She talks about the reflex you develop in learning a language so she 
is moving her hands like this [reproduces gesture} to suggest the automatic 
character of something learnt. It makes it clearer. 

Another function teachers' gestures were seen to play with benefit for understanding 

was to represent the meaning of an abstract idea through a concrete gesture. When 

talking metaphorically about the action of 'picking up' a new word or sound when 

listening to a native speaker, Teacher 2 reproduces the action of catching an object in 

the air with her right hand, as shown in Figure 7.8. below. 
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Figure 7.8. The use of a concrete gesture for illustrating an abstract idea 

#2.119.and)Vl'rear~p~k=k=s~1~lj~)=tl=w~~=·0=u~n~d~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_ 
Iconic: BH in air, hands in a container shape, then RH suggests the catching of 
something in the air and then hand withdraws close to teacher's body. 

1\ larcus deciphers the metaphor in the teacher's gesture and explains why the gesture 

is a clarification in this case: 

This is pick up [reproduces gesture}, or catch the sound. It is like a physical 
movement, but it suggests a mental activity in the brain; to catch an idea or a 
concept. She did this movement to make the verb less ambiguous. Pick up [his 
arms crossed} is ambiguous. But pick up [reproduces gesture o/picking up} is 
not ambiguous anymore. It makes it clearer. 

In a similar way, Ronaldo gives his version of the same gesture: 

She is talking about catching the words metaphorically. It is like catching 
something, a fly or a butterfly. When you understand the meaning 0/ a word it 
is like catching something. That is why she does this [reproduces gesture}. 

The partial synonyms 'pick up' and 'catch' are familiar to these two learners In 

different degrees. They both use the word 'catch' to explain the action. This also 

indicates the transfer of knowledge both students seemed to make; the verb 'pick up' 

is placed as a synonym in relation to the word 'catch' due to the interpretation of the 

meaning conveyed gesturally. At no time did the teacher use the word 'catch'; but she 

implied the meaning through the gesture. 

In the same class, the teacher uses an iconic to give an image to the word 

;pronounce', by moving her hand from the mouth to the centre of her gestural space, 

and simultaneously opening up her palm, as shown in Figure 7.9. below. 
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Figure 7.9. An illustrating gesture, used to elicit a word and then to confirm it. 

.. . 65. vour good ear enables 1'OU to Ll #2.67. yes to pronounce 
to produce the sound of the language 

In #2.65 ., the T tries to elicit the word by producing an illustrating gesture in the 
absence of speech. In turn #2.66., the students identify the word 'pronounce', which is 
confirmed by the teacher's words and illustrating gesture in turn #2.67. The hand 
moves from the mouth to the centre and the palms open to the class. 

One of the students interprets the gesture through the metaphor of an imaginary 

explosion of sounds: 

Ronaldo: Here is like sound floating. She is talking about pronunciation, 
lrhich is generated by the moves of your tongue. And she is doing like a mouth 
explosion, as if the speech. .. the sounds are floatingfrom your mouth. 

!\-1arcus identifies the synchrony between the teacher's gesture and the lexical 

equi\'alent, without attributing it with a particular relevance in itself: 

She said the word 'pronounce' when doing this [repeats gesture). So the 
sound of her voice moves in the same rhythm with her hand. For me, the move 
is just a confirmation, I know the word already. 

Iconics were found as particularly relevant by learners when illustrating action verbs. 

In these situations, teacher's gestures were considered as giving words a concrete, 

visual image that seemed to make the meaning salient for them: 

10han: He explains how to do a contract and he says something about signing 
it. And at the same time, he shows the action of signing, with his hand in the 
air, and the other hand like holding a pen and writing on the hand. It makes it 
clear, you know for sure what signing means. 

Laura: She is explaining the meaning of the word 'increase' so she puts her 
hand up in the air, like a plane that is taking off. So you know that to increase 
means 'to go up '. 

Daniel: When she says that something is 'connected to you ' she is touching 
her body, her hip, and then you imagine an action in the recent past which is 
touching you and it makes the whole notion of present perfect clearer. 
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All the above examples and others in the data confirm that the interdependent 

relationship between the content of speech and the gesture is perceived accordingly by 

the learners. They perceive the two systems of communication as supporting each 

other. Gestures were considered to provide, in the examples above, an illustration of 

the lexical referent. This illustration takes place through the visual dimension created 

by the speaker for one of the features the referent displays, i.e. its shape, its move, its 

instrumentality etc. 

Teachers were seen to use ICOniC gestures In providing an immediate 

clarification of the lexical equivalent. Learners reckoned that teachers would instantly 

know "hen they had difficulties in understanding a word or phrase and decide to 

provide an instant clarification through a relevant illustrating gesture. Figures 7.10. -

7.12 . below illustrate some of the gestures used by the teachers in clarifying words, as 

identified by the learners in their classes. 

Figure 7.10. Iconic gesture illustrating the meaning of the word 'to tie' 

The teacher rotates the hands around each other and then mimes the action of pulling 
the ends of a string. 

~ c 
=5.29. to tie like a knot 

Iconic: BH rotate around the other in air, to suggest the action of twisting two 
pieces of rope and then pulling the extremities. 

Figure 7.11. Iconic gesture illustrating the meaning of the construction 
'intonation patterns' 

a) c) . . 
#2.121 . (your ear picks up) the melody of the language the In/ona/zan patterns 
Iconic: RH draws two big wave shapes in the air from right to left. 
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Figure 7.12. Iconic gesture illustrating the meaning of 'cutting a film' 

a b). c)_ 
#4.81. there's <cu::tl cu::t> #4.82. "'-th,;";;,e ........ v.....;;:;s..:....:to"'*''P;,.,,,;t;..:,,:h:..=:..e.,.J..fi=zlm:...:-=--. ______ _ 
Iconic: RH palm goes up and down in LH palm. 

d) . e) 
:::.4.83. when they are <making> the film# 4.84. they cut bits out and stick it together 
Iconics: BH reproduce the action of cutting something and then putting the 
pieces together, by placing one palm on top of the other. 

Not only iconic gestures were found to clarify meanings. Teachers also used 

metaphorics and abstract deictics, trying to give a visual image or a physical 

representation to an abstract idea or concept. When encountered, these gestures were 

considered as clarification markers by the learners. I will detail here two instances 

which illustrate the perspective learners seemed to have on metaphorical gestures. In 

Class 5. the teacher illustrates the word 'paragraph' as if it was an object to be held 

\\ith his hands, as seen in Figure 7.13. 
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Figure 7.13. Metaphoric gesture to suggest the word 'paragraph' 

#3.55. the whole structure II of the l of the writing 
il/eta: BH palms reversed mirroring each other, suggest a rectangle in air. 

This is what two of the learners had to say about the gesture above: 

Reyno: This is the equivalent for structure, it just makes it clearer. 

Theodor: This [reproduces gesture 1 illustrates the paragraph, how it looks 
like. He says the word as well, but the gesture made it clearer, that it looks as 
a block and has a unity. But the gesture is something natural. 

In another instance. the same teacher suggests the difference in temperature by using a 

the index finger and marking three different levels in the air, in a descendent move 

(see Figure 7.14.) In this case, the complementary character of the gesture in 

providing meaning works by showing a different picture from the one expressed 

verbally. The teacher says that the temperatures are 'different' while the gesture 

shows the progressive decrease of temperatures that is suggested only gesturally. 

Figure 7.14. A combination of abstract deictics and illustrating gesture to suggest 
different temperatures around the world 

The gestural space identifies an imaginary map of the world, while the hand gestures 
suggest decreasing temperatures. 

#3.21. the temperatures 

Specification of gestural 
symbol, the finger will 

, t ' represent tempera ures . 

#3.22. <in di{ferent parts 
of the world> 
Zigzag move to identify 
decreasing temperatures. 
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#3.24. they are always 
<different> 
End of gestural 
explanation. 



One of the students shows how she considers both systems, verbal and gestural, when 

constructing the meaning: 

Nahiko: Different [repeats zigzag gesture). This is to suggest the different 
temperatures in different parts of the world. Because the temperatures are 
changing from thirt)'. twenty, ten [repeats gesture). So they are always 
different [repeats gesture). 

The teacher's gesture triggers the learner ' s mental representation that is more 

complex than the identical reproduction of the lexical item. She actually explains that 

each move marks a different level of temperature, and her abstract gesture locates 

either different lines on an imaginary thermometer, or different imaginary locations 

around the world from the North Pole to the Ecuador. Nahiko expands verbally the 

meaning perceived in teacher's gesture and she repeats the gesture three times. This 

repetition translates a sense of unity given to the whole explanation, although each of 

the three identical gestures has a different function. The first one indicates that the 

student noticed the relationship between gesture and its lexical correspondent 

'differenf, which the gesture is supposed to complement or explain. The second 

reproduction of the gesture illustrates the learner's own perception of the meaning in 

the teacher's gesture, by verbally specifying in numbers the decrease in temperature 

illustrated only gesturally by the teacher. Finally, the third reproduction of the gesture 

by the learner concludes the explanation and emphasises the gesture-word 

correspondence one more time. 

Teachers also used emblems (gestures with a well-known verbal equivalent) 

simultaneously with the lexical correspondent, and these gestures were perceived also 

as helping understanding. When using the phrase 'a little bit', one of the teachers 

made the familiar gesture of bringing the index and the thumb in close distance of 

each other, but without putting them in contact (see Figure 7.15.). 

Figure 7.15. Emblem gesture to suggest the expression 'a little bit' 

#2.42. so there is a little bit of physical (inclusion there) 
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One of the students who noticed the gesture made the following comment: 

Eunice: She does this for 'a little' [reproduces gesture] and you can associate 
the word with the idea. Everybody does this to show 'little '. The gesture and 
the idea are about the same thing. This is a universal gesture, we all do it and 
we all understand it. 

Two other students make similar comments on the same gesture to underline the 

perceived universality of the meaning in the case of this particular emblem (Ronaldo: 

"This is a gesture everybody knows or does') and the implicit knowledge that this 

gesture has a precise verbal equivalent (Marcus: 'She is repeating the word with her 

hands'). However, the three students attributed different functions to the gesture. 

Eunice says that the gesture stimulates her mental association of the word with the 

idea of "I ittle' or "some, but not much'. Ronaldo thinks that the gesture clarifies his 

understanding of the idea, while Marcus considers the gesture as irrelevant, as he is 

familiar with the lexical equivalent and does not need a clarification. In other words, 

while the specific meaning of the gesture is perceived identically by all the three 

students Ca little'), the function that the gesture has for each of them is independently 

attributed. 

In interpreting another emblem used by the teacher, when she puts the index 

finger to the lips to express 'silence', Marianne explains how a gesture becomes 

clarifying and can function as a mnemonic for the lexical equivalent: 

If the teacher says 'silence' and you don't understand the word 'silence', then 
ok, it means nothing maybe. But if she makes the gesture, the teacher says 
'silence' [puts index finger to her lips] you understand and you remember the 
word. 

Trainee teachers identified the roles that teachers' gestures had in illustrating 

meanings expressed verbally, usually by discussing them in relation to the verbal or 

social contexts in which they occurred. At times, their accounts included comments 

on the efficiency that gestures had in clarifying meanings, on their relationship with 

speech and also on the value of gestures they perceived from the learners' perspective. 

These examples illustrate such views: 

Mi Lu: When she explained the words 'spiral', she whirled her finger to show 
a rotating movement, accompanying thus the simple words 'moving around' 
with a relevant move that explains the meaning. The students got the meaning 

very quickly. 
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Carmen: When she said 'a very big and luxurious ship', she used her hands 
lateral~l' to emphasise the si::.e. The same happened when she said 'it's a big 
lincr ... ' moving her hands on the opposite directions to specify approximately 
the width and length of the liner. When she said 'there are many countries '" ' 
she moved her hands in a circling way to pinpoint the various countries and 
,,,hen later on she said '] hope this ship doesn't sink', she moved her hand 
from up high going down to try and get the meaning of 'sink' across. 

Ming: Her non-verbal behaviour helped her explanations and made her 
speech clearer. TVhcn she used the verb 'to plan' she used her finger to point 
to her head. As a result, the students would get the idea that she was talking 
about something related to her mind. 

\\'hat stands out when comparing the learners' and trainees' accounts are the roles 

that gestures were seen to play by the two sets of informants. Trainees generalised on 

the relevance of gestures by showing how they represent visually the meaning 

conveyed verbally, but did not state the precise role that gestures play in the 

development of learners' mental processes. Learners, due to their role of direct 

recei\'ers of the gestures, could identify more precisely the scaffolding role that 

particular gestures played in their understanding of a given sentence or idea. 

7.4.3. Emphasising for relevance 

Several learners in the study pointed out the fact that certain gestures were used by the 

teachers with the purpose of emphasising a key word or idea expressed verbally. The 

students seemed to believe that, in certain conditions, gestures can highlight the 

communicative value of teachers' speech by marking through hand or body moves a 

certain segment of the verbal input: 

Liang: Usually the good and funny teachers use body actions when they are 
teaching. But you cannot gesture for every word, so you normally make 
gestures when you use a new word or you say something important, which you 
want the students to notice. 

Reyno: If he does a gesture, it means he says something important. He would 
not make gestures for ordinary words, unless it helps his speaking. 

These are important beliefs expressed by these two learners, who were not singular 

cases. One of them is that teachers would mark gesturally some words, in an almost 

conscious manner, in order to increase their saliency when they were seen to express 

concepts or ideas of increased relevance for the learners. Something that is 
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"important' might be a new word, an explanation of a concept, an important idea, an 

answer to a question etc. 

Learners also indicated that gestures are seen as useful not only by the viewer, 

they are also serving the speaker's necessities and presumably help the fluency of 

speech especially when speaking in a foreign language. Gestures performed when 

"searching for a word' or helping to ' find an idea' were mentioned by several learners. 

Finally, the learners" view that one uses gestures for key ideas implies the belief that 

language and gesture are in a close synchrony, i.e. that certain gestures correspond to 

the main linguistic segments. Speakers are seen as conveying a meaning 

simultaneously in both channels in order to insure its receiving by the interlocutors. 

The main types of gestures people use to mark the important parts of the 

discourse are beats, defined as simple flicks of the hand used to reveal the speaker's 

conception of the important parts in a sentence. Beats have always the same form, a 

simple flick of the hand, produced in two moment phases (usually up/down, as shown 

in Figure 7.16.) 

Figure 7.16. Using beats to mark the important parts of a sentence 

=2.13. we think _se activities (as just being physical) 
Beats: RH em phasises the words with hand beats. 

Learners were not very alert to teachers ' produced beats and only few instances were 

identified in all accounts, when learners discussed beats as 'normal' gestures that all 

people produce spontaneously when speaking. As beats are very quick gestures, it 

may be the case that learners do not have the time to notice them. Also, beats are 

gestures that translate the speaker' s conception of the discourse, so it may be the case 

that they function mainly as gestures for the speaker rather than for the audience. 

A technique used frequently by the teachers in order to emphasise meanings 

for their relevance was the abstract pointing in the air with the hand in a cup shape 

when pronouncing a key word or a new word. Usually the hand would rise in the air 

and point in front of the teacher when pronouncing the stressed word. 
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#3.32. T3 What is the connective here? 
EC + Abstract deictic: EC shifted between Ss in class, collective 
glance, and LH, points in air, hand in cup shape, palm down. 

This gesture was commented by the students in the class as emphasising the important 

word in the sentence: 

Kali: He pointed at something in the air, like saying 'focus on this, this is what 
you need to tell me, this is the important thing in this sentence'. He wanted us 
to concentrate and find the connective in the sentence. 

Liang: He is talking about the cause and the effect of something, so he needs 
to stress the important word which links them. Here we need a connective, so 
he marks it clearly with the hand in the air and then you know what should be 
the focus of your answer. 

Both learners imply the idea that the message given by the teacher in this case is 

conveyed through the concrete character of the concept represented symbolically by 

the teacher's hand. Although the verbal message is very clear, also marked by 

intonation, the gesture comes to complement the structure, by adding a visual 

dimension and emphasis on what is seen as the essential unit of the communication. 

Trainees identified other NVB codes apart from gestures that teachers used in 

emphasising the important aspects of the verbal input. They made remarks on the 

emphasising use of teachers' voice or eye contact, which were used in complexes of 

behaviours rather than in isolation: 

Michaela: When she wanted to explain a word or emphasise something, she 
raised her voice for the important words or ideas and looked straight at the 
learners. For example, when she emphasised 'four years' she raised her voice 
at the word 'four' and showed four finger with her hand, checking with her 
eyes if they understood. 

Mi Lu: Sometimes the teacher would slow down the speed of her speech and at 
the same time stick out the forefinger to emphasise the main words in a 
sentence. 

These examples might imply that speakers, in this case teachers, are seen to 

emphasise the key parts of their verbal input through several channels to ensure that 

the receivers perceive the emphasis and pay closer attention to the words. 
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7 AA. Making comparisons and marking contrasts 

There were several instances identified by the learners when teachers used gestures to 

compare two concepts or mark the contrast between them by metaphorically 

separating them in the gestural space. When discussing a relationship of lexical 

antinomy or partial synonymy, teachers used to involve both hands in representing the 

concepts involved and the relationship between them. 

In Class 1, a learner uses the wrong tense form for a past action. When 

explaining the difference between past and present, the teacher uses two successive 

metaphorical gestures. Initially, she draws an imaginary line in front of her, then she 

locates on this line the two tenses, the present placed in front of her body (#1.48.) and 

the past placed laterally (# 1.50.). Her hands are in a container shape, as if 'holding' 

the concept for present and then she moves them along the imaginary line for 'past': 

#IA7. T Think about the time when you tell the story 
Iconic: LH draws a long horizontal line in air. 

#1.48. 

#1.49. 

#1.50. 

You are here. now 
Meta: BH facing each other, fingers curled, mark the space in front 
of her body. 

and you are telling someone 

what happened with your watch in the past 
Meta: BH facing each other, fingers curled, move laterally to the 
left on the horizontal line suggested in #1.47. 

This gestural combination is interpreted as a single meaningful unit by the learners in 

the class, who comment on the supplementary value of the information conveyed non

verbally: 

Vladimir: I did not use the correct tense, so she tried to make me imagine the 
difference by having this line of tenses. The present is close to you, the past is 
far away and you need to think of this difference when deciding which one to 
use. 

Laura: We know the difference between past and present, but she makes it 
clear once more. You realise that you cannot use the same tense in both 
situations as these actions are not happening at the same time. When 
something is gone, you need to use past tense. 

Although Vladimir's comments might seem complex for a relatively simple instance 

of negative feedback, it appears that he perceives the gestures involved as having a 
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clarification role. He also associates the last gesture of something that happened some 

time ago with the necessity of using the past tense. He does not repeat the teacher's 

gesture. but he rather uses a verbal equivalent ('gone' instead of 'forgotten'). 

As students in Class 1 seemed to need a supplementary explanation for the use 

of past tense, the teacher continues the instance above with another gestural 

combination to classify the use of the tense: 

# 1.58. YOli could imagine the past tense 

#1.59. 

#1.60. 

#1.61. 

as a collection of little boxes / 
Iconic: BH index fingers draw a square in front of the T. 

little stories that are finished 

Iconic: BH index fingers draw in air two other squares laterally to 
the left. 

and are put on a shelf 

~larianne analyses the instance in the following words: 

She does like this [draws two parallel squares in the air with her index fingers 
one next to the other] to suggest different times. The one far from her body is 
for the past and the one close to her body suggests the present. This is like 
different boxes. Each story in the past has a box of its own. So if a story is put 
in a box and finished, then it's past. Because of her gestures here, it is very 
easy to understand the past. Past means an action that is closed in a box and 
put on a shelf, in an imaginary way, of course. 

Marianne's last comments make clear the inner analysis she has developed. She is 

now relating an event in the past with a place in an imaginary box somewhere on an 

imaginary mental shelf. Two of her classmates comment in a less metaphorical way 

on the significance of the same gestural instance: 

Daniel: She is explaining that there is a difference when you speak about 
something in the past or something in present or present perfect. So you use 
past when a story is completely finished, when it does not affect you anymore. 

Vladimir: The action is confirming her expressed ideas. The graphic 
representation of the time through boxes is used to help our understanding of 
how to separate past from present. 

In the two extracts above, which refer to the explanation of using the tense, Teacher 1 

uses two different gestural combinations to suggest the difference between 'past' and 

'present'. In the first instance, past and present are located on the time line through 

simple pointing in air. In the second instance, the teacher uses her index fingers to 
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concretise the two concepts as imaginary boxes. These examples indicate the 

nonstandardized quality of gestures, as speakers can choose the gestures through 

which to represent a particular idea or content of speech. Different speakers might 

thus choose the same gesture to represent 'past' because the content of gesture is 

similar. however variations are allowed and depend on the speaker. 

There were however certain gestures which appeared as standard in teacher' s 

representations of past, as they developed as emblems in the class context. For 

example, teachers appear to use gestures such as the waving of the hand(s) behind 

shoulder. the lateral waving of one or both hands or the pointing with the index finger 

behind shoulder to suggest a past action or the use of past tense. When a comparison 

between tenses is being made, teachers would use the gestural space to clarify the two 

tenses by marking them in different locations (see Figure 7.17.). 

Figure 7.17. Abstract deictic gestures used to identify the use of past tense after 
the connective "as a result of this' as opposed to the use of future tense 

a 
#3. 81. (and this) it always 
re fers to something beforehand 
Abstract deictic: RH describes 
an arch in the air, going behind 
the teacher's left shoulder. 

b) 
#3.82. 'cause you can't say / this / this to come 

Abstract deictic: RH arm straight, points 
laterally on the right side. 

The ways in which teachers decide between the different gestures appear to depend on 

their individualised ways of processing the same reality. What is important is their 

impact on the learners, as learners in Class 1 interpret both of their teacher's gestures 

as clarifying the concept of ' past' , even when this is represented in a variety of 

gestural forms. Laura, a learner in Class 1, explains that connecting two concepts in 

the gestural space is natural, an intrinsic condition for a clear message: 

She is talking about the connection between past and present. When you are 
connecting two things or two concepts you do a movement in two ways 
between them to suggest their relationship. If you don't connect them through 
gesture, it is not clear how they relate or even what do they mean. 
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The use of two opposite places in the gestural space to distinguish between different 

concepts or ideas occurred in all the teachers' behaviour (Figure 7.18.). 

Figure 7.18. Metaphoric gestures suggesting a comparison between two different 
concepts or ideas 

Each hand represents a concept and the gesture suggests the difference between them 
by placing them at different levels in the gestural space. ' 

a) b) 

Teacher 1 discusses the difference between 'cost of living' and 'standard of living'. 

\\'hile giving examples to illustrate the meanings of the two words, she marks the 

relationship between them by counter-balancing her arms in the centre of her gestural 

space (Figure 7.18. b.): 

#1.2. the cost of living 
Meta: LH fingers are held in a cup shape on the left side of body. 

# 1.3. is how much people ~ for things 
Beat: LH as above in #1.2. beats once in air. 

# 1.4. and the standard of living 
Meta: RH, fingers in a cup, palm down, at a higher level than the 
LH above in #1.2, which is still maintained. 

# 1.5. is how much money people <have or earn> 
Beats: RH beats twice in air to stress the two words. 

She does not actually explain in words the opposition between the concepts, as her 

gesture implies it. Her hands balance in opposite directions, each hand representing 

metaphorically one of the concepts. 

In his explanation of the gestures, Jose refers to an implicit understanding that 

the two hands function as symbols for the two lexical items discussed. He talks about 

the two words as being 'different' and then he discusses the opposite directionality of 

the two hands in the gestural space and relates it to the opposition in lexical meanings: 
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She is talking about two different things which are easy to confuse. So she is 
moving her hands like this [repeats counter-balancing gesture). She is trying 
to explain that the two things are relatively similar, but not synonyms, that 
there is a relationship between them and she tries to suggest this with her 
hands. Each hand means one thing. One hand shows the standard of living 
and the other one shows the cost of living, so if there are any confusions, we 
'I'ill noll' understand they are different. 

Two other learners explained the same complex of gestures as follows: 

Daniel: She explained the difference between the cost of living and the 
standard. She divides the things and describes the difference between them. 

Vladimir: She is /Ising her hands to compare the two things, the cost and the 
standard of living, like in a graphic. She is trying to make it easy to see that 
Ollt! thing is different from the other, as one hand is placed higher than the 
other. 

Although expressmg a similar view when reporting on the symbolic value of the 

hands performing the gesture - i.e. the hands placed at different levels in the gestural 

space representing different concepts - the functions learners attribute to the same 

non-verbal action are slightly different. Jose considers that the main role of the move 

is to clarify any potential confusion, Daniel sees the same move as an intrinsic part of 

the explanation and Vladimir interprets it as a visual auxiliary to an otherwise 

sufficient explanation. Although, in most of the cases, learners' interpretations of a 

gesture \vere similar in meanings and the same function was attributed to the same 

gesture by different individuals, there were several instances with slight differences in 

individuals ~ actual understandings. Each learner highlights the function of the gesture 

that was of specific importance for him or her at a given moment, but all retain the 

core meaning of the comparison between the two concepts. This individualisation of 

the gestural meanings may reflect not only differences in learners' definitions of a 

given situation, but also different learning needs. 

The trainee teachers identified similar examples in which teachers used 

gestures to mark contrasts between two different ideas or concepts: 

Michaela: The teacher gave an example at the beginning in order to explain 
the exercise. She asked a question and suggested two possible answers 'Yes, I 
have' and 'No, I have not '. While saying the answers, she moved her hands 
right for the first answer and left for the second one. 

Ming: She explained the construction 'either ... or' and then she gave several 
examples like 'either sleep, or study '. For the first part of the phrase, she 
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moved her both hands to the left side of the table and then for the second part 
of the phrase she moved her hands in the opposite direction of the table. 

The examples discussed above indicate that teachers are seen to regularly use the 

gestural space to mark the difference between two concepts or ideas. Either by 

locating the two concepts in the two sides of the gestural space or by using the hands 

to represent the concepts and the unequal relationship between them, teachers appear 

to make dichotomies clearer by visual ising in a concrete manner a relationship which 

could be more difficult to understand if explained verbally only. 

7 ..... 5. Eliciting or giving clues for meanings 

During the routine activity of giving explanations for some vocabulary items or 

clarifying ideas, teachers would often be seen to try and elicit words or ideas by using 

representati\'e gestures, with or without speech. This action would normally occur 

when a key word was discussed, a word which was particularly important for 

understanding the whole context in which it occurred. It appears that teachers 

recognise situations when learners are puzzled, confused or not participating and the 

gestural clues become part of the more general procedure of encouraging learners' 

direct contribution to the class. 

In Class 2, the teacher elicits, with the use of extensive gestural hints, the 

phrase ~ physical activity ' as opposed to a 'mental activity'. After discussing some 

concrete examples of physical activities, the interaction follows like this: 

#2.13 . 

#2.14. 

#2.15. S 

#2.16. T 

#2.17. S 

because we think of these activities 
1,2,3 Beats: RH stresses the words with a flick of hand, palm flat. 
Posture + EC: T sits down while talking, collective glance. 

as just bei::ng L.J 
1 Beat + Emblem: BH waves twice in air, hands flexed at 45°, palms 
reversed to T's body ('Come on, say it'). 
2 Emblem: BH showing muscles flexed. 

automatic 

<yes> 
Emblems: BH counter-balance back and forth ('more or less' 
gesture), also quick head nod. 

forever 
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#2.18 T 

#2.19. 

#2.20. 

#2.21. 

#2.23. S 

T 

#2.24. T 

#2.25. S 

#2.26. T 

#2.27. 

forever / we / we learn it 

1 Concrete deictic: BH open slightly towards the learners' 
direction. 
2 Beat: BH beat laterally, arms at 45°. 

and then we / / we never forget/ 

1 Concrete deictic: BH close together on chest, palms one of top of 
the other. 

2 Meta + Emblem: BH open widely towards the students at 90° and 
head nod. 

like a reflex / 

Iconic + Emblem: BH counter-balance back and forth three times 
and head nod. 

like a reflex we say 

and they also involve just the:: LJ 
1 Beat: BH slightly open in air at 45°, beat in air. 
2 Emblem: Arms flexed, like in #2.14., gesture 2. 

physical 

L.:.J 
Posture: T stands up. 
yes LJ 
1 Concrete deictic: LH stretched, points with index finger to the 
student who answered. 
2 Concrete deictic: LH palm up turns up and waits for student's 
answer. 

physical aspect 

<that ' s it> 
Emblem + Posture: Head nod, then T sits down at end of turn. 

They just involve a sort of physical / a physical learning process/ 
Emblem + EC: Head nod and direct EC with different students, 
individ ual glance. 

This instance of co-operation between the class and the teacher in the attempt of 

finding the generalising term 'physical' has several moments in which the teacher 

supports the learners' attempts of finding the right word with relevant non-verbal 

cues. In line #2.13., the teacher recruits the participation of the other learners by using 

the 'we' pronoun and pausing, with simultaneous beats of the hand to suggest the 

importance of the idea. The request for participation is not explicit, but embedded in 

the waved hand gesture and the long pause that passes on the turn to the learners. At 
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the same time, the teacher flexes her muscles in a very clear clue that makes the 

learners understand that help is available (see Figure 7.19. below). 

Figure 7.19. Eliciting the word 'physical' through an emblematic gesture 
produced in the absence of speech 

#2.1-l. (lH' think a/these activities) asjust be::ing ( .. ) 
Emblem: BH tensed, arms up, fists closed. 

Howe\,er. the gesture is not working in the desired way, as a learner uses the word 

. automatic' and another learner says the word 'forever'. This makes the teacher 

change the clue to another gesture, an illustrator for the word 'reflex' in line #2.20. 

(see Figure 7.6. above). This intermezzo is meant to clarify the context before 

returning to the process of elicitation. In line #2.22., the teacher returns to the initial 

gesture of flexing the muscles during a suggestive pause, a gesture which functions 

now as a clue to the word searched as well as a cohesive tie which re-establishes the 

focus of the elicitation moment. The same technique of waiting and giving the turn is 

employed in lines #2.22. and #2.24., when the teacher waits for the learners to offer 

the answer and then, once the answer is given, she points for reinforcement in the 

direction of the student who answered and nods for confirming the answer (line 

#2.26.). The moment ends with the teacher abandoning the eye contact with the class 

and changing her posture as a sign of moving on to another sequence in the lesson. 

The selection of non-verbal cues in the above extract illustrates the flexibility 

with which speakers can involve gestural cues. The gestures in the above instance 

were considered probably salient by the teacher, as the flexed muscles are a universal 

emblem suggesting physical force, while the iconic used to represent the 'reflex' 

suggest the automatic and repetitive character of it. The teacher chose to show an 

emblem as an initial cue and when this did not seem to achieve the desired effect, she 

employed an iconic gesture in direct relationship with speech. 
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The ways in which teachers give clues can include thus iconic gestures to 

suggest the shape, the size or the content of an object or the performance of an action. 

The features to be represented in the gesture would be made on teacher's personal or 

idiosyncratic choice with the intent of making the meanings connected with them as 

salient or as explicit as possible. 

There are also facial expressions which teachers were seen to use as clues for 

an attitude or emotion. A teacher in one of the classes observed elicits the word 

'disgusting' by showing the appropriate expression in the face: 

# 1 T 

#2 

#3 

#5 Ss 

If you put something in your mouth 
Iconic: RH in pouch brought close to the mouth, index finger 
touches the tongue. 

and you don't like the taste 
Emblem: head shake right-left. 

you go C ... ) 
FE + Posture: grimace to suggest disgust, arms semi-open, palms 
facing the body, head and shoulders drawn back 

you say it ' s (. .. ) 
FE+ Deictic: the same facial grimace as above, also teacher points 
to the word 'disgusting' written on the board. 

disgusting 

Like in the previous example, the teacher tries to make clear through a long 

pause and a facial and postural clue that learners are expected to co-operate and 

identify the lexical item searched for. The pauses in the third and fourth line are filled 

with a repetition of the clue to direct the learners to the answer. However, as the facial 

grimace alone does not elicit the answer, the teacher abandoned the indirect elicitation 

after the third line. By pointing to the word on the board, the teacher attempts to ease 

the learners ' task by directing them clearly to the answer. Gestures of pointing, 

mainly of concrete pointing like in the example just discussed, were another device 

seen to be used by teachers in eliciting words. 

It is difficult to say what triggers the teachers in producing a NY elicitation 

cue. It probably is the case that teachers produce NY clues when they anticipate that 

learners might have difficulties in understanding and usually involve representative 

gestures which are ample and clear enough for the learners to recognise them. When 
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the technique is not successful in triggering the right answer, as some of the above 

~xample showed, teachers seem to try alternative, more salient cues or just abandon 

the elicitation and offer the answer. Ronaldo explains how he thinks that the teacher 

perceives the students' difficulties and how a relevant complex of NY clues triggers 

the relevant word: 

It seems like the word is on your tongue and you don't remember it. And she 
knows .1'011 kn01I' the word but you can't remember it. So she does a jest 
[=gestllrej. Here she does this [shows his muscles} to make us say the word 
'physical' or 'exercise '. And you know what this move means and then you 

1a1011' what lI'ordyoli are searching for. 

Here she gave liS a hint. At the beginning I did not think that there is 
something physicalll'hen talking in a foreign language. But then she stressed 
her pronunciation lI'ith her mouth position when she said the 'th' sound and 
then I thought about the movement of the tongue, of the lips and J understood 
what she meant. 

Another aspect of interest is the combination of gesture and speech in eliciting 

through NY cues. Sometimes, the non-verbal clue is given with a lexical equivalent, 

\yhile other times the teacher would pause and produce a gesture during a silent 

interruption. as seen in some of the examples above. In Class 2, the teacher frequently 

fills the silent pauses in speech with eliciting gestures, as shown in Figure 7.9. above. 

#2.65. 

#2.66. S 

#2.67. T 

your good ear enables you to L2 
1 Concrete deictic: RH index finger points to mouth and rotates 
around mouth four times to suggest the mouth shape. 
2 Concrete deictic+ Iconic: RH fingers point to mouth in a pouch 
shape, then fingers open to the students' direction, then the same 
gesture is repeated with BH. 

pronunciation? 

yes / <to pronounce> / to produce the sound of the language 
1 Concrete deictic + Emblem + FE: RH points with palm up to the 
student who answered and head nod and smile. 
2 Concrete deictic+ Iconic: Gesture 2 from # 2.65. reproduced only 
with RH. 
3 Meta: RH fingers kept together in a pouch shape. 

The teacher's gesture of suggesting an imaginary explosion of sounds coming from 

the mouth triggers the learners' attempt of trying to guess the word. Normally, when 

eliciting, this teacher reproduces the gesture more than once to give the students time 

to figure out the lexical equivalent and also to mark the lexical equivalent searched for 

its relevance. Eunice explains: 
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Somefimes ),011 search hard to find the word that you need and the teacher 
knolfs Ihat. She gives YOII time and she makes again and again the same move 
to help YOll get it. Normally it is quite easy to guess it as you see the move and 
you get an idea about lfhat is it all about. You also know the topic, because 
.1'011 talk about it all the class and all the words you use are somehow 
connected, from the same family. 

Trainee teachers' accounts contain similar examples of instances in which 

representative gestures and other NVBs were seen as eliciting answers or giving 

I~arn~rs rel~\ant information about the words searched for. Trainees discussed the 

conditions in which gestures can become relevant clues for eliciting meanings, 

mentioning clarity and their relevance in the given context mainly. Iris says in this 

s~nse: 

These gestures [providing clues} need to be clear and relevant. If students 
cannot see them because the teacher is sitting down or is behind the desk, they 
cannot figure Ollt the meaning. If gestures do not give a clear picture of the 
meaning, again they are not efficient. For example, a teacher who elicits the 
word 'writing' by opening the notebook will be less successful than another 
one lrho imitates the action of writing with a pen. Teachers need to make clear 
gestures and good gestures, otherwise the learners will end up being more 
confused than helped 

7A.6. 'Yhen gestures fail to clarify meanings 

Learners' accounts indicate that they generally rely on teachers' gestures to aid 

understanding. However, gestures used by the teachers in direct relationship with the 

semantic content of speech were not always interpreted as useful in clarifying 

meanings. Teachers appear to count on learners' ability to recognise and interpret 

their gestures accordingly. But this expectation is not always met by the learners, who 

might lack the common background with the teacher that allows for a shared gestural 

interpretation. In such cases, gestures which might be perceived as helpful by the 

teacher have the effect of confusing or even misleading the students. In Class 4, the 

teacher explains the words 'subtitle' and 'dubbed' with ample gestures, probably 

considered by the teacher as illustrative for the meaning of the two words. Figures 

7.20. and 7.21. below show the gestures used to elicit and/or explain these two words. 
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Figure 7.20. Gestural illustration for the word 'subtitle' 

o 
-f-:--I . -11. vall ca~ have the translation at the bottom #4.44. that's called U (subtitles) 
The teacher Illustrates the shape of the subtitle and its placement at the bottom of the 
screen and suspends the speech and gesture in 7.20.c. to give the learners time to say 
the word elicited. 

Figure 7.21. Gestural illustration for the word 'dubbed' 

#-+.~ 7 .and lithe people are speaking your language 
(the film is dubbed) 
T flutters her fingers to suggest the sound production in a film. 

Most students in Class 4, when interviewed, were not able to explain the lexical 

equivalent of the gestures used by the teacher in the two situations above described 

and considered them as misleading or confusing. The gesture for the word 'subtitle' 

\\as seen by the learners as suggesting 'something long' or 'the time of a movie'. 

Here are some of the learners' opinions on the teacher's gesture for 'dubbed': 

Mayumi: I don't know the word, so I did not understand what she means here. 

Narun: I don't remember the word she tried to suggest. 

Keiko: This means speaking probably, I am not very sure. 

Kandar: This gesture means 'stupid' in Japan. You do it when you talk about 
a person who talks too much without saying anything. Or somebody who is not 
very educated. It wasn't clear what she meant with this gesture. But I saw the 
word written and I tried to guess the meaning in the context. 

Only one of the students interviewed, Ayurda, explained the gesture as a clarification 

act for the word 'dubbed'. The others' comments reflect the strategies they used to 
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cope with the situation by taking the larger context into account and trying to guess 

the meaning. 

The situation reflected in the examples above casts some uncertainty on the 

pot~ntial of gestures to clarify meanings in all situations and for all learners. It reflects 

the fact that the interlocutors' potential of understanding the gestural meaning, by 

recognising it and by sharing the interpretative framework with the teacher, varies 

from one individual to the other under the influence of various factors. In this case, 

KandaI' identitied the incompatibility as cultural, while Mayumi talks about the 

linguistic incompatibility that affects her meaning attribution for the gestures. Kandar 

thinks that the gesture has a particular meaning developed in the two cultures, his own 

and the teacher's, and this explains the different meanings they might attach to the 

same g~sture. ivIayumi implicitly suggests the partial compensatory role of gestures in 

clarifying the lexical meaning, without their full potential of explaining it entirely. In 

her case. if she does not know the lexical equivalent, the gesture is of no help. The 

~\.tracts also show the individuals' different strategies in using a combination of clues 

in determining meaning. While Mayumi seems to rely entirely on her verbal 

understanding. Kandar considers that he uses the context and tries to make sense of 

the situation. 

Trainee teachers did not identify many instances when the gestures that 

teachers used generated misunderstandings or confusion, a fact probably due to their 

position of observers rather than learners. Sato however noticed that: 

Although most of the gestures were helpful for the students, one gesture could 
be doubted as to its effectiveness. When the teacher drew an imaginary 
horizontal time line in front of her, the word order was shown from her 
position. Therefore, what she showed as past could have been taken as future 
by some students or vice versa. 

Trainees also discussed the conditions in which gestures can lose their constructive 

role in the communication and become sources of confusion and misunderstandings. 

They mentioned factors like learners ' cultural display rules, gestural clarity and 

visibility as conditioning their function in clarifying meanings and facilitating 

learning: 

Tina: Students from different cultural backgrounds may give distinct 
interpretations to the same movement. This may lead to misunderstandings. 
The teacher's own culture may affect her NVB. If her culture is more 
conservative, there may be less facial expressions and gestures. 
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Ariadne: All learners were able to see the teacher's actions and this increased 
the efficiency of gestures. If learners sit in rows they cannot always see the 
teacher's actions, especially if she is sitting down, and this limits their 
possibility of getting the meanings from the gestures. Also if gestures are not 
clear enough, they might confuse the learners, especially when pointing at a 
person to speak or identifYing groups. 

The fact that some gestures obviously intended by the teacher as explicit clues for 

meaning do not succeed in taking these meanings across to the learners does not 

diminish the value given by learners to gestures. It seems reasonable to argue that 

g~stures hav~ the potential to communicate meanings and trigger understanding, but 

their communicative function is fulfilled only through the successful interpretive 

action of the vie\\ ' ~r. in this case, by the learners in the class. 

7.5. Creating the conditions for learning 

In certain situations, teachers' gestures were seen as orienting learners' attention to 

relevant aspects of the task or interaction or to work as helpful aids in the 

memorisation of vocabulary items, grammar rules or ideas. These contexts were seen 

by the learners as creating the conditions for the learning process and appeared to be 

\'alued by them. The following two sections describe the types of gestures perceived 

as creating favourable conditions for learning and the contexts in which these 

occurred. 

7.5.1. Orienting attention 

A set of actions teachers performed during the classes was perceived as facilitating 

concentration on a person or task during the interaction as a pre-condition for 

learning. Teachers used certain gestures, mainly concrete deictics or pointing 

gestures, to draw the learners' attention either to a person or to an object or task. In 

Class 2, the teacher talks about the example given by one of the students, Eunice, and 

at the same time she is pointing with her arm to the student: 
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Figure 7.22. Orienting attention of group through pointing 

#~. 6-1. (e\'eryone understands) what Eunice says 
Concrete iconic + EC+ Emblenl: RH points with the palm open to Eunice's 
direction, also keeps EC with different students in the class and head nods twice. 

Three of the learners in the class considered the gesture helpful In orienting their 

attention to the student given as an example, while another student, Marcus, 

considered the gesture an unnecessary supplement: 

Ronaldo: Here she is inviting the people to pay attention to what Eunice says. 

Armand: She indicates that she is talking about Eunice's answer. So she 
points at her to take our attention to what Eunice was saying. 

Eunice: She is driving the attention of the whole group to me, in this case. She 
indicates me with her hand and all the group knows that she is talking about 
me. And they can pay attention to myself. Not to me as a person, but to the 
context, to my example. I made a mistake ( .. ) and she corrected me and 
oriented all the students to my example. 

Marcus: She said her name, Eunice, and at the same time she pointed at her 
H'ith her hand to confirm that she talks about her. To me, the movement is not 
necessary here. We all know Eunice so she does not need to show her with her 
hand. 

These interpretations given by the learners to the same gesture illustrate again the 

variable character of individuals' perceptions. While, for three of the participants, the 

gesture is attention orienting or emphasises a given example, for Marcus the move is 

superfluous. What Marcus perceived as a repetitive move, others perceived as 

emphasising and as a useful marker. 

In other situations, teachers were seen as trying to orient the students' 

attention by pointing to certain objects or to the board (see Figure 7.23.) 
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Figur~ 7.23. Gestures perceived as orienting learners' attention to an object or to 
selective words written on the board 

\Vhen the teacher points to a particular word on the board, Kali explains: 

Then! are two or three things written on the board, so he pointed at one of 
them and H 'e can see what he wanted to focus upon or to talk about. 

Other students gave similar explanations for the same gesture: 

Reyno: He It'anted us to watch carefully. 

Nahiko: It makes us understand where are we or what are we doing next, 

Liang: He indicates what we should focus upon. It is like saying 'think about 
this, this is what we are talking about '. 

The translation Liang gives to the implicit message of teacher's gesture - 'think about 

this~ - suggests that the perceived role of the teacher is to determine the immediate 

action and its acceptance by the group. 

In another situation, the teacher IS perceived as orienting the students' 

attention to an example in a book by holding his palm open up in the air, as if holding 

an open book. Nahiko interprets the gesture as referring the students to the example 

given in the textbook and as a focus trigger. She says: 

If he does like this [reproduces gesture} / hold book! it shows that he is talking 
about something which is in the book. For me this is very helpful because 
sometimes you don't know if the teacher gives a personal example or he 
discusses an example in the textbook. It is very helpful as I can look up the 
example in the book. 

When students looked confused or lost, teachers were perceived to use the same 

strategy of pointing to the right example or task to provide help: 

Reyno: I think that Abdul didn't understand the question here. So the teacher 
is pointing to the white board [repeats gesture} to help him get back in line. 
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In a less explicit situation, Marcus takes the teacher's gesture of pointing to her 

temple as an attention orienting action: 

Marcus: She said that many English words are similar, but have different 
stresses, ad'l'ertisment or adver'tisment. So we should put our attention at 
'I'ork to understand it. 

Researcher: Did she say you have to pay attention? 

Marcus: lVeU, she didn't say it, but she puts her hands to her head to suggest 
'think' and it's the same. 

This example illustrates how certain gestures are seen as substitutes for the verbal 

messages and also achieve certain functional properties in the learning context. What, 

for t\ !arcus, becomes an encouragement for reflection on the difference between the 

two ways of stressing the same word might be an insignificant gesture in another 

context or for another participant or it could be given a different meaning. The 

interdependence between the gestural function and the context in which the gesture 

occurs is very clear here. 

Trainee teachers considered the orienting of learners' attention as a definite 

stage of the process of teaching and identified gestures and other actions that teachers 

use in achieving this aim: 

Monica: They were talking in groups, so she stopped them and pointed at the 
question on the board and they all looked at it. 

Irida: She was at the board, and then she suddenly turned around to the class 
to explain some words. She was keeping eye contact with all students while 
she was explaining the new vocabulary,' thus she kept students' attention and 
focus on her words. 

Although the distinction between the NVBs intended at orienting learners' attention 

and the ones meant to emphasise parts of the verbal discourse or to check the group's 

involvement were not very clear, trainees explained the difference between the two 

functions through independent interpretations of gestural meanings: 

Cardik: She put her hand to the heart, while saying 'my name is ... " a gesture 
which is supplementary to the verbal behaviour. For me, she was orienting 
their attention to the use of the possessive pronoun, for some learners it might 
emphasise that she was talking about herself or for others it might be just a 
superfluous movement. Everybody gives his or her own meanings. 
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Cardik summarises the flexible character of speech-realated gestural meanings, as 

having no predetermined standards. The fact that similar gestures are sometimes used 

by different individuals appears not to be due to the existence of any gestural 

standards, but to the similarity in the content of their speech. Gestures become thus 

free to present what is relevant and salient for the speaker and open to viewers' 

interpretations, often dependent on their immediate needs or concerns. 

7.5.2. Facilitating retention and recollection 

Most of the students believed that they did not fully recollect the actual gestures used 

in the class by a teacher. However, learners and trainees shared the belief that 

teachers' gestures may facilitate the memorisation and the recollection of particular 

words or phrases. Learners identified a few NVBs that they considered as facilitating 

memorisation, but expressed the belief that they can function in this capacity: 

Ivlarianne: If the teacher says 'silence' and you don't understand the word 
because you don't know it in English, silence, ok? But if she makes the 
gesture, the teacher says 'silence' [puts index finger to her lips] you 
understand and you remember then the word. 

Theodor: It makes it easier to understand if the teacher uses hand moves or so. 
It also helps you remember things, you remember an action he did in the class 
and then you can locate better what he said and you remember it. 

Laura describes how she takes the teacher's action as both a clue to understanding 

meanings and as a mnemonic aid. The teacher makes the difference between 'present 

perfect' and 'past tense' and Laura explains how she interprets these actions: 

She is representing like a rope around her body and the far end is the past. 
The present perfect is very near to you, she said, and then she showed like a 
rope around her waist and the end of the rope which is far away suggests the 
action in the past. When I saw this gesture, I imagined the rope around her 
waist and this helps me remember the difference between the two tenses. She 
also showed little boxes with her fingers to suggest that what happens in the 
past goes in a box up on the shelf. So you can actually remember these boxes 
when you think of something which happens in the past and then you know to 
use past tense. 

Marcus expresses the belief that, especially at the initial stages of learning a foreign 

language, teachers' gestures may work as mnemonics: 

One way of learning new words is to memorise the word said by the teacher 
together with the gestures made when she said the word. And you do this 
especially when you are a beginner, and you don't have other ways to 
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remember that word like a dictionary definition or so. For example here [in 
the class] she is speaking about the mind and she put her finger to the brain to 
remark the mind, the brain. So if you don't know the word mind, maybe this 
[repeats gesture to temple] is an indication and you remember the word 
because you have seen this move. 

Other students identified additional conditions in which gestures may function as aids 

for the memory by specifying the concreteness of the lexical equivalents and the clear 

connection between them and the gestures used by the speaker. Another important 

condition was that the students should be unfamiliar with the lexical equivalent in 

order to exploit the gesture as a mnemonic. Armand said: 

If I know the lI'ord, I would not try to remember the gesture, why should I? 

Trainee teachers also shared the opinion that certain gestures may function as visual 

memory aids and their production in a subsequent situation may trigger their verbal 

equivalent: 

Elvira: I believe that some gestures are very helpful, especially for the visual 
type of students who remember a word It is better if they see it written or they 
see an action performed simultaneously. 

Ariadne: Students can understand easier if they see the movements. They 
associate gestures with the words and this enables them to remember. 

However. despite learners' and trainees' expressed beliefs that teachers' actions may 

act as useful memory aids, there were few instances when participants identified 

actual NVBs. The fact that these examples were isolated might be due again to the 

individual nature of gestural interpretation. The mnemonic function of gestures 

depends ultimately on the viewers. To claim that a gesture functions as a memory aid 

requires an elapsed time to show that recollection does take place. As the participants 

reported on their experiences or classroom observations soon after the class, they did 

not seem ready to speculate on the potential of precise gestures of acting as memory 

aids. What they expressed were rather beliefs that this might be one of their functions. 

7.6. Reacting to learners' output 

A typical characteristic of classroom interaction is the teacher's monitoring of the 

students' direct participation in the class activity and in providing them with an 

immediate feedback. There is an implicit agreement between teacher and students that 

the teacher has the authority to provide the learners with the ultimate validation of 
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their output. Although the interpretation of the validation resides ultimately with the 

participants themselves, the teacher and the learners maintain a joint acceptance of the 

teacher's "duty' to provide feedback and to evaluate thus the learners' contribution to 

the interaction. 

Teacher's feedback in the classroom seems to function not only for signalling 

that communication is taking place. It also has an important role in confirming 

learning hypotheses and has an emotional value for the individuals. Certain postures 

that teachers adopted during the class, patterns of eye contact or head and hand 

gestures. as well as specific facial expressions were interpreted by the learners as 

giving them a moment-to-moment feedback on the quality of their utterances and on 

the effect they had on the teacher. 

There were three main functions that students attributed to teachers' 

immediate reactions to their input in the lessons. Teachers were seen either to agree 

and appreciate the speaker's contribution to the interaction, to ask for clarifications 

or, in some cases, to disagree with a student's input and provide a different opinion or 

a correction. The following three sub-sections will illustrate each of these perceived 

functions of teachers' non-verbal feedback. 

7.6.1. Agreeing and acknowledging contribution 

Teacher 2, one of the most expressive teachers in the group researched, appeared to 

have developed several non-verbal ways for agreeing with the learners' opinions and 

acknowledging their contribution to the class. On many occasions during the class 

observed, she would nod and smile after the students would give the right answer or 

she would point to the person who made a good contribution. In an extract already 

discussed, she elicits the word 'physical' by showing her muscles flexed and then she 

acknowledges a learner's answer: 

#2.23. S 
T 

#2.24. T 

#2.25. S 

physical 

Ll 
Posture: T stands up. 

Yes LJ 
1 Concrete deictic: LH stretched, points with index finger to the 
student who answered. 
2 Concrete deictic: LH palm up turns up and waits for student's 
answer. 

physical aspect 
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#2.26. T <that's it> 

Emblenl + Posture: Head nod, then T sits down at end of turn. 

Because the answer was hesitant, the teacher identifies the learner who attempted to 

answer to reinforce his contribution and also gives him the turn to speak. The silent 

pause in #2.'24. is accompanied by the sudden turn of teacher's palm, still pointing at 

the same student, but in a more gentle manner. The right answer is again confirmed in 

#2.'26. by a strong head nod and then the abandonment of the direct eye contact marks 

the re-taking of the turn by the teacher. In this case, learners commented as follows 

the teacher's gesture: 

Ronaldo: Here she is inviting people to pay attention to what I was saying and 
also she shows that I said the right thing by nodding her head 

Eunice: She points at him and gives him time to think and also looks at us to 
help him or maybe to say that if you give a good answer, she will appreciate it. 

Learners in general attributed teachers' gestures in situations like this with a positive 

impact on their involvement in the class. The learner involved in the above example, 

Ronaldo, appreciates the teacher's gesture with the hand open, considering it more 

gentle and \varmer than pointing with the finger. Other learners also commented on 

the affective impact on teachers' NY actions when they acknowledged learners' 

answers. Liang summarises some shared opinions: 

!fJ'ou are right, he will look at you and do this [nods} but if you are wrong, he 
'.i'ill never do this [shakes head negatively]. In my opinion, if the teacher 
would do this [shakes head again} you feel bad, you feel that you are not a 
good student. When you are right and he does this [head nod}, you'll have a 
go 0 dfe e ling, like telling you are good. 

The pointing to the student's direction, the head nod and the smile were seen as 

confirmative actions on the teacher's part that the answer was right or the contribution 

was appreciated: 

Kali: This student gave a correct answer so he [the teacher} pointed at him 
[the student} to say like 'you are right '. 

Nahiko: Here he nods to say that it is a correct answer. 

Mayumi: She smiles and this means that my answer is good and it makes me 
feel confident and happy. 
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Trainee teachers made similar comments, considering the positive impact of teachers' 

NY feedback on the learners in most of the cases. While, in some cases, the gesture 

sufticed in communicating the positive feedback, at other times teachers showed 

agreement by using both verbal and non-verbal actions: 

Irida: She was nodding her head whenever agreeing with a student. She was 
also putting up her finger thumb (the ok gesture) to praise a good answer and 
the student/elt rewarded. 

Cardik: She clapped her hand like saying 'well done' and showed that it was 
the time to more on to another task. This was a good positive feedback for the 
students. 

Sorito: A common use of synchronised verbal and non-verbal behaviour was 
,rhen saying 'right' or ~ves' while smiling or nodding. When the student got 
the right answer or a good point, the teacher responded by using this 
synchronisation. This could reinforce students' confidence and encourage 
them to answer in the class. 

7.6.2. Asking for clarifications 

Teachers would often ask students to clarify or to refine their answers whenever they 

would say something close to teacher's expectation or when their words would be 

unclear or inaudible. In the latter case, teachers were seen to usually point to the ear 

\vith one or both hands, lean forward or make a puzzled facial expression (see figure 

7.2-l. below) 

Figure 7.2·t Emblems used to ask for clarifications 

a) b) 

When the answer would need refinement, teachers would either ask the student 

explicitly to clarify their answer ('more exactly?" 'can you clarify?') or they would 

suggest gesturally that the answer can be improved upon. Marianne explains the 

teacher's gesture of waving her hand or the palm in the air to suggest a partial answer: 

This move means 'more or less' so the answer is not that good. If she asks for 
example what's the meaning of 'book' and you say 'a kind of paper' she will 
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do this more [repeats gestllre} to show you that the answer is not perfect. So 
YOII need to make some changes and say it again. 

The same gesture is interpreted in a similar manner by other students in the class: 

Jose: This guy is not answering correctly. She is then showing with her hand 
that the answer is medillm, not very good, but not very bad And she does this 
[wan)s RH in air} to tell him that there are other ways to say this. He needs to 
make a correction. 

Daniel: She did this move like saying 'more or less' [waves hand} or to show 
that the countries are not so different. Italy and Spain. 

In other instances. the teacher's face was taken as a clear indication that the answer 

giYen is not the one expected: 

Jose: Her face looks like she is not very sure about an answer given by the 
student. she wants him to find another solution. 

A similar example is given by Claudius, a trainee teacher: 

The teacher was changing her face expression in such a way that the students 
kne"w that she was not understanding what they said and the response was that 
they lrere rephrasing what they had said before. 

Alexander. another trainee, explains how the teacher also used the learners' facial 

expressions as signs that they were having difficulties in understanding a word or a 

task: 

Through eye contact, he checked if they looked confused or if they had any 
doubts or questions. This happened mainly after giving a command or 
changing the topic. When he would notice their confusion, perhaps when he 
spoke too fast, he would then repeat what he said previously, but in a simpler 
way. 

The belief that learners and teachers alike use gestural and facial signals to indicate 

lack of understanding reflects the shared routine which develops between the 

participants in the class of co-operating in maintaining the coherence of the 

interaction through supporting each other's participation. 

7.6.3. Disagreeing and correcting learners' output 

There were not many instances in the lessons observed when teachers would disagree 

with the students' output and explicitly correct them. Most of the situations in which 

negative feedback would be given involved re-casting or repeating the students' 
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answer. In some instances, when misunderstandings would occur, teachers would 

make clear that a correction was needed and that the students were wrong. In Class 2, 

Eunice misunderstands the expression 'having a bad ear' for meaning somebody who 

has poor hearing. The teacher provides the explicit correction (#2.55. to #2.83., see 

.-\ppendix C) and then she elicits the correct meaning from the students. The 

correction is interpreted as follows by Eunice: 

Eunice: AC/lially, 1 made a mistake. 1 thought that having a bad ear means that 
you don " understand something very well, so 1 said that 1 have a bad ear. So 
the teacher shOll'ed me that 1 made a mistake and then we explained the 
I!xpression. 

Researcher: TVhen did you realise she was correcting you? 

Eunice: She showed the shape of her mouth to make us understand that the 
expression refers to the way you pronounce a word, not to hearing being good 
or bad. So ll'hen 1 saw her pointing to the mouth 1 said pronunciation' and 
she agreed with my answer. So 1 thought, aha, so this is not about hearing, but 
about speaking. 1 realised that 1 was totally wrong. 

Eunice expresses the view that, in the given context, the teacher made a clarifying 

gesture that remedied her confusion. She does not clearly specify the teacher's head 

shake as the moment when she realised her error, but she describes the process of 

correction and the stages she goes through in clarifying her understanding of the 

expression used. She mentions the deictic gesture when the teacher indicated her 

mouth as making her think of the word 'pronunciation', and the teacher immediately 

confirms it as a correct guess. 

On other occasions, teachers would stop the learners directly when talking, in 

order to clarify a significant ambiguity or misunderstanding. In Class 1, a student was 

confused between the 'standard of living' and the 'cost of living' in a particular 

country. Before providing a clarification, the teacher raises her palm to the learner in a 

'stopping l gesture, which is interpreted accordingly by the student (he stops speaking) 

and also by the other classmates: 

Laura: First she makes this gesture to refuse what Chris said. Because he 
thought that the two things are the same. So she put her hand like this [hand 
up, palm facing the audience] to suggest that his answer was incorrect. And 
later she is trying to give the right explanation and she uses her hands to make 
things more graphic. 

There were other similar situations in which teachers would suggest disagreement 

without actually expressing it in words. In these cases, learners would immediately 
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reflect on their answers and attempt a correction. As Laura explains, a headshake 

works as a clear message in a question-answer situation: 

JJ"ith her head here she says 'no '. She does not say it in words, but you know 
that she doesn't agree with your answer when you see this. You need to say 
something else. 

Teachers would also wag the index finger or the hand, raise their eyebrows, show a 

puzzled face, cross their arms or avoid eye contact when they would disagree with 

some of the students' opinions. In Class 5, Romeo is a student who expresses very 

strong views on supporting the Mafia and considering Italy as the only country in the 

world with adequate standards of living. At certain points during the class, the teacher 

seems to disagree with his point of view, sometimes verbally ('I don't think that you 

can generalise like thaf) and at other times through his behaviour. When listening to 

his remarks, the teacher often keeps his arms crossed, nods rapidly or tries to put one 

or t\\O palms in the student's direction (see Figure 7.2S.a.) 

Figure 7.25. Emblem gestures indicating disagreement or intention to stop a 
student speaking 

The students interviewed from the class notice the tension and explain it accordingly: 

lohan: Romeo is a bit annoying for everybody in the class, including the 
teacher. Here he leans forward and speaks very loud and after a time the 
teacher wants him to stop, but he wants to continue. The teacher's face shows 
anger and stress and then when he can't stop him, he puts his both palms in 
the air and turns around to the other students, like ignoring Romeo. 

Sylvia: It's clear that the teacher wanted to move forward to the next top,ic 
and Romeo wanted to talk more. So he just stopped him with his hands, lzke 
pushing his words with both his hands. 

The trainee teachers also selected instances of explicit feedback that involved 

particular gestural activities and discussed also the perceived impact these might have 

on the learners. Their comments reflect the belief that teachers use the verbal and non-
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verbal forms of negative feedback on the assumption of the impact that these NVBs 

may have on their learners: 

Elvira: The teacher was smiling every time when she was correcting an 
anSlvcr. ] believe that she wanted to make the students feel comfortable with 
her and the language and not afraid to answer in the future. 

Manuela: She put her hand to the ear and said in a normal voice '] hear lots of 
people using untilll'ith the present perfect'. She nodded negatively the head, 
raised her voice and said 'this is not correct' and then gave the explanation 
with a smile on her face. This is a gentle type of correction that includes 
e\'el}'onc, not on~\' the students who made the mistake. 

Craus: She asked lrhat they did the night before and a student answered '] 
read French no\,el'. She then repeated half of the sentence 'you read' with a 
raised intonation and paused to wait for his correction. Because he did not 
answer, she repeated the sentence again showing two fingers for the first two 
words and then suspending the action and waiting for his correction. He 
immediate~l' said 'a French book' and she nodded and smiled 

These examples, although limited to certain types of gestures and NVBs that teachers 

use in providing feedback in the class, illustrate the role that participants' 

interpretations play in completing the gestural meaning. The instances of 

disagreement or explicit correction in the classes observed were fairly rare, with the 

majority of the cases involving corrections of key words or ideas rather than 

differences of opinion. In general, teachers were seen to try and support learners' 

output rather than inhibit it. 

7.7. Summary 

In this chapter, I have indicated how learners and trainees believed that certain teacher 

NVBs may affect cognitive processes of language learning. I then described the 

variety ofNVBs, mainly gestures, that participants claimed to influence their learning. 

The conditions in which teachers' gestures become facilitators of the language 

learning process appear to vary from individual to individual. In general, learners 

appreciated gestures that were clear and easy to recognise, especially in situations 

when they were linked with information that is seen as essential. Not all gestures 

performed by the teachers were perceived as having the same communicative value. 

Learners display the ability of selecting the gestures that they used in their own 

process of learning, according to individual learning needs. They also seemed to 
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perceive and interpret gestures within both the verbal and non-verbal context in which 

they occur rather than in isolation. 

Table 7.1. on the following page summarises the main cognitive functions 

identified by the learners and the trainee teachers and the NVBs they associated with 

each of these functions. Although combinations of different NVBs were sometimes 

perceived as fulfilling a certain cognitive function, the NVB codes are presented 

independently in relation to each function, in order to give a more systematic view of 

the NVBs that were seen to represent each function. 

In the next chapter. I will explore the informants' beliefs that teachers' NVBs 

have also an emotional dimension. I will suggest that learners especially and also 

observing trainees attribute certain emotional values to teachers' NVBs and this 

attribution may contribute to the affective bond developed between the teacher and 

learners in the language class. 
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T~lble 7.1. Cogniti\'e functions of teachers' NVBs identified by participants and 
the NVBs associated with them 

MAIN PERCEIVED 
COGNITIVE 

FUNCTIONS OF 
TEACHERS' NVBs 

SUBORDINATE 
COGNITIVE 
FUNCTIONS 

NVBs ASSOCIATED 
WITH EACH 

SUBORDINATE 
FUNCTION 

Enhancing comprehension Identifying through pointing Concrete deictics 
through gestures Abstract deictics 

Creating conditions for 
learning 

Reacting to learners' 
output 

Illustrating meanings 

Emphasising for relevance 

Making comparisons and 
marking contrasts 

Iconics 
Abstract deictics 
Emblems 

Abstract deictics 
Eye contact 
Beats 

Metaphorics 
Iconics 

Eliciting or giving clues for Emblems 
meanmgs 

Orienting attention 

Facilitating retention and 
recollection 

Iconics 
Facial expressions 

Concrete deictics 

Emblems 
Iconics 
Metaphorics 

Agreeing and Emblems 
acknowledging contribution Facial expressions 

Eye contact 
Concrete deictics 

Asking for clarifications 

Disagreeing and correcting 
learners' output 
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CHAPTER 8 

EMOTIONAL FUNCTIONS OF TEACHERS' 

NON-VERBAL BEHAVIOURS 

8.1. Overview 

This chapter focuses upon how the learners and trainee teachers participating in the 

study described their perceptions of the roles that teachers' NVBs played in engaging 

learners emotionally in the process of language learning. The emotional functional 

categories developed at the end of the pilot study and confirmed in the main study, 

\\ith their subordinate functional categories of teachers' NVBs, were as follows: 

a) Making an impression 

• Looking relaxed and supportive; 

• Showing nervousness or lack of motivation. 

b) Interacting with individuals 

• Encouraging individual participants; 

• Avoiding the public humiliation of learners; 

• Reacting to learners' non-verbal messages. 

c) Creating a positive group atmosphere 

• Energising classes; 

• Accommodating cultural differences. 

This chapter will present the learners' and trainees' interpretations of the above 

categories and the types of NVBs codes that were identified by the participants in 

relation to each of them. The first section presents how teachers' general NVB made 

an impression on the learners in terms of the teachers' own interest and motivation 

during the class. In the second section, I illustrate the emotional value of the one-to

one interaction between teacher and learners, suggesting that individuals' perceptions 

and feelings are influenced as much by what teachers do as by what they say. The 

third section of the chapter focuses on the actions which teachers used in developing a 

sense of togetherness in the class, by stimulating a team sprit and accommodating the 

learners as members of a multi-cultural class. 
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8.2. Making an impression 

In their classes, the teachers were, to use Goffman's words (1959), 'making an 

impression' on the students who acted at all time as observers, as well as learners and 

interactants. At the time of the interviews, all classes were in an already established 

pattern of interaction, with defined roles and a sense of group cohesion. The 

impressions participants attributed to their teachers in the class were very similar, 

teachers being seen as 'doing their duty', as professionals, and also having a humane 

and warm approach to the students. At times, learners indicated that they were aware 

of the teachers' interaction as part of the wider process of education to which they 

\\ere committed. Nevertheless, students talked enthusiastically about teachers' 

personalities as affecting their NVB directly and about their favourite hobbies or 

personal details revealed during the class, portraying them as individuals with whom 

they felt connected emotionally as well as socially. Some learners talked about their 

teachers as being • human after all' and having different habits and tics, as well as 

disapproving of their attitude or reaction in a particular moment of classroom 

interaction. These instances of disapproval were few and, in general, learners 

appeared to praise the teachers with a genuine feeling of attachment and appreciation. 

8.2.1. Factors that learners considered to determine teachers' NVB style 

Some learners talked about individual teachers behaving or talking in one way or 

another due to their own personality or interactive style. Teachers' gestural style was 

explained in some cases according to their personality or 'nature': 

Kali: He always does an action when he explains something, that's his 
personal nature, he can't change it. 

Annand: In my opinion, this [teacher's NVBJ is not a part of the teaching 
activity, it is a part of a personal expression. It doesn't belong to a special 
field like teaching it is something personal, which you cannot change if you 
are teaching or if you are outside the class. 

Marcus: I don't think she plans her behaviour. She needs to be understood, so 
she makes more gestures. This is her habit in real life. 

Laura: I guess that some gestures don't show anything concrete. It is simply 
your way of expressing yourself Almost like a reflex. 

In contrast, other learners considered that teachers alter their behaviour to adapt to the 

type of interaction and to their role of being in control of the classroom activity. 
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Vladimir made the comparison between teachers and politicians, who are both 

'trained' to control their behaviour to respond to the demands of their professional 

interaction: 

I think that teachers know how to control their moves. It comes with their 
{raining and e.'perience. It is similar to the diplomats or politicians. They 
know how to control their emotions and moves in serious conversations. 
Sometimes. they cannot use their hands as they want while talking, as this 
might affect negati\'e~,' their message or the whole meeting. 

This belief contrasts with other learners' views that personality and culture are the 

main factors determining a teacher's style ofNVB. Just as some learners believed that 

individual teachers behave according to their individual style independently of being 

in a classroom or outside the school, so others believed that teachers behave as they 

are 'supposed to'. given their status and classroom context. Certain learners thought 

that factors like learners' proficiency level, the lesson stage, or the immediate context 

of the interaction directly affected the teachers' NV actions: 

Vladimir: She is talking with people who are learning a foreign language, so 
they might not understand everything. So she tries to find easy words and 
clear moves to express herself. 

Sylvia: When he explains a word or how to do a task, he needs to use gestures 
to make it specific and clear. 

Theodor: You always try and locate your communication partner to see if he 
or she understands you and likes or not what you are saying. The teacher can 
see if you are nodding or smiling, or if you look confused, so then he knows he 
needs to explain more or to use gestures which are expressive, like suggesting 
the shape of an object or so. 

Regardless of reasons given for teachers' NVB, the teacher was mostly perceived as 

an individual rather than a role performer, as a person with a unique style of 

behaviour and interaction with others. The kinds of teacher NVBs that learners 

appeared to approve most strongly were those that indicated a positive approach 

towards them. In discussing this aspect, learners identified the following complexes of 

NVBs: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Showing enthusiasm in teaching; 

Treating students as equals in conversation; 

Seeming interested in learners' opinions; 

Including all students in class activities; 
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• 
• 

Being supportive and patient with the learners; 

Showing friendliness and making jokes . 

8.2.2. Looking relaxed and supportive 

Most of the teachers in the study were considered as enthusiastic in their class 

activity, the enthusiasm being interpreted through their body posture, abundance of 

gestures and positive facial expressions. Learners seemed to appreciate teachers who 

tried and find the right words combined with the right moves when explaining 

something or when interacting with the students in general: 

Marianne: She does nice, dynamic classes. And she also seems happy to be in 
the class H'ith liS. 

Eunice: She lores her job. She always moves her hands to activate us. She 
moves a lot, she does interactive activities at all times. It is also good that she 
lIses materials, like the board or the video, then she moves around to see if 
students are working or need help. And she is always smiling, patient and in a 
good mood 

Kali: He mo'res his body and smiles, but his actions are useful. They help our 
understanding and show his enthusiasm. 

Liang: His body language is very natural, he doesn't have a formal pose. He is 
just himself at all times and he makes the class relaxing and informal. This is 
his normal behaviour, he will do the same in the class or if we go to a pub for 
a drink together. 

Liang considers that enthusiasm is conveyed differently by male and female teachers, 

with the female teachers trying to create a warmer atmosphere but wanting to keep the 

control. and the male teachers being more informal, but imposing more authority with 

less effort: 

Male teachers and female teachers have different body languages. The female 
teachers make you feel warm and the atmosphere is soft. They use a soft voice 
and look at you more often, smiling and so. They want you to relax and learn, 
but not to be stressed And they bring you back in line if you are lost or if you 
don't pay attention. The male teachers are more informal, more friendly and 
funny. They smile less and move less, but they let you free, there is less 
control, although you know all the times who is the boss. 

No other student mentioned this gender-based differentiation in teachers' NY style, 

although it seemed that, in general, learners in female-led classes made more remarks 
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about the warmness of the class atmosphere and the 'feel good' factor, while learners 

in the male-led classes spoke about the teacher's implicit authority: 

Mayumi: She is very nice to us, she makes us feel less shy when we speak in 
English. She smiles and moves her head like this [nods} when we give a good 
answer, also looks happy and makes us happy and interested 

Liang: He stands up in the class, he rarely sits and this gives him power. And 
he also walks around a lot, checking on us. This makes you think about the 
class, not about other things, it makes you focus. You cannot dream in the 
class, YOli need to be here with him. 

Enthusiasm was interestingly related to the amount of bodily actions used by the 

teacher. Although considering Teacher 1 inexpressive in comparison with her 

previous Spanish teacher, Laura considers Teacher 1 as being enthusiastic, because 

she compensates for her lack of facial expressivity with gestures and body moves: 

It seems curious to me the fact that this teacher has an inexpressive face. To 
compensate, she uses a lot of gestures and actions and that's why she still 
looks that she likes teaching us. 

Teachers were believed by the learners to compensate for their students' perceived 

level of reduced proficiency by speaking more clearly, with simplified words and by 

using more gestures and bodily actions in anticipated moments of comprehension 

ditTiculty. All these actions were often related to the general climate of enthusiasm for 

teaching and for the activity, which learners praised in their interviews: 

Nahiko: His voice tone and face don't change too much. But in compensation 
he uses his body actions when he has to emphasise ideas or so. He also speaks 
clearly, with simple words, words which he knows that we know already. 

Apart from the teachers' enthusiasm, learners also commented on the teachers' 

relaxed attitudes during the class as affecting their own attitude to learning. Several 

students interpreted the teacher's level of relaxation or stress as conveyed in their 

posture, gestures and eye contact. In general, teachers who were seen to be listening 

leaned their body slightly forward, with the arms open and glancing between different 

students in the class. They were regarded as relaxed and interested in what learners 

had to say. Other students also mentioned the teachers' informal style of sitting on a 

table while speaking or their informal dressing style which makes them look 

'friendlier' or 'closer to our age'. 
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In contrast to the learners' reflections, which were dense in observations on 

behaviours seen to have an emotional impact on them, the trainee teachers did not 

highlight the emotional dimension of the classroom interaction. This dimension did 

not seem to have priority in the trainees' view, although some comments were made 

on the potential emotional effects of certain gestures. Neither were the teachers' 

personality or teaching style mentioned extensively. Trainees mostly discussed the 

impact gestures had on learning processes and classroom dynamics. There are three 

possible explanations to account for this fact. First, as trainees were generally 

unfamiliar with the routines of the classes they attended, they were probably denied 

access to the emotional bond existent within the group. Second, they were observers, 

therefore did not engage themselves emotionally with the teacher's NVBs, unlike the 

learners who were direct addressees of their actions. Finally, the trainees were also 

unfamiliar with the teacher and this unfamiliarity probably made the interpretation 

and attribution of any emotional states difficult. 

8.2.3. Showing nervousness or lack of motivation 

There \\ere several occasions in which teachers' self-comforting actions were 

identified by the learners as 'human', without being given a specific meaning in the 

interaction. Actions like arranging one's hair, fidgeting with a pen or a ring or 

grooming their clothes were in some occasions labelled by the learners as 'normal' 

and without a direct impact on the class. 

In other occasions though, learners perceived the teachers' fidgeting and 

grooming actions as conveying an emotional state of boredom or nervousness. lohan, 

in Class 5~ considered that the teacher was annoyed by the long turn taken by an 

Italian student, so he interpreted the teacher's action of pulling up his sleeves 

followed by his arm crossing as an expression of frustration. Other learners made 

similar deductions about the teachers' nervousness or boredom: 

lose: She is playing with a pen, she might be just nervous. 

Sylvia: He has this pen in his hands and when he gives us the instructions he 
starts to play with it, out of boredom probably. 

Learners interpreted these fidgeting or grooming actions by comparing them to their 

own behaviour and considered them as indicators of the mental transition from one 

topic to another or of intense concentration: 
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Kandar: The teacher plays with the pen, but that's just normal, I do that when 
I need to concentrate on something. 

Theodor: AI this point, he is scratching his head, but it means he is thinking 
hard about something. It shows me that he tries hard to give me an 
explanation, but the gesture is natural. 

Narun. on the contrary. interprets differently the teacher's grooming action of 

touching her hair and her classmate's behaviour of fidgeting with her hair while 

giving an answer. She comments the teacher's action as 'normal' and considers her 

classmate's similar action as a sign of nervousness: 

She [the classmate} is a bit nervous to speak up in the class, so she plays with 
her hair because she is shy and also it helps her thinking. 

This apparently contradictory interpretation might support the idea that learners 

interpret NVBs within a broader context, in this case the different roles of the people 

in the class. A teacher is not seen as nervous in a moment of giving an explanation or 

waiting for an answer. At the same time, a learner having to speak in a class in a 

language s/he does not manage very well becomes prone to nervousness and her 

fidgeting is seen as a meaningful act. In a similar way, students' abstract gesturing 

while speaking is interpreted as indicating a lack of confidence or linguistic ability. In 

Class -I. all students interpret a colleague's gesturing while speaking as itself 

meaningless and as a sign of linguistic inability and mental struggle: 

Ayurda: Her gesturing suggests poor vocabulary, she has the ideas, but she 
cannot say it, she tries to find the right words, so she moves her hands rapidly, 
l,rhile searching for the word. She is nervous to talk in the class and she also 
smiles, but is not a happy smile,· she is more embarrassed and shy. 

Mayumi: She speaks in a foreign language which is difficult and she is not 
very confident about her English. So she moves her hands like that to find the 
words, it helps her thinking. 

At the same time, the teacher's similar abstract gesturing while talking is interpreted 

as a sign of enthusiasm and effort to make things clearer: 

Ayurda: She is moving her hands a lot, this is very unusual in Japan. But she 
just wants to make things clearer. 

Mayumi: Her gestures here don't mean anything in particular. It is just to 
make us speak in the class and activate us. 
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This contrasting explanation given to similar gestures of teacher and of classmates 

might also reflect a cultural reluctance to criticise the teacher's behaviour. However, it 

seems to be the case that learners judge one's NVBs in the context in which they 

occur and in direct relation with the person who produces these actions. 

The trainee teachers also made comments on teachers' fidgeting or 

'meaningless' gestures, ranging from the lack of any purpose in these mannerisms to 

the consideration that they might actually distract the learner from their activities: 

A.lexander: .i.t times, once after the instructions for a particular task were 
completed, he lIsed to play H'ith the marker pens, making noises with his 
tongue, drumming fingers on the table. These were, perhaps, distractions for 
the students in the class. I asked the students in the class if he does this a lot 
and they said that yes, he does it quite often. 

Cardik: In my class, the teacher stretched her upper body. I am not sure how 
the students interpreted that. In another occasion, he drummed his fingers on 
the table and I interpreted it as him trying to figure out what to do next. I am 
not sure that it was though a meaningful action for the learners. 

Claudius: Sometimes you need to scratch your face or to arrange your hair, 
these are normal things and they don't mean anything. But the facial 
expression, the way you look at me or the way you nod, that is a sort of 
communication and learners react to it. 

Claudius interprets the class behaviour according to the rules of most social 

interactions. This transfer of rules of interpretation from the wider social context 

might be justified by the fact that the trainees had not become familiar with the 

teache( s gestural style and could not infer any specific emotional message from the 

teacher's actions. While learners commented on teachers' NVBs from their immediate 

perspective as addressees and co-participants in the development of a classroom 

shared code of meaningful behaviours, the trainees coped in the new context by 

applying the general social rules governing the interpretation of others' NVBs. 

8.3. Interacting with individual learners 

There were learners and trainee teachers in the study who considered that certain 

teachers took steps to particularly support individual students as well as dealing with 

the class as a whole group. 

All teachers in the study were perceived by their students as developing an 

individualised relationship with the learners, as well as treating them as a group. 
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1\ larianne expresses her views about the teacher needing to cater for the individuals, 

as learners have personalised needs: 

She cannot be the same with all of us, she treats us a bit different, which is 
normal. Some sJ~" people need more encouragement, and she can give a smile 
or alford H'hispered to you, others are more excited, so they need calming 
dOll'n, and she can frown her eyes and it's enough, you get the idea. But in the 
rest she needs to be fair to all, and she does. 

The trainee teachers did not make detailed observations on the individual treatment of 

learners. possibly due to their indirect and relatively brief access to the classrooms 

they observed. This indicates the contextualised nature of the teacher - learners 

relationship. which may not be accessible to a passing observer. It also has 

implications for research on NYB in classrooms, especially when based on 

observational methods of data collection. 

8.3.1. Encouraging individual participants 

\10st learners believed that they needed encouragement from their teachers, if not 

e\.plici~ at least in the form of a non-verbal positive feedback. Some learners also 

talked about a special kind of friendship that developed between them and the teacher. 

:-\lthough only the learners in the male-led classes talked about doing extra-class 

acti\ities together with the teacher, like going together for a drink or to see a football 

game. all students saw the teacher as a 'special friend'. When discussing this 

relationship, learners mentioned characteristics such as 'understanding', 'gives me 

support when needed', 'shows/imposes respect' and 'spending good time together': 

Romeo: He helps me understand things, he shows interest in what I'm saying 
and he is always there if I need him. If I do an activity and I am not sure about 
something, I can just look at him and he comes straight away to help me. 

Reyno: I like this class. I like to go there every day. I have a good teacher who 
makes a good atmosphere and never lets me get bored. I always watch him to 
see if he is making a joke or a funny face. 

The NYBs which learners found particularly encouraging were the teacher's smile 

and head nod during or subsequent to giving an answer or when struggl ing to find the 

right answer, as well as the teacher leaning forward and keeping direct eye contact 

when listening to the student speaking. Teacher 2 used to point to a student with the 

palm open and smile when hearing a good answer. Eunice recalls such an instance: 
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She indicates Ronalda with her hand and smiles at him to show to the rest of 
tilt! gr~up that he gave a good answer. So everybody has now the feeling that if 
you g/\,(! a good answer, you will be appreciated. And that makes you self
confident. because you trust the teacher. 

In a similar way, Liang interprets teacher's nodding after a good answer as an 

encouraging factor and not necessarily as a validation of the answer: 

JVhen you are right and he does this [head nod] you'll have a good feeling 
like telling you are good. ' 

Teachers \\"ere also considered as supportive when they showed interest in learners' 

input and opinions by displaying a positive facial expression or involved posture, such 

as the ones shown in Figure 8.1., with the body leaning forward. Usually, a 

simultaneous engaged facial expression and active encouragements (e.g. smile, head 

nodding. waving of hand) would be involved also to signal to the learner that the 

teacher is listening. 

Figure 8.1. Teachers' NVBs encouraging learners to speak 

a) b) 

Romeo interprets the teacher's position (as shown in Figure 8.1. a.) as follows: 

His face shows interest in my point of view, he looks concentrated and even 
puts his hand to the head, like the thinker's statue. He is leaning towards me 
which again shows he wants me to talk more,' if not, he would lean back, 
relaxed or would not look at me with that expression. 

Sometimes learners had difficulty in finding the right word and teachers were seen to 

give support through gestures produced in the absence of speech. They were thus in 

the position of the listeners producing highly interactive gestures, as these gestures 

communicated to the learner striving to produce a word that the teacher is supportive 

and patient. Such instances occurred very frequently in Class 4, where the students 

were asked to talk about their favourite movie. Kandar, the only male student in the 

class, tells the narrative of a cartoon and while searching for the word 'cut' he avoids 
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the direct eye contact with the teacher and simultaneously uses his right hand to mark 

that his search is in progress. This gesture, which is meant to ask for time from the 

listener rather than lexical help, is accompanied by the teacher's encouragement to 

perse\'ere in finding the right word and finish his construction: 

I was trying hard to find this word and then I was not sure of my 
pronunciation. So I 11'OS looking at the teacher like saying 'just give me time' 
and meantime she smiled and gave me encouragement. 

In a similar situation, Narun explains why she is using so many metaphorics while 

narrating her movie story. and how the teacher's reaction is affecting her: 

I1ras 1'£:''J' llt:'n'OliS because I wanted to speak more fluently but I could not 
.find the words. So I use many gestures to help myself and the teacher was 
doing this [nodding] and waited in silence for me to find the words. So my 
f1lOl't:'S probably had no meaningfor the other students, but they helped me and 
let the teacher know that I am trying hard. 

The fact that the teachers produce communicative gestures when listening to students' 

input is relatively different from other types of social interactions when listeners 

normally produce few or no gestures. Teachers were found to use this listening time 

to either encourage students to speak or to spontaneously validate their answers and it 

seems clear that these gestures affect the students' emotional state in the class. 

Due to the perceived unequal relationship between the teachers' and the 

learners' status and linguistic proficiency, learners identified as important the 

teachers' efforts in trying to balance the roles and giving them importance in the 

interaction. Learners valued NVBs through which teachers seemed to allow learners 

to take control over the interaction, even if it was for shorter periods of time, or when 

they valued the learners' contribution to the class. For individuals coming from a 

more traditional background, this openness and attempt to raise a learner's status 

during the class, may seem a stressful experience at the beginning, as Kali describes: 

This class was for me a surprise. The style is very different from Japan. In 
Japan nobody asks for your opinion in the class. We also sit in lines, so we 
can't see each other's faces and we can't talk to each other. Here everyone 
sits in a circle and we feel like taking part in the class. This type of teaching is 
very good for the students, you practice more the language and it shows that 
you are valued, that you have something to say. But at the beginning, it was 
hard, it made me a bit stressed, to speak up in front of the others. 

In these situations of perceived distress, teachers were appreciated for their perceived 

assistance and encouragement conveyed mainly through positive facial expressions or 
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gestures like head nodding and pointing to the learners' direction to confirm that they 

could maintain the turn as long as needed. 

8.3.2. Avoiding the public humiliation of learners 

There were not many instances in which teachers drew attention to learners' mistakes 

or inappropriate behaviour. However, students seemed to be aware that, due to the 

asymmetrical relationship between them, the teacher had the power to expose 

indi\'iduals to public scrutiny and also to raise their prestige in the group. In this 

sense, teachers were praised in some of the situations for their actions in trying to 

a\'oid the exposure of individuals to embarrassment in front of the group. When one 

of the Japanese girls fails to give an answer when being directly nominated, the 

teacher saves the situation by inviting the whole class to answer. Eunice describes the 

moment as follows: 

I like what she did here [in this situation). Mayko has not answered the 
question and the teacher didn't want her to feel embarrassed. She needed to 
resolve this individual crisis so she pointed with her arms at all of us, inviting 
us to answer in Mayko 's place. It's like we are all invited to save her rather 
than to blame her and it probably helped her feel better. 

In Class 4. the change from the traditional classroom seating generates stress for 

Narun and she feels relieved when saved by the teacher: 

She asked me to go to the board and write something and then she asked me to 
tell the story in front of the class. I felt very nervous. This was not my seat and 
I could not think in that place, as it was the teacher's place. So she saw this 
and asked me if I was feeling better to go back to my seat and talk. And yes, I 
felt better, I could see all my classmates eye to eye, at the same level, when 
seated, instead of looking at them with superiority. 

A similar story was told by the trainee teachers, who held the view that teachers try 

and support learners and avoid their public exposure and embarrassment during the 

class. However, Tina and Manuela identify, respectively, two moments in which the 

teacher chooses to expose a student to public scrutiny: 

One of the students forgot his homework; so she looked at him strictly and 
started to tap her fingers on the table, while telling him he must always do his 
homework. And when she looked at him with that serious face and tapped her 
fingers it was clear not just to that particular student, but to the whole class 
that she meant it. 

They were supposed to work in group and one of them was obviously doing 
something else. So the teacher asked him if he finished his task, also making a 
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joke on people who are never 'on this planet '. The others looked at the student 
in case and smiled; he was obviously embarrassed and returned to the group 
task. 

It seems that teachers did exploit the option of exposing individuals to public 

opprobrium at times, although in general they tended to encourage and support the 

learners ~ status and confidence in the group. Their actions appeared to impact 

emotionally on the particular students and also sent a message to the other learners in 

the class. 

8.3.3. Reacting to learners' non-verbal messages 

Learners also produce non-verbal messages in the language class. These messages 

address the teacher and the other classmates, they are communicative and influence 

the classroom dynamics. Teachers were perceived to relate to students' non-verbal 

messages in certain instances and to adapt their teaching according to the meanings 

they interpreted from them. In Class 2, the teacher concludes a long explanation and 

an elicitation stage by doing the OK sign with both her finger thumbs up (Figure 8.2.). 

One of the learners, Ronaldo, interprets this gesture as follows: 

This means 'good' [reproduces gesture]. After she gave a long explanation, 
she needed to know if we understand and because everybody was happy and 
smiling, she did this [repeats OK gesture]. It was good that we understand, 
she did a good job explaining. If we didn't understand, everybody would be in 
silence. So she did OK with her hands to show that she knew we understood 

her. 

Figure 8.2. The OK emblem to praise an answer or learning outcome 

#2.124. (result?) good 
Emblem + FE: BH thumbs up and smiles. 

Other learners expressed the impression of the teacher reacting to their needs without 

being asked, by providing an explanation or by giving spontaneous support when 

seeing them struggling to express an idea: 
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L~ang: He can catch my mind and he knows at all times what I think. If I want 
hUll to e.'plain something, he just knows what I want. I don't need to tell him. 

Mayumi: H'hen 1 don't know a word, I look at the teacher and then she knows 
b)' my face and my vague hand moves that I am searching for a word. And 
then she normally helps me. 

Similarly. trainee teachers identified instances when teachers reacted to learners' 

unspoken messages, either by trying to encourage them when hesitant, by starting a 

negotiation \\'hen the learner was lost for a word, or by providing supplementary 

information when learners looked confused. These contexts were seen as crucial for 

the teacher to react to learners' non-verbal messages as they were all situations in 

which learners would hesitate to admit their feelings of frustration or embarrassment 

in front of the class: 

Iris: Students felt comfortable to reply to her answers, her gestures put them at 
ease, especially her smiling and nodding. 

Irida: The teacher was nodding when listening to a student,' the student was 
glad that his guess was correct and also that he did not struggle for nothing, 
there was a reward after his effort. 

The trainees also seemed to believe that teachers need to anticipate the reaction a 

behaviour or a word might produce in the learners and also to use their own non

verbal reactions as a quick feedback which to direct the learners' immediate action. 

As Monica summarises it: 

Learners don't always tell the teacher when they don't understand something 
or when they don't know something. So it's up to you as a teacher to look at 
them and see how they behave. If they look happy or worried, if they are 
relaxed or desperate and then you act. 

Finally, the trainees also thought that learners were able to influence the teacher's 

whole attitude during the class and that learners' relative enthusiasm has a direct 

impact on teacher's mood and behaviour. Carmen writes: 

When students were enthusiastic and happy to do an activity, the teacher was 
also very active, gave many explanations, smiled more. When students were 
apathetic and sleepy, the teacher shared their mood and adopted a more 
boring style, with less gestures and eye contact. I saw them depending on each 
other when it came to their mood, it takes two to tango, as they say. 

Interestingly, only the trainees observing classes reported this idea of a shared 

emotional state. Learners did not seem to think that they were influencing the 
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teacher's attitude to the class. They admitted to being greatly influenced emotionally 

by the teachers' actions, without seeing themselves, in turn, as influencing their 

teachers' mood or feelings. This may be partly explained by the fact that the trainees 

were nlore alert to the interactive nature of the lessons wherein learners' behaviour is 

given significance. 

8A. Creating a positive group atmosphere 

Apart from interacting with individual learners and generating individual feelings of 

we 11 being in the class, teachers seemed to use a variety of non-verbal strategies for 

deve loping the emotional atmosphere of the group as a whole. They were seen to try 

and be funny after moments of intense concentration in order to balance the energies 

in the class and to stimulate a further effort. At other times, teachers would revitalise 

the whole group. \vhen students seemed bored or lethargic. Also the use of classroom 

space was perceived as a strategic tool in trying to get the students to work together 

and to become more co-operative and happy with each other. 

8A.1. Non-verbal strategies for energising classes 

In all the classes in the study there were learners who mentioned the importance of 

having a . good feeling' in the presence of the other classmates and the crucial role 

played by the teacher in developing this climate of co-operation. Learners seemed to 

believe that it was important for their language learning processes to feel comfortable 

in their classmates' company and to be able to make mistakes or ask for help without 

being ridiculed or dismissed by the others. Liang explains the role of the teacher's 

NVB in this: 

I am a happy learner in this class and this helps me learn more. I know that I 
can make mistakes and that nobody will laugh at me. The teacher has this 
natural body language and he also doesn't have a formal pose. He makes the 
class relaxing and informal, so we are at ease to talk to each other or to make 
mistakes, as you know he will not shout at you or anything. He sometimes 
makesfun of you if you make a mistake, but that's OK. 

It appears that learners were not only concerned with their interaction with the 

teacher, but also with the interaction with their classmates and the out-of-class 

community. Although the majority of the interaction in the classes observed was 

teacher-led, learners expressed the view that their readiness to enter in direct 

interaction depended on the climate developed by the teacher. 
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In Class 5, although there were only five students, there seems to exist a kind 

of animosity. 'Nobody likes the Italian guy', says lohan, and the teacher seems to 

notke the adverse reaction that Romeo gets from the others, probably due to his 

expansive nature and rhetorical speech style. Although the teacher repeatedly resists 

Romeo's insistence for getting a turn to speak, he seems to make a good impression 

on Romeo himself, who considers the teacher his 'best friend' in Scotland. Romeo 

seems to feel his classmates' dislike and finds the teacher his only ally: 

I am moving my hands quite a lot, especially when I get passionate about 
something. and people find it strange or difficult to accept. But I am Italian 
and my hands more without control. I am also very loud, I know it, but the 
teacher knows that Italians are like that and he understands me. The people in 
the class think that I am arrogant, but he likes me and supports me. Don't tell 
him, jllst between me and you this one, but he is my best friend here. 

The teacher confirmed that Romeo was making the interaction difficult at times 

through his expansive, dominating behaviour. He admitted that the student's 

personality as well as his Italian gestural style were difficult to accept, even by the 

other ~1editerranean learners, coming from Spain. Although the teacher himself was 

very familiar with Italian culture, he needed different management techniques for 

distributing the roles in the class and to ensure that the other students would get time 

to speak and \\ould not feel intimidated by Romeo's dominating behaviour. Apart 

from Class 5, all the other groups seemed to co-operate well and learners interact 

smoothly. Participants believed though that this feeling of group comfort depended 

heavily on the teacher's skills of harmonising different cultures and personalities. 

Certain learners talked about the importance of teachers' NVBs in combating 

general boredom and in revigorating the whole classroom atmosphere. Although they 

did not refer to specific gestures which teachers might do when they sense a feeling of 

general boredom, learners said that teachers with dynamic bodily movements make 

the class more active and can use their hands or certain facial expressions in creating a 

diversion from routine. Comments like 'she is moving a lot, so we never get bored' or 

'if he uses his hands you cannot sleep in the class, it makes it more dynamic' indicate 

the learners' perception of the role of gestures in communicating more than the 

information directly related to speech. 

There seems to be a shared belief that gestures performed when speaking can 

either be informative by supplementing or complementing the information conveyed 

verbally or helping the teacher's 'performance' and thereby influencing the audience 
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atTecti\'ely. The learners identify teachers' NVBs that appear to keep the class 

dynamic as a general intense gestural behaviour, with clear hand moves, positive 

facial expressions and dynamic use of classroom space. Marianne commented on her 

teacher's NY style as follows: 

She does dynamic classes,' her moves help you understand and keep you 
concentrated. fOli don't lose interest because she always does something with 
her hands, she does not on~l' use words. Her body talks, if I could use a 
metaphor. 

In a similar way to the learners, the trainee teachers considered that NVB can be used 

as a strategy for energising the classroom atmosphere. Irida expresses her view as 

inspired by observing a class taught by Teacher 4: 

I believc that particularly in the case of language teaching, it is very important 
for the teacher to use as many aspects of NVB as possible. In the class I 
observcd. teacher's NVB not only made the speech clearer, but also sustained 
a productive relationship with the students and also introduced a relaxed and 
friendly atmosphere. She always changed her body posture, smiled or nodded, 
or made expressive faces. Students enjoyed her teaching at all times and they 
did not seem bored at all. 

Other trainees also seemed to hold the VIew that teachers' moves are not only 

supportive of the language learning, but also significant for the group atmosphere. 

Finally_ it is worthwhile mentioning the fact that some of the trainees did not 

discuss the shared responsibility of teacher and students in developing a good 

classroom atmosphere. Most of them emphasised the teacher's key role in conducting 

the learning and establishing a positive learning climate, with the learners' role being 

that of reacting to teacher's actions rather than initiating or complementing them. 

Elvira and Michaela express the following conclusions in their reports: 

The teachers have the key to knowing a language and it is their responsibility 
to facilitate the learning process. The teacher is the 'bridge' between the 
students and the language. Students should not be 'inhibited' by the teacher's 
behaviour, but encouraged and motivated While teachers should make them 
feel comfortable through their actions, students should also show them 
through their actions that they care and they want to learn. 

Generally, a teacher's NVB is extremely important in the language classroom. 
Depending on how much of efficient behaviour a teacher involves, the students 
will pay attention, get interested and show that they understand I also believe 
that the students need the teacher's NVB because it gives them the courage to 
make questions and generally it makes the teacher more approachable to 
them. Actions define the whole relationship between the teacher and the 
students more than words do. 
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In summary, it appears that the trainee teachers seem to believe in the power of 

teacher's NVBs to emotionally engage the students as a group. The evidence seems to 

suggest that on a number of occasions, teachers' actions were seen as giving an 

emotional dimension to the verbal message and therefore creating a positive climate 

for learning. Although it was not clear if learners and trainees saw the emotional well

being as a condition for learning, they all suggested that positive feelings should be 

the norm. 

8A.2. Accommodating cultural differences 

\Vith learners coming from diverse cultural backgrounds, it was expected that they 

might notice differences between their teachers' practice in Scotland and the practices 

seen in language classes back home. These differences in interaction were perceived 

as having emotional significance and were, most of the times, non-verbal rather than 

\erbal. Learners appeared to value cultural differences in terms of teachers' NVBs 

much of the time and even attempted to adapt their own NVB to ways resembling the 

teachers'. However. in some situations, cultural differences seemed too unfamiliar for 

the learners and impossible to adopt. 

Several learners considered the pattern of language teaching and learning as 

very different from that in their own country. Learners generally valued the fact that 

they were encouraged to speak in the class and to express own views or opinions, 

although they had to overcome the stressful initial stage of adapting to the new type of 

interaction. Especially for learners coming from Asian cultures, this initiation into a 

new type of classroom culture is very emotional. Kali, a Japanese student, and Liang, 

from China, who were in Scotland for over four months, describe their process of 

adaptation to a new set of class rules and the overcoming of the social pressure: 

Kali: In a class in Japan they would always call my family name, while here 
they all use my first name. This makes me feel more like a person, like their 
friend. And there are few actions in Japan. For us silence and lack of emotion 
or hand moves are good, it shows that you are educated. Too much speaking 
or moving is impolite. Here I have to Jpeak and talk about myself. In Japan, 
they would never ask me to give my opinion, you just have to listen to the 
teacher. So I was a bit upset at the beginning because the teacher asks me 
directly and all the students are watching you, like in a public show. And it is 
very embarrassing if you don't know the answer. 

Liang: In China, teachers use less body language, because they are supposed 
to be more serious. I guess this will change soon as there are more foreign 
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teache:s coming to China. And foreign teachers don't make formal classes, 
they .h.ke stud~nts to speak in the class, they consider speech important. 
Tradltl~nal Chmese teachers consider grammar important, so you don't speak 
about./~sues and problems in the class. You ask silly things like 'what's your 
name. although you know their names already. But when you come here, you 
need to change, you need to adapt. I am a happy learner since I came here, 
although I did not change much. I speak more, I am more confident, but I still 
behan) like a Chinese. 

The formal and collectivist approach of Japanese or Chinese schools contrasts with 

the personalised and interactive relationship that the students met in the new culture 

and it seemed to prompt the individuals to redefine their set of desirable rules for 

interaction. \\"hile some rules are preserved, like the one of having to perform well in 

a 'public show', otherwise embarrassment occurs, other rules are abandoned, i.e. 

'silence is good'. 

The students in Class -I experienced two different classroom populations, the 

multicultural and the unicultural. In the first two weeks of their course, all the learners 

in Class -I \\ere dispersed with other students in different classes. As time went by, 

teachers and learners seemed frustrated with the difficulties of interacting with the 

Japanese students. The teachers decided therefore to isolate the Japanese students in a 

separate class to increase their chances of interacting. This change of climate seemed 

to generate a positive feeling for most of the students in the class, as Mayumi 

explains: 

H71en we were in classes with people from other countries, we did not speak 
that much. We need more time to think and also we don't show it when we 
have difficulties, I mean, you cannot see on our face that we are upset or so. 
So when they [the teachers} saw that we were not participating in the class 
and we were not happy, they put us all together in a new class. Now we are 
better, we can ask the teacher questions, because the other students in the 
class know how to wait. We also learn cultural things to help us interact with 
the local people, like to smile or to look at the people when speaking. 
Probably we failed to integrate with the other students, but we need first to 
learn how to do it and then go back to meet the other foreigners. 

This re-construction of the cultural community seems to generate a feeling of comfort 

for the learners and teacher alike. Rather than having the disappointment of failing to 

interact with the other 'foreigners', Mayumi expresses a feeling of relief and comfort 

in having to interact with people from her own culture, who know 'how to wait'. The 

differences in learners' perceptions of time and the style of interacting with the 

teachers through non-verbal messages (i.e. showing or not showing frustration on the 
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face) seem to account for the rift between this Japanese group and the other learners 

in the language school. 

Probably seizing the cross-cultural differences as a problem for these learners, 

Teacher -I mentions explicitly the behaviour which is culturally appropriate when 

listening to a presenter or lecturer. When she asks the students to give a small 

presentation in front of the class on their favourite movie, she says: 

Can Ijust tell .1'011 one thing? In Britain, when somebody is talking or giving a 
talk, it is good manners to look at them and slightly exchange with them. So 
you might nod your head, smile and look at them. It's not making a good 
impression to put your head down and not show interest when somebody is 
talking to you. Try and do this when your colleagues are talking in the class. 

To this instance of explicit teaching of acceptable NVB, learners in the class reacted 

\ery differently. While most of them rejected the possibility of adopting the behaviour 

as it contradicted their own cultural display rules, two of the students appreciated the 

teacher's input and were ready to behave like the 'natives'. Keiko's comment 

exemplifies the view of the students who rejected the teacher's input: 

Japanese in general avoid eye contact and face expressions, but the teacher 
doesn't know it. I could never do what she said, as I would feel inappropriate 
and impolite towards my classmates. We all know these rules and we will not 
change this only because we learn English. 

However. not all students in the class seemed to follow Keiko's principle. Kandar in 

particular. the only boy in the class, seemed to be very keen on adopting the local 

behaviour and looked to identify more with the British culture, as he himself 

confessed. Although he was in Scotland for a month only, he adopted the British style 

of clothing and coloured his hair as well as starting to behave more expressively and 

dynamically. His behaviour was however noticed by his classmates, who were not 

necessarily pleased with his transformation: 

Mayumi: Kandar behaves strangely since we came here. He tries to adopt the 
European type of behaviour, he looks like a foreigner and he starts to move 
his hands a lot when talking. He doesn't do that when he talks in Japanese, 
this is not our custom. 

Ayurda: His moves are not normal, he tries to copy the teacher all the tim~. 
He does like this [leans on colleague's chair} or like this [shrugs hiS 
shoulders} and he would never be allowed to do this in Japan. 
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The resistance to change of the Japanese group is acknowledged not only by the 

teachers who generally considered them 'more difficult to teach', but also by other 

students in the class. Liang, a Chinese, mentions that: 

The Japanese group is very difficult to join, as they are always suspicious, 
always thinking what's your reason, why are you trying so hard to go with 
them. That's maybe because ]'/11 Chinese and our countries don't like each 
other. But I would like to have a Japanese girlfriend, although it is hard to 
cOl1\'ince them that I am a good boy. 

A.ll learners are likely to undergo a process of acculturation in parallel with their 

language learning. However, attitudes to experiencing other types of cultures are very 

different. Some of the learners expressed a genuine curiosity and readiness to live the 

novelty of meeting people from other cultures and sharing experiences: 

Nahiko: E\'t?ry person ]'ve met here is different. German students are more 
fluent and more more than us, and so are the French people. But everybody 
has a different culture and I like to have different cultures in the class. The 
problem is not that we are from different cultures, the problem is that English 
is not our mother tongue and sometimes it is difficult to express your feelings 
or your opinions. 

Theodor: Here ]'ve met more Asian people than Scottish, I live in the same 
halls with them, we go to the same classes, sometimes we cook together. So it 
is more a meeting of cultures than meeting the local culture and I like to know 
more about them, I tell them about my country. And we always speak in 
English. But there are differences in their behaviour, for example the Asian 
girls seem very childish, they laugh a lot and even when they are sad, you 

can't really tell. 

In contrast to Nahiko and Theodor, Narun expresses the view of resistance to any 

foreign influence and the rejection of the local culture or of any other foreign culture: 

We are here to learn the language, not to forget our country and start to 
behave like foreigners do. I will always be Japanese and I don't want to spend 
too much time with the foreigners, because they have different behaviours. We 
have our rules and just because you want to speak better English does not 
mean that you need to change your education. Although the Scottish people 

are very nice andfriendly. 

Living and studying with students coming from very different cultural backgrounds 

proves to be thus a difficult experience which requires constant self-scrutiny and 

attention to any detail of behaviour, as well as a permanent quest of one's own 

identity: 
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Liang: You will always be a foreigner in this country. There are always 
miscommunications andyou always have the wall between you and the others. 
rou never knoll' when to make ajoke, sometimes is impolite. In China, you can 
make jokes on people, but you can't do that with people from other countries, 
as YOli don', knOll' their reactions. Also we don't have that many body moves, 
ll'hilt! other countries do, so you don't know what to do. To behave like them 
and they will like you or to be yourself? The people from this country are 
ll'armer, they smile and talk to you, but 1 don't really trust it, it might be just 
politeness. 1 think that Spanish and Italians are really friendly and honest. 

The feeling that one \\ill always be a 'foreigner' is also expressed by other students in 

Class 3. who are all intending to study in the United Kingdom for a longer degree. 

The metaphoric 'wall' that Liang sees as separating the two cultures seems to affect 

the attitude one develops to the whole environment and to the local culture. The 

inability to anticipate the others' reactions when not sharing a cultural background 

becomes thus a factor of restraining one's own spontaneous way of interacting and the 

constant monitoring of own behaviour is implicit. This may become a factor of 

anxiety in some cases, but it also increases one's cultural awareness and adaptability. 

However, in spite of cultural differences, learners seem to rely on commonalties to 

deve lop a shared and positive ground when interacting with the teachers and their 

classmates. Although differences cannot be ignored, they seem to be overcome by 

both teachers and learners in a general will of creating a positive and supportive 

working environment. 

Trainee teachers also wrote in their reports about the role that cultural 

differences of NVB may play in the language class due to potential cross-cultural 

misinterpretations. They also emphasised the attention that teachers and learners alike 

should pay to avoid potential cultural divergences. The opinions were split between 

the teacher having to adapt to the students' cultural background and the students 

having to develop their own awareness of the behavioural rules in the new language 

community: 

Ming: Students coming from a country different from the teacher's country 
should pay more attention to teacher's NVBs to avoid misunderstandings. 
They should learn explicitly how to behave or what to accept as appropriate 
behaviour in the new culture even before arriving in the new country. 

Mi Lu: Teachers should pay special attention to students' different cultural 
backgrounds to avoid the occurrence of confusions and misunderstandings. 
They should know what is acceptable in each student's country, I mean the 
general rules, like bowing or not shOWing facial emotions, and respect these 
rules, without trying to convert the students to a new set of rules. 
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~ Ii Lu therefore suggests that teachers should respond to their students' cultural NVB 

rules by acknowledging the differences and even trying to adopt them in their own 

behaviour. The trainees, as well as learners, were frequently confronted with their 

own cultural assumptions and seemed to reflect on the processes of acculturation from 

their own perspective and experience, as well as through their empathy with the 

learners. Their written reports, as well as the focus discussions, reflected the trainees' 

struggle with their own assumptions, preconceptions and cultural judgements. Thus 

Sato, when discussing how Japanese students in the class she observed were 

beha\'ing. described their behaviour as something negative: 

They ,rcre at times ve1:-t' loud for a group of Japanese students and their 
behariollr was exaggerated. When speaking, they would use many gestures 
and their face would show interesting expressions. It was probably a way of 
COP) 'ing the teacher's behaviour and thus trying to please her. 

Sato's interpretation reflects her deep convictions of ways of preserving the self when 

confronted \\'ith a ne\\' cultural challenge. Reflections like this give an indication on 

the role that classroom observation might play in observers' own cross-cultural 

assumptions about the significance of aspects ofNVB. 

8.5. Summary 

In this chaptec I have argued that learners considered that a key role of teachers' 

NVBs \\'as to boost the emotional involvement of the individuals and the whole class 

atmosphere. I have suggested that learners, more than the trainees, identified certain 

NVBs that function as emotional enhancers and interpersonally connect them with the 

teachers. As trainees were not familiar with the teachers they observed and were not 

direct participants in the class activity, they did not seem to have access in the manner 

the learners did to the emotional value of certain gestures and NVBs. 

I have also illustrated the NVBs that learners and, on certain occaSIOns, 

trainees saw as having a positive impact on individuals in the group, as well as 

instances when teachers' NV actions were felt as generating negative emotions or 

personal discomfort. Finally, some NVBs were perceived as directed at the whole 

group, in order to energise the class or to accommodate cultural differences. Table 

8.1. below summarises the main emotional functions identified by the participants and 

the NVBs associated with each of these functions. 
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This chapter has focused on teacher NVBs that were perceived as having an 

emotional ilnpact on individual learners or on the class group. In the chapter that 

follo\\'s, I will describe the teachers' NVBs that participants perceived as influencing 

the organisation of the class dynamics. 

Table 8.1. Emotional functions of teachers' NVBs identified by participants and 
the NVBs associated with them 

MAIN PERCEIVED SUBORDINATE NVBs ASSOCIATED 
EMOTIONAL EMOTIONAL WITH EACH 

FUNCTIONS OF FUNCTIONS SUBORDINATE 
TEACHERS' NVBs FUNCTION 

l\faking an impression Looking relaxed and Posture 
supportive Gestures 

Facial expressions 
Eye contact 

Showing nervousness or Self-comforting gestures 
lack of motivation Facial expressions 

Interacting 'with individuals Encouraging individual Facial expressions 
participants Emblems 

Eye contact 
Posture 

A voiding the public Facial expressions 
humiliation of learners Eye contact 

Reacting to learners' non- Facial expressions 
verbal messages Emblems 

Creating a positive group Energising classes Gestures 

atmosphere Facial expressions 
Use of space 

Accommodating cultural 
differences All NVBs codes 
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CHAPTER 9 

ORGANISATIONAL FUNCTIONS OF 

TEACHERS' NON-VERBAL BEHAVIOURS 
9.1. OYeryiew 

This chapter describes the teachers' NYBs perceived by the participants as directed at 

organising the class activity. The organisational functional categories of teachers' 

NYBs, some of which were initially discovered and their subordinate categories 

subsequently developed from the pilot study, were as follows: 

a) Fulfilling the leader~s role 

• Distributing roles in the interaction; 

• Checking individual participation; 

• ~Ianipulating classroom space and objects. 

b) Controlling speech turns 

• Giving the speech tum; 

• Maintaining and denying the speech turn; 

• Listening to the learners. 

c) Classroom non-verbal rituals 

The first section of the chapter describes the teachers' NYBs perceived by the 

participants as functioning in direct relation to the teacher's leading role in the class. 

The second section discusses the role that teachers' selected NYBs appeared to have 

in controlling the conversation turns, either by indicating speakers, by denying their 

speech turn, or by signalling active listening. The third section of the chapter focuses 

on the shared understandings that seemed to develop in classes in relation to activities 

performed by the teacher and the class in a seemingly ritualistic manner. 

9.2. Fulfilling the leader's role 

Some participants identified instances when teachers' non-verbal actions were 

directed at leading the class activities with the result that learners would react and 

follow the teachers' unspoken instructions. One of the trainees, Craus, explains how 

important is for a teacher to impose their leadership from the very beginning, not only 

through words, but also through an adequate image: 
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rVhen you first come in a class, I do this in my teaching, you just need to wait 
until they all stand up and it's dead quiet. Then you probably say 'good 
morning' and you invite them to sit, so they realise already that you are the 
boss. It is important to have a good start and it's very important how you look 
when YOli first cOllle in. Because if you look a bit scared, they will get you. If 
you have a good body language, they will respect you a bit more. 

The same idea was expressed by another trainee teacher, Claudius, who considers the 

teacher's leading role as expressing a certain type of personality and attitude: 

If you look a bit humble or shy and you don't look them in the eye and you 
look like YOli are afraid of the class or insecure on your teaching, they sense it 
,'e'}} quickly and then you are lost, they'll take control. You can't be a shy 
teacher, you need to be strong and in control. After all, you are their leader by 
definition, without their own choice, and you have to do this, it comes with 
YOllr job. They can't choose their own captain. 

Learners also generally expressed the view that the teacher is ultimately in control of 

the roles in interaction, of the type of activity the group is doing, the topic of the 

group conversation etc. Not only did learners accept the teacher's authority in the 

interaction, they ,yere also convinced that the group needed leadership and granted the 

teacher the legitimate power over the interaction. 

The individual perceptions of the type of power the teacher had in the 

interaction differed. While some of the learners attributed the teacher's leading role to 

their knowledge and native speaker's status, others talked about the teacher's power 

oyer the group by enhancing the group cohesion. Yet others prioritised the teacher's 

legitimate power of rewarding, punishing or even deciding an individual's acceptance 

by the group: 

Jose: You give an answer and you need to check it with the teacher. She will 
tell if your answer is right or wrong, as it's her language and she knows it 
best. She can also tell you why you are wrong, she knows how to explain 
things, that's her job. 

Ronaldo: She has control over the class because she knows us all, she knows 
what to do to make us work together and also enjoy being here in the class. 

Nahiko: If he points at you, you have to answer. Sometimes, if you don't know 
the answer it's ok, he might forgive you; but you can't do this too often, 
otherwise you are out of the class for good. 

The main types of NVBs that learners and trainee teachers identified as marking the 

teacher's leading role in the interaction, thereby contributing to whole group 

management, were as follows: 
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• Distributing roles in interaction; 

• Checking individual participation; 

• Manipulating classroom space and objects. 

I \\ill now consider each of these in turn, as identified and expressed by the 

informants. 

9.2.1. Distributing roles in interaction 

Teachers were perceived by the informants as being responsible for organising the 

roles that learners were supposed to play in the interaction. Although the main 

allocated role for all learners was that of receivers of information, when the 

interaction type would change, learners were given different roles by the teacher. 

Usually. the teacher would identify a speaker and also decide the form of the 

interaction (frontal, pair or group) or the roles that each individual had to play in it. 

Teachers \\ere thus perceived to: 

• Select pairs or groups of learners who would work together; 

• Identify each of the learners' roles in a group or pair; 

• Identify a student who subsequently takes charge of the interaction 

organisation; 

• Allocate different tasks to different learners etc. 

Most of the times these organisational activities were done verbally, i.e. by 

nominating the students and clarifying their roles. However, the non-verbal aspects 

noticed \\ere pointing with the hands or palms open and direct eye contact with the 

students nominated, behaviours which, in these contexts, were seen mainly as 

reinforcing the verbal command (see Figure 9.1.). 

Figure 9.1. Deictic gestures for distributing roles in the interaction 

a) c) 
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\\'hen focusing the interaction on the learners, some teachers would discuss initially 

the task and then identify the groups or the pairs that learners were supposed to be 

part of. Trainee teachers had mixed feelings about the degree of freedom learners 

should have in these transitory moments, which marked the progress from one activity 

or stage of the lesson to another. Manuela and Carmen respectively explain: 

He read tht' task and then he said 'work in pairs' and he pointed with both 
arms at tll'O students at a time, to sholl' who was working with who. They 
looked at him to see his gesture, otherwise they could not know who was their 
pair. In this cast', to see the move was essential for the learners. They all 
acceptt'd their partner and started working immediately. 

She told them to H'ork in groups, but did not mention clearly the members of 
each group, so the students ended up arguing two minutes who to put in their 
group. It was a mess and they needed some time before starting the task. 

In other classes. once the pattern was established, there was less confusion. Once the 

learners knew who their pair was, either from their previous class by keeping the 

same seats or from a previous task in the same lesson, they would immediately turn to 

the same individual and discuss the task. In Class 2, the teacher used group work at 

difterent times, when she identified learners by pointing and smiling at them, and 

simultaneously saying their names. At a second switch of activity from frontal to 

group, the learners automatically changed their sitting position to the partners 

previously identified and started discussing the task. 

Other teachers used similar techniques of pointing with the hand open or 

smiling to a student for distributing different tasks, e.g. in a group role play, or in 

identifying the roles that members of the group were expected to perform. By saying 

their name and also pointing or establishing direct eye contact with the student named, 

the teacher would decide who will report back to the class after the group activity, 

who is supposed to write down the group ideas, who is reading out the questions to 

the other members of the group etc. 

An interesting case of transfer of responsibility for distributing the roles in the 

class occurred in the class observed by Inghin, when a teacher initially identified a 

speaker through direct eye contact. The strategy is then perpetuated by the other 

students in the class: 

In my class, during a question and answer session, the teacher addressed the 
question and then by using eye contact and nodding he would determine who 
would have to answer it. He was just looking at one of them and then the 
student knew that he or she had to answer. The interesting thing is that 
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students afterwards would do the same. The boy who answered the teacher's 
question took the lead and then he determined who was going to answer by 
just looking at another student or nodding his head. I have never seen this 
before, but they were probably familiar with the technique, as they were very 
comfortable in doing this. 

In another case, a trainee observes the organisation of the activity in a group in which 

the learners are left to get organised in dealing with the task. Iris describes this 

inddent in her notes: 

The teacher told them to work in the group and come up with ideas on how to 
conrince people to give up drugs. I observed three students, a girl and two 
guys. They planned the task then they all nodded at each other and got ready 
for action. leaning fonvard to show their interest and motivation to get this 
done well. One of them pointed to each of the questions on paper in turns and 
then pointed at individual students who were supposed to solve each question. 
He seemed to be now the leader, as the teacher was before. 

Instances I ike the one Iris described were not many in the data sets, as participants 

were asked to report on the teachers' NVBs rather than on the learners'. The example 

however illustrates that, although the teacher normally takes the lead in organising the 

activity and distributing the roles to the participants, learners will use organisational 

NVBs \\hen interacting with each other if given the opportunity. 

9.2.2. Checking individual participation 

As part of their routine monitoring of the group, teachers would check from time to 

time individuals~ involvement in frontal or group activities. This monitoring was 

mostly done non-verbally, without specific questioning of the learners, but in 

circumstances that made them aware that they were being supervised. Learners 

identified instances when teachers would gaze through the class to see if they were 

working. Similarly, the teacher's shift of position or moving around the groups was 

considered as fulfilling the same purpose. Liang and Mayumi explain how they feel 

about the teacher monitoring their work almost continuously: 

Liang: He was looking straight at me. I don't know why, but in this class the 
teacher is always looking at me, like checking what I'm doing. 

Interviewer: How do you feel about it? 
Liang: I feel good, it shows me that he cares, that he wants me to learn. I think 
he is a good teacher, I can learn from him and feel good at the same time. 

Mayumi: The teacher looks at you normally to check if you are doing your 
work or to help you when you speak, like an encouragement. 
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Trainee teachers, more than the learners, reflected on the strategies that teachers used 

in monitoring the learners' activity. The teacher's posture was seen to vary with 

different types of interaction, monitoring being done during frontal as well as during 

group interactions. Sato describes how a teacher checked upon the learners from her 

seat: 

The [cacher and the students were sitting around a big table, altogether. Once 
)rhen they were )j'orking on something, she was moving her upper body while 
sitting, undulating her body almost like the sea waves towards different 
students, like trying to connect with each of them in turns. While she was 
approaching them, she )1'(1S also keeping eye contact or sometimes looking at 
their notes. This )I'as a good way of showing them that she was paying 
attention on their work as a group and wanted them to take it seriously. 

In a similar situation, Alexander describes the behaviour of another teacher who used 

eye contact as a form of control and also varied his position in the classroom space 

depending on the type of interaction going on in the class at the time: 

Sitting at the same level with the learners, he would move his eyes from 
learner to learners, as a key to control and discipline in the class. In this way, 
he was showing them that they are watched and make them concentrate on the 
task. The teacher quite often walked around the classroom and occasionally 
)t'ould sit next to the learners and always made an immediate amendment if 
they made mistake. Again, it was a gentle way of controlling them and also 
giving them opportunities to ask individual questions. 

Opinions differed when trainees discussed the emotional effects that the teacher's 

proximity might have on the learners. Some considered it an opportunity for the 

learner to express individual concerns without being exposed in front of the whole 

class. Others perceived the situation as threatening for the learner, due to the 

inhibitory effect of the teacher's close presence and the learners' constant awareness 

of being scrutinised. Elvira summarises well this shared opinion: 

In my class, she was going around the tables when students were working on a 
task. This action was useful I guess, from the teacher's perspective, as she 
could clearly see their progress on the task. On the students' side, it might 
have had different effects. If you are a brave and confident student, it might 
motivate you to work more in the group so that the teacher notices you. If you 
are the shy type, it might put extra pressure and inhibit you. 

Cardik brings into the discussion a cultural factor, as there are different levels of 

proximity socially acceptable in different cultures. He explains that while for him, the 

teacher's proximity would be uncomfortable due to his cultural restrictions, for others 

teacher's proximity impacts positively: 
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In my COWltl~l' [Brlll1eij, the teachers are always sitting at the front and it is 
prohibited for a teacher to touch students of the opposite gender. To 
compensate for this, teachers develop other forms of control. I remember I had 
a teacher 'who kept a very strong eye contact with us in the class and we felt 
intimidated. Her facial expression and eye contact were too much, she was 
like a lion. Then she was walking like a soldier in the class, keeping us all 
under strict sun'eillance. When I came to Britain, I noticed that the non-touch 
rule is in place as 1l'ell. So in l1Iy class, I know for sure that teachers coming 
close inhibit me. But I have classmates who like to show off in the group when 
the teacher is nearby. 

Sato also makes a remark on the impact that changes in the curriculum bring into the 

classroom in terms of teacher - learner behaviour: 

In my school years, teachers used to sit at their desk most of the times, while 
nml' with the promotion of the communicative and interactive teaching they 
are supposed to move around. The teaching is now more learner centred in 
Jlaldive and the changes in theory require changes in teachers' behaviour. I 
am no/ lIsed to have the teacher close to me, but as a teacher I will be 
expected to go close to the students. I suppose it's ok if you get used to it from 
the Vel)' beginning, when you are in your school years. 

?\e\'ertheless. the trainees agreed that teachers need to monitor learners' activity to 

ensure that they are actively involved, which is routinely done by teachers by 

observing the learners' behaviour rather than asking for verbal confirmation of their 

participation. Ming explains: 

You need to make sure that they are working and you cannot ask them all the 
time 'John, are you working? Mary, are you working? '. So teachers normally 
look at the students and read their actions, see what they do and then judge if 
they are doing the right thing or they need to be brought back in line. 

9.2.3. Manipulating classroom space and objects 

The ways in which teachers were seen to use the classroom space and various objects 

familiar in any classroom (i.e. books, pens, the board etc.) were, in certain contexts, 

seen to communicate. All classes observed had the furniture arranged in such ways 

that learners were able at all times to see the teacher as well as the other classmates. 

Learners were seated around a horseshoe distribution of desks in Classes 4 and 5, 

while in all the other classes, the small square tables were put together to form a 

rectangular shape which had all the learners around it. Usually, the teacher would 

occupy the whole line of the rectangular, sitting at the centre of the table, while 

students would group along the other three lines of the table. Although not questioned 

directly on the relevance of the sitting arrangement, learners nevertheless mentioned it 

spontaneously in their interviews: 
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Theodor: We are sitting very close to each other and to the teacher, so it's like 
a more friendly way to ask him something or to share an opinion with the 
others. 

Keiko: I like to sit together at the same table with my classmates, it is more 
like a fami~l' than a class. So lFe can all talk, but normally we don't, because 
Japanese people are shy and don't speak in class. 

Seyeral learners identified a relationship between the teaching approach and the 

organisation of the physical space in the classroom, making interesting cross-cultural 

comparisons, as Kali's comments show: 

Kali: This class is very different from Japan ( .. .) we don't sit like here, in a 
circle. The desks are like [both hands draw small squares in the air, one after 
the other. to suggest a rOH', then another row 1 so we all see at the front, we 
on~v see the teacher, we don't see each other's faces. 

Interyiewer: Why is that, you think? 
Kali: Trell, there is a different purpose to teaching, I guess. In Japan, they 
want us to listen only, here they want us to speak to each other. 

Interyiewer: Is that making you feel different? 
Kali: If you see all students' faces, we can exchange opinions. If you don't see 
their faces, you don't feel like talking to them, but that's what they want in 
Japan, to keep you quiet. It would seem just strange to talk to someone 's back, 
isn't it? 

Another Japanese, Reyno, expresses a similar idea: 

Japanese teachers are boring, they just read and talk [puts both hands at his 
back]. Here, teachers are more dynamic [both hands at front, gesturing in 
air]. We all talk in class, probably because they ask us to seat in a group 
around the table. You cannot be quiet, because everybody looks at you and 
expects you to say something. If you sit together at the same table with the 
teacher is like you are equal, so you need to contribute in the discussion. If 
you sit in a row like in Japan, with the teacher at the front, you don't need to 
talk, the teacher is up at the front, exposed, so he needs to do the talking. 

The Japanese learners in Class 4 identify the front of the class with the teacher's 

attributed space and admit the feeling of embarrassment and shyness when asked to 

address their colleagues from the front: 

Narun: I was embarrassed when she asked me to speak in front of the class, I 
did not want to speak in front of everybody. I cannot think there, I can think 
only when sitting at my desk. Also I have eye-to-eye contact with all the other 
people when seated, it's like being equals, not me being like a boss or a 
teacher. 
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Mayumi: Narun is shy to speak in front of the class, we don't speak in class in 
Japan or not from the teacher's place, at least. When back at her seat, she is 
fl11l' , ll'hile in front is the teacher's place. 

Trainee teachers' shared, to a certain extent, the learners' perception of conventional 

seating arrangements in class, noticing instances when this order was changed either 

by the teacher or by learners: 

Michaela: General~v, she listened to the students from far away, sitting at her 
desk and when she heard something wrong, she stood up and came closer to 
them to correct them. You have to be among students if you want to help them 
one by one. You cannot help them sitting at your desk. 

While Michaela sees the teacher's proximity as a sign of willingness to provide 

assistance, Elvira and Claudius respectively perceive the same situation as a sign of 

teacher's control and as a potential source of discomfort for the learners: 

She moved around the class when she was doing the task. She did this because 
she wanted to check if they were on the correct trackfor answering the task. 

She was in the middle of them, to supervise their work. It showed that she was 
not afraid of them or their questions, otherwise she would stand at her desk, 
the place that gives her authority. But it is a bit strange to get the teacher so 
close, I remember it from my school years. 

The instances when the teacher would leave the front seat and come close the students 

"ere rare. Nevertheless, trainees considered that the teacher's place was at the front, 

to see the whole class and be seen by the learners, perhaps providing thus a point of 

stable focus in interaction for the learners. As Tina summarises it: 

It is good to see the teacher standing in one place so that the students don't 
loose focus or don't become dizzy or distracted by having to look for the 
teacher around the class. The teacher has to be in one place where students 
can see him or her at all times as they need to know that the teacher is there 
for help if they need it and also is watching them. 

Both learners and trainees also referred to the teacher's manipulatory actions, when 

objects like the book, a pen, a piece of paper etc. were hold by the teachers. Teachers 

were found to use these objects for certain purposes, such as: 

• Pointing with the pen or holding the book as a guide (Figures 9.2. b. and c.); 

• 
• 
• 

Using a pen to give a tum to one of the students in the class; 

Showing a picture to illustrate something; 

Using objects to play with (pens, paper, paper clip etc.) for releasing stress or 

out of boredom. 
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Figure 9.2. Manipulatory actions involving objects 

a) c) 

In Class :}. the teacher raises up the pen for eliciting the word 'pen' (Figure 9.2. a.), 

used here as a visual substitute for the words or ideas which one writes down. Romeo 

explains how this action functions as an eliciting technique: 

She talks about the transfer of information from your mind to your pen. Before 
she said the word 'pen' she held up the pen so when she said the word, you 
have it in YOllr mind already. She is showing you the pen before she says the 
lvord. so YOli find the word by yourself before she uses it. In case you don't 
know the word, when she says 'pen', you understand that 'pen' means the 
object lrhich she holds in her hand and points with. This is a typical case 
when she doesn't know our potential very well, she cannot know what we all 
have in our vocabulary luggage. So for those students who know the word 
'pen ' this is just a confirmation, for the others is learning a new word. 

Other situations in which the manipulation of objects by the teachers was seen as 

meaningful and serving different functions were as described by some of the trainees: 

Arito: She looked in her book and it meant that she wanted them to focus on 
their own book or task. Sometimes, the teacher looks in the book to check 
information, other times to focus the class on the work. 

Ling: He always had a pen in his hand to use it for writing on the board if 
necessary, for showing which student to answer a question or just for playing 
with it when the students were working on a task. 

The instances when teachers used physical objects in the class were quite common in 

the classes observed, as most teachers would constantly hold a pen or pencil or refer 

to the book or paper in front of them with certain regularity. This may affect the 

quality of the gestures produced as holding an object would normally impede on one's 

freedom to gesticulate. However, at times teachers appear to involve the objects in 

meaningful ways in their gesticulation, e.g. pointing to the book, using the pen as a 

pointer etc. 
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9.3. Controlling speech turns 

So far I have illustrated the teachers' leading role in distributing roles in the class 

interaction. in controlling the individuals' involvement and in deciding on the 

classroom space organisation. Teachers were also seen to have control and organise 

the local sequences of interaction by deciding who speaks in the class. 

In most cases, the teacher was seen as the one determining who was going to 

speak in the c lass and for how long. Although the turn order was mostly unfixed, 

situations existed \\'hen teachers would determine an order for taking the turn, like 

asking the learners to each give an answer from right to left around the table. When 

the order of turn taking was not pre-established, the teacher would normally nominate 

a learner to answer a question, give an opinion etc. The teacher was also seen as the 

one mainly responsible for denying a learner's turn to speak or for taking back the 

turn and re-directing the conversation by involving other participants. However, the 

role of tum allocation was sometimes fulfilled by other students. Learners' turn

manipulation techniques were mainly for turn requesting when willing to participate 

in the conversation, turn maintaining especially in group working situations, and turn

denying when avoiding participation. 

The non-verbal strategies used by the teachers in manipulating the speech 

turns in the class ranged from smiling facial expressions and eye contact with the 

nominees to uses of pointing and other independent gestures, mainly emblems. 

Examples of these instances and the impressions they left on the learners will be 

discussed below. The following three sections illustrate the NVBs which teachers 

were seen to involve in manipulating the speech turns and the perceived effects that 

these actions had on the learners. 

9.3.1. Giving the speech turn 

When deciding to involve learners in the interaction, the teachers would normally 

apply the rule of 'one speaker at a time' and learners seemed to co-operate in 

respecting it. Usually the teacher would determine the next speaker by identifying 

them from the group, either verbally or non-verbally, or often through a combination 

of both. The contexts in which teachers would give the learners the tum would usually 

be a question-and-answer sequence, when learners would have to respond briefly and 

return the turn to the teacher: 
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Laura: She is showing noll' to whom she is addressing the question, she is 
pointing to who will answer it. So she is inviting the student pointed at to 
anSll'CI' the qllestion and he [the student} knows he has to answer it. 

Mayumi: If she wants us to speak up, she looks at us and smiles and makes a 
pause. 

Eunice: She asks a question with the intonation going up, but she doesn't 
answer it. She looks at the class and raises her eyebrows and waits for 
somebody to answer it qllick~y. So when Ronaldo speaks in this case she 
briefly points al him to sho'w to the rest of the group that he gave a good 
answer and then she continues her speech. 

Learners talked about signals that anticipated the teacher's intention of asking 

someone to speak. by adopting such actions as a more relaxed posture, with less 

gesturing and a general gaze at the whole class. Interestingly, these non-verbal actions 

were seen by the learners in direct connection with the changes at the speech level, 

learners noticing a decreased loudness in the teacher's voice, longer pauses and 

shorten sentences: 

10han: TVhen he explains something or tells a story, he talks quicker, in long 
sentences and uses his hands a lot. But then, by the end of the explanation, he 
looks more at the class, his speech is slower and his hands move less, or 
sometimes he keeps his hands in the air and looks at us, like saying 'Come on, 
say something, I've talked enough '. 

Ronaldo: She explained a lot and now she is opening her arms to let us now 
that soon we can speak, like giving you time to get ready. She is inviting us to 
answer a question or just give an opinion. And then she puts down her arms to 
relax, no more hand moves, while I answer the question. 

Learners not only identify such non-verbal actions as regulating the interaction, but 

they also mention the conditions in which these gestures are effective. Marianne 

explains how the non-verbal actions of giving the turn need to be clear and directly 

oriented to the nominated student in order to avoid confusions and interruptions: 

There are sometimes teachers who you don't know for sure if they are talking 
to you or to the other student or if they are looking at you or at someone else. 
But if she shows you with the finger or the hand, then you know it's you to 
answer. 

The gesture of pointing with the hand or the finger to a student therefore becomes an 

emblem of turn-giving used sometimes in combination with other signs, like direct 

eye contact, raised eyebrows or raised intonation and then silent pause. 
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Figure 9.3. Deictic gestures of turn giving 

a) b) 

The same gesture of pointing to one's direction, acting as a simple regulator for 

Marianne, also has an emotional significance: 

Narun: Trhen she is pointing at you it means that she is giving you the 
permission to speak. The pointing with the finger is threatening, but with the 
palm open is warmer, it gives you a goodfeeling. She always tries to make us 
feel comfortable in the class. 

Kandar: Pointing at a student is ok when they know the answer,' otherwise it 
becomes stressful and embarrassing as everybody is looking at you and 
waiting for .vour answer. 

\Vhile Kandar talks about the instances in which learners have no choice but to take 

the tum \\hen allocated by the teacher, other instances give the learners the 

impression of a certain degree of freedom in speaking up in the class. As gaps and 

interruptions are uncomfortable in any conversations, some learners feel compelled to 

re-establish the fluency of the interaction and take the turn spontaneously: 

Ronaldo: She explained a lot the difference between the two concepts and now 
she is opening the arms to let us know that now we can speak, if we want. 
Sooner or later somebody speaks, otherwise it gets too embarrassing. 

Liang: ] am the only Chinese in the class and] feel a bit uncomfortable 
because sometimes the class gets too quiet. Then] feel that] have to say 
something to save the others in the class. ] say to myself, Liang, you have to 
say something. Other times] also think the opposite, that] shouldn't also try 
and save the moment when it's dead silent. Let the teacher know there is 
something wrong with the class. If you speak, the teacher will think that 
everything is ok in the class. But] cannot control myself always. When the 
class is dead quiet] need to speak,' it's just polite to do so sometimes. 

In a similar way to the learners, the trainee teachers identified the teachers' actions 

seen to regulate the interaction and determine a learner's turn. The non-verbal actions 

which trainee teachers identified as regulatory and turn-giving were as follows: 
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a) Pointing with the hand, the finger or the head 

Cardik: She pOinted at the student with the palm open, a nicer way to invite 
someone to speak rather than showing them with the finger or calling their 
name. 

Michaela: To indicate a student who to answer, she [the teacher} showed him 
or her with a slight tilt of the head. 

b) Establishing direct eye contact with the learner 

Elvira: The teacher kept eye contact with individual students when nominating 
them to anSll'cr a question. In that way, she made it clear that she expects 
them to speak and also gave them the confidence to do it. 

lrida: The teacher lI'OS blinking her eyes repeatedly when prompting/ waiting 
for a student to provide an answer. 

c) Smiling and head nodding 

Claudius: The teacher was always smiling when asking a question and always 
nodding her head when they were answering. 

Inghin: After students have finished their work in pairs, the teachers would 
nominate individuals by smiling and nodding at them. They could decode what 
she meant by this and they would always answer promptly. 

d) Raising the eyebrows 

Craus: She said 'have you ever been pick-pocketing? ' and rises the tone of her 
l'oice. Then she pauses, smiles and raises her eyebrows, while waiting for 
someone to answer. 

e) Raising intonation and pausing 

Irida: The teacher raised her voice as well as her eyebrows whenever asking 
them a question. 

Inghin: As she is writing half of a sentence on the board, she says it loud and 
then she pauses and waits for the students to complete the sentence. They 
seemedfamiliar with the teacher's style and answered as soon as she paused. 

Interestingly, the trainee teachers' accounts express in a more holistic manner than the 

learners' accounts the complexes of NVBs which occur when teachers nominate a 

speaker in the class. They usually identified combinations of simultaneous actions 

rather than isolated acts. This may reflect their concern with the broader classroom 

context in which an act of behaviour has the potential of influencing the learners. In 
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this sense. when discussing the meaning of silence, Ariadne explains the role which 

the context plays in interpreting it: 

The IIlfolling of teacher's silence depends very much on the context in which it 
is used ,rhat other behaviours accompany it. Silence can be good, it can give 
learnfrs timf to think. If a teacher is silent when looking at the classroom and 
his facial expression is indicating that he is waiting for an answer or that he is 
irritatfd about something, like someone 's behaviour for example, then silence 
has a different meaning for the students. It also depends on the students' 
culture. some culturfs praise silence, while in the European culture, silence in 
conversations is all'kward. Still, in the class, a teacher who doesn't have 
enough pauses and moments of silence might inhibit the students' 
participation 

Other trainees also reflected on the ways in which learners interpret a teacher's action 

as turn giying. having developed a shared understanding of certain signs made by the 

teacher. Sato, for example. says: 

.~fle,. asking an open question, the teacher would wait for a while, giving them 
time to think or check from their worksheet the answers and process their 
answers before speaking. Sometimes, she would fill this pause by holding her 
hand 'rith the palm upwards in air and with an encouraging smile on the face. 
By now, students would know her well enough to understand that she was 
expecling an answer from any of them. 

9.3.2. Maintaining or denying the learners' speech turn 

In several situations, teachers were seen not only to maintain their own speech turn 

for long periods of time, but they were also perceived to employ direct non-verbal 

strategies of denying the learners' turn to speak or cutting short their contribution to 

the conversation. 

As one of the learners mentioned already, teachers were seen to use an intense 

gestural and verbal activity when giving explanations and when they did not have an 

intention of involving the learners in a direct verbal interaction. These aspects and the 

lack of eye contact with the students as well as the increased loudness and rapid 

tempo signalled to the learners the teacher's intention of continuing to talk: 

Sylvia: If he speaks loudly and has very dynamic moves of his hands, it means 
that he wants us to listen and to follow what he says. When he comes to the 
end of his explanation, he will pause more and look up at us for our opinion or 
questions. 

Kali: When he thinks, he doesn't move at all, but he always uses actions when 
he explains something and looks at people to make sure we understand. 1 
would never think of interrupting a teacher while talking, as other students do. 
I only speak when he asks me to or when we work in groups. 
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There were some instances identified by the learners when teachers would deny the 

learners' turn either by ignoring their signals of turn request or by deliberately 

stopping the student after a long turn, using emblems such as wagging of the index 

tinger and shaking the head (Figures 9.4. a. and b.) or showing the palm to the 

learner's direction (Figure 9.4. c.) 

Figure 9--'. Emblems used to deny the speaker's turn 

b) 

In Class 5, Romeo insists on continuing his explanation regarding the organisation of 

the legal system in Italy. The teacher ends the exchange by refusing the leamer's turn 

(see also Figure 9.5.): 

Tf5.75. S OK / so if 

#5.76. T But I don't want to get 
Emblem + Posture + EC: BH palms downwards describe a 
horizontal line laterally, then come back together. Also T stands up 

and avoids EC. 

# 5.77. too stuck in this question / ~ / 
1 Iconic: BH suggest a vertical cylinder from up to down, palms 

facing each other. 
2 Beat: BH palms facing each other, both beat once in air. 
3 Iconic: BH rotate one around other twice, like saying 'move on'. 

that's what gazumping means 
Meta + EC: BH and arms open in a large gesture, palms open to 
the students' direction, EC re-established with whole class, 

#5.78. 

collective gaze. 
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Figure 9.5. Complex of NVBs involved to deny the speaker's turn 

a) b) c) 
#5.76. BUI I don't 'I'ant to get (too stuck in this question) 
Elllblem: BH palms downwards describe a horizontal line laterally, then come 
back together (T also stands up, avoids EC). 

:-\.S in other instances, the message is sent to the learner through both channels, verbal 

and non-verbal. The teacher does not specifically say that he is not allowing Romeo to 

continue speaking, but he implies it in his utterance and clearly in his behaviour. He 

changes his position (stands up), avoids to look at the potential speaker, also rotates 

his hands around each other in a gesture which in itself might be enough to signify 'let 

us move on' (Figure 9.6.) 

Figure 9.6. Iconic gesture suggesting the transition to a new topic 

This gesture was produced in the absence of a lexical affiliate. 

The effect on the student is the desired one, as he does not insist on continuing his 

explanation, although he confesses a feeling of frustration: 

Romeo: He did not want to listen anymore and I sensed this some time before 
he actually stopped me. He started to look away and he was nodding quickly, 
like he wanted me to finish. But I really wanted to explain a difference 
between Scotland and Italy, so I was leaning forward and I looking to see if 
the others were listening to me. So when I realised that he doesn't want me to 
talk I leaned back, relaxed. I was a bit nervous because I couldn't say what I 

wanted to. 
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The perception of the same moment is shared by lohan, another student in the class: 

His face [the teacher's] was showing anger or at least stress when Romeo was 
speaking, he wanted him to stop. So because he [Romeo] continues talking, 
the teacher decided to tell him to stop, so when he didn't look at him and 
moved 011 by asking another question, Romeo was probably feelingfrustrated. 

Trainee teachers also observed instances when teacher would repeatedly refuse to 

nominate some of the learners in the class and supposed a feeling of frustration for the 

subjects obsen'ed: 

Sato: She could s{(~)' quiet or ignore students by not looking at them or even by 
turning her back to the students. 

Sorito: One thing that plcded me was that the teacher was not responding to 
the students putting their hands up. A boy was there with his hand up all the 
time, but the teacher did not react. He did not have any reaction of rejection, 
like an adverse facial expression or so, and he kept on trying. It seemed that 
this happened before, they were used to persevere. 

Elyira: Their only way of asking to speak is by putting up the hand or by 
catching the teacher's eye. You cannot just start talking in the class. But there 
are many 'who It'ant to speak and the teacher is the only one who decides the 
speaker, so there will always be situations when they want to speak in the 
class and cannot put a word in, so they might get a bit frustrated at times. 
Group lVork might be a way of reducing this frustration. 

\Vhile the learners seemed more apprehensive than the trainee teachers regarding the 

teacher's limit on the speaking time allocated to the learners in the class, trainee 

teachers seemed much concerned with the frustration and inhibiting effects that these 

actions might have on learners. They identified alternative ways of organising the 

class so that learners have increased time to talk. Claudius says: 

You have ultimately to teach all the stuff and you don't have too much time left 
for the learners to speak. And you also have to be fair and give the same time 
to the ones who want to speak and to the shy students. This is bound to upset 
the others whenever you make a selection, so maybe it's better to use group 
work and let them speak more and also decide by themselves who speaks and 
who listens. 

9.3.3. Listening to the learners 

When speaking, learners seemed sensitive to the teacher's reaction to their output 

judging it as an immediate feedback on their words as well as a confirmation or denial 

of permission to continue speaking. Several learners pointed out the role that teacher's 

actions had in determining their selection of words and also in deciding the length of 
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their turn. It seems that the learners significantly valued the immediate reaction 

expressed by the teacher while listening, as some of them said in the interviews: 

Nahiko: If he is nodding when you speak it means '1 am listening '; it also 
shows that he wants YOll to continue speaking or to say that you gave the 
correct answer. These are all encouraging things. 

Keiko: She smiles to encourage us to speak and also waits until you find the 
righf words. When waiting, sometimes she just keeps her arms crossed or 
down and doesn 'f need to do anything, maybe just smile to encourage us. 

Other learners considered these teacher's NVBs when listening as signs of relaxation 

from the teacher. who is most of the times energetically involved in the interaction. 

Therefore, \\hen learners were speaking, the teacher was seen to adopt a more relaxed 

posture and limit their bodily actions to simply nodding or smiling to suggest to the 

learner that the channel of communication is still open: 

Ronaldo: She is opening her arms to relax. She explained a lot and now she 
puts down her arms to relax while 1 am speaking. 

lohan: If someone speaks, he seems relaxed, there are no big movements; still, 
his face will look serious, like he is interested or concentrated on the answer. 

Romeo: He is sitting, quite informal; his hand to the head shows that he is 
thinking and his face shows interest in my point of view. 

Craus, a trainee, describes a similar posture of physical relaxation of the teacher in 

moments when the action shifts to the learners. He describes the teacher's position 

when listening or waiting for the learners to accomplish a task: 

Her two hands were grasped together while she was waiting for their answer 
or listening to them [the learners]. She was meantime looking at the speaker, 
to mark her interest in his or her answer. When they were discussing or 
working on a group task, she also crossed her arms on the chest, a neutral 
gesture in my interpretation. 

Similarly, trainee teachers considered that the message sent by the teachers when 

listening to learners' output is of importance for the learners' affective state as well as 

for the good progress of the interaction: 

Cardik: I think that giving praise verbally or non-verbally when students are 
speaking is essential. They know if their response was adequate and also that 
their contribution is interesting and appreciated The teacher on behalf of the 
group has the authority to validate someone 's contribution. 

lrida: The teacher was smiling and nodding while listening to the student; the 
student was encouraged thus to make the effort. 
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In a few cases, the trainees identified some listening gestures which they interpreted 

as having a negative effect on the learners in the class, like the teacher drumming her 

fingers on the table or stretching his upper body, both actions being considered by the 

observers as sho\\'ing, respectively, nervousness and lack of interest in the class. 

Finally, trainees, again alert to learners' NVBs, observed a difference between 

the teacher's active listening behaviour and the learners' listening behaviour. While 

teachers \\ere seen to display positive facial expressions, nodded and smiled when 

1 istening to the learners, learners were seen to seldom use these behaviours. This 

might of course be due to the length of teachers' speech turns and to the accepted 

asymmetric status between teacher and learners in the class. 

9A. Classroom non-verbal rituals 

A number of comments were made by the learners and especially by the trainees on 

aspects of teachers' NVBs which were seen as 'regular' or 'ritualistic'. These NVBs 

occurred in identical contexts and acquired symbolic value for classroom participants. 

The repetitiveness of the same gesture or complex of NVBs, sometimes done in very 

similar steps. ,\,as perceived by both learners and trainees as a positive enhancer of the 

class group identity and familiarity with the teachers and their routines. Trainees, 

unlike learners, were prompted through the observation sheet to look for any existent 

patterns or repetitive uses of certain types of NVBs in the class and to identify the 

contexts in which these occurred. Learners themselves spontaneously identified 

instances that took place 'always' in similar ways in the class or NVBs that their 

teachers ;normally' did. 

Although the activities that were perceived as ritualistic involved usually both 

the teacher and the learners in a joint effort, the teacher was seen by all informants as 

the main initiator of such rituals: 

Jose: Whenever we clarify the words, she stands up infront of the class so that 
we can see her explanation. And she always uses gestures then to help her 
words, like drawing with her arms in the air. We normally watch her and if 
something is unclear, she will see your confused face or you can ask directly a 

question, to clarify the situation. 

What Jose perceived as ritualistic in this teacher's activity seems to be a classroom 

practice widely recognised by the learners. When the teacher stands up after focussing 

on unknown words in a text or in a vocabulary list, the explanation that follows is 
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likely to be highlighted and accompanied by gestures. This behaviour from the 

teacher~ standing up and then looking around the class for confirmation that she has 

the learners' attention. prepares the learners for taking up their role of being an active 

audience. They have to show they attend and confirm understanding through nodding 

or adopting a positive face expression or signal confusion and the need for 

clarification. All these actions function as signals for the teacher who reacts by 

detailing the explanation or by repeating it. Here is another example, as described by 

Theodor. who focuses more on the learner's role in this particular ritual: 

Theodor: If he explains something, he looks us straight in the eye. So you have 
fo concentrate on his explanation, because he can see if your mind is not 
there. You also have to locate your communication partner to see if he or she 
understands you. Teachers especially have to do it, and you need to help them, 
to sholv that you don't understand something. 

Interviewer: And holl' do you normally do that? 
Theodor: Trell, your face is the best source first of all. You can show surprise 
or a pzcded face, as well as a wondering face, with your eyebrows raised. You 
can also do this with your head [head shake] or just lean forward with a 
curious face on. Also if you understand what he says, then you nod, smile and 
look happy. 

Another type of activity that determined the adoption of routinised patterns of NVB 

was the question-and-answer interaction. In Class 4, the teacher initiates a discussion 

about the learners~ favourite movie. The learners' answers are short and always 

addressed to the teacher, after which the teacher has to redirect the turn to another 

student or ask another question. Mayumi explains the practice: 

When we talk about something, it is usually the teacher who starts to talk and 
tells us what to talk about. Then we all sit around the table and she asks 
something, then shows with her hand or smile who to answer, then the person 
called answers. You normally have to answer in short sentences because other 
people need to talk as well. 

In another class, a trainee teacher observes an alteration to the routine of the teacher 

always deciding who speaks and on what topic. Inghin identifies a practice that 

became a customary activity in the class he observed, involving both teacher and 

learners. At the time of the observation, the learners became involved in the activity 

without any preliminary formal instructions from the teacher: 

The teacher would usually start the topic. But once a student answered it, then 
the student would ask another question and nominate someone else in the 
class, either by looking at them, saying their name or just smiling. This seemed 
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to hare been done before, as there was no explicit instruction from the teacher 
to do so. 

Finally, when discussing the regular patterns observed in teachers' NVB style, 

trainees generally referred to the types of activity that triggered intense moments of 

teacher's gestural activity. Cardik offers a good summary of the rituals identified in 

his class: 

There were several stages in the lesson, the general pattern being that the 
teacher tallght something and then the students took turn to answer questions. 
During the different stages, the teacher adopted different NVBs. When she was 
speaking. she lIsed more eye contact, gestures and adequate intonation. When 
she was waiting. she walked around the classroom to check that everyone was 
making progress and helped them. She also changed her sitting posture to 
show that time lVas up. When she was listening to their answer, she kept eye 
contact with the students and used some gestures and facial expressions to 
shoH' that she was listening and acknowledge their answer. 

The patterns discussed by Cardik were identified, with slight modifications, by most 

trainees. Teachers were seen to display moments of more intense gestural activity 

when speaking or giving explanations and an active listening behaviour when 

interacting with the students. Ming identified the predominance of verbal-only input 

when discussing abstract contents like grammar rules and an increase of verbal-and

gestural combination in more concrete contexts, like explaining vocabulary items or 

gi ving instructions: 

TVhen the teacher was talking about a grammar rule, she seldom used non
verbal behaviours, but verbal ones. But when she came across vocabulary 
items she adopted NVBs. For instance, when she tried to explain the word 
punch', she hold her hand up and gave herself a punch, jokingly. 

Ming's observation is supported by learners' own beliefs that teachers' gestures are 

communicative in instances of concrete verbal input and less helpful in discussing 

abstract contents I ike concepts or grammar rules. 

In all classes in the study, certain learning activities occurred on a regular 

basis. These activities appeared customary, as both learners and teachers seemed 

familiar with them and they also needed less explanation or introduction by the 

teacher. These routine activities were often signalled by NVBs seen as 'normal' and 

necessary by both learners and trainees and as beneficial for creating a degree of 

familiarity. This familiarity appeared to give the interaction a certain stability, 
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allowing teachers and learners alike to focus on the activity itself rather than on its 

organisation. 

9.5. Summa!")' 

In this chapter I have presented teachers' NVBs that learners and trainee teachers 

perceived as having a contribution to the group management and the organisation of 

classroom interaction. Table 9.1. on the following page summarises the main 

organisational functions identified by the learners and the trainee teachers and the 

NVBs associated with each of these functions. 

From the participants' accounts, the co-operation between teachers and 

learners in cultivating an environment without unnecessary disturbances became 

clear. The teachers' NVBs referred to in this chapter were seen by informants to mark 

their leading role in class. They seem to control the individual participation in the 

interaction, the use of the physical space for the purposes of organisation. Learners' 

accounts reflect their decoding of these regulatory messages, by responding to them 

accordingly. This shared understanding between learners and teachers, in addition to 

rituals regularly performed by the teachers in the class, create a environment of 

familiarity and order for all participants and may implicitly facilitate the social 

climate in \\hich learning can take place. 

This chapter concludes the presentation of the data as reported by learners and 

trainee teachers in response to videotaped and, respectively, observed lessons. The 

following chapter will provide an overview and a discussion of the findings emerging 

from the study. It will also offer a critical analysis of the points and observations 

made by the participants when reflecting on teachers' NVBs. 
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Table 9.1. Organisational functions of teachers' NVBs identified by participants 
and the NVBs associated with them 

MAIN PERCEIVED 
ORGANISATIONAL 

FUNCTIONS OF 
TEACHERS' NVBs 

Fulfilling the leader's role 

Controlling speech turns 

Classroom non-verbal 
rituals 

SUBORDINATE 
ORGANISATIONAL 

FUNCTIONS 

Distributing roles in the 
interaction 

Checking individual 
participation 

Manipulating classroom 
space and objects 

Giving the speech tum 

NVBs ASSOCIATED 
WITH EACH 

SUBORDINATE 
FUNCTION 

Concrete deictics 
Eye contact 
Facial expressions 

Eye contact 
Position 
Use of physical space 

Use of physical space 

Concrete deictics 
Emblems 
Eye contact 
Facial expressions 
Posture 

Maintaining and denying the Emblems 
learners' speech turn Eye contact 

Facial expressions 
Posture 

Listening to the learners 
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Emblems 
Eye contact 
Facial expressions 
Posture 

All codes of NVBs 



PART FOUR: 

CONCLUSIONS 
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CHAPTER 10 
OVERALL RESEARCH FINDINGS 

AND DISCUSSION 

10.1. OYerview 

In this chapter. I present and discuss the research findings as they emerged from the 

data analysis. The discussion considers to what extent the findings from the data 

ans\\er the research questions that emerged from the pilot study. The nine findings are 

initially listed with their corresponding sub-findings, then each of them is commented 

on in direct relationship with the data and to other related studies in the field. 

10.2. The research focus of the present study 

The aim of my research exploration was to investigate the perceptions and 

interpretations that learners in the language class construct in relation to teachers' 

~VB. This study progressed in an exploratory manner, with the major findings from 

the pilot study providing a conceptual and methodological framework for the main 

study. The three research questions from the pilot study were as follows: 

1. Are students able to describe and interpret aspects of teachers' NVB? 

Students in the pilot study were able to describe and interpret teachers' NVB as seen 

on the video extracts from unfamiliar language classes. However, as these subjects did 

not participate directly in the classes they were asked to discuss, they mostly provided 

generalised rather than contextualised explanations of teachers' NVBs. It seemed 

therefore appropriate to consider learners, as direct participants in the class interaction 

and main addressees of teachers' NVB, as the most adequate informants for the 

research purposes of the main study. This preliminary finding guided the data 

collection methodology and identified the appropriate informants. 

2. What types of data will I obtain if I interview students on teachers' NVB? 

Data collected during the pilot study showed that there are similarities and differences 

in the ways in which individuals perceive and conceptualise aspects of teachers' NVB 

and that they interpret the NVBs identified mainly in functional terms. This 

preliminary finding led me to formulate the following hypothesis: 
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Students perceive llnd interpret teachers' NVB in terms of their functionality 

ill the process of classroom interaction. 

Therefore. the aim of the main study was to describe learners' perceptions and 

interpretations of teachers' NVBs as occurring within selected language classes and 

analyse them by using the conceptual framework emerging from the pilot study. 

3. Is it possiblt! to t!xp10 re, by using video recorded data, individuals' 

intt!rpretations o/teachers' NVB? 

This last research question explored in the pilot study supported the use of the video 

data as a way of stimulating the participants' comments on the NVBs occurring 

during the class. Due to the ephemeral and 'real time' character of gestures and other 

NVBs in any human interaction, informants needed a visual prompt of the events as 

they occurred in the interaction and the video extracts provided it. The pilot study 

determined thus the use of the visual prompts in the main study in conjunction with 

the stimulated recall methodology. 

The aim of the main study was to document in much more detail the 

perceptions and interpretations that learners develop in relation to teachers' NVB in 

selected language classes. The first and main research question was formulated in the 

following way: 

How is teachers' NVB perceived and interpreted by language learners in a 

language learning context? 

The other five research questions (section 4.10. detailed the Research Questions of the 

main study) were related to this main question and aimed at investigating: 

• Learners' attitudes to teachers' NVB and their perceived reactions to teachers' 

NVB (Question two); 

• The types of functions that learners attribute to teachers' NVBs and the range 

of factors that influence their attributions (Question three); 

• 

• 

• 

The teachers' NVB that learners perceive as affecting, m certain 

circumstances, their learning, emotions and social interaction (Question four); 

The similarities and differences between the individual selections of relevant 

NVBs and the interpretations given to the same aspects of teachers' NVB by 

different learners (Question five); 

The similarities and differences between learners' and trainee teachers' 

accounts (Question six). 
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10.3. Research findings 

From the data. it was possible to deduce nine major findings, each constituted of a 

number of related findings. The main research findings are summarised here in direct 

relation to the research questions. A detailed discussion of the main findings and 

corresponding related findings follows later in the chapter. 

Question 1: How is teachers' NVB perceived and interpreted by language learners in 

a language learning context? 

Finding 1: All learners and trainee teachers participating in the study recognised 

certain teachers' gestures and other NVBs as conveying meanings in certain 

contexts and as contributing to the process of interaction in the classroom. They 

also interpreted these gestures and NVBs primarily in functional terms. 

Question 2: Do learners value teachers' NVB and perceive themselves as reacting to 

teachers' .YVB? 

Finding ~: Language learners perceived themselves as attending to both teachers' 

speech and their NVBs and judged them as mostly interrelated in nature within 

the same communicative event. 

Question 3: What functions do learners attribute to teachers' NVB and which are the 

factors that influence their attributions? 

Finding 3: The three superordinate categories of perceived functions of NVB 

were: cognitive, emotional and relating to group organisation. Learners attribute 

these functions under the influence of prior knowledge and social experience and 

appear to be clear on the value and the function of an occurring aspect of NVB. 

Question 4: What are the perceived effects of teachers' NVB and in which contexts 

are these perceived as relevant? 

Finding 4: Learners considered certain NVBs, especially gestures, as im portant 

aids in the cognitive processes of language learning. 
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Finding 5: Learners considered certain NVBs as important clues in judging the 

teachers' enlotions and attitudes in certain circumstances and in influencing 

their own emotions and attitudes during the class. 

Finding 6: Learners considered certain NVBs as intrinsic components of a 

teacher's management and organisation of the classroom group. 

Question 5: Do learners' indil'idual accounts differ in how they select aspects of 

rcachers' .Vf B and in holl' they interpret the same aspects of teachers' NVB, when 

selected? 

Finding 7: Although individual learners and trainee teachers did focus 

differently on aspects of teachers' NVB, common interpretations of the meaning 

and functional role of certain aspects of NVB were frequent and seemed to be 

socially regulated. 

Finding 8: Differences arise between the numbers of NVBs learners selected as 

releyant and sometimes between the interpretations given to the same aspect of 

teachers' NVB by different individuals. 

Question 6: Do learners and trainee teachers differ in how they select aspects of 

teachers' .XVB and in how they interpret the same aspects of teachers' NVB, when 

selected? 

Finding 9: Trainee teachers who observed language classes shared, to a certain 

extent, the interpretations of teachers' NVBs with the participating learners. The 

emotional function of teacher NVBs was emphasised more by the learners than 

the trainees, while trainees showed greater awareness than the learners of the 

interaction between teachers' NVBs and learners' actions or responses to them. 
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10...1. Discussion of findings 

This section provides a discussion of the main findings and the corresponding related 

findings in the order in which they were formulated above. Finding 1 suggests several 

hypotheses that may explain why all participants in the study considered teachers' 

NVBs. mainly gestures, as communicative and valued their role in the language class. 

Finding 2 suggests that learners see speech in conjunction with NVB as a cohesive 

system of meaning conveyance in the class. Findings 3 to 6 discuss, in an extended 

framework of the pilot study, the types of functions that learners and trainees attribute 

to teachers' NVB. I \\ill then discuss the types ofNVBs that learners interpreted in a 

similar manner and the ones that they disagreed upon (Findings 7 and 8). Finally, I 

review the trainee teachers' attitudes to teachers' NVB by comparing them with the 

learners' views (Finding 9). I conclude on a speculative note, proposing that teachers' 

NVB is an aspect of classroom interaction that might need more attention from 

teachers and researchers alike, for its hidden messages and complex impact on 

learners in a language class. 

Finding 1: All learners and trainee teachers participating in the study recognised 

certain teachers' gestures and other NVBs as conveying meanings in certain 

contexts and as contributing to the process of interaction in the classroom. They 

also interpreted these gestures and NVBs primarily in functional terms. 

Several reasons might account for the fact that all learners considered selected 

gestures and other NVBs as communicative and valuable aspects of teachers' 

classroom practice. Firstly, NVBs that they considered informative appeared to help 

learners to understand the content expressed verbally. They were perceived to either 

clarify or emphasise relevant information expressed in speech (see sub-chapter 7.4.), 

draw the learners' attention to an idea or phrase of importance (sub-chapter 7.5.1.) or 

give them hints for recollection (sub-chapter 7.5.2.). In other cases, teachers' NV 

actions conveyed their attitudes towards learners' output and prompted self-repairs 

(sub-chapters 7.6.2. and 7.6.3.). Learners and trainees alike identified different types 

of NVBs that, in various contexts, fulfil these different roles and generally considered 

them as communicating meanings. Most of the learners, who study English in a 

Western environment, welcome this type of expressiveness in teachers, perceiving it 

as an affirmation of the teacher's professional skills as well as of personal charisma. 
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There may be also affective reasons why learners prefered to consider 

teachers' gestures and other selected NVBs valuable for their language learning. At a 

practical leveL teachers who convey an emotional value attached to the verbal 

nlessage may be seen as easier to follow by the learners and also may give learners a 

sense of warmth and familiarity. Learners confessed to being pleased when able to 

infer a teacher's elTIotional state or attitude in a particular moment of interaction, 

especially after an instance of learner output. Most individuals know how difficult it is 

to communicate with people who do not indicate their reaction and feelings towards 

the message received. Surprisingly, even the subjects coming from cultural 

backgrounds with restrictive display rules considered teachers' NVB as a useful 

source of information and praised the teachers' expressivity in the class. 

Learners e\'idently identified particular gestures and instances of eye contact, 

facial expressions and spatial behaviour that they considered as helpful in their own 

right or in direct relationship with the verbal context in which they occurred. When 

the NVBs expressed emotions, attitudes and role distributions, for example, they were 

seen as meaningful in themselves (as seen in Chapter 8). When NVBs occurred in 

direct relationship with the verbal discourse, they were considered meaningful 

through their properties of visualising or concretising words or ideas that were too 

complex or inaccessible verbally due to the learners' limited level of proficiency (As 

shown in Chapter 7, section 7.4.). Iconics and metaphoric gestures especially were 

seen in these situations as relevant. Emblems and deictics tend to have a very clear 

meaning and are also more standardised in form (i.e. their form is regulated socially, 

there are certain rules of producing them correctly) and more specific in meaning. 

This may explain why teachers used more emblems and deictics than iconics in the 

extracts selected (see Appendix E for absolute figures of gestures used). Moreover, 

emblematic gestures appear to have an already established meaning within the group 

or to develop as EFL classroom-specific emblems (Hauge, 2000). 

Another possible explanation for the learners' positive judgement of teachers' 

NVB in this study is the existence of certain gestural commonalities across cultures 

and their potentially compensatory role in moments of linguistic impairment. As 

gestures and other NVBs are visible and generally considered as reliable components 

of any interaction, it seems reasonable to rely on them when one needs to break down 

inter-cultural as well as inter-lingual barriers. Although learners expressed strong 

awareness of cultural differences which regulate the amount, the types, and the 
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meanings of certain NYBs in the interaction, they seemed confident in considering the 

cross-cultural commonalities rather than being too concerned with the cultural 

discrepancies. Individuals process non-verbal aspects more easily than the verbal ones 

(Feyereisen & deLannoy, 1991) and this might become, for the learners, a way of 

saliencing their interaction with others and thereby helping their understanding. 

There \\ere particular contexts that learners considered as determining the 

communicative properties of teachers' NYBs, as seen in the learners' own comments 

(Chapters 7,8 and 9). These contexts were either verbal, e.g. a sentence, or situational 

contexts, e.g. question - and - answer interactions, in which learners used either the 

speech which embedded the NYBs or features of the particular situation in which they 

occurred as the main factor in determining the behavioural meaning (see ,for example, 

sub-chapters '7.6. Reacting to learners' output', '8.4. Creating a positive group 

atmosphere' and '9.3. Controlling speech turns'). In other words, learners' definitions 

of a situation in terms of a frame or recurrent pattern that is familiar or recognisable 

determine the meanings they give to a certain aspect of a teacher's NYB. However, 

once learners are familiar with the situation, the meaning of the teacher's actions 

depends more heavily on the immediate verbal context (sentence or phrase). They are 

used instead to understand words and sentences rather than patterns of interaction, as 

gestures usually bear a close relationship to the semantic and pragmatic content of 

speech (see sub-chapter '7.4, Enhancing comprehension through gestures'). At this 

micro-level. learners seem to perceive gestures and other NYBs as a kind of 

. contextualisation cues' which allow them to make sense of the situation and, more 

precisely~ of individual sentences. Referring to linguistic contextualisation cues, 

Gumperz (1982) highlights the role that these play in interaction, with the 

participants~ active involvement in interpreting them correctly: 

a contextualisation cue is any feature of linguistic form that contributes to the 
signalling of contextual presuppositions (. . .) Unlike words that can be 
discussed out of context, the meanings of contextualisation cues are rather 
implicit. They are not usually talked about out of context. Their signalling 
value depends on the participants' tacit awareness of their meaningfuless (. . .). 
However, when a listener does not react to a cue or is unaware of its function, 
interpretations may differ and misunderstanding may occur. 

(1982:131-132) 

Most of the gestures become meaningful for the informants only in the context of 

interaction and only with the listeners' direct interpretive involvement in attributing a 
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meaning to gestures. Otherwise, a gesture remams an unimportant and ephemeral 

action, despite its communicative potential. Therefore, it becomes central to see in 

what contexts learners start to pay attention to teachers' gestures and other NVBs and 

in what contexts they may ignore them. A good deal of learners' interpretations also 

included their descriptions of the wider context of the particular use of a specific 

NVB. Their definition of the context appears to affect the meanings they give to the 

gestures perceived and instant-by-instant reactions they are going to have in relation 

to these gestures. In this sense, it seemed that learners considered teachers' NVBs as 

relevant and meaningful when they occurred in direct or indirect relationship with a 

significant aspect of the learning - cognitive, emotional or regulatory. When learners 

considered that they understood the teacher's message, the aspects of teachers' NVB 

that seemed to affect the content or the conditions of the learning were selected as 

meaningful. 

In a previous study, Gullberg (1998) found that listeners of a narrative, who 

did not see gestures, generally believed that seeing the gestures would have improved 

their comprehension, especially when the narrators were non-native speakers of low 

proficiency. At the same time, listeners who saw the gestures were generally vague 

regarding their improvement value. The fact that all subjects were asked to evaluate 

the efficiency of the gestures after the actual interaction took place, without any 

immediate recall prompts, might explain why their explanations were vague, in 

contrast to the findings from the present study. Participants in this study had available 

the immediate context of the interaction through videos or direct observation as a 

basis for their analysis, which might explain why they were able to make judgements 

on a concrete, rather than imaginary basis. 

There may be another explanation for learners' positive judgement of teachers' 

NVB in this study. As other authors indicate (Neu, 1990; Gullberg, 1998), 

assessments of gestural efficiency depend to a great extent on the speaker's general 

communicative style, defined as an interacting manner which involves a general level 

of activity, not only gestural, but also oral and interactive. In other words, listeners 

assess more positively the speaker who is making an effort during the whole 

interaction and whom they perceive as superior or whom they respect in terms of 

linguistic or social status. It may be the case that, as with oral communication, 

learners judge the efficiency of the NVBs perceived on the basis of who performs 

them, rather than on the basis of some inherent properties of the NVBs perceived. 
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This would explain why the same type of gestural activity occurring in some of the 

classes was judged differently when performed by a teacher and when performed by a 

student. A student's intense gestural activity was typically seen as a sign of linguistic 

struggle, '''hile a teacher's intense gesturing was seen as an indication of involvement 

and commitment to make the content clear and accessible. 

Finding 2: Language learners perceived themselves as attending to both 

teachers' speech and their NVBs and judged them as mostly interrelated in 

nature within the same communicative event. 

A.lthough only few learners specifically articulated the belief that there is a direct 

relationship between language and speech, they all readily assumed that NVBs that 

they saw as meaningful supported or complemented the co-occurring verbal message. 

Their comments referred almost constantly to meanings conveyed non-verbally in 

direct relationship with the content of speech. This indicates that learners perceived an 

existent semantic and pragmatic relationship between the content of speech and the 

content of NVB, especially of gestures. 

All participants considered teachers as using speech and gestures and other 

NVBs with the same purpose of getting their meanings across to the learners, while 

also preserving a positive group atmosphere and cohesion. The evidence from 

learners' accounts and from my own observations on the video data suggests that 

teachers systematically use communicative gestures and other NVBs to enhance the 

meanings expressed verbally and sometimes even to substitute them. While some 

gestures simply emphasise the relevant aspects of the verbal discourse, others 

complete the speech by illustrating a different aspect of an object or phenomenon 

described, yet others communicate independently of speech, i.e. emblems. Teachers, 

as ,vith the majority of individuals, may not be aware of the types of NVBs they 

actually use in class. However, the impact of their actions on the learners seems to be 

at least as strong as the impact of their speech (as seen in Chapters 7 to 9) and 

especially when feelings and attitudes are involved (as shown in Chapter 8). 

The fact that learners perceived themselves as attending to both systems of 

communication in the process of interaction suggests that learners had intuitive 

knowledge of how gesture and speech co-exist and function, and of the roles that 

gestures and other meaningful NVBs play in the process of human communication. 

Learners not only identified and elaborated on the communicative properties of 
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gestures and other NVBs, they also perceived themselves as reacting constantly to 

teachers' NVB actions in a manner that furthered their learning and als~ preserved a 

positive classroom participation. 

During the interviews, learners expressed a range of beliefs about the nature of 

teaching and language learning. They all seemed to share some expectations and 

beliefs about the ideal language class and the ideal language teacher. First, several 

learners considered that they were more likely to learn if the teachers were dynamic 

and expressive, creating opportunities for interaction and a relaxed atmosphere. It 

became evident that they valued the British learning environment for its interactive 

style and affective engagement and considered it a motivational factor for learning. 

Second, a number of learners considered communicative gestures and other NVBs as 

the sole way of accessing certain meanings expressed by the teachers, especially when 

they were learners of lower levels of proficiency or when the content of speech was 

felt not to be clear enough. This compensatory role of (mainly) gestures was 

perceived as another incentive for the learners to watch and interpret teachers' NVB. 

Learners considered themselves as more confident in interpreting teachers' NVBs, 

espec ially \\hen it came to emotions and attitudes, than relying solely on speech. They 

also appeared to consider the emotional and social interaction with the teacher as 

important as their own learning processes. A third common belief was that they 

shared with the teachers the aim of the interaction, that is to develop their learning and 

to do so in a positive environment. In this sense, learners considered that both teachers 

and themselves were tacitly committed to preserve the smooth development of the 

interaction by trying to communicate by all means available and by striving to 

understand correctly and react adequately to each other's messages. 

These commonly shared beliefs suggest that a further motivational force may 

have underpinned the learners' desire for actively interpreting NVBs. Perhaps the 

learners considered communicative NVBs as a more direct and reliable way of 

interpreting teachers' intentions and messages, due to their own limited language 

proficiency. It seems that learners feIt that, by watching teachers' NVBs in the class, 

they have an alternative or complementary way to construct their interpretations of 

verbal meanings. In the case of emotions and attitudes, teachers' NVB becomes the 

main channel of communication, as these are routinely conveyed non-verbally rather 

than verbalised and learners appeared to be highly sensitive to them. 
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While. in most cases, learners seem to understand the messages conveyed non

verbally by the teachers, there are certain instances where confusions occurred due to 

misinterpretations of teachers' NVBs (see section 7.4.6.). As misunderstandings can 

Occur in the case of NVBs as well as in speech, learners seem to constantly rely on 

both systems of communication to figure out the meanings conveyed by the teachers 

and. indeed~ to communicate their own meanings. Although it was not the purpose of 

the study to investigate learners' use of NYB in their own discourse, during the 

interviews. it was obvious that learners themselves use communicative gestures in 

immediate conjunction with speech in order to ensure the correct encoding of their 

meanings and to prevent misunderstandings. In this sense, very often they chose to 

reproduce teachers' gestures that they were describing. 

It seems clear from previous research that speakers use language and gesture 

in partnership in order to communicate and can shift the prevalence and roles of any 

of the two during the conversation in dependence with their communicative purposes 

(McNeilL 1992: 2000; Kendon, 1980; 1994). The two systems employ different media 

and therefore offer different possibilities of use to the speakers. The different 

structural and functional affordances are not a weakness, but a strength of the two 

systems in combination, as these differences allow for their complementary use by 

both speaker and receiver. However, research so far has not explored the ways in 

which the recipients attend simultaneously to the two systems of communication in 

real time. The present study shows that learners seem to consider both systems 

communicative, be aware of their interface in communicating meanings and perceive 

themselves as attending to both teachers' speech and gestures. 

Finding 3: The three superordinate categories of perceived functions of NVB 

were: cognitive, emotional and relating to group organisation. Learners attribute 

these functions under the influence of prior knowledge and social experience and 

appear to be clear on the value and the function of an occurring aspect of NVB. 

One of the clearest findings that emerged from the study was the degree to which 

learners made immediate, seemingly ad hoc selections of 'relevant' NYBs and offered 

decisions on the roles that these NYBs fulfilled in the interaction. Goodwin (1981) 

was able to show how participants in a conversation both attend and fail to attend to 

each other's actions, by drawing a distinction between actions that are relevant or 

irrelevant. He also identified the issue of finding out how gestures become 
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consequential (or not) for the recipients as one of the malO challenges for future 

research on gesture, as: 

very often recipients to a gesture do not make a subsequent move to it that 
deals ll'ith the gesture as a distinct event in its own right. It is thus difficult to 
establish what consequences the gesture has for the organisation of their 
action. (1981: 29) 

In another study, Kendon (1976) also found that observers readily and consistently 

distinguish between actions that they classify as communicational and other 

beha\'iours that they ignore or discount as irrelevant for the communication. 

Similarly. the findings from the current study seem to indicate that learners constantly 

distinguished, either through their selections of teachers' NVBs or explicitly through 

their comments, between actions that they perceived as relevant and actions that they 

ignored or discounted as irrelevant or of little significance for them. 

The mechanisms through which learners decide to consider a gesture as 

important or disregard it completely are not clear yet. The fact that individuals are 

able to make a selection and attribute meanings and functions to only certain actions 

in the interaction indicates that the role of the audience is crucial for the destiny of a 

'\fV action. Speakers employ several strategies in securing the communicative 

significance of their gestures, such as orienting their eye-gaze at the hands as they 

begin to gesticulate, orient their body towards the audience to make their actions 

\'isible or include deictic particles (e.g. 'like this') in their spoken utterances to 'point' 

the recipient to the gestures (Streeck, 1994). However, the fate of a gesture is 

ultimately decided by the recipient, who has to make an effort of attaching it with 

function and meaning through a process of interpretation in the immediate context. 

How do learners decide if a gesture is or is not relevant in a class? The 

findings from this study seem to indicate that learners tend to prioritise the function of 

a gesture or act of NVB and attend to it when it affects, directly or indirectly, their 

own learning. A possible explanation for the fact that learners attributed functional 

values to gestures and other NVBs is the learners' own definition of the social context 

in which the events occurred and were investigated. Learners knew that their presence 

in the class is justified mainly by their need to learn (Ellis, 2001 a). Therefore, they 

may have constructed their judgements of any action occurring in the classroom 

context in direct conj unction with their cognitive processing needs, their affective 

states and their participation in an activity of group organisation. Patterson's 
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functional mode I of NVB (1982,1983,1991) assumed that an individual's naive 

perception of the purpose or function of a given interaction is a more important 

determinant of interactive behaviour than a spontaneous reaction or arousal, as 

suggested by earlier theories of NV exchange (reviewed in Chapter 2). The findings 

from the present study support Patterson's view, in the sense that learners constantly 

justified their interpretations of teachers' NVB with reference to the functions that 

they attributed to them. Rather than reacting to teachers' NVB in an 'instinctive' way, 

individuals seem to perform an interpretive activity in relation to the act of NVB 

perceived. Learners seem to interpret according to a pre-existent set of knowledge and 

beliefs about teaching and learning in a classroom setting which allow them to attach 

particular meanings to teachers' NVB and self-regulate accordingly their own 

participation in the interaction. 

Three themes of interpretation emerged which typified learners' attributions of 

functional value to teachers' NVBs. The first and most predominant in learners' 

accounts was the cognitive dimension; NVBs which learners perceive as influencing 

their mental processes of learning (see Appendix F for absolute figures of NVBs 

identified by learners for each of the functional categories). Learners include here 

gestures and NVBs that affected processes like comprehension, memorisation, 

language production etc. A second area of interpretation includes NVBs that learners 

perceive as affecting their emotions and attitudes towards learning and towards the 

teacher. Finally, the last group of NVBs was perceived as affecting the group 

organisation and classroom management. The research findings regarding learners' 

interpretations in each of these three areas are further discussed below. 

It appears that while, most of the time in the class, learners do not need to 

reflect on the meanings attached to teachers' NVBs, they nevertheless seem to posses 

prior background knowledge on some of the factors that may influence them and this 

knowledge is accessed consciously whenever the interaction becomes unstable or 

confusing. In the case of language learners, the chances for instability of the 

interaction are increased. They have thus to constantly evaluate the teachers' NVB. 

This pre-existent knowledge that learners use in interpreting teachers' NVB calls on a 

set of previous beliefs and experiences about the types and meanings of the 

interactional patterns and the factors which may determine them. This knowledge may 

be acquired unconsciously, be the outcome of social observation and imitation, or 

may be acquired consciously. Like all individuals, learners therefore appear to possess 
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a set of beliefs developed through previous social interaction or instruction, which 

they are able to talk about and use in making sense of any act ofNYB. 

Three categories of prior knowledge emerged from the learners' accounts, 

which focused respectively on the individual, the setting, and extra-class social 

interaction: 

• 

• 

Individual knowledge refers to knowledge learners acquired about how 

cognitive and affective factors, such as teachers' gender, personality, culture, 

motivation etc. may influence their NYBs. 

Setting knowledge refers, tirst of all, to the understanding of the pedagogical 

purposes of their interaction and their expectations of it. It also includes 

knowledge about different teaching styles, teaching methodologies, methods 

of c lass interaction etc. 

• Social knowledge refers to the general knowledge learners develop about the 

social rules and conventions of interaction and meaning making In 

intercultural interaction and about the 'when' and 'how' to apply them. 

These three types of knowledge appeared to guide the learners' choices of 

interpretation when reflecting on teachers' NYB. The ways in which learners make 

use of this knowledge in the interaction seems to vary and follow mysterious ways 

and these individualised interpretations may ultimately influence the learners' self

regulation of their NVBs in the class. 

This study was based on individuals' perceptions of teachers' NYB rather than 

on the analysis of teachers' actual 'performed' NYB. It reflected thus the attributions 

made by the participants themselves to teachers' NYBs rather than analysing the 

NYBs produced by the teachers. The perceivers' perspective was prevalent at all 

times. A model of 'perceived' NYB emerged from the data as it seemed necessary to 

distinguish between the NVB that teachers produce and the NYB that learners 

perceive as relevant. In order to conceptualise this relationship between 

interpretations (of others' NYBs) as emerging from the data available in this study 

and what may determine them, the interrelationship between the three types of 

functions of perceived NYB and the types of knowledge can be illustrated 

diagrammatically as in Figure 10.1. on the following page. 
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Figure 10. 1. An illustration of the functional model of perceived NVB 

COGNITIVE DIMENSION 
(Attributed relevance of NVB 
for learning and other mental activities) 
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EMOTIONAL DIMENSION 
(Attributed relevance of NVB for the 
emotional involvement of learners) 
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This model of 'perceived' NVB suggests the following definition: 

Perceived lYT 'B describes the individuals' attribution of relevance to an act of NVB as 

occurring during interaction and the interpretation of it as affecting the individuals' 

lIlt!ntal processes, their affective engagement in the interaction, and/or the 

management of relationships within the immediate social group. These interpretations 

art! determined first~l' by the individuals' definition of the immediate context of the 

interal'fion and then by more social remote factors. Interpretations of others' NVBs 

gin! s{ability to the interaction and sustain the individual as part of it. 

The three major perceived functions of NYB (cognitive, emotional, organisational) 

emerge thus under the influence of three levels of factors which may affect 

simultaneously the interpretations individuals make. However, the specific functions 

and meanings attributed to an act of NVB reside to a certain extent with the 

individual. Learners' interpretations are limited by pre-existent patterns, which 

prescribe the potential types of interpretations that individuals can attribute to any 

aspect of NVB in order to maintain a smooth and collaborative interaction. This 

apparent contradiction is clarified later on when discussing Findings 7 and 8. 

While the learners' attributions are unpredictable to a certain extent, due to 

each individual's distinct background knowledge and life experiences, shared and 

constant interpretations are made possible by pre-existent rules of social interaction 

and meaning making which are inherent properties of a context such as a classroom. 

\10erman (1990:40) argues that the unit of any interaction is the 'social move', seen 

as a physical action, audible or visible, which contributes to the social interaction on 

the basis of a set of patterned interactive structures and events. Although the ways in 

which an individual will react in a situation or interpret it are generally unpredictable, 

the existence of a set of features which participants seem to regularly take into 

account and emphasise when acting and reacting to an act of social interaction gives it 

stability and continuity. The data from the learners and the trainee teachers suggested 

a shared awareness of such features. 

Finding 4: Learners consider certain NVBs, especially gestures, as important 

aids in the cognitive processes of language learning. 
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In selecting the aspects of teachers' NVBs that they considered relevant, learners gave 

a considerable predominance to gestures perceived to have a cognitive function. More 

than half of the total attributions made to teachers' NVBs were cognitive and most of 

these NVBs were gestures (See Appendix F). There appear to be a number of reasons 

for this. First. the social context in which the interaction and the research took place 

was a pedagogic one. In observing gestures and other NVBs, the habitat in which they 

occur is the immediate clue for their viewers. Secondly, due to the fact that most 

gestures are synchronous with speech and present the same or closely related 

meanings \yith it. they might become more salient for interpreting meanings. Third, 

the frequency of gestures increases when restrictions are imposed on speech 

(Rauscher et aI., 1996) or with increasing encoding problems (Feyereisen and de 

Lannoy. 1991). Similarly. it may be the case that teachers' gestural frequency 

increases when they expect the learners to encounter difficulties in understanding. 

Teachers might anticipate, through previous experience and intuition, learners' 

decoding yerbal difficulties and try and provide them with explicit and relevant 

gestural cues with which to increase their chances of decoding the intended referent. 

Gestures are also the only NVBs that can encode complex meanings. They become 

thus the predominant NVB in learners' explanations or narratives. 

In general, gestures that give a visual representation to concrete or abstract 

concepts (see sub-chapter 7.4.2.) or gestures that emphasise the main words in a 

sentence (see sub-chapter 7.4.3.) were seen as particularly helpful by the learners. 

Almost half of the cognitive attributions made by all learners referred to gestures that 

were seen to enhance the learners' understanding, by illustrating the meanings 

expressed verbally (see Appendix F). Gestures appeared to be considered helpful 

mainly when they had a clear correspondent at the level of speech and when their 

production was salient. These were concrete gestures, i.e. iconics with a referential 

content, that were noticeable and salient due to their clarity or amplitude. The 

probable explanation for this is that attention needs clear and visible actions for 

processing in real time. Speakers and viewers seem to intuitively know this rule, as 

speakers were shown to use different techniques of making their gestures clearly 

visible to their audience (Streeck, 1994), while viewers make efforts to see the 

speakers whenever possible during interaction. If this is the case, then teachers may 

be trained to ensure that they provide the learners with visible and clear gestures and 

ensure their saliency for interpretation. 
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Although learners found it difficult to assess how precisely these gestures 

helped them when reflecting on their cognitive processes at the moment of perceiving 

the actions. they nevertheless considered certain gestures as facilitating mental 

processes implied in their learning. It seems that learners focus on the aspects of the 

gesture which express those properties of the referent which are ambiguous in speech 

or of which they are not certain, due to their linguistic level or capabilities. As most 

speec h-related gestures are pragmatically and sematically co-expressive with the 

content of speech, it is reasonable to find that learners perceive this relationship and 

try to rely on one or both systems in understanding. Learners identified several 

instances of complementarity between the two systems, speech and gesture, when 

elements of content were deduced by the learners synchronously from the two 

channels (see, for example. evidence presented in sub-chapters 7.4.2., 7.4.4. and 

7A.5.). In situations when gestures completed the verbal message by adding new 

information to the content, learners seemed able to perform this mental act of 

combining both media in order to achieve meaning. When a teacher says that the 

temperatures are 'different' meantime indicating with his hand decreasing levels in 

the gestural space, learners interpreted that what the teacher meant were constantly 

lowered temperatures. 

Some gestures that represented visually the content of speech were also 

considered as assisting learning by functioning as mnemonics and helping retention ( 

see sub-chapter 7.5.2.). Some learners talked about 'mental images' that helped the 

retention of the verbal equivalent and/or its meaning. While sometimes learners would 

not be able to remember the exact word, they could recollect the meaning expressed 

or the ideas discussed. In other cases, gestures were believed to help the memorising 

of the lexical equivalent or of an association of terms. 

In several instances, learners perceived the compensatory character of gestures 

when they could not comprehend the verbal message or when the teacher was trying 

to elicit a word or idea (section 7.4.5.). In these situations, learners perceived the 

gestural clues as the only available resource for continuing the interaction. This was 

connected by them with the learners' own performative strategy of using more 

gestures when they did not know a word in a foreign language. Similarly, when 

unable to understand an interlocutor, learners seemed to become more alert to their 

non-verbal clues when providing supplementary explanations. When teachers explain 

a word or concept, learners seemed to classify the situation as potentially 'difficult' or 
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· important' and became thus more alert to teachers' gestures. Learners themselves 

explain that. when understanding is easy, gestures become 'superfluous' or 

·unimpoI1ant'. When comprehension is problematic, learners seem to try to rely on 

alternatives to the verbal channel and in this way gestures become more salient to 

them. 

Teachers \\'ere also perceived to use techniques of eliciting learners' responses 

through gestures. Mainly iconics and emblems were identified in conjunction with 

this function (see sub-chapter 7.4.5.). As this is a frequent type of class activity, 

learners seemed to look out for teachers' NY clues in situations of word search. It 

might be the case that learners apply similar strategies in comprehending a verbal 

message as they do in overcoming their difficulties in speaking. As another study has 

shown. when speaking in a foreign language, people produce more gestures to solve 

lexically related problems and gestures that exploit the conceptual features of the 

referents. such as iconics and referential metaphorics (Gullberg, 1998). It may be the 

case. as this study shows, that learners rely on the same types of gestures in class 

when being direct addressees and when encountering difficulties in understanding the 

teachers' message. 

Another group of functions that learners attributed to teachers' gestures were 

the ones that they related to the facilitative conditions of learning (see sub-chapter 

7.5.). There were gestures, especially concrete deictics or emblems, which learners 

perceived as directing their attention to an aspect of importance, place or person and 

thus facilitate their concentration. These gestures of pointing to objects or people were 

perceived as focussing the attention and as making a sentence or situation less 

ambiguous. Similarly, gestures that emphasised the relevant parts of a sentence, 

usually abstract deictics used to mark the key word or phrase, were also often noticed 

by the learners. However, learners did not mention beats almost at all. These gestures, 

produced as flicks of the hand used by speakers as management gestures to index the 

significant elements of the discourse, were not discussed in learners' accounts, 

although teachers appeared to use them quite often in the video extracts selected (see 

Appendix E). The probable explanation for this fact might be the quick and brief 

character of such gestures. When learners identified beats in teachers' NYBs, they 

usually considered them as 'normal' or typical speaker's gestures meant to help the 

speaker, rather than to communicate to the viewer. 
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Finally. another function that learners often perceived in teachers' NV activity 

during the class was that of acknowledging their output and responding to it, either by 

agreeing or disagreeing. or by asking for clarifications (as presented in sub-chapter 

7.6.). Learners perceived this type of interaction as a set of patterns which occur with 

regularity in the class and which are intrinsic components of teacher-learner 

interaction. As these reactions were brief and recognisable, mainly expressed through 

emblematic gestures and facial expressions, they might have appeared as unimportant 

or to quick to be noticed by the learners. On the contrary, learners seemed to be very 

alert to teachers' reactions to someone's answer and to their own and considered these 

NV reactions as significant, desirable and important for their own learning. Although 

the affectiye dimension was stressed by some learners, they nevertheless implied that 

teachers' attitudes to their answers also had a cognitive impact in the sense that 

learners learn "hat teachers approve as correct or important. 

Another aspect that deserves consideration is that of the potential of 

ambiguous gestures and of culturally-specific emblems to hinder learning (discussed 

in sub-chapter 7.-1-.6.). Although situations like these might occur, as shown in one of 

the classes in this study, they do not seem of great concern as they are rare in 

comparison with the situations in which gestures are seen by informants to help 

comprehension. Learners seem to cope with these ambiguous situations by seeking 

confirmations or clarifications in the content of speech and/ or by giving the speaker 

the benefit of being well-intentioned. The misinterpretations, rightly or wrongly, are 

usually related by the learners to their own level of proficiency or assumed 

unawareness of teachers' cultural rules. 

Finding 5: Learners considered certain NVBs as important clues in judging the 

teachers' emotions and attitudes in certain circumstances and in influencing 

their own emotions and attitudes during the class. 

There appear to be several instances in the language class when learners interpreted 

certain NVBs produced by the teachers as indicators of their emotions or attitudes to 

an individual (see sub-chapter 8.3.) or to the group (sub-chapter 8.4.). Learners seem 

to sensitively monitor teachers' emotional reactions to their answers and behaviours 

in the class, or to their own teaching. Through this monitoring, learners felt able to 

make adjustments in their verbal and non-verbal contribution to the class. 
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It seemed surprising to find that learners highly value teachers' NVBs for their 

potential of communicating emotions and attitudes, while trainee teachers observing 

the c lasses did not emphasise this dimension (see Chapter 8). There are two possible 

explanations for this fact. First, learners and their teachers had time to develop a 

degree of familiarity with each other, a fact that increases the level of NVB produced 

(Aiello & Cooper. 1972; Heslin & Boss, 1980; Rubin, 1970) and perceived (Buck and 

Lerman, 1979; Buck, 1989). In other words, learners' sensitivity to teachers' NVB is 

increased through their ongoing relationship. Second, trainees participated as 

observers and not as direct addressees of teachers' NVBs. The differences between 

the two groups' perceptions suggest that the learners as addressees in a class may be 

more discriminatory in the range of interpretations given to teachers' NVB. This also 

indicates that investigating NVBs only with observers or with teachers new to the 

students may have limitations. 

A further finding was that learners seemed to value teachers who were 

expressive and came across as enthusiastic speakers, saying that their dynamism made 

the class motiYating and enjoyable (see sub-chapters 8.2.2. and 8.4.1.). This finding is 

striking in the case of the learners coming from Asian countries that tend to cultivate 

more restrictive rules of NVB display. It seemed that for these learners the different 

patterns of class intimacy from the ones they were traditionally used to were a 

desirable characteristic of their class. Although frustration was present when they had 

to reproduce this type ofNVB and modify their own NVBs, learners accepted cultural 

differences as a positive experience and as part of their learning. Surprisingly, the 

Asian students were able to identify particular meanings in NVBs that traditionally 

are constrained in their own cultures, such as eye contact or increased gesturing. This 

shows that, although some NVBs are restricted in some cultures, individuals can 

develop a cross-cultural awareness of their use, especially when interacting directly 

within the foreign culture. 

In connection with the observation above comes another finding that suggests 

that learners interpret teachers' NVB in culture-specific ways. For example, Asian 

learners almost invariably construed teachers' smiles and animated behaviour 

positively (sub-chapters 8.2.2. and 8.4.2.), whereas the same NVB displayed by a 

student was interpreted as an evidence of embarrassment and linguistic difficulty (see 

last quotes on page 220, for example). It is possible that learners from these countries 

may reject teachers' lively NVB style in their own cultural context as inappropriate or 
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disrespectful. However, individual learners had different attitudes towards the 

adoption of different cultural display rules in their own NVB. While some were keen 

to change and become more expressive in an effort towards their acceptance in the 

new community, others strongly rejected the idea and declared their intention to 

follow their cultural display rules religiously when returning home (see section 

8.4.2.). 

Some of teachers' NVBs were perceived in direct relation with their status and 

role in the class. While some of these were interpreted as part of a professional duty, 

others were perceived as individual attributes of teacher's personality (sub-chapter 

8.2.1.). Most of these NVBs were positive expressions on the face, a relaxed posture, 

intense gesturing. head nods etc. Teachers were also perceived to have tics or to show 

negative emotions, like boredom or annoyance, but these were always considered as 

human and acceptable, if occurring only incidentally. The fact that learners take into 

account teacher's status when judging their NVB is an indicator of the ways in which 

the general interpretation of NVB takes place. Individuals judge not only the 

immediate context in which an act of NVB occurred, but they also take into account 

the role expectations of the social situation. 

Learners placed a great importance on NVBs that indicated a teacher's 

attitudes to their individual performance in the class. They valued a teacher's smile 

and nodding after a 'good' answer, the direct eye contact for checking that everything 

was In order. a close proximity for supplementary explanations etc. When these 

actions were addressed to the whole group, learners considered them equally 

positively, but they also expected to be treated as individuals and receive their 

moments of direct and exclusive interaction with the teacher. 

In all cases, learners seldom seemed to want to initiate a NV exchange with 

the teacher to express their own attitudes or emotions. While these situations are not 

impossible, it seems to be the case that teachers are granted the role of initiating 

NVBs expressing emotions which learners value and react to. Although differences 

between individuals exist in attributing these emotional meanings to teachers' NVB, 

learners appear to share the belief that these meanings of NVB are equally important 

to their learning experience as the ones directly assisting their learning processes. 

Individuals seem to give classrooms an emotional value as well as a rational one. 

They come in the class to learn, but also to feel good. This 'feeling good' factor 

appears to be highly dependent on the teacher's initiative. 
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Finding 6: Learners considered certain NVBs as intrinsic components of a 

teacher's nlanagement and organisation of the classroom group. 

As in the case of NVBs expressing affects, learners considered that it is the teachers' 

responsibility to take the leading role and organise the interaction. Several of 

teachers' NVBs were interpreted by the learners as having an organisational role 

through the regulation of learners' participation in the class (see Chapter 9). These 

NVBs were mostly brief, standardised moves, i.e. emblems, concrete deictics and eye 

contact, which teachers seemed to use with some degree of awareness in order to 

directly influence the learners' behaviour in the class. 

In their interpretations, learners suggested the existence of certain standardised 

NVBs which teachers use regularly in managing the group, some being well-known 

social practices, others developing as specific classroom practices. For example, the 

decision of allowing or denying a learner's turn to speak is made mainly by the 

teacher and the ways in which the decision is communicated to the learner is mainly 

non-verbal (see sub-chapter 9.3.1.). Teachers ordinarily use such gestures, and due to 

their regularity of recurrence, they become substitutes for speech in the specific 

context of the language class. Pointing to a learner after a question or establishing 

direct eye contact are clear moves of turn-giving, and so are the avoidance of eye 

contact or the palm-up gesture for turn-denying. Again learners' familiarity with the 

teacher and the development of a shared code of interaction make these NVBs more 

efficient, in the sense that teachers do not need to explain them verbally and learners, 

once familiar with them, need less time to react. In another study, Hauge (2000) 

identified the range of emblems that teachers seem to employ on a regular basis in the 

EFL class, the prime emblems being 'the eye brows raised', the 'head nod' and the 

;head shake'. The current study indicates that learners are aware of certain emblems 

which teachers use on a regular basis and in direct relation to the language learning 

context. 

Some other codes of NVB were perceived by learners as relevant to organising 

class interaction. Teacher's use of space in the class and grouping of learners were 

perceived by them as regular activities that frequently occur in interaction without 

much verbal explanation (see sub-chapter 9.2.). Teachers' posture, sitting or standing, 

their distance from the learner or a group were, in certain circumstances, associated 

with intentions of taking control over the interaction or passing the responsibility to 

the learners for a short time or with marking the importance of the activity. 
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Learners considered that, when having their turn to speak, the teacher's NVB 

IS crucial for monitoring their own performance and also for limiting their 

intervention (see sub-chapter 9.3.2.). If the teacher shows interest or otherwise in their 

\Yords through actions like maintained eye contact, head nodding, smiling for 

encouragement etc., learners consider that their contribution is relevant and also that 

the group's judgemental evaluations are influenced in a positive way by the teacher's 

NV response. This might not always be the case, as one of the classes in this study 

revealed. One of the learners considered himself as valued by the teacher due to his 

contributions to the class, while all the other learners disregarded him as too 

dominating and arrogant. 

From the data. it IS clear that learners and teachers develop a shared 

understanding of the NVBs that function to regulate the class interaction and learners 

are alert to them. Although individual interpretations and responses to a teacher's 

NVB are possible, a pre-established type of reaction is expected in most instances of 

the interaction. Learners seem to know these rules and tacitly respect them. When a 

teacher points to a learner after a question, it is very unlikely that the learner will not 

answer. The repetitiveness of the same NVB in conjunction with the same classroom 

activity and the co-participation of teachers and learners in preserving its role and 

meanings confer stability and predictability to the interaction. 

Finding 7: Although individual learners and trainee teachers did focus 

differently on aspects of teachers' NVB, common interpretations of the meaning 

and functional role of certain aspects of NVB were frequent and seemed to be 

socially regulated. 

While learners' own selections of aspects of teachers' NVBs relevant to themselves 

may be different, their interpretations of the same aspects of NVB were most of the 

times similar. In other words, when the same aspect ofNVB was selected by different 

individuals, their interpretations matched in terms of its function and its meaning in 

the interaction. The kinds of functions that learners attributed to teachers' NVB 

accord for the most part with the findings from the existent studies in the field 

regarding the roles that NVBs, especially gestures, play in interaction (Bavelas, 1994; 

Bavelas et aI., 1992). 

Agreements between learners when discussing the functions and meanings of 

emblems and deictics were mostly noticed. The explanation may lie in the fact that 
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emblelns and deictics are gestures that are learnt with their socially regulated 

conventions of physical form and established meanings, even outside the classroom. 

As emblems and deictics imply a shared meaning between the community of users 

(society. teachers and learners etc.), individual interpretations tend to be confined to 

narrow ranges of meaning. On the other hand, certain gestures seem to develop also as 

classroom specific emblems (thumb up for agreement after an answer, head shake for 

disagreement etc.) or deictics (pointing to a learner for turn-giving, pointing to the 

board for attention, pointing behind the head for expressing 'past tense' etc.). The 

explanation of a shared practice of meaning-making possibly resides in the existence 

of the learners' wish to understand what a teacher wants to achieve in any instance of 

interaction. Although extensive, the range of the potential interpretations of a given 

NVB may thus become limited due to previously shared classroom experiences. 

It seems that although learners differ in their language learning beliefs and 

strategies (Bialystok, 1981; Oxford, 1990), they nevertheless share some strategies of 

NYB meaning-making as a sine-qua-non condition of interaction stability. These 

shared learner strategies and interpretations are more surprising when it comes to 

gestures and NVBs used in direct relationship with the language learning processes, 

being thus special attributes of classroom interaction. Some of the strategies that 

learners might use in interpreting teachers' gestures are: making the analogy with the 

meaning of the gesture outside the class, relating the meaning of the gesture with 

meanings expressed verbally, using prior situations in which the gesture occurred as a 

reference for interpretation, analysing the immediate verbal context, or locating the 

gesture in relation with other simultaneous NYBs. It may be the case that learners not 

only learn in the class how to understand and interpret the foreign language taught by 

the teacher, but they also learn the unspoken 'language' of their teachers' actions. A 

class develops thus as a group that shares principles of interpreting each other's words 

and actions. Teachers' NYBs become subjected to a constant process of evaluation 

and meaning-making according to some group co-constructed rules and conventions. 

Language classrooms are complex and multi-layered realities (Mitchell, 1985). 

Classroom practices are situated in particular cultural environments and within these 

environments the interpretations of each other's behaviours are socially constructed 

(Breen, 1985; Kramsch, 1993; Holliday, 1994; Byram, 1991, 1997). Breen (1985) 

suggests that the analysis of the classroom linguistic performance does not reveal the 

learners' experience: 
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Such experience is two-dimensional: individual-subjective experience and 
collective-intersubjective experience. The subjective experience of teacher and 
Icorners in a classroom is woven with personal purposes, attitudes, and 
pnferred ways of doing things. The intersubjective experience derives from 
and maintains teacher and learner shared definitions, conventions, and 
procedures which enable a working together in a crowd. 

(1985: 140) 

Similarly, Allwright (1996) argues that the on-going balancing of pedagogic and 

social factors influences, in complex ways, the interaction in the class and the learning 

processes and results. 

It is very unlikely that learners discuss between them the ways of interpreting 

teachers' NVB in a certain context, given the possibly novel character of the gestures 

that teachers may use in any moment. The existence therefore of a shared meaning in 

the case of any gesture or other NVBs indicates the active role of a pre-existent set of 

knowledge and earlier experience that makes possible congruent interpretations. The 

interpretations given by the learners in the particular context become a reflection of 

their knowing and following the classroom 'mystery play' that has a certain script, but 

is still flexible and unpredictable to a certain degree. Learners and teachers have to 

continuously work together to preserve their interaction and to make it favourable for 

learning. It can be supposed that teachers involve the same effort in interpreting the 

learners' NVB. Language learning in a classroom is thus not an individual and 

exclusively mental process, it is socially orchestrated and conditioned in its unfolding 

by the continuous interpretation of teacher's words and non-verbal meanings. 

Finding 8: Differences arise between the numbers of NVBs learners selected as 

relevant and sometimes between the interpretations given to the same aspect of 

teachers' NVB by different individuals. 

There were marked differences between the individual learners' selections of NVBs 

considered as relevant in each class (see Appendix F). Learners were participants in 

five different classes and the numbers of total NVBs used by the five teachers differed 

(see Appendix E for absolute figures ofNVBs used by the teachers). Yet the numbers 

of NVBs selected as relevant by learners in different classes did not seem to differ 

considerably between the groups (see Appendix F for absolute figures of functional 

attributions made by each learner), with the only exception of the learners in Class 4. 

Learners in this class identified the fewest relevant teacher NVBs from all the groups 

interviewed. This implies a difference between the two cultural groups in the study, 
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European and Asian, with the European learners generally noticing more than the 

Asian learners in Class -I. An explanation in this case is the existence of the different 

'cultural display rules' that regulate the numbers and types of NVBs admissible in 

each culture. As learners from the Asian background learn to limit their own NVBs, 

they might constrain their ability of noticing and interpreting them when occurring in 

others. However, the limited number of subjects in this study does not allow for a 

confident generalisation of this finding. Another explanation might be related to some 

of the learners~ level of proficiency in the language in which the interviews took 

place. It might ha\'e been the case that learners could not fully explain in the foreign 

language their ideas and therefore decided to limit their selection of relevant NVBs. 

Individuals in the same class were sometimes very different in the numbers of 

teachers' NVBs selected as relevant (see Appendix F). Two potential explanations 

may be given here. First, individuals differ in their perceptive skills and in their 

attention at any given moment of the interaction. Second, individuals have different 

beliefs about the role of NVBs in the interaction and therefore value their role in 

interaction to different degrees. In Class 2, Armand, who openly declared his disbelief 

in the importance of gestures for learning, identified the fewest instances of relevant 

NVBs in his group. The implication is that learners are affected in different degrees 

by teachers' NVBs. Although teachers may apply efficient and meaningful NVBs, 

learners might not notice them and therefore lose out in comprehension and 

interaction. 

Despite the fact that, in most situations learners' interpretations of particular 

NVBs were similar, there were certain instances when mismatches of interpretations 

occurred between learners' accounts. This finding, although it might seem to 

contradict the previous one, rather complements it. While shared meanings of speech 

and gesture confer the class interaction with stability and predictability, a certain 

degree of flexibility and variation is an inherent property of learner attention and 

understanding. As class interaction is never predictable in full, neither are learners' 

processes of perceptive selection of gestural meaning making. 

There were two areas of dissonance between learners regarding: the 

individually perceived relevance of a certain aspect of teachers' NVB and the 

different functions that selected aspects of teachers' NVB were attributed with by 

different learners. One possible explanation for these differences may lie in the fact 

that learners have different learning needs and different previous experiences that 
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influence their independent perceptions at any given moment. A gesture that clarifies 

the meaning of a word for a student who is not familiar with it acquires a different 

function for a student who does not need to learn the word, as s/he knows it already. 

The two students will attribute a different relevance to the same aspect of NVB. 

NVBs used in relationship to the content of teaching have a higher degree of variation 

in the meanings that can be attributed to them by different individuals. Mismatches 

occur less in the case of NVBs expressing emotions or commands of group 

management due to the relatively universal character of facial emotions (Ekman et al., 

1987; Matsumoto, 1992; Ekman and Keltner, 1997) and of actions used for showing 

directions or commands. 

There were few instances when cross-cultural meanings of emblems came into 

discussion in the present study. However, when these instances occurred, learners 

seemed to rely on their knowledge about cultural differences in using certain gestures 

and further rely more on their knowledge about the target culture than on their own 

cultural background. It seems that as part of their process of language learning in a 

western environment, learners also develop a set of beliefs about native speakers' use 

of gestures. Learners confessed to constantly observing native speakers' and teachers' 

NVB in order to increase their awareness of it or even to adopt it. When this type of 

knowledge was not available, learners assumed that teachers are well-intended and 

would not deliberately offend learners by using inappropriate gestures (see, for 

example. the quotes from Kandar, page 184, and Keiko, page 220). 

Learners seem to try and adjust their interpretations of teachers' NVBs in 

ways that preserve the class interaction and co-operative climate and, rather than 

emphasising cultural differences, they actively look for cross-cultural commonalities 

in interpretations. In particular, learners often adjusted their perceptions of the 

meanings and functions that they thought their teachers' NVBs expressed in the light 

of their previous experiences in that class and of their expectations of the particular 

teacher. An explanation for the fact that learners were ready to look for bridges of 

communication rather than trying to analyse their NVB in negative or critical ways is 

their shared understanding that they should preserve group cohesion and a trust in the 

teacher's authority. Learners seem to know that teachers try to adjust their behaviour 

in order to accommodate different cultures and individualities and they seem to want 

to support the teachers in this enterprise by giving them the benefit of cross-cultural 

unawareness or of a temporary uncertainty on their own part. This process of 
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adj usting interpretations reminds us of the process of co-regulation (Fogel, 1993) that 

sees interaction as based on the ongoing stream of information resulting from actions 

of partners. In this way, when situations of potential cross-cultural misunderstanding 

occur (see pages 184. 220), as in one of the classes when the teacher's gesture could 

ha\'t~ been interpreted an insult by all the Japanese students in the room, learners 

overcome the situation by trying to find alternative meanings of the NVB perceived. 

Being able to seek alternative interpretations at any given moment is a survival 

mechanism for all learners in a foreign language classroom. This seems to be the case 

especially with the learners at lower levels of proficiency. It also seems possible that 

learners base their assessments of teachers' NVBs on their previous interactions in a 

foreign language. as they know that interactions can occur at different levels of 

stability or be unpredictable, but also that partners in a conversation try and reach 

mutual understanding. 

Finding 9: Trainee teachers who observed language classes shared, to a certain 

extent. the interpretations of teachers' NVBs with the participating learners. The 

emotional function of teacher NVBs was emphasised more by the learners than 

the trainees, while trainees showed greater awareness than the learners of the 

interaction between teachers' NVBs and learners' actions or responses to them. 

After the analysis of the observational reports, it became clear that trainees perceive 

teachers' NVBs according to the same functional dimensions as learners do, being 

similarly selective in the aspects of NVB considered relevant and being individual in 

their interpretations. This finding showed that there was some congruence between 

the reflections offered by individuals of different statuses and different roles in the 

interaction. There were mostly similarities in the functions attributed to teachers' 

NVB and total agreement of all the trainees on the communicative properties of 

certain NVBs. What varied again, as also in the case of learners, were individual 

attributions of functions to the same gesture or some differences of opinion between 

learners' and trainees' valuing of the same NVBs. While learners, for example, valued 

teacher's gestures of expressing attitudes to an answer or emotions, trainees 

considered these less important (as discussed in Chapter 8). 

All trainees considered teachers' NVBs, especially gestures, as communicative 

and useful in teaching a foreign language. They refered mainly to the compensatory 

role of gestures, through which learners can compensate for their lack of 
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understanding by receiving the same information non-verbally (See especially sub

chapter 7.4.). Trainees seemed to assume, like the learners, that understanding 

teachers' NYBs is actually less complicated for learners, as this is a code that 

indiyiduals master even before starting to learn the foreign language from their 

previous educational and social experiences. 

The three-dimensional model of functional properties of teachers' NYB 

accounts for the trainees' perceptions also. These similarities indicate that the 

trainees. through their presence in the language class, are very aware of the intricate 

exchanges of non-verbal messages between a teacher and learners and will tend to 

attribute these NYBs with similar significance to the participating learners. However, 

there are exceptions. Trainees seemed less sensitive to the emotional dimension of the 

class interaction they observed. This indicates that, although present in the class, 

trainees did not have access to the emotional bond that had developed previously 

between the teacher in the class and the learners. 

In some cases, trainees admitted their exclusion from the gestural meanings 

that seemed to have developed over time, through a shared practice of the group. A 

gesture performed by the teacher to elicit a form of past tense could not be understood 

by the trainee observing the class, while all the learners appeared to react to it 

appropriately. This example suggests that a shared understanding of certain NYBs 

develops within a class with the exclusive agreement of all members of that class. 

Certain NYBs acquire meanings in the language class which might differ from the 

interpretation given to them outside the class or by another community of users. 

While learners were asked to reflect analytically on a particular and selected 

sequence of class interaction, trainees were asked to consider teachers' NYBs 

holistically and express an overall impression of a whole lesson. This fact might 

explain why trainees said more in their reports about patterns of NYB which occur in 

specific classroom contexts. Learners made some comments on isolated gestures that 

'always~ occur in conjunction with a type of activity, e.g. pointing to individuals to 

identify partners for a task. Trainees were in a more favourable position to observe 

recurrent patterns in teachers' NYBs and to analyse them in relation to typical 

classroom activities or instances of class interaction. 

Trainees claimed that teachers have a set of NYBs that are performed as 

rituals. Patterned activities like question-and-answer sessions, clarifications of 

vocabulary items, change of topic, giving instructions etc. were seen to co-occur with 
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certain typical NVBs. These NVBs were considered to confer stability to the 

interaction through their repetitive character and also to reduce the time taken for 

deve loping an activity. Although there is not enough data in the present study for 

identifying definite patterns of interaction that typically characterise language classes, 

it seems clear from the trainees' accounts and from my own observations that they 

exist. 

A final distinction between the learners' and the trainees' accounts can be 

made between the perspectives that the two groups took in their reports on teachers' 

NVB. \\'hile learners referred to the effects that teachers' NVBs have on their 

learning and class activity. trainees took into account both the learner's and the 

teache(s perspective (see. for example, trainees' comments on pages 217 -last two 

quotes and 243 - comment by Cardik). While learners explained why a gesture was 

important for their understanding or learning, trainees empathised more with the 

teacher and judged their gestures from the perspective of enabling learning and 

classroom management. In other words, the position that learners and observer 

trainees had in the class influenced the decisions they made on the value and function 

of the acts of NVB occurring. This is an important finding that indicates that any 

further research on individuals' judgements of each other's behaviours should take 

into account the roles that individuals play in the interaction. 

Regarding the effects of classroom observation on the trainee teachers' 

formation, it seems that there is a sense in which they are uniquely placed to observe 

the kinds of NVBs teachers employ. Without having specific guidance, trainees 

spontaneously shifted between the two perspectives of teacher and student and tried to 

understand both the rationale between teachers' NVBs and the potential effects that 

these actions could have on the learners in the class. As future practitioners, if trainees 

are given the opportunity to reflect on teachers' NVBs, this may increase their 

awareness of the communication taking place in the class at all times. The trainees in 

this study valued watching teachers' NVBs as a means of getting a wider perspective 

on communicative events in a class. Although it is not a guarantee that, by becoming 

aware of other teachers' NVBs, trainees will be self-aware and try to change their 

NVB style in their own teaching practice, it might be the case that trainees become 

more expressive through a conscious effort, knowing that learners are affected by 

their actions as well as by their words. 
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10.5. Conclusion 

This has been a descriptive and interpretive study conducted with the purpose of 

d~scribing the perceptions of a group of learners and trainee teachers studying in a 

particular University in an English-speaking country. Its aim was not to identify 

uni\'~rsals or to suggest that the findings would be generalisable to other contexts. 

N~\'ertheless. there seems to be a sense in which particular functions attributed to 

teachers' NYB in classroom interaction is something to which the 22 learners and 38 

trainee teachers in this study subscribe. When discussing NYB informally with 

teachers and students outside the class, regardless of their country of origin or levels 

of proficiency. they all had something to say about the communicative properties of 

g~stures and other NYBs in relation to their own learning experiences. It appears 

therefore that the notion of meaningful NYB is something which holds value for 

learners and trainee teachers in a range of different pedagogic contexts, even though 

they may occasionally conceptualise it differently and attribute to it different roles in 

the interaction. 

Although the evidence suggests that the active noticing and interpretation of 

teachers' NVB is a current practice for the learners, it is possible that the amount of 

~YBs perceived as relevant and the attributed interpretations may differ to certain 

extent. \Vhile similarities of interpretations are probably more often in the case of a 

community of users who have developed a shared understanding of a teacher's NYB, 

actual interpretations are ultimately an individual decision. Individuals learn since 

early childhood the amounts and types of NYB which are desirable and acceptable in 

their community (family, group of friends, school, country etc.). The entering in a 

new community of users implies a reliance on previously acquired knowledge and 

skills and a process of adjustment in one's own NVB interpretations and performance. 

It is possible to consider the perception and interpretation of teachers' NYB as 

a process that requires a constant individual adjustment and the learning of new 

patterns of NYB to enable the individual's acceptance in the classroom group. If this 

is the case, perhaps new studies may look not only at how individuals cope verbally in 

the language class, but also how they adapt their NVB and their perceptions and 

interpretations of it when interacting within a new community. 
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10.6. Summary 

In this chapter. I have discussed the range of findings emerging from the study and the 

possible reasons that may explain the ways in which the learners and the trainee 

t\?achers in the study valued teachers' gestures and other NVBs. I have also discussed 

the rang\? of functions that they attributed to teachers' NVBs as well as the potential 

t~Kt(lrS that may have influenced their interpretations. In doing so, I developed a 

model of perccil'cd XVB that may explain why individual interpretations of teachers' 

NVBs may vary even when reflecting upon the same action. I have then explained 

that, \\hil\? generally learners share interpretations of teachers' NVBs, individual 

variations of meaning making are yet possible. I finally discussed the trainee teachers' 

perception ofNVB and considered the implications of this type of observation activity 

for their training and future career. The following chapter ends the study by providing 

a brief summary of it. an evaluation of the research, and final implications for further 

research. 
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CHAPTER 11 

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY AND 

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

11.1. Overview 

In this chapter. I first summarise the main characteristics of this study, its contribution 

to the field as well as its limitations. I then evaluate the research approach and the 

research tools used, and close with some recommendations for further research on the 

role ofNYB in the language classroom. 

11.2. The main characteristics of the study 

This study has been a descriptive investigation of the perceptions and interpretations 

expressed by a group of language learners and trainee teachers on teachers' gestures 

and other NYBs in the language class. The pilot study focused on a sample of 18 

trainee teachers and led to the development of a theoretical and methodological 

framework. This framework was then used to conduct the second phase of the study, 

with a sample of 22 language learners and 20 trainee teachers. On a larger scale, the 

main study investigated the attributions made to teachers' NYBs by the language 

learners and trainee teachers. The methods used in gathering the data in the main 

study involved videotaping classes, extended interviews with the learners on the basis 

of a stimulated recall approach and written reports collected from the trainees. Data 

\\ere analysed and presented using a combination of interpretive research procedures. 

The main objective of the pilot study was to understand how language learners 

perceived and attributed meanings to teachers' NYBs and on what basis they selected 

them as representative. I was also interested in finding out the types of NYBs that 

occurred in the language class. At the end of this first stage, I was able to establish the 

fact that most learners based their judgements on the idea that language and gesture 

are interrelated and support each other in the process of communication. In learners' 

judgements, teachers' gestures were meaningful and intentionally communicative. 

Because the learners seemed to consistently identify certain communicative functions 

for teachers' NYBs, mainly for their gestures, I decided to develop the functional 
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categories of perceived NVB as a framework for the second, more detailed, stage of 

the stud\', 

The second, mam phase of the study explored the functions that mainly 

gestures, and other NVBs, play in classroom interaction as attributed by the learners 

and trainee teachers. In particular, I wanted to investigate how learners attribute 

interpretations to teachers' gestures in direct relation to their own learning, their 

affective involvement in the class and their own behaviour. I also wanted to establish 

ho\\ trainee teachers, as observers, perceived teachers' NVBs and to see if their role 

as observers, a different one from learners', affected their interpretations. 

\\1ith the intention of obtaining a broad spectrum of learners' views I selected 

as \'aried a sample as possible, choosing to interview learners from different cultural 

backgrounds and language proficiency, who learnt English with different teachers. I 

used stimulated recall techniques, in the form of learners talking about their past 

lessons immediately after the class while seeing videotaped extracts from that class. 

In a similar way. I considered trainee teachers in a position of having direct access to 

the classes and directly observing the teachers' actions. With them, I adopted the 

report writing based on their classroom observation as my method of data collection. 

The study generated interesting findings in the sense that, despite the learners' 

different cultural backgrounds, the kinds of opinions that learners expressed were 

strikingly similar. Of particular significance were: (i) the high number of instances 

during the interviews when learners spontaneously referred to gestures and language 

as being interdependent and co-communicative and (ii) the range of functions that 

learners attributed to different gestures and other NVBs for the purposes of 

communicating and learning. These findings suggest that gestures and other 

communicative NVBs occurring during the classroom interaction were considered by 

all participants as undeniably helpful and as necessary aspects of classroom 

interaction. 

I have presented and discussed the findings in the previous four chapters. 

Despite occasional individual differences in identifying and interpreting teachers' 

particular NVBs, participant learners and trainee teachers generally concurred in their 

attributions of functions to teachers' NVBs. These clustered within the following 

general categories: (i) NVBs which affect learning; (ii) NVBs which affect learners' 

emotions and attitudes; (iii) NVBs which affect the group organisation and 

management. These common areas of attributed functionality suggest the existence of 
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a shared understanding in attributing meanings to NVBs in the interaction and the 

basis on which learners do so are worthwhile of further investigation. It is likely that, 

as learners and trainees approach classrooms from the perspective of their experience, 

they already hold strong expectations regarding the likely meanings and purposes of 

language teachers' NVBs. 

11.3. The importance of the present study 

In addition to having a rare foclls within language classroom research, the novelty of 

this study resides in an interpretive and thematic approach to a field of human 

interaction traditionally explored through quantitative methodologies. The aim of the 

study was to explore not the range and type of teachers' NVBs produced per se, but 

the meanings these actions have for their addressees. It this sense, the study was 

directed at describing rather than categorising and quantifying, at raising new 

hypotheses and questions about learners' attributions to teachers' NVBs rather than at 

testing and quantifying in old parameters. The main idea was to explore the learners' 

vie\\ on an aspect of classroom interaction which they intuitively knew about, but 

which they rarely reflected upon or discussed. Therefore, as gestures are elaborated 

for the specific addressees in context and in the manner that words are (Bavelas, 

1994), it made sense to explore the addressees' views on their meanings and functions 

in the interaction. The trainee teachers were in the position of observers, without 

haying to react to the gestures or participate in the interaction. As direct observers, 

they were part of the immediate classroom context and empathised with both the 

learners through their recent experience of learning English as well as with the 

teachers though their ongoing teaching training. In this sense, they appeared to be a 

useful set of infonnants to complement through their observations the data collected 

through the learners' attributions. 

It seems surprising that, in the area of English language teaching, so little is 

known about the types of teachers' unspoken actions during interaction and about the 

effects that these actions have on learners at different levels of proficiency and from 

different cultural backgrounds. We need to know more about what exactly is going on 

in addition to verbal interaction in the classroom and how these NV actions impact on 

the participants. In a similar way, we need to know how learners' unspoken messages 

affect the teachers' own activity and classroom dynamics. 
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The experiences presented here are contextualised and familiar to the students 

who lived them. It might be the case that other learners of English recognise some of 

the situations and would give similar types of interpretations to identical or similar 

behaviours occurring in other language classrooms. 

11.4. The limitations of the study 

Although infonnal discussions were conducted with the teachers soon after the 

c lasses. the insights they provided were less informative, due to the well-known low 

le\t~l of a\\ureness of one's own gestures and bodily actions while speaking. The 

study reflects thus a rather one-sided, unidirectional view of the events as I did not 

explore teachers' intentions behind their NVBs. 

The study was conducted in only one Centre of EL T and called upon a 

relatively small group of teachers and students. All teachers were native speakers of 

English. who were working together for at least three years, and therefore shared a 

broadly speaking similar teaching approach and training. At the same time, the 

learners and the trainee teachers, although coming from different backgrounds, had 

relatively similar learning purposes and expectations. Although they shared a great 

range of ideas about the functions of teachers' NVBs in the language class, it might be 

the case that the findings are specific to the context in what circumstances they 

occurred and would therefore seem unfamiliar to learners and teachers practising in a 

different cultural and social context. Data were also constrained by the subjective 

nature of informants' selective attention. In some cases, informants' proficiency in 

English will have influenced their capacity to articulate their identification and 

interpretations of teachers' NVBs. However, the majority of the informants were very 

detailed and forthcoming in their accounts. 

The study did not aim to investigate the broader reality that would be 

generally characteristic of any language class. It was rather an investigation of one 

normal and recurrent phenomenon of classroom interaction, its unspoken reality. It is 

clear that much work needs to be done to compare the views expressed by learners 

and the ones held by the teachers, to clarify if they share similar views on the role and 

utility of gestures and other NVBs in the class. It might then be possible to explore 

how these shared experiences are conditioned by different factors affecting both 

teachers and learners and, particularly, how a shared understanding of classroom 
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NVB develops over time. Also, it would be valuable to explore how teachers make 

sense and represent learners' NVBs. 

Through its design and methodology, this study did not seek to measure the 

impact of teachers' NVBs on the students' language learning. There was no intention 

of correlating the processes explored with the learning outcomes in order to inform 

the practitioners and to recommend improvements to current teaching practices. 

Ho\\e\er, the study suggests that there might be potential for a more systematic 

research design to establish direct connections between teachers' NVBs and aspects 

of language learning. 

As all the learners and trainee teachers who participated in the study valued 

the role of teachers' gestures and other selected NVBs in the language learning, 

further research needs to confirm if teachers' NVB is as formative in classroom 

interaction as the participants in this study considered it to be. 

11.5. Recommendations for further research 

One of the features of this study is that it poses other questions and may encourage 

researchers to consider using alternative methodologies in order to understand more 

fully learners' attributions and use of teachers' NVB during classroom interaction. 

Although some gestures are obviously considered helpful for comprehension and 

learning. it would be premature to identify a set of gestures that should be adopted by 

teachers in order to more directly facilitate learning or class interaction. However, 

learners perceive that they attend to teachers' NVBs as well as to their speech, and it 

seems feasible to try and explore in more depth and with larger samples the ways in 

which they selectively perceive and attribute particular meanings to teachers' NVBs. 

11.5.1. The research approach 

Traditionally, research in this area has been conducted mainly through a series of 

experimental enterprises in which individuals were asked to act in non-naturalistic, 

laboratory situations in which their NVB was monitored. Researchers who feel 

challenged by the prospect of analysing the individuals' perceptions of NVB as well 

as their production of it, might find the collecting of data through asking learners for 

introspective analysis of their perceptions a daunting challenge. Individuals' accounts 

can provide interesting and sometimes surprising insights into the perceptive 

dimension ofNVB, although these can be hard to collect and interpret at times. 
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The main problem in conducting a study that focuses on the perception of 

others' NVB in interaction is the diverse individual attribution of meanings to any act 

of human behaviour. Nevertheless, although subjective and various, individuals' 

meanings when perceiving an interlocutor's NVB clarify our understanding of a 

percei\'ed act of NVB and its impact upon communication. It constitutes also a 

phenomenon that cannot be studied directly without the introspection of the subjects 

themsel\'es. Any study that correlates individuals' overt reactions in the interaction 

with the antecedent NVB as perceived by the researcher is assuming the addressees' 

inner processes. Rather than imposing explanations and inferring learners' individual 

perceptions of a given act of NVB, research should aim at coming as close as possible 

to the actual interpretations, as constructed by the individuals themselves. In this 

sense. an interpretive approach opens up a perspective otherwise unachievable 

through conventionally simulated or observed interactions alone. 

11.5.2. The research tools 

The following research tools need consideration when conducting a similar study to 

the one presented here: 

Collecting the video data 

I came to consider that collecting video data in this type of study was the only way of 

getting a close look at teachers' NVBs and of having the support material for 

subsequent interviews with the learners. Although the quality of the video data 

gathered was not excellent at all times, it nevertheless provided a rich account of the 

class interaction, which allowed for repeated viewings and minute analysis later on. 

The use of a single camera placed at the back of the class was meant to keep it as 

unobtrusive as possible, although this sometimes affected the sound quality and the 

gathering of images on learners' contribution to the class. As learners' NVB was not 

the purpose of the study, this fact did not impact seriously on the type of data 

collected. However, in similar studies, researchers might want to consider the 

placement of a camera at both ends of the room, in order to access both perspectives, 

as well as the use of individual microphones or table microphones, when learners' 

verbal input is of interest. 
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Describing aspects of NVBs 

\\'hen transcribing the video extracts, initially I used to write down the spoken words 

and then, through repeated viewings, relate the duration of the NVB to the 

corresponding speech fragment by underlining it. Under the corresponding speech 

strand. I wrote the type of NVB performed (type of gesture, eye contact etc.) and 

described in detail the action. The use of the existent gestural taxonomies and 

transcript codes (l'vlcNeill, 1992, for example) enables validity and can allow for 

comparisons with existent research in the field and although time consuming, this way 

of presenting the speech and non-verbal data permits a quick and clear visualisation 

for the reader without necessarily having to access the video data. 

\Vith regards to the taxonomy of gestures, I decided upon McNeill's (1992) 

taxonomy as this is a \yell-known classification in the field of gesture and allows for a 

descriptiYe categorisation of all gestures occurring with speech. While coding was 

done by myself on the video extracts used with selective inter-coder reliability checks, 

a systematic inter-coder reliability may be helpful in more quantitative studies. When 

coding the other fonns ofNVB - eye contact, facial expressions, use of space, posture 

- the lack of existent comprehensive taxonomies in the field may impede analysis. In 

analysing these types of NVB, I have described them as clearly as possible in words, 

and this was sufficient as their occurrence was limited in the data extracts selected. 

Another difficult aspect of the analysis regarding other NVBs is the fact that their 

duration can extend over several lines of speech. For example, a teacher can come 

close to a student and have an exchange of ideas that lasts over ten lines of transcript. 

Developing functional categories of NVBs 

The functional categories developed from learners' own interpretations of teachers' 

NVBs and their labelling and organising was a continuous process throughout the 

study. In same cases, I labelled the categories by directly using learners' own words, 

in other cases I used categories from the literature and still in others I created labels 

with which to synthesize the representation of that category as constructed by 

different learners. If researchers seek to develop a functional taxonomy of the 

teachers' NVB in the language class, the prevalence or relative frequency of 

occurrence of the same function needs to be assessed when developing a category. 

Individual researchers will probably use different codes for the same emerging 

category of perceived NVB, but labels need to reflect the function conveyed by the 
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learners who expressed it. Although no claim is made here that the functional 

taxonomy developed is complete, it probably represents a fair account of the functions 

that learners attribute to teachers' NYB in a language classroom situation. 

Using the Stinlulated Recall Methodology 

The Stimulated Recall (SR) methodology proved a successful way of investigating 

learners' perceptions and interpretations. Without the video data used as prompts to 

stimulate learners' comments, it would have been extremely difficult, perhaps even 

impossible to access this type of data. As it is very difficult to remember the particular 

words one uses in an interaction, it is even more difficult to remember a gesture 

pertl1rmed or several actions that occur in rapid sequence in any interaction. When 

using SR, howeyer, it is the case that individuals tend to see as 'normal' acts ofNYB 

that occurred in the interaction and thus tend not to identify them in the interviews. 

This is one of the challenges the method poses to the researcher, who needs to make 

yery c lear for the interviewee the precise aspects of the video extracts one needs to 

focus upon. As I asked my subjects to mention 'any' aspect of NYB which they saw 

and then discuss its relevance, I considered them prepared for the interview. However, 

at times learners admitted that they did not mention some aspects of NYB as they 

were "too normal' or routine to be commented on. Another limitation of SR is the fact 

that indiyiduals might have not perceived a certain aspect of NYB within the 

interaction, but notice it during the re-play of the situation on the video tape. Both 

these situations are inherent in the nature of the SR and one needs to accept them as 

limitations or ideally try and counter-pose them by using other methods of 

investigation in parallel. 

11.5.3. Potential areas of further investigation 

The qualitative investigation of learners' perceptions seem to be the only way of 

getting access to the meanings individuals attribute to aspects of NYB in interaction. 

Other methods of investigating individuals' perceptions and use of each others' 

gestures and NYB might include learning diaries, journals, essays, semi-structured or 

open-ended questionnaires. However, all these methods would require access to an 

immediate recording of the aspect of NYB perceived, due to its ephemeral character 

and difficulty in remembering it over a period of time. This might prove difficult to 

achieve in the conditions in which learners have to participate in the interaction and 
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also simultaneously record their perceptions of the others' NYB. In this sense, using 

the SR methodology seems an advantageous choice, as individuals are reminded of 

the actual situation and have a more direct access to their experiences in the precise 

context in which these occurred, soon after the actual interaction. 

On the basis of the findings from the present study, the following issues at 

least are \\orthy of investigation by future research: 

• Learners' definitions of 'good' NYB styles of their teachers and out-of-c1ass 

interlocutors; 

• 

• 

• 

Learners' expectations of teachers' and other native speakers' NVBs In 

interaction~ 

Learners' perceptions of their own learning outcomes in the foreign language 

as directlv related to teachers' NYBs' . , 

Learners' perceptions of the cross-cultural differences in their teachers' NVBs 

in the class; 

• Learners' perceptions of the impact of teachers' NVBs on their learning; 

• Learners' perceptions of the factors which condition the perceived NYBs; 

• Teachers' awareness of their own NYB styles and beliefs about the influence 

of their NYB on the class progress and individual learning; 

• The relationship between teaching styles and teachers' NYBs. 

An avenue for research relating to the phenomenon of NYB in the language class 

might lie in correlational studies which investigate the possible relationships between 

the occurrence of different types of useful gestures in teachers' NYB, as perceived by 

the learners, and learners' progress in their language learning. A number of 

precautions would need to be taken to reduce the likelihood that variables other than 

teachers' gestures had an equally strong influence on learners' progress (not 

forgetting factors outside the classroom itself). However, even if a positive 

relationship was found to exist between particular teachers' gestures and other NYBs 

and learners' progress, it would be unwise to infer causality. It is just as likely that a 

class makes progress because teachers' NYBs are helpful as it is that teachers' NYB 

are seen as helpful because the learners are making good progress regardless. The 

following variables might also be assessed in a study of NYB in the context of 

language learning classrooms: 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Illdividual teachers' NVB 

Types of gestures and other NVBs used predominantly by teachers In 

language classes; 

Comparisons between teachers' NVB repertoires in similar of different 

cultures or when teaching learners of different levels of proficiency; 

Comparisons between teachers' NVB when teaching different subjects or 

between teachers' NVB repertoire inside and outside the class' , 

Relationships between teachers' teaching style, personality, age and gender 

and their NVB repertoire. 

Individual learners ' NVB 

The influence of learners' level of proficiency, cultural background and/or 

subject learnt and the number of perceived teacher NVBs; 

Learners' own use of gestures and other NVB when interacting with native 

Inon-native speakers, with individuals of different status (teacher, colleague 

etc.) 

The effects of consciously training learners to use the meanings conveyed 

non-verbally by the teachers in the class. 

Inter-change of NVB in class 

• Correlations between gestures used by teachers in the class and the 

appropriation of these gestures by learners in the class; 

• Teachers' perception and interpretation of learners' gestures and other NVBs; 

• Learners' adaptation to each others' NVB styles, when these are different due 

to factors such as personality, cultural background, level of proficiency etc. 

A further area of investigation might lie in the relationship between the clarity of 

teachers' NVB or the types of gestures they use regularly and learners' progress. I 

suspect that a key factor in learners' perception of teachers' NVB may be the degree 

of salience that gestures have for an individual learner and the importance that 

learners give to the particular sequence of interaction, both verbal and non-verbal. 

Learners' definitions of a situation may be the most powerful influence when they 

decide to give attention or not to a gesture and when judging, there and then, how 

helpful any NVBs are to understanding and future interaction. 
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11.6. Endnote 

It seems paradoxical that even though all learners and trainee teachers in the study 

asserted their belief in the communicative potential of gestures and other NVBs and 

their key role in language classrooms, current classroom-based research appears to 

operate with a verbal input-output model which overlooks much of what is actually 

happening in the interaction. Second language acquisition researchers have tended to 

investigate language classrooms as a dialogic and exclusively verbal exchange 

bet\\ een teachers and learners, where the primary things that matter is the talk used by 

teachers and its subsequent • internalisation' by learners. However, the evidence from 

the participants in the present study suggests that it may be more appropriate to view 

language classrooms as open-stage plays rather than radio plays, with a non-verbal 

dimension that develops in the learners' eyes in a direct relation with speech. 

Teachers and learners interact with one another through gestures and other NVBs and 

interpret them in meaningful ways. This view of classroom interaction acknowledges 

an added dimension of classroom discourse with a range of variables that do influence 

learners and. therefore, implies that they be taken into account when conducting 

research. Future research in applied linguistics needs to consider more fully the 

complex interface between the verbal and the non-verbal in the discourse of language 

classrooms. 
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APPENDIX A 

LETTER AND INFORMED CONSENT FORM. 

TEACHERS 
Dear ............... (name), 

Thank you for allowing me access to your class for the purposes of data collection 
and research. The purpose of this letter is to: 

(a) provide you with a brief description of my research and my reasons for wishing to 
observe/record your lesson; 

(b) indicate the dates of lesson I would hope to observe and/or videotape; 
(c) secure your permission to share the recordings with other members of staff within 

eEL T and/or a wider seminar or conference audience. 

I \\ill now deal with these points one by one. 

(a) As you already know, I am a research student within CELT and the purpose of my 
study is to reach a fuller understanding of patterns of verbal and non-verbal 
communication in the language classroom. At present, I wish to investigate how 
learners perceive or interpret teachers' verbal and non-verbal input during the 
classroom interaction. I hope to examine this by video-recording classes. I will 
then show episodes of the lessons to the learners and ask them to comment on 
their thoughts at the time. It is perhaps important to point out that the learners are 
asked to comment only on the interaction during the lesson and not to make 
personal observations on the teacher or fellow students. In any written document 
or paper used for research or presentation purposes, all participants including 
yourself will remain anonymous. 

(b) I would hope to record your following class: 

Date: _________ _ Time ----

Should the recording not be able to take place for any reason, I will inform you as 
soon as possible. 

(c) As part of the research process, it is necessary for me to share the recordings with 
my supervisors and colleagues within CELT for research purposes. It may be 
desirable at some time to share parts of recordings with a wider audience at 
seminars or conferences outside the university. Should you have reservations 
about either of these circumstances, I would be happy to discuss them further with 
you. If, however, you object unreservedly, please indicate in the appropriate 
section overleaf. 
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I hope the contents of this letter are sufficiently clear in terms of what I am asking of 
you. Ifso, I would be grateful if you would complete and sign the section overleaf. 

Thank you once again for your co-operation, which is of key importance for this 
study. Should you have any further questions, please direct them to me at any time. 

Yours sincerely. 

Daniela Sime 
Ph.D. Student, CELT 

INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

Please delete as appropriate: 

I agree to allow Daniela Sime to video-record my lesson on the date agreed above. 

YeslNo 

I agree that any recordings made of my lesson(s) may be shared with: 

(a) Her academic supervisors (Prof.Mike Breen, Dr.Richard Badger) YeslNo 

(b) Other members of the eEL T research group YeslNo 

(c) A wider seminar/conference audience at Stirling YeslNo 

(d) A wider seminar/conference audience elsewhere YeslNo 

I agree that still photographs made during the lesson may be used by Daniela Sime 
for illustration purposes in her Ph.D. Thesis YeslNo 

Signed ................................................... (Teacher) 

Signed ................................................... (Research Student) 

Date ......... ···················· 
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APPENDIX B 

INFORMED CONSENT FORM - LEARNERS 

I ..................................... (name), agree/ do not agree (delete one) to be video-

taped in my class activities in CELT Department, at University of Stirling. I 

understand that the video material obtained during these classes will be used for 

research purposes in the department. and that it might also be shown in public 

presentations. 

I. ....................................... (name) am willing/not willing (delete one) to be 

interyie\\ed by Daniela Sime, as part of her research project. I understand that the 

intenie\\' \\ill focus on the language classes in which I am a participant in CELT 

Department at University of Stirling and it might be recorded for research purposes. I 

agree for the information I provide to be used as part of any research outcomes and to 

be sho\vn in public displaces (presentations, conferences, seminars). I understand that 

the intervie\\ does not influence my study results, it is entirely optional and I have the 

right to discontinue my participation at any time. 

Signature: 

Some details about you: 

Name: 
Country of origin: 
Age: 
Years of studying English: 
Languages spoken: 
How long have you been in Britain for: 
Which course are you taking? 
For how long? 
Why are you taking this course? 

Date: 

Thanks for participating and for supporting my research. 
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APPENDIX C 

TRANSCRIPTS OF THE VIDEOTAPED CLASS 

EXTRACTS USED IN THE INTERVIEWS WITH 

THE LEARNERS 

Key used in transcripts and accompanying descriptions 

T Teacher 

S Student 

Ss Students 

#2.21. line number in transcript 

I pause (not measured) 

II longer pause (not measured) 

<stressed> word is stressed verbally 

underline stretch of speech during which gesture or other NVB occurs 

(. .... ) gesture made in the absence of speech 

the::: prolonged sound 

(T smiles) added information 

Iconics Gestures pictorial in content, with close semantic relationship to the 
content of speech. 

Meta Metaphoric gestures, pictorial in content, but reflecting an abstract idea 
or concept. 

Deictic Pointing gestures, with a concrete or abstract reference. 

Beat Flicks of the head or hand, which punctuate strands of speech. 

Emblem Gestures with a standard form and meaning within a community. 

RHILHIBH Right handl Left handl Both hands 
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EC 

FE 

Space 

PostZlre 

Eye contact, followed by the description of the type of eye contact 
established, individual or collective, and its duration, glance or 
maintained eye contact. 

Facial expression, usually followed by the description of the expression 
showed. 

Use of classroom space, followed by the details of teacher's position in 
relation to the learners. 

Posture. describes the teacher's standing, sitting or leaning posture, in 
relation to the stretch of speech when the change in posture occurs for 
the first time. 

EC + Emblrm:-\. complex of gestures that occur (almost) simultaneously. 

1 Emblem 

lEe 

Gesture (or other NVB) that occurs in relation to the stretch of speech 
underlined first in the transcript line. The behaviour is described 
immediately under the corresponding line in the transcript. 

Eye contact (or other NVB) that occurs in relation to the stretch of 
speech underlined second in the transcript line. The behaviour is 
described immediately under the corresponding line in the transcript. 
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Teacher 1: 
Students: 

TRANSCRIPT - CLASS 1 

Female 
4 females (2 Japan, 2 Spain) 
5 males (2 Italy, 3 Spain) 

Class type: General English 
Class arrangement: Small room, students seated around one big table, 

teacher stands most of the times. 
Level: Lower Intermediate 
Topic: Money and Business 
Length of extract: 4 mins 25 seconds 

FIRST EXTRACT - CLASS 1 

Stage in lesson: Clarifying meaning of two different phrases. 
Standing in front of the class, by the table. T's initial posture: 

#1.1. T OK! You~ve got two things 
Emblem + Beat: LH index and thumb up, waved in air twice. 

#1.2. the cost of living 
Meta: LH fingers are held in a cup shape, palm down, on the left 
side of body. 

~ 1 .., - .-'. is how much people !mY for things 
Beat: LH as above in #1.2. beats once in air. 

#1.4. and the standard of living 
Meta: RH, fingers in a cup, palm down, at a higher level than the 
LH above in #1.2, which is still maintained. 

is how much money people <have or earn> / 
Beats: RH beats twice in air to stress the two words. 

#1.6. I mean these are two expressions 

#1.7. <the cost of living and the standard of living> 
Meta: BH with fingers in a cup, at different levels in air, BH 

counter-balance twice in air. 

#1.8. which people sometimes confuse 
Meta: As above in #1. 7., gesture maintained. 

#1.9. 'cause they are not the same 
Emblem: LH index is up, the other fingers are closed in a fist, index 
wags in air to suggest negation. 

#1.10. <all right?> 
EC: Direct EC with different Ss in the class, collective glance. 
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#l.1l. 

#l.12. S 

#1.13. 

#l.l·l, T 

#l.15. 

# 1.16. 

#1.17. S 

#l.18. T 

#l.19. S 

#1.20. T 

;:1.21. 

;::1.22. 

#1.23. 

#1.24. S 

#1.25. T 

#1.26. S 

#1.27. T 

#1.28. 

OK! What about the standard of living in Italy? 
EC + Concrete deictic: Individual, maintained EC and LH points 
straight to one of the Ss who is Italian. 

I think irs the same like here/ 

you have a good type of life 

a good standard of living 
Emblem + Beat: Nodding, also RH index beats in air horizontally. 

And the cost of living? 
EC: T looks directly at the same S, maintained EC. 

Is it expensive or/ 

no 

not really 
Emblem: Head nod. 

not really 

So you don't pay much for things/ 

The cost of living is 
Meta + Beat: BH wave in air in container shapes, palms up. 

how much you <~ for things/ 
Beat: LH beats in air once in an oblique direction, palm is flat. 

Tahako, what about Japan? 
Concrete deictic + EC: RH points towards the S from Japan, direct 
EC with her, maintained. 

It's getting worse/ 

What's getting worse? 
FE: Shows enq uiring, curious face, also head tilting to left. 

the prices 

You mean they are <increasing>? 
Emblem: LH oscillates slightly in air, palm almost flat (gesture for 
'more or less') . 

<rising>? 
Iconic: LH palm flat ascends in a oblique move from LH side, 
down to RH side in the up corner of gestural space. 
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# 1.29. S 

# 1.30. T 

#1.31. 

# 1.32. 

#l.33 

# 1.34. 

H l.36. T 

#1 "7 . -' . 

;r l.3 8. Ss 

= l.39. T 

HI.40. S 

yes 

Usually if the prices are increasing / 
Iconic: LH repeats gesture as above in #1.28. 

we are not happy / 

El11blem: LH, fingers straight, wave shortly in air to suggest 
negation. 

we want them to come down / 

Iconic: LH, palm flat, short move downwards to the RH side. 

<all right?> 
Emblem: Head nod. 

What about the standard of living? 

very good 

Irs very good/ OK! 
1 Emblem: Head nod. 
2 Emblem: RH palm to the class. 

\\'hat about your short experience here? 
Concrete deictic: Points with RH erected at different SSe 

very expensive (indecipherable) 

And the standard of living here? 
Abstract deictic: LH points to the floor, palm down, fingers spread. 

good/ it's good 

SECOND EXTRACT - CLASS 1 

Stage in lesson: Explaining the difference between Past Tense and Present 
Perfect. 

T's initial posture: Stands up, a S reads an example sentence from an exercise. 

#1.41. T 

#1.42. S 

#1.43. T 

Is this a story in the present or in the past? 
Meta: BH in a container shape, in front of the T, with the fingers 
curled and the palms facing each other, moving laterally once 
when saying 'in the past'. 

present perfect 

<No, no> When did it happen? 
Emblem: Head shake. 
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# l.-t-t. S 

#1.45. T 

#1 A6. S 

#IA7. T 

# 1.48. 

#IA9. 

#1.50. 

#l.51. 

+-11 -3 n- .) • 

#1.5-t. 

#l.55. 

#l.56. 

#l.57. 

#l.58. 

#l.59. 

#l.60. 

in the past 

OK/If the story is in the past / which tense do you use? 
Emblem + EC: LH up in the air, palm open ('attention' gesture), 
also direct EC with the S who answers, EC maintained. 

past tense 

Think about the time when you tell the story 
Iconic: LH draws a long horizontal line in air in front of her body. 

You are <here / now> 

Meta: BH facing each other, fingers curled, mark the space in front 
of T's body. 

and you are telling someone 

what happened with your watch in the past 
Meta: BH facing each other, fingers curled, move laterally to the 
left on the horizontal line suggested in #1.47. 

So really this is a story 

that happened in the past when you lost your watch 
Abstract deictic: BH wave behind the shoulders briefly. 

with no impact on the present/ 

And it's quite useful to think about events in the past 
1 Emblem: Head nod. 
2 Abstract deictic: LH waves behind the left shoulder briefly. 

even if they happened half an hour ago/ 

if they are not <connected to you> 
Iconic: LH palm in vertical position, moves further and then closer 
to the body, at waist level. 

then they are past / 
Space: She moves a step forward from the board, closer to the 
group. 

You could imagine the past tense 

as a collection of little boxes / 
Iconic: BH index fingers draw a square in front of the T. 

little stories that are finished 
Iconic: BH index fingers draw in air two other squares laterally to 
the left. 
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# l.61. 

# 1.62. 

# 1.63. 

#l.64. 

#1.65. 

#1.66. 

;;1.67. 

F 1.68. 

#1.69. 

:H1.70. 

iT 1.71. 

#1.72. 

and are put on a shelf/ 

Do you <understand?> 
Emblem+ EC: Head nod and direct EC, collective maintained. 

I don't think you ever thought about it like that / 

Sometimes if s quite helpful to think 
Meta+ Beat: BH wave in air, fingers in cup. 

that present perfect has to touch you 
Iconic: LH taps gently twice the T's waist level, palm flat. 

to have an effect on you/ 

If something is past tense 
Space: T moves away a step forward from the board, closer to the 
group. 

then if s finished/ 
Iconic: LH palm flat, oblique move in air from right up to left 
down side. 

YOU are not there 

and it doesn't affect you anymore/ 

If something is not connected to you/ 

then if s past tense/ 
Abstract deictic: BH palms wave over the shoulders briefly. 
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Teacher 2: 
Students: 

Class t)'pe: 

TRANSCRIPT - CLASS 2 

Female 
6 females (2 Japan,2 China, Italy, Spain) 
.t males (2 Italy, Spain, Japan) 
General English 

" Class arrangement: Small room, students seated around one big table, 
teacher stands or sits at the front, beside the board. 
Upper Intermediate 

I 

Leyel: 
Topic: 
Length of extracts: 

What makes a good language learner? 
.t mins 05 seconds 

FIRST EXTRACT -CLASS 2 

Stage in lesson: Eliciting words expressing physical activities. 
Standing in front of the class . Teacher's initial posture: 

., 1 T #_ .. 

;;2.2. 

!f2.3. S 

#2.'+. T 

:;2.5. 

#2.6. S 

#2.7. T 

#2.8. S 

#2.9. T 

#2.10. 

What's completely <different> 
Meta + Beat: RH in cup, palm down, marks in air the word. 

to learning a foreign language? LJ 
EC + Concrete deictic: Collective glance, then BH point with palms 
up to one of the students. 

learning to swim 

<swimming> / learning to swim 
1 Concrete deictic: BH stretched, RH moves around the class to 
point to different students, palms up. 
2 Emblem: Head nod. 

what else? 
Concrete deictic: BH stretched, LH points to another student. 

learning to walk 

<learning to walk> LJ. 
1 Beat: LH beats in air, then BH retreat close to the body. 
2 Concrete deictic: BH points to a student, arms flexed, palms up. 

learning to write 

<learning to write> 
Beat: RH beats to emphasise the answer, then BH retreat close to 

body. 

maybe learning to write 
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#2.11. 

#2.12. 

#2.13. 

#2.14. 

#2.15.S 

;;2.16. T 

;t2.17.S 

;;2.18 T 

#2.19. 

#2.20. 

#2.21. 

#2.22. 

#2.23. S 

T 

but learning to swim and learning to walk 
Emblem: RH points with pen to the LH last finger, then to the ring 
finger. 

did <everyone> identified these? 
Concrete deictic + EC: LH rotates index finger three times around 
the class, collective glance. 

because we think of these activities 
1,2,3 Beats: RH stresses the words with a flick of hand, palm flat. 
Posture + EC: T sits down while talking, collective glance. 

as just bei::ng L-J 
1 Beat + Emblem: BH waves twice in air, hands flexed at 45°, palms 
reversed to T's body ('Come on, say it'). 
2 Emblem: BH showing muscles flexed. 

automatic 

<YeS> 

Emblems: BH counter-balance back and forth ('more or less' 
gesture), also quick head nod. 

forever 

forever I we I we learn it 
1 Concrete deictic: BH open slightly towards the learners' 
direction. 
2 Beat: BH beat laterally, arms at 45°. 

and then we II we never forgetl 
1 Concrete deictic: BH close together on chest, palms one of top of 
the other. 
2 Meta + Emblem: BH open widely towards the students at 90° and 
head nod. 

like a reflex I 
Iconic + Emblem: BH counter-balance back and forth three times 
and head nod. 

like a reflex we say 

and they also involve just the:: LJ 
1 Beat: BH slightly open in air at 45°, beat in air. 
2 Emblem: Arms flexed, like in #2.14., gesture 2. 

physical 

L.J 
Posture: T stands up. 
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#2.24. T 

#2.26. T 

#2.27. 

#2.28. 

#2.29. 

~2.30. 

#2.32. T 

#2.33. S 

T 

#2.34. S 

T 

#2.35. T 

yes L.d 
1 Concrete deictic: LH stretched, points with index finger to the 
student who answered. 
2 Concrete deictic: LH palm up turns up and waits for student's 
answer. 

physical aspect 

<that's it> 

Emblelll + Posture: Head nod, then T sits down at end of turn. 

They just involve a sort of physical / a physical learning process/ 
EI11blem + EC: Head nod and direct EC with different students, 
individual glance. 

so they are very very <different>/ 
En,blel11: Head nod to one side of the table. 

<whereas> / compared to learning a foreign language/ 
1 Meta + Abstract deictic: BH palms facing teacher's body point in 
front of teacher on the table. 
2 Meta + Abstract deictic: BH as above, the hands move laterally on 
teacher's right hand side and point to the lateral side on table. 

is it <physical>? 
Beat: BH close to the teacher's body beat in air. 

no 

except for <tha:::t, the:::m, tho:::se> 
1 Emblem: BH index fingers raised up ( 'pay attention' gesture). 
2 FE: Facial grimace. (BH are crossed one of top of the other on 

table ). 

(laugh) 

is it not physical at all? / 
Meta + Beat + Emblem: BH open in a large container gesture, 45° 
and beat at 'physical' also head beat at 'physical' and raised 
eyebrows and intonation. 

you use the physical ability because of the pronunciation and all that 

Ll 
Emblem + Concrete deictic + Emblem: Smiles and then points with 
RH palm to the student speaking, then head nod. 

Yes / Think of all the things 
1 Emblem: head nod. 
2 Beat: RH beats in the air, elbow on table. 
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#2.36. 

#2.37. 

#') '8 -._' . 

#2 AO. 

#2.41. 

#2A2. 

#2.43. 

:.;2.44. 

-'" 1--_."1'). 

#2.46. S 

#2.47. T 

#2.48. 

#2.49. 

#2.50. Ss 

involved in pronunciation 
Beats: RH beats in air. 

your teeth II your tongue II your lips I 
1 Meta: RH pouch shape, held up in air, elbow on table. 
2 Meta: RH fingers open slightly in a container gesture, palm 
reversed to the students' direction. 
3 Concrete deictic: RH palm semi-open points to the mouth. 

they have to be in the right position 

Meta + Beat + Emblem: BH on table, palms semi-open towards the 
T's body, then BH wave slightly and head nod. 

don't they I to produce this sound 

Iconic: BH open forward to the class, arms opening largely 45° 
towards the students' direction. 

that you want to pronounce 
Enlblem: Head nod. 

so there is a little bit of physical II 
Emblem + Beat: RH index and thumb close to each other (gesture 
for 'a little'), then RH beats slightly three times in air. 

(laughs) inclusion there 

but I most of is::: II 
Abstract deictic + Emblem: BH opens largely to the class, in a big 
arch movement and eyebrows raised. 

most of it happens in you:::r II 
Abstract deictic: BH widely open, arms stretched, then gesture 
suspended waiting for students to answer during the verbal pause. 

(chorus) mind 

in your mind 
Transition + Emblem: BH retract close to teacher's body and 
head nod. 

and of course is transferred from your mind 
Concrete deictic + Iconic: LH points to left temple and then RH 
stretched laterally at 90° on the right side. 

to you:::r LJ 
1 Beat: RH flexed at 45° holding the pen, then marks two beats in 
air. 
2 Concrete deictic: LH index touches pen in the RH. 

(chorus) pen 
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#2.51. T 

#2.52. 

to your pen 

Iconic: RH imitates the action of writing on the paper, using the 
pen. 

when you come to writel 
Emblem: Head nod. 

OK I good II now thenl 

Emblem: Head nod, then looks at paper in front of her on te table. 
Posture: T sitting, moves her chair slightly forward towards the 
table. 

we are moving on to our next part! 
EC: EC re-established, collective glance. 

SECOND EXTRACT- CLASS 2 

Stage in lesson: Clarifying meaning of an expression and eliciting 
vocabulary. 

Teacher's initial posture: T sitting at table, reading from a paper, arms kept 
together on table, fingers intertwined. 

#2.56. 

#2.57. 

#2.59. S 

#2.60. 

#2.61. 

#2.62. T 

A good language learner 
Posture: T sitting at table, arms kept together, fingers intertwined. 

has a good ear I has a <good ear> 
1 Emblem: Head raised up, head nod. 
2 EC + FE: EC with different Ss, individual glance, also smiles. 

what does it mean to have a good ear? 
EC + FE: EC shifted between students, individual glance and 
smiles. 

understanding is easy I for you 
1 Meta: BH up in air, container gesture. 
2 Concrete deictic: BH point to teacher's direction. 

in my case I my problem is I 
Concrete deictic: BH point to herself. 

I have a very bad ear 
Meta: BH open to the teacher's direction. 

rightl 
Emblem+ FE: Head nod and smile. 
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#2.63. 

#2.6~. 

#2.65. 

#2.66. S 

#2.67. T 

i't2.68. S 

;:2.69. 

~2.70. T 

#2.7l. 

#2.72. 

#2.73. 

#2.74. 

#2.75. 

but everyone understands 
1 Concrete deictic: RH points to the whole group, with all fingers 
extended. 
2 Abstract deictic: RH index finger points up in the air. 

what Eunice says I don't we? 
1 Concrete deictic + EC: RH arm stretched, palm open, points to 
Eunice, EC with the other students, collective glance. 
2 Emblem: Head nod twice. 

your good ear enables you to .Ld 
1 Concrete deictic: RH index finger points to mouth and rotates 
around mouth four times to suggest the mouth shape. 
2 Concrete deictic+ Iconic: RH fingers point to mouth, hand in a 
pouch shape, then fingers open to the Ss' direction, then the same 
gesture is repeated with BH. 

pron unc iation? 

ill I <to pronounce>1 to produce the sound of the language 
1 Concrete deictic + Emblem + FE: RH points with palm up to the S 
who answered and head nod and smile. 
2 Concrete deictic + Iconic: Gesture 2 from # 2.65. reproduced only 
with RH. 
3 Meta: RH fingers kept together in a pouch shape. 

I thought that ear is I 

ear is not 

Ah nol you're thinking of I 
Concrete deictic + Emblem: RH points with index finger to the T's 
right ear and head nod. 

when you got a problem with your ears 
Concrete deictic + Emblem: RH index and thumb holds the 
teacher's ear and head nod. 

whichl which means that 
Concrete deictic + Emblem: Gestures as in #2.71., maintained. 

you can't <hear> people very well 
Concrete deictic + Emblem: Gestures as in #2.71., maintained. 

no II I don't mean that 
Emblems: RH descending from ear to table waving negatively twice 
and head shake. 

I don't mean that 
Concrete deictic: LH points to her chest. 
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#2.76. 

#~.77. S 

#2.78. T 

#2.79. S 

#2.80. T 

#2.81. 

;t2.8~ . 

:;2.8-L 

#'2.85. 

#2.86. 

#2.87. 

#2.88. 

#2.89 

you've got to have good hearing I 
Concrete deictic: BH hold the ears, gesture as above in #2.71., but 
with BH. 

is not understand this? 

no I no 

Emblem + FE: Head shake and smile. 

is not the same with understand something? 

(. .. )nol it's not 
1, 2 Emblems: Head shake. 

what <I mean> by a good ear 

A-Jeta + Emblem: BH prayer-like gesture, palms facing each other 
at table level and simultaneous head nod. 

is that you are able to 
Iconic (preparation): BH go up at shoulder level, index and thumb 
together, the other fingers slightly curved. 

<pick up> the soundl 
Iconic: RH raises up in the air, palm opening to the ceiling. 

you know I you II 
Meta: RH comes back to the same position as in #2.82., then BH 
descend to the table BH on the table, palms one on top of the other, 
finger intertwined. 

for example I instead of saying 
Meta: BH palms open up to the class, at table level. 

adver'tisement I adver'tisementl 
Beats: Head nod for the stressed syllable. 

LJ you hear your teacherl 
1 Concrete deictic: LH points to left temple. 
2 Concrete deictic: BH palms reversed, point to herself, palms 
pointing at chest level, fingers spread. 

you hear the native speakersl 
Abstract deictic: BH palms open laterally to the teacher's sides, 
under the table level. 

sayi::ng II 
Concrete deictic: BH on table, palms up, fingers kept open pointing 
to the Ss' direction. 
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#2.90. 

#2.91. Ss 

#2.92. 

'') 9'" ff_ . .). 

#2.94. Ss 

#2.95. T 

#2.96. S 

#2.97. T 

=;2.98. 

tf-2.99. 

#2.100. 

#2.101. 

#2.102. 

#2.103. 

sayiiing ad:: 

1 Abstract deictic + Meta: LH points with palm open to the table, 
palm down. 

2 Emblems: RH goes to R ear, hand in a cup, 'I can't hear you' 
gesture, while LH rotates once in the air 'come on'. 

(silent) 

How do we say it? 

Transition + EC + FE: BH held on table, elbows on table, relaxed 
fists + T looks at Ss, cllective glance and smiles. 

ad:: 

Abstract deictic + Meta: RH describes a big arch in air backward
forward, then hand in a cup touches the table surface. 

adver'tisement 

one more time I ad:: 
1 Transition: RH retreats backwards, behind teacher's chair, lower 
level. 
2 Abstract deictic + Meta: RH as above in #2.93. 

adver~tisement 

LJ 
FE + Emblem: T smiles and shakes head negatively. 

~ keep going like <this> 
Emblem: BH index fingers raised in air, like saying 'pay attention', 
elbows on table. 
Abstract deictic + Meta: Repeats gesture from #2.93., with less 
amplitude, touching the table when saying 'this'. 

lef s write it on the board II 
Posture: T stands up and turns to write on the board. 

you've got a good earl you see the word I 
Posture: T writes on board 'advertisement', turns back to the class 
while talking. 

and the teacher asks you to pronounce the word 

you are doing I you're doing a beau::tiful 

American English for me 
Concrete deictic: RH rotates four times around the centre of the 
word 'advertisement' written now on board. 
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#2.104. 

#2.106. 

#2.107. 

#2.108. 

#2.109. 

#2.110. 

#2.111. S 

#2.112.T 

#2.113. 

#2.114. 

#2.115. 

adver'tisement I adver'tisement 
1,2 Meta: RH arm straight, palm slightly open in air in a container 
gesture. 

but we are not learning American English here II 
Space: T moves a step forward from board, closer to the group, 
facing now the class, BH in a 90° angle in front of her. 
1 Beat: BH mark the word with a slight beat in air, palms down. 
2 Beat: Shoulder shrug. 

we're learning L.J 
Abstract deictic+ FE: BH index fingers point to the floor and smile. 
Posture: T goes back closer to the board. 

so we don't say adver'tisement 
Concrete deictic: RH points with pen to the word written on board 
by circling the whole word. 

your hear the native speakers 
Posture: Teacher standing, body is half-turned to the board, half to 
the class. 
1 Emblem: RH hand cup to ear. 

in <this country> saying ad:: 
1 Beat: RH marks the stressed words, arm stretched. 
2 Concrete deictic: RH points with the pen to the syllable 'ad' in the 
word written on board, then points to next syllable. 

it's coming I say it again 
Concrete deictic + FE: RH points to the Ss, arm stretched, palm up, 
fingers fluttered in air and smile. 

ad ~ vertisement 

that's it I you've got it I 
1 Emblem: Strong head nod. 
2 Posture: Standing, turns her face towards the board. 

you've got it I 
Emblem + FE: Head nod and smile. 
Posture: T turns again to the class. 

You arrive / you arrive in Britain 
Abstract deictic: BH arms open laterally, palms open point in space. 
Transition: No EC, puts back on table the pen. 

and you hear 
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#2.116. 

#2.117. 

#2.118. 

#2.119. 

#2.120. 

#2.121. 

::2.122. 

-, 1'-' -_. -,). 

#2.125. 

oh / they are not <saying> adver'tisement here/ 
Posture: T stands close to the table, BH rest on table. 
FE + EC: Wondering/surprised face, EC shifts between learners, 
collective glance. 

they are saying ad 'vertisement/ 
EC: Shifted between different learners, collective glance. 

you've got <a good ear>/ 
Concrete deictic: RH points to right ear, holding the ear lobe. 

and your ear picks up the sound 
Iconic: RH suggests the catching of something in the air and then 
hand withdraws close to teacher's body. 

picks up the / you know/ 
Iconic: RH draws two big wave shapes in the air from right to left. 

the melody of the language 
Iconic: Gesture as above in #2.120., wave shape continued. 

the intonation patterns / / 
Iconic: BH come together from the lateral side in a slightly 
ondulatory move. 

and you try and copy / 
Iconic: BH kept very close to each other, palms reversed, hands 
move backwards and forwards in counter balance. 

result? good 
1 Emblem: LH palm up in the air, facing the class. 
2 Emblem + FE: BH thumb up (gesture for 'OK') and smile. 

What about question nine? 
Posture + EC: T sits down and looks at the paper on table. 
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Teacher 3: 
Students: 

Class type: 

TRANSCRIPT - CLASS 3 

Male 
2 females (Japan) 
5 males ( Irak, 2x China, Japan, Austria) 

Academic English 
Class arrangement: Small room, students seated around one big table, 

teacher stands at the front, beside the board. 
Advanced Lcycl: 

Length of extract: ... mins 50 seconds 

Topic: 'Expressing cause and effect' 
Stage in lesson: On the board, the teacher drew a table to classify the 

answers for an exercise, where Ss had to identify causes and 
effects of natural phenomena. 

Teacher's initial posture: Standing up in front of the class. 

#3.1. T 

#3.2. 

-"" ..., 
IT.) • .). 

#3.5. 

#3.6. 

#3.7. S 

#3.8. T 

#3.9. S 

#3.10. T 

#3.11.S 

#3.12. T 

Let's get these sentences corrected thenl 

<Now::> 
Space + Posture: T moves from the table to the board, standing 
with his back to the class. 

Number one I given as an examplel 
Posture: T picks up the pen, turns his back to the class, reading the 
book, no EC with the class. 

we won't repeat it I 

right / number two II 

number two I <Che Cin> 
EC: EC with the student named, individual EC maintained. 

yes I ah 

give me the cause 
(T looks back at book) 

the cause is raising temperatures 

LJ rising temperatures I good II 
Emblem+ EC: Head nod and EC with student who answered, 
individual maintained. (Twrites answer in board) 

Why is the plural at temperatures? 

WeIll is it not temperatures around the world? II 
Posture: Looks in the book, but no EC with the class. 
(T adds an's' after the word 'temperature' on the board.) 
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#3.13. 

#3.14. 

#3.15. 

#3.16. 

#3.17. 

rt3.18. 

;:;3.19. 

ti3.20. 

#3.2l. 

#3.22. 

#3.23. 

#3.24. 

#3.25. 

I've just changed that / 

Beat+ EC: Head tilts slightly to the left side, EC with the student 
asking the question, individual glance. 

I've got it in singular / 

Posture: T goes from board to the table and leans on the chair. 

and now I made it in plural 
(General laugh in class) 

I would use it in the plural/yes / 
Emblem: Head nod. 
Posture: T is now standing by the table, supporting his RH on a 
chair. 

because / to say <rising temperatures> 
EC: EC shifted from Ss on the LH side to Ss on the RH side. 

would suggest that the temperature C ••. ) 

Space: T steps back, at distance from group. 
1 Meta: RH goes up in a container gesture. 
2 Iconic: RH makes a horizontal line from left to right. 

that would be an average / 
1 Transition: RH suspended in air, palm down. 
2 Emblem: Head nod when saying 'average'. 

if you said the rising temperatures/ 
Beats: Repeated beats with RH in air in an ascendant direction, 
then RH goes down. 

whereas/ (clears throat) the temperatures 
Meta: RH up in air, in front of him, above the head level, palm in 
cup, holding a pen. 

<in different parts of the world >/ 
Abstract deictics: RH descends by quickly pointing in a zig-zag 
more different locations on an imaginary map. 

they are <rising> all the time / 
Iconic + Abstract deictic: RH goes up in a straight move, pointing 
with the index above the head level. 

but they are always <different> / 
Abstract deictic: RH descends in a straight move, pointing with 
index finger three times in the air at different levels. 

it's much warmer at the Equator 
Meta: RH describes an arch to the learners' direction and opens in 
a semi-container (palm up), then retreats. 
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#3.26. 

#3.27. S 

#3.28. T 

#3.29. 

#3.30. 

#3.31. 

#3.33. 

#3.3-+. S 

.... ' '5 T rr.J . .J • 

#3.36. 

#3.37. T 

#3.38. T 

#3.39. S 
T 

than it is / here / for instance / L.J 
1 Abstract deictic + Emblem: BH opens laterally in a large move 
and head nod. 

2 Emblem + EC: Head nod and EC with S who asked the question. 

ok 

but just like <here>1 
Abstract deictic: RH index finger points up at head level. 

the temperatures in the Equatorl 
Abstract deictic: RH points down, lateral left, with index finger. 

the\' are going up (. .. ) II 
1 Iconic: RH goes up in an oblique move, from down right to up 
centre. 

2 Emblem+ EC: Head nod and EC with S who asked the question. 

Now the connective II 
(Transition: T looks in the book, no EC with the class) 

What is the connective here? 
EC + Abstract deictic: EC shifted between Ss in class, collective 
glance, and LH, points in air, hand in cup shape, palm down. 

and I'll a::skl Nahiko 
EC: EC shifts between learners, collective glance. 

have been causing 

right / easy peasy 
Emblem: Head nod. (T turns to board and writes the answer.) 

<have been causing> I give me the effect I Ahmed 
1 Concrete deictic + Emblem: LH holding the book points to the 
space left empty on the board and EC with the Ss, collective glance. 
Posture: T turns to the class. (EC from students to the book.) 

LJ 
EC: T looks at student named, direct individual EC maintained. 

we have <the cause> / <the connector> 
Posture: T turns to the board again. 
1 Concrete deictic: RH points with pen to the word 'cause' written 
on board. 
2 Concrete deictic + EC: RH points to the word 'connector' written 
on board, then EC with student named, individual Ec maintained. 

the snow line to retreat on mountains 

LJ 
EC+ Posture: T looks at individual S, then turns to the board. 
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#3,40. T 

#3.-+ l. 

#3,42. 

#3.-+3. 

#3,4-+. S 

#3,45. T 

# 3.-+6. 

#3'-+7. S 

#3.48. T 

;;3.49. S 

#3.50. T 

#3.51.S 

T 

#3.52. S 

T 

#3.53. S 

#3.54 T 

yes I 
Emblem: Head nod. (T writes answer on board.) 

and he gives an example I 
Posture: T turns to the class, looking in the book. 

what is that example? II 

he or she 
Beats + FE: Head beat and rising eyebrows. 
EC: EC with the class, gazing at different learners. 

in Peru 

in Peru: :1 it has risen 
EC+ Posture: EC with the students answering, collective glance, 
then T turns to the board. (T writes the answer repeating each word 
as he ll'rites them.) 

it has risen? 
Posture + EC: T turns to the class, EC with different students, 
individual glance. 

as much as two thousand seven hundred feet in sixty years 

really? I two thousand seven hundred feetl 
(T writing the answer on board) 

yes I in sixty years 

right (T writing on board) 

I have a question 

LJ 
EC+ Space: T looks at S directly, individual maintained EC, then 
rapidly moves backwards from the right side of the board to the 
left side. 

for a connective or marker 

LJ 
Emblem: Head nodding twice. 

Is 'secondly' a marker and also a connector? 

Yes I Secondly is fo::r I .L..J 
1 Emblem + Space: Head nod, then T steps forward to the table. 
2 Adaptor: T scratches his head. 
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#3.55. 

#3.56. 

#3.58. 

-:!.' 60 .) . . 

;;3.61. 

#3.62. S 

#3.63. 

#3.64. 

#3.65. T 

#3.66. S 

#3.67. T 

#3.68. S 

#3.69. T 

the whole structure II of the I of the writing 
1 Emblem: EC directly with the Ss asking the question, collective 
glance. (T puts the book on the table.) 
2 Meta: BH one up and one down, palms reversed mirroring each 
other suggest a rectangle in air. 

but as far as cause and effect ( ... ) 
1 Meta: BH come together in the front in a container gesture, then 
the container is moved on the left side when saying 'cause' and on 
the right side when saying 'effect'. 
Space: T moves closer to the board. 

it is I have been causing I 
1 Concrete deictic: LH points to the expression on board, no EC. 
2 COllcrete deictic + EC: LH points to the board and keeps EC with 
the student who asked the question, individual maintained. 

because if you look at the rubric 
Space: T comes back to the table. 

the rubric in your instructions (T takes up the book.) 

it says II the appropriate connector or marker I (T reads from the book.) 

of the cause effect relationship I yes? I 
EC+ Emblem: Individual maintained EC with the S who asked the 
question and head nod. 

ves I because without mentioning the causel 
(r moves back to the board and leans on it with his LH up to the 

board.) 

the rising temperaturel 

'secondly' is really importantl 

yesl 
Emblem + EC+ Concrete deictic: Head nod, direct EC, individual 
maintained, and LH index points to the example on the board. 

to show that is the samel 

the rising temperaturel 
Emblem: T nods head rapidly. 

yes I but this is mentionedl 

exactly I yes I 
Emblem: Quick head nod. 
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#3.70. 

#3.71. 

#3.72. S 

#3.73. T 

#3.74. 

#3.75. S 

#3.76. T 

#3.77. 

#3.78. 

#3.79. 

#3.80. 

#3.81. 

#3.82. 

#3.83. 

Right I next one I number three I 
Space: T moves back to the table and looks in the book. 

( ... ) What is the cause? 

Emblem: EC shifted between different Ss, collective glance. 
(T looks in the book) 

the same 

it's the same I so we'll leave it blank I 
1 Emblem + Posture: Head nod, then T turns to the board. 
2 Concrete deictic: LH points to the empty space in the table on the 
board. 

What is the connective? 

Concrete deictic: T points to the second space on the table with his 
LH, fingers spread. ( T still looking in the book, no EC with class). 

as a result of this 

<as a result of this>1 
(T starts writing in on the board) 

Now I notice how the connective 
Posture+ EC: T turns towards the class, collective glance. 
Concrete deictic: LH points to the words just written on board 'as a 
result' . 

comes at the start 

and <this>1 
Meta + Abstract deictic: RH in a cup, arm straight in air, on the 
right side of him, points in air. 

when you see thisl 
1,2,3 Beats: RH beats in air, hands in cup. 

it always refers to something beforehandl 
1 Beat: RH beats twice. 
2 Abstract deictic: RH describes an arch in the air, going behind the 
teacher's left shoulder. 

'cause you can't say I this I this to come 
Abstract deictic: RH arm straight, points laterally on the right side. 

it's what has already carnell 
Abstract deictic: RH repeats deictic gesture in #3.81., but quicker. 
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#3.8-L 

#3.85. 

#3.86. 

#3.87. S 

#3.88. T 

::;:3.89. 

:;3.90. 

;:;:3.91. S 

#3.92. T 

S 

#3.93. T 

#3.94. 

and <this> is referring back to something 
1 Meta + Abstract deictic: RH cup shape points in air, on the right 
side, arm straight. 
2 Abstract deictic: Repeats gesture in #3.81. , but quicker. 

and this is the rising temperature C ... ) 

1 Concrete deictic: RH points to board in the 'connector' rubric. 
2 Concrete deictic: RH points to board to 'cause' rubric. 
(T finishes writing on the board) 

now I the effect ( ... ) 
1 Emblem: EC with different students, collective glance. 
Posture: T faces again the class, reading the book, no direct EC. 

vegetation has been changing 

r 11 just shorten that II changing vegetation I 
Space: T goes back to the board, writes the answer on board, 
looking from time to time in the book. 

because I don't II neither do you I we don't have much spacell 

now I is there an example? 

yes the agricultural crop line I shifted I shifted to hundred miles 
(T continues writing) 

really? 
(T whistles and continues writing) 

(laugh) 

That is a loti 
Posture+ Space: T turns facing the class and walks to the table. 

Ok I <next one> I number fourl 
EC: EC with the class, collective glance, then looking back to the 

book. 
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Teacher .. : 
Students: 

Class t~'pe: 

TRANSCRIPT - CLASS 4 

Female 
8 females (Japan) 
1 males (Japan) 
General English 

I Class arrangement: 
I 

Medium size room, students seated around a big horse-shoe 
table, teacher sits at the front, beside the board. 

Leyel: Lower Intermediate 
Topic: "My favourite movie' 
Length of extract: .. mins 35 seconds 

Stage in lesson: Before an exercise, the teacher clarifies the vocabulary 
items, which are movie-related words. 

i Teacher's initial position: Sitting at the table, reading from the book. 

#-t.1. T 

;r-t.2. 

::-tA. 

;:;-t.6. 

::-t.7. S 

#4.8. T 

#4.9. 

#4.10. 

#4.11. S 

#4.12. T 

#4.13. S 

Let's just have a look 

at the film vocabulary given first of all / film vocabulary/ 
Beat: Head beat laterally right. 

we 've got <banned> / got <dubbed> / 
(T reads from book.) 

stars / cut / director / special effects/ 

right? / let's have a look at these words/ 

the first word / ... 
Adaptor: T shakes head, arranging her hair. 

VVhatis 'banned' mean? 

VVhat's the meaning? 
Ee: EC with left side of class, collective glance. 
Posture: T stands up and turns towards the board. 

to ba::n something/ 
Posture: T semi-turned to the class. 

<anybody>/ 

(indecipherable) 

Ll 
Emblem: LH in a cup behind ear. 

prohibit 
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#--l.l--l. T 

#4.15. 

#--l.16. 

#--l.17. 

#4.18. 

:;--l.19. S 

T 

#4.20. S 

T 

#--l.21. T 

:::--l.22. 

#4.23. 

#4.24. 

#4.25. 

#4.26. 

#4.27. 

#4.28. 

<prohibit> / well done / all right?/ 

To ban means to prohibit! 
(T llTifes on board 'to ban' and 'to prohibit '.) 

And what does prohibit mean? .L.d 
EC: EC shifted between learners, collective glance. 

What's the meaning? / <prohibit> ( ... ) 

<in ordinary words> / it means LJ 
Emblem: RH index waged in air three times left to right. 

(indec ipherable) 

\Vhat? C .•. ) / 

Concrete pointing + Emblem: RH palm open up points to a Sand 
head nod at the same time. 

forbidden 

LJ 
EC+ Posture: T shifts EC to the learner speaking now, individual 
EC maintained, and orients also her body towards that S's 
direction. 

<forbidden> / well done/ 

It means you can't do it / you're not allowed / 
Emblems: RH index up in air, wagging 'no' at mouth level and 
head shake. 

it ~ s banned / all right? / 
Emblem: Gesture as above in #4.22., wagging finger. 

and banned is the past participle / 
Concrete deictic: LH points to the word 'banned' on the board. 

and is usually used / / is banned 
(T writes on the board 'is banned '.) 

and banned is the past participle/ 

means not allowed/ 
Emblem: RH palm down, fingers spread, wags in air twice at waist 
level. 

right? / <not allowed>/ ok? 
Space: T comes closer to the table, looking in the book. 
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#4.29. 

#-L.30. 

#4 . .31. 

#4.32. 

#4.3.3. 

;:4.36. 

:;4.37. 

::4.38. 

#4.39. 

;;c4.40. 

#4.41. 

#4.42. 

#4.43. 

What about the next one? 
(T looking in the book.) 

<dubbed> I What's dubbed? .L.J 
EC: T looking at the different learners, collective glance. 

Don"t you know that word? 

It's a film word I a film word II 
Space+ EC: T goes closer to board, looking around the class, 
collective glance. 

<no> I don "t look in the dictionaryll 
Emblem: Head shake. 

<all right> I if you go to see 

an American fi 1m in a cinema I 
EC+ Posture: T looks at different learners while speaking, 
collective glance, standing by the board. 

there are two possible ways 
Emblem: LH index and middle finger up in air, palm towards her 
body. 

you can see it in Japan/I 
Emblem: Gesture as above in #4.36., maintained. 

you can either havel 
Emblem: Gesture as above in #4.36., maintained. 

the Japani- I the American actors 
Iconic: BH at mouth level, fingers fluttering quickly suggesting a 
mouth shape, fingers in a cup. (The gesture is interrupted for the 
correction in speech, then continued afterwards.) 

speaking in Japanese I 
Iconic: Gesture as above in #4.39. 

or you can have I 
Iconic: BH at waist level, drawing with the index fingers an 
imaginary rectangle in air from inside to outside. 

the translation at the bottomll 
Iconics: Gesture as above in #4.41., BH repeat twice the shape of 
rectangle. 

If you have the translation at the bottoml 
Iconic: Gesture as above # 4.41., repeated. 
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#4.44. 

#4.45. S 

#4.46. T 

#4,4 7. 

#-+,48. 

+:;4,49. 

=-+.50. 

#-+ .51. 

#4.52. 

#4.53. 

#4.54. 

#4.55. 

#4.56. 

#4.57. 

that's ca:::lled (. .. ) II 
Iconic: BH described a rectangle as in #4.41. Now gesture is 
suspended, hands being kept laterally in air, fingers flat, thumb 
mirroring the other fingers, as if holding an imaginary rectangle 
from its extremities. 

text 

No I That's called <subtitles>1 
Emblem: Head shake. 
Iconic: Gesture as in #4.41. repeated. 

and if the people are speaking your language I 
Iconic: BH brought at mouth level, fingers pointing to the mouth 
and flutter. (A version 0/ gesture in # 4.39., but fingers are not in a 
cup anymore). 

that means the film is II 
Transition: BH at waist level, closed, RH holding the pen. 

dubbed II all right? 
Emblem: Head nod. 

So the film II is I dubbed I 
Posture: T turns to the board. (T starts writing on board, repeating 
the words written.) 

so that means that the actors are speaking I 
Posture: T turns towards the class. 
Iconic: RH to the mouth in a cup, then it opens up to the class 
direction. 

in translation! I 

or you can have subtitles II <right>1 
(T writes on board 'subtitles ') 

which is the writing translatedl 
Iconic: BH repeats gesture in line #4.41. 

in a minute we'll discuss 
Beat: RH up in air, cup shape, beats once. 

which one you prefer II 
(T picks up the book/rom table) 

Now we've got <sta::rs> I stars (Treads/rom book) 
EC: EC with the class, collective glance. 
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#4.58. 

#4.59. 

#4.60. 

#4.61. 

#4.62. S 

1r4.63. T 

#4.64. T 

#4.65. S 

1r4.66. T 

#.+.67. 

=.+.68. 

#4.69. 

#4.70. 

#4.71. 

#4.72. 

#4.73. 

stars can be I a verb or a <noun>1 
Concrete deictic: RH index points to LH small finger for the word 
'verb' and then ring finger for 'noun'. 

all right? 
(T goes to board and starts writing) 

you can have <a star> I and <to star>1 
(T back to class, writes on board) 

Star meanst\ I L.J 
EC: T looks at students for an answer. 

someone famous 

a famous or popular actor I yeahl 

and <to star>? II 
Concrete deictic: LH points to the board at the verb 'to star'. 

a popular film? 

No I it doesn't mean that! 
Emblem: Head shake. (Also T looks away from the student 
answering.) 

it just means that 

an actor is acting in the filmll 
Concrete deictic + Beats: LH underlines repeatedly the verb 'to 
star' on the board and slight head nods. 

so you say the film stars I Leonardo di CaprioL 
Meta + Beat: LH up in air, cup shape, points for the three words 
stressed, at different points in the gestural space in front of T's 
body. 

it means he I is I acting in the filml 
Meta + Beat: BH in a cup, facing the floor, moving from left to 
right to stress the words. 

that's all it means I right? 
Emblem: head shake. 

so it's used as a noun and as a verbl 
Concrete deictic: LH index points to the board. 

OK? 
Posture: T moves back to table, sits down and looks in the book. 
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tf-L 7..t.. 

#4.75. 

#..t..76. 

#..t..77. S 

T 

n..t..78. T 

#..t..79. 

tt..t..80. 

:;..t..81. 

=..t..82. 

#4.83. 

#4.84. 

#4.85. 

#4.86. 

<to cut> I another fi 1m wordl 
EC: direct EC with the class, collective glance. 

to cut the film I What's the meaning? .L.J 
EC: T looks around the class, collective glance. 

to cut II 
EC: EC with different students. 

to stop the filming 

Ld 
EC: T establishes direct EC with student speaking, maintained. 

yes I all right I exactly thatl 
FE+ Emblem: Smiles and nods head. 

and when you watch the film makingl 
Iconic: LH elbow on table, palm up open, RH palm flat, 
perpendicularly in LH palm. 

they have a clapper board I don't they? 
Iconic: Hands as above in #4.79., then RH palm goes up and down 
in LH palm. 

there's <cu::t I cu::t>1 
Iconic: Gesture as in # 4.80. repeated. 

they stop the filml 
Iconic: Gesture as in #4.80. repeated. 

and when they are <making> the filml 
Iconic: BH lateral, elbows on tables, fingers in a scissors gesture, 
reproduce the action of cutting something. 

they cut bits out and stick it together 
1 Iconic: Gesture as above in #4.83. 
2 Iconic: BH come together in the centre, one palm on top of the 
other. 

so that's terriblel cut cut cut 
1 Iconic: BH one palm on top of the other, like #4.84, gesture 2. 
2 Iconic: RH only reproduces gesture of 'cutting' as in #4.83. 

cut just means stop I all right? ( ... ) 
Iconic: RH describes a brief oblique move from up to down. (T 
looks in the book.) 
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# .. L87. <director> I you all understand? 
Emblem +EC: Head nod and EC with different Ss, collective 
glance. 

#-l.88. and special effects? l.J 
EC: EC with different students in class, collective glance. 

#4.89. you all understand special effects? 
EC: Shifts EC between students, collective glance. 

#4.90. Yes? II Who could explain that? Nakako? 
Concrete deictic+Beat: LH points with a slight beat towards named 
S~s direction. 

#-l.91. Special effects I can you explain? 
Posture+ EC: T orients body and establishes EC with S named. 

;,;-l.92. think ofa film with special effectsl 

;,;-l.93. S those films II usi:::ng II 

#4.9-+. T Using I special effectsl 
1 FE: T smiles at class. 
2 Meta + Beat: BH cup shape up in air and brief head shake. 

#-+.95. Yes? I Using what? 
Posture: T orients her body back to the student answering. 

t;-+.96. Can you think of a film 

:;-l.97. with special effects? Think of a film II 

#4.98. S computer programme 

T C· .. ) 
Posture: T orients her head to student answering. 

#4.99. T <right>1 OK I but can you think 
Emblem: Head nod. 

#4.100. of a title of a film that has special effects? 

#4.101. S Matrix 

#4.102. T <Matrix> I The Matrix I That sort of thingl 
1 Emblem: Head nod. 
2 Beat: Head beat twice laterally. 

#4.103. So you understand? 
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#4.104. 

#4.105. 

#4.106. 

Irs a very clever / computer aided film/ 
1 Beat + Meta: BH balance up in the air, palms semi-open. 
2 Transition: BH arms crossed. 

<All right> / What you have to do here/ (T looks in the book.) 
Concrete deictic + EC: RH index points in the book and EC with 
class, collective glance. 

is to read these sentences and put in a word that's going to fit/ 
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Teacher 1: 
Students: 

Class type: 

Level: 
Topic: 

TRANSCRIPT - CLASS 5 

Male 
3 females ( all Spain) 
2 males (1 Italy, 1 Germany) 
General English 

Class arrangement: A big room, table in horse-shoe shape. 
Upper Intermediate 

Length of extract: 
'The Scottish legal system' 
4 mins 40 seconds 

T's initial posture: T sits on a table, posture is relaxed, LH holds a pen. 
He has the book on the table on his left side. 

Stage of lesson: Clarifying vocabulary items in a given text. 

#5.1. T 

#5.2. 

# - "" ).-'. 

#5.4. 

#5.5. 

;r5.6. 

#5.7. 

#5.8. 

#5.9. 

#5.10. 

gazumped 
(T looks at the book, changes pen from LH to RH) 

I think / no, you are not given that 
(T looks at the book, LH on book, RH in his lap, holding a pen.) 

but you are given the meaning 
(T turns the page, no EC with the class.) 

if you read / the rest of the paragraph 

you can be <gazumped>/ 
EC: EC shifts from book to the class, collective glance. 

nowhere / else <in the world>/ 
Meta: RH moves up in air, fingers kept together and holding a pen. 

could you <agree to buy a flat>/ 
Beat: RH still in air, holding the pen, beats once in air. 

<put your money down>/ 
Beat: RH repeats move from above in #5.7, hand moves backwards 

to body, then forward. 

i.e. pay a deposit/ 
Meta: RH fingers open and then show a horizontal line in air to the 
right side, then RH comes down on the left leg. 

and then have somebody/ 
Meta+ Abstract deictic: RH rises up in air from left to right, in an 
ascendant move, then RH opens, pointing in space. 
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#5.11. 

#5.12. 

#5.13. 

#5.14. 

#5.15. 

::;5.16. 

#5.17. 

#5.18. 

#5.19. 

#5.20. 

#5.21. 

#5.22. 

#5.23. S 

#5.24. T 

sell it I to somebody else I 
1 Meta + Beat: RH waves once in air for 'sell it'. 
2 Meta + Beat: RH waves again at the extreme right of the gestural 
space, then hand returns on the leg. 

this can happen in England II 
1,2 Emblem +Beat: Head nodding. 

remember I said that 
Meta: BH up in air, palms facing each other, container gesture 
(palm face each other suggesting a round shape). 

we have a ditTerent legal system 
Meta: BH move in the container gesture from above on the left 
side. 

in England I and in Scotlandl I 
1 Meta + Abstract deictic: BH mark the container gesture on the left 
side. 
2 Meta + Abstract deictic: Container gesture as in gesture 1 above 
moves on the right hand side. 

one of the things that 
Meta: BH move at the centre of the central gestural space. 

in Scotland happensl 
1,2 Beat: BH as above, beat in air several times. 

if you sign a contract/ 
Iconic: LH imitates the action of writing with the pen on the 
surface of the RH. 

buy a flat! 
Iconic: Gesture as above in #5.18, gestures repeated. 

that contract is then I <legally binding>1 I 
Meta: BH palms raised up in the air, facing the class. 

there are two lawyers here in the classl 
Posture: T stands up and goes to the board and writes 'legally 

binding' . 

explain the phrase legally bindingll 

Binding? What is binding? 

The whole phrase, Clare? 
Iconic: BH thumb and index fingers are raised and suggest a circle 
in the air, by closing the index finger on the opposite thumb twice. 
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#5.::'6. 

#5.::'7. S 

#5.::'8. T 

#5.::'9. 

-" .., 1 T -_.j . 

::;:5.33. 

#5.34. 

#5.35. 

#5.36. 

#5.37. 

#5.38. S 
T 

Clare? You are a lawyer/ 
Concrete deictic: RH index finger pointing to the board. 

what does legally binding mean? 

I don't know 

To bind means to tiel 
Iconic: BH fingers are intertwined in the centre of the gestural 
space at chest level. 

to tie like a knot/ 
Iconic: BH rotate one around the other in air, to suggest the action 
of twisting two pieces of rope and then pulling the extremities. 

Ah! When you sign the contract the house is yours/ 

(~ legally binding means / that this contract/ 
1 Emblem: Head nod. 
2 Concrete deictic: RH pointing to the phrase on the board. 
3 EC: EC with the learners in the class, collective glance. 

will then be honoured in a court of law// 
Concrete deictic +Beat: RH points to the board and marks the 
emphasised words on board. 

If I sign a contract with you/ Romeo/ 
1 Iconic: Reproduces the act of signing with the RH held pen on 
LH palm. 
2 Concrete deictic: RH points to the S named, with the pen. 

and then at the last minute 
Meta: BH up in the air, at the shoulder level, with the palms facing 
the class. 

I decide II a // 
Emblem: BH palms move once in air laterally, palms facing the 
class. 

no I don't want to do this anymore/ 
Emblem: BH palms move repeatedly in air, then BH relaxed at 
waist level. 

it's too late/I 
Abstract deictic: RH waves behind the right shoulder, then back 
hand on hand at waist level. 

Yes, it's perfect 
(d 
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#5.39. T 

#5.40. 

#5,41. 

#5.-t2. 

#5,43. 

#5.-+-+. 

::5,45. 

#5,46. 

#5.47. 

#5.48. 

#5.49. 

#5.50. 

#5.51. 

Emblem: Head nod. 
I've signed a legally binding contractl 
Concrete deictic: RH points to the phrase on the board, underlying 
it with the pen held in RH. 

Romeo can take me to the courtl 
1 Concrete deictic: RH points to the learner named. 
2 Iconic: RH suggests a quick action of 'picking up' something in 
air and moving it a step forward. 

and say na-nal 
Iconic: Repeats action of signing the contract, with RH pen on LH 
palm. 

you can't say noll 
Emblem: BH palms up in the air, reversed, palms facing the class. 

because you have already signedl 
Iconic: RH reproduces the action of signing, this time in the air in 
front of his chest. 

In Englandl I 
Beat: RH pen flicked in air as word is stressed. 

particularly with the buying and sell ing of housesl 
Abstract deictic: RH pen points on left side for' buying' and then on 
right side for 'selling'. 

there exists this I a I 
Abstract deictic + Beat: RH (without pen) points in air with index 
and thumb together. 
Posture: T moves from standing in centre of class to sitting on a 
table. 

this notion I this idea of gazumpingl 
Beat+ EC: head beat for 'gazumping' and direct EC with class. 

where a II sayl 
Beat: RH slightly up in air at low level. 

I am selling my housel 
Concrete deictic + Meta: BH close to his body, point to himself, then 
hands kept in a container gesture to suggest the house. 

Manuelle comes 
Concrete deictic: BH point to the S named. 

and decides she wants to buy my housel I 
Meta: BH shift from right to left, still in a container gesture. 
Beat: BH mark the stressed word, then BH put down on knees. 
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#5.54. 

#5.55. 

-;+5.56. 

=5.58. 

#5.59. 

=5.60. S 

#5.61. T 

S 

#5.62. T 

#5.63. 

we sign a preliminary contractl 
Icollic: RH holding pen reproduces gesture of writing. 

Manuelle leaves some money with mel 
1 Bellt: BH move slightly close to the table surface. 
2 MlIllipullltive: T raises the piece of paper with BH in air. 
3 COil crete deictic: RH points to himself, fingers spread, holding the 
pen. 

with <my bank I with my state agent>1 or with my lawyer II 
1,2,3 Abstrllct deictics: RH moves laterally in a large gesture on the 
right hand side, fingers open three times repeatedly. 

and then somebody elsel 
Icollic: RH describes an approaching move, from the centre of 
gestural space in front of the teacher towards himself. 

Olga comesl 
1 COllcrete deictic: RH points to the S named, fingers open. 
2 Icollic: Gesture as above in #5.55. repeated. 

and Olga makes a better offer II 
COllcrete deictic: RH points to the student named, as above. 

it doesn't matter that I signed a contract with Manuellel 
1 Emblem: Head shake. 
2 COil crete deictic: RH points to the S named, arm stretched. 

I can sell to I to Olga 
Emblem: RH points to the S named, arm stretched. 

What about the money I paid? 

Oh I'll give you back the moneyl 
1 Emblem: RH waves twice in air negatively. 
2 Icollic: RH reproduce the action of handing In something, 
moving forward to the S's direction. 

OK 

But in the meantime you don't have a housel 
1 Metll: RH palm down, describes a horizontal line in the air from 
left to right, in front ofT's body. 
2 Beat: RH slightly move again left to right in a horizontal move. 

or nowhere to live or anything like thatl 
1 Beat: As beat above in # 5.62. 
2 Emblem + Posture: Head nod twice, then teacher stands up in the 
centre of the class. 
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#5.64. S But there IS a difference between a preliminary and a definitive 
contract 

T LJ 

#5.65. T 

#5.66. 

-:;5.67. 

#5.68. 

#5.69. 

#5.70. S 

#5.71. T 

#5.72. 

#5.73. 

#5.74. 

Posture + EC: T listening, standing, LH crossed over the body, RH 
on the chin, EC kept with the student talking. 

Yeah / But in SCQtland/ 
1 Emblem: Head nods rapidly. 
2,3,4 Beats: Short beats, RH beats up in air, no EC. 

even if you have exchanged a <preliminary contract>/ 
1,2,3 Beats: RH stresses each word, by a rapid beat in air. 
Posture: T goes back to sit on table. 

and this has been backed by money/ 
1 Concrete deictic: RH points to Manuelle's direction. 
2,3 Beat:Two beats with RH to mark the stressed words, also 
sim ultaneous head nod. 
EC: Shifts from Manuelle to Romeo between the two sets gestures 
above. 

remember I said that a deposit / has been paid/ 
1,2 Beats + Concrete deictic: RH in air, still pointing to Manuelle's 
direction, marks with beats the stressed words, fingers kept 
together at tips. 

this// 
Iconic: the RH first descends from chest to leg level, suggesting an 
action of grounding something. 

in Italy is double 

Yeah/ This becomes legally binding/ 
1 Emblem: Head nods rapidly, turns body to board direction. 
2 Concrete deictic: RH points to board, middle finger pointing. 
(T looking at board) 

even if Olga comes afterwards/ 
1 Concrete deictic: RH index finger points to Olga. 
2 Iconic: RH index finger balances from S's direction to T's body. 

I can't sell to Olgal / 
Emblem: RH palm showed to the class. 

in England I can 
Abstract deictic: RH palm downwards points up in the air twice. 
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#5.75. S 

#5.76. T 

# 5.77. 

#5.78. 

#5.79. 

OK / so if ... 

But I don °t want to get 

Emblem + Posture: BH palms downwards describe a horizontal line 
laterally, then come back together. Also T stands up and avoids 
EC. 

too stuck in this question / ~ / 
1 Iconic: BH suggest a vertical cylinder from up to down, palms 
facing each other. 
2 Beat: BH palms facing each other, both beat once in air. 
3 Iconic: BH rotate one around the other twice, like saying 'let's 
move on'. 

that's what gazumping means/ 
Meta+ EC: BH and arms open in a large gesture, palms open to the 
Ss' direction, EC re-established with the whole group, collective 
gaze. 

Are there any other vocabulary difficulties? 
1 Beat: RH fingers together at tips, beat once in air. 
2 Posture+ EC: T sits back on table and pulls up his sleeves, EC 
with Ss in class, collective glance. 
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APPENDIX D 

TRANSCRIPT OF AN INTERVIEW 

WITH A LEARNER 

Learner~s background 

t\ larcus is a student from Italy. 26 years old, he studied English for 3 years at the 

uniYersity back home. He works as an engineer in Italy and is taking the 5 weeks 

General English class to improve his English with the view of better job prospects. 

Interview briefing (1= Interviewer, M=Marcus) 

I: You will watch two video extracts from your English class from today. I want 

you to look at the teacher and discuss her behaviour, everything she does. We 

are looking at what the teacher does, what actions, with her hands, with her 

body in general. I want you to stop the video, by pressing this 'pause' button, 

whenever you see something that you want to discuss in teacher's behaviour. 

Then I want you to tell me what you've seen and if that action is relevant or 

not for you or for the other people in the class. 

\'1: OK. All the actions, right? 

I: Yes, all. Even the ones that you consider less important, but let me know that 
YOU have noticed them. 
"" 

M: Ok. Can I start? 

I: Lefs see an example, to understand better what I mean. 

(a short video clip is discussed and subject's questions are answered) 

I: Ok, now we can start. 
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Stop 
Tape 
#2.1. 

#2.4. 

#2.12. 

#2.20. 

Units of meaning/Coding 
(Informant's descriptions) 
Here she is asking a question and she wants a precise answer and she 
wanted to know a specific thing. And to remark this specific thing, she put 
her hand [reproduces gesture, palm down marks a beat in the air] made 
this movement to identify this specific thing I reproduces gesture]. 

Now she is putting her hands at the class [reproduces gesture] waiting for 
an answer. 

Everyone [reproduces gesture] she is talking about the class. So she 
moved her finger around and around and around [reproduces gesture four 
times, rotating finger in air] to include everybody. Everyone [reproduces 
gesture]. She is talking about the whole class so she opened her hands 
[ reproduces gesture]. It includes everyone, it shows what she means if you 
have doubts about the word 'everyone' or it emphasises the fact that we all 
understand her, if you know the meaning of the word. 

She is talking about the learning of a language and we made a comparison 
with the learning of another activity like swimming or studying the 
computer; and we spoke about the necessity to practice and when 
practicing you develop a reflex. So she moved her hand while she said the 
word reflex [reproduces gesture three times, balance both palms back and 
forward, palms up] to show what she means. 

I: Is this relevant? 

M: I know the meaning of the word 'reflex' so for me is not important the 
movement. But if I don't know the word, maybe this move can make me 
understand what she says. 
In general, I don't see the teacher while she is speaking because I try to 
listen. In Italy teachers don't move their hands, but speak a lot. Sometimes 
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more quickly than here, so for me it is not usual to watch their gesture, it 
is not a common situation. 

I: What do you mcan by that? 

M~ Well, in Italy teachers don't move their body to suggest something, for 
example a word, they make a long discourse to arrive at the explanation, 
they don't use their body. 

1: So they explain the word with words. 

M: Yeah, they don't use moves. If they don't arrive at the word, then they 
speak Italian. In this class it is not possible because the teacher doesn't 
speak Italian, doesn't speak all the languages in the world. So she cannot 
translate a word for all of us. So she is using moves to suggest what she 
means and to compensate for the fact that we are foreigners. In a foreign 
language, it is easier for you if a person is using gestures. It makes it 
clearer. 

I: Why do you think that she does that? 

M: Maybe because of the level of the class. If our English was better, she 
would speak quicker and without her hands. With us, she needs to explain 
more. But it is good if your teacher speaks slowly, like an English, and 
moves her body a lot, like an Italian. 

#2.24. She was waiting for a word and Ronalda now starts speaking; so she put Concrete 
her finger in the direction of this person [reproduces gesture, pointing with deictic 
arm] until he speaks up. 
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I: Jt'lulI1W)l'd was she waitingfor? Do yo/( rememher the word! 

M: No, I don't remember it. 

#2.29. M: OK. Now she has her hands in this position I reproduces gesture, palms Concrete 
facing class], so it's like 'attention to him speaking, to his words'. deictic 

#2.22. M: She was comparing the studying of a language with a physical activity Emblem 
and in general she is moving her body [reproduces gesture, arms tense, 
muscular show] she is doing this with her arms [reproduces gesture]. 

I: Why is that? 

M: Because she is explaining a physical actIvIty and this move 
[ reproduces gesture] shows it for the students who don't know the word 
'physical activity' showing the muscles helps them understand. But I 
knew the word or this expression, so for me this move was not relevant in 
other situation, if I don't know the word, I can use her move to understand 
better. I can close the eyes here and still understand what she means. 

I: So if you know the word, her move doesn '[ matter? 

M: Maybe if I forgot the meaning of a word and then I see her move, I can 
arrive at the word, I can remember it. But if I don't know the word, it's 
impossible to get the word only from her move. I forget many words, and 
then if I see a good move, I can remember the word. 

#2.32. She is speaking and she moves her mouth [hand at mouth] in a strange Facial 
way [laughs] because she is speaking about a physical activity and the expreSSIOn 
study of the language; and she put these things together moving her face in 
a strange way so it is something physical and speaking which is mental. 
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I: Is Ihal re/n'1II11./()J' 'he sflll/ellfs illfhe c/oss! 

M: It is like a confirmation between that there is something physical in 
speaking a language, 

#2.37. She is speaking about pronunciation; and she said the word Iconic 
'pronunciation' in this way [reproduces gesture. hand in a cup, moves 
from mouth to class, tingers open gradually]. She said the word 
'pronounce' when doing this [repeats gesture]. So the sounds of her voice 
moves in the same rhythm with her hand. For me, the move is just a 
confirmation, I know the word already. She is remarking the word with 
her hand/ but for me, the move is here is a surplus. It is like saying in two 
ways the same word/ it is a stronger way to say the same word. 

#2.40. Another time, she said 'produce the sound' [reproduces gesture, hands Iconic 
move from body to class and palms open]. The same situation, she is 
remarking the word with her hands, 

#2.42. [laughs] She is remarking the word 'a little bit' with this [reproduces Emblem 
gesture, thumb and index together, right hand], she is repeating the word. 
In general, she is repeating the word with her hands. For me, again it is not 
important because I know the word 'little'. 

#2.45. She was waiting for an answer [reproduces gesture, both palms up] open Abstract 
hands. She didn't speak and she was waiting [does gesture again] she is deictic 
waiting for a word from the students so she stopped speaking and she 
opened her hands [ does gesture]. 

I: And what does that mean? 

M: It is like 'I want something' or 'give me something' [puts right hand 
fingers in left hand palm]. 
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I: I J"lwl does she )I'lIlIe 

M: A specific word. 

#2.48. She is speaking about mind [middle and ind~x finger, I~n hand to t~mple I Concrete 
and put her finger at the head to remark mind or brain. deictic + 

Iconic 
One way of learning new words is to memorise the word said by the 
teacher together with the gestures made when she said the word. And you 
do this especially when you are a beginner, and you don't have other ways 
to remember that word like a dictionary definition or so. For example, 
here she is speaking about the mind and she put her finger to the brain to 
remark the mind, the brain. So if you don't know the word mind, maybe 
this [repeats gesture to temple] is an indication and you remember the 
word because you have seen this move. 

I: So you say that for the beginners teachers' moves are more relevant 
than for the advanced. 

M: Well, in general for people who study English or other language, they 
need to learn new words and to watch the moves helps you learn new 
words. But if we talk about a specific problem which I don't know about, 
then teacher's moves help you a lot. I think that moves are useful mainly 
to learn the vocabulary, when you don't know the word or don't remember 
it. So it is important for the beginners to see the teacher's moves. 
But if we speak about a technical issue or a specific language like 
medicine or philosophy, I don't see how gestures can help you understand. 
How could a teacher show you in gestures concepts like cancer or 
capitalism? But, for example, I don't know all the body parts in English, 
how to name them. So if I see the teacher saving this part rholds his leg 1 or 
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this part [holds his hip] I canlpoints to his temples with hoth handsJ. If the 
teacher then uses the names when she indicates with her arms the body 
parts 1 can [fingers point to headJ. I am slIre that this is the name and I 
should memorise the word. 

Yes, 1 think moves are useful mainly to learn vocabulary. Mainly for 
students who don't know the word or don't remember it. So it is important 
for the beginners to see the teacher's moves. 

It depends also on what you know already. A student may know all the 
body parts in English because he studied medicine. But I studied 
engineering, so what is important for me to see is not relevant for him. 
Here is more difficult because the teacher doesn't speak our language. So 
she uses her body and her hands to confirm her words. 

I: Can you explain this a bit more? 

M: Well, we have seen before some examples. She uses her hands to 
confirm the word. She can say 'listen' [hand in a cup at ear], she moves 
her hand and she tries to confirm the sound. This is a stronger way, a 
clearer way to say something. It's like saying something in two ways. 
/: Did you experience this yourself when speaking with other students 
here? 

M: Of course, I am Italian and we speak with our hands. We can speak 
only with hands, even without voice. For example, a joke we have, if a 
person says a lie, we do this [right hand at face level, thumb to nose, small 
finger in air] the hand in this way like Pinocchio. And this means that you 
don't believe them, but in a joking way. 
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#2.64. 

I: Arc the sllldents in YOllr class ddferellt in their lise (?/"geslures! 

M: Japanese people and Chinese people speak only with words. We have 
only to listen to them. Sometimes we play games like mime or so and they 
cannot play it, they are too quiet. For Italian and Spanish people it is 
different, we are louder, while they are shy and quiet, not very out- going. 

/: Let's move on to the second extract from your class. Here you've talked 
about the qualities of a good language learner. Do you remember that 
moment from the class? 

M: Yeah, I remember, lel' s see. 

OK. Here she put her hand in Eunice's direction [repeats gesture, right Concrete 
hand straight forward] because she spoke and she said her name, Eunice, deictic 
and at the same time she pointed at her with her hand to confirm that she 
talks about her. 

I: Is this action important? 
M: To me, the movement is not necessary here. We all know Eunice so 
she does not need to show her with her hand. 

#2.65. Now she wants to express the meaning of the word 'ear' so she starts to Concrete 
move her hand around her face, around her mouth [rotates both hand deictic 
repeatedly around mouth] like she is waiting for an answer. 

/: Why is she pointing to the mouth if she is talking about the ear? 
M: Well, she wants to hear the word 'pronunciation'. She moves her hand 
around the mouth to suggest the correct answer 'pronunciation'; so this is 
the word she wanted. Because a good ear makes a good pronunciation. 
This is what she wanted to hear. 
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#2.70. 

#2.76. 

#2.83. 

1: Whal wcre YOlilhinking allhallilllc? 
M: I didn't know the word. So I tricd to gucss, it's a good suggestion 
[rotates right left hand around mouth x2, then right hand x3J. 

OK she explains the ditTerence between 'hear' and 'ear'; and when she 
said 'hear' [hand holds left ear], she did this movement. It's a way of 
helping the memory, you see and then you'll remember it. 

OK, another time. Here is in a stronger way because she holds 
now both ears [reproduces gesture]. I didn't know the word 'ear' 
but I know the word' hear'. She is remarking 'ears' by holding 
both ears and then you understand this part of body is called ear, 
but when you listen to somebody is 'hear'. I knew the word 
'hear', but I forgot this [holds his ear] is called ear and I can see 
now clearer and memorise it. 

This is pick up [reproduces catching gesture in air], catch the 
sound. It is like a physical movement, but suggest the mental 
activity of the brain to catch an idea or a concept. An idea is like 
a light, she did this movement to make it less ambiguous. 'Pick 
up' [his arms crossed] is ambiguous, but' pick up' [reproduces 
catching gesture] is not ambiguous anymore. It makes it clearer. 

Concrete 
deictic 

Concrete 
deictic 

Iconic 

#2.87. She said that many English words are similar, 'ad'vertisment or Concrete 
adver'tisment', so we should put our attention to understand it. deictic 

I: Did she say you have to pay attention? 
M: Well, she put her hands to her head to suggest 'think' and it's the 
same. 

#2.90. Here she is waiting for an answer [right hand at ear in a cup]. 
Emblem 
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#2.93. I: Why is she doing Ihis wilh her hand on Ihe lahle : 

M: To stress the rhythm, the rhythm in the word . 

I: Did you know f he word? 

M: No, I didn't know it. 

I: Do you know if now? 

M: Yes, now yes. 

1: So why was she doing this? [Hand in a cup, backwards and then put on 
table] 

M: Probably to suggest the stress in the word, I don't really understand 
this movement. 

#2 .95. Advertisement advertisement [right hand rotates in air x 2] she said two Meta+ 
times the word 'advertisement' and rotates her hand [repeats gesture x 5 Abstract 
times] and her fingers come in the same position. So she wants to suggest deictic 
the whole word and repeats the rotation to suggest the repetition of the 
word. Every movement means pronouncing once the word. 

#2.106. She says we are not learning American English but [both index fingers Abstract 
point to floor] she indicates the land. It is a suggestion for the British. deictic 

1: Is this again a supplement for the words? 

M: We know the word British so it wasn't difficult to get the meanin. She 
pointed to the ground and we know that she suggest British, not American. 
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1: Is it dUTe}"el7t here .li·om the other situation when YOli said the move is a 
surplus? 

M: I think it is not a surplus here because she was waiting for the word 
British. She didn't say the word British \points to floor with left index] , 
she did this [repeats gesture] and then she waited for an answer. 

l: Is this situation different then? 

M: Yes, it is a different situation. One is a surplus, one is when she wants 
a specific word from the students or in general she likes this dialogue 
about a specific problem. 

#2.119. This is pick up [reproduces gesture], or catch the sound. It is like a Iconic 
physical movement, but it suggests a mental activity in the brain; to catch 
an idea or a concept. She did this movement to make the verb less 
ambiguous. Pick up [his arms crossed] is ambiguous. But pick up 
[reproduces gesture of picking up] is not ambiguous anymore. It makes it 
clearer. 

l: Why do you say that? 

M : Because 'pick up' with a move makes you understand. The sound and 
the meaning. For me this movement [reproduces gesture] is necessary to 
understand perfectly the idea. In this case, the movement is necessary 
because 'pick up' has different meanings. 
I: You said that in general you don't look for these moves, you don't pay 
attention to them. 
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M: In gencral no. Maybe when we lise the word which has one main 
meaning is different. But if a word has different meanings, the move is a 
good suggestion. it is a confirmation. 

I: Do yo 11 rememher (/".1'011 were IhinkinK allhis"! 

M: No. Well, in the class I saw thc gest because 'pick up' for me is 
ambiguous if I only hear the word, but 'pick LIP' [reproduces gesture] is 
not ambiguous anymore. 

I: What do you mean? 

M: 'Pick up' means to understand something, to catch [repeats gesture] 
something, catch an idea, try and copy [hands balance back and forward], 
change the wrong with the good, change the wrong way with the with the 
good way. 
'Copy' [reproduces gesture]. I know the word copy so in this case it's a 
surplus. 'Copy' I understand, it is not like 'pick up'. If I put my arms like 
this [arms crossed on body], I still understand the meaning. If I put my 
arms like this [arms crossed] and say 'pick up', then I don't understand. 
/: So there are two different situations. 

M: Yeah. I know the meaning of the word 'reflex' so for me this is not an 
important movement, it is a surplus, it confirms what I already know. But 
if I don't know the word, this move could make me understand what she 
says. So it is a matter of being a surplus or being useful, but this depends 
on every student. 

I: In what way? 
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M: It is relative and depending on what you know already_ I know the 
word 'reflex', but another student III ight not know it. So what is for me a 
surplus, for him is very relevant. because he doesn't know the word and 
her moves help him understand. 

Because she doesn't know what we all know. We stay here just for three 
weeks and she doesn't know all of us, what we know each of us. She 
needs to be understood by all the students. 

Maybe if I have a personal teacher or a teacher who knows me 
very well, he wouldn't use this move [repeats gesture] with a 
word like 'copy', because I know the word copy and the teacher 
would know what I know. So he would know that I understand 
the word copy without an extra gesture. 

/: So here the teacher is planning to do this? 

M: No, I think the teacher is like this at all times. So I don't think she 
plans it. She needs to be understood so she makes more gestures. This is 
her habit in real life. 

Italian people for example move a lot. While other people don't. In Italy, 
if a guy is talking on the phone, he keeps the phone with the right hand 
[imitates action] and he keeps on moving his left hand like this [moves 
hand in air]. So he gestures even if he doesn't see the person he is talking 
to, in Italy this is common. 

I talked about this situation with Faro, my friend from Indonesia, and he 
told me that in his country they think that this is typical for a crazy man, to 
move your hands all the time, so it is more a habit, than a cultural thing. 
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#2.120. 'Melody' [repeats gesture, both hands move laterally, in ondulatory Iconic 
move]. Like a director of an orchestra, melody. In this situation, it is a 
surplus, because I have a similar word in Italian, melodia. So for me it was 
easy to understand. I don't think they have a similar word in Japan, so for 
the Japanese in the class it could be a useful gesture. 

I: So in general how many types o/move are there, what do you think? 

M: In general, we have a surplus or a suggestion, but when a move is one 
or another is relative for each of the students. I don't know the students in 
the class, we don't have the same history, the same background and the 
teacher doesn't know our potential. She uses her gests to make sure she is 
easy to understand for all of us. 

I: Did you see any gestures which were different or surprising/or you? 

M: In Italy we have a lot of gestures, more than any other country 
probably. It is different for me because my hands move alone. I cannot 
control my hands. 
I: OK, that was very interesting, is there anything else you'd like to say 
about teachers' behaviour in the class or about this teacher in particular? 

M: I think she is very expressive, almost like an Italian person, and she 
does many moves. But probably this is because she needs to make clear 
her words, so she uses more gestures than other people in this country 
would normally use. 

l: Ok, thanks for your interesting comments and for your time. 
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APPENDIX E 

ABSOLUTE FIGURES OF TEACHERS' 

USE OF NON-VERBAL BEHAVIOURS 

Table 1. Teachers' use of gestures (in the video extracts transcribed in Appendix C) 

Teacher Mins of Iconics Meta Concrete Abstract Beats Embl Total 
video phorics deictics deictics ems gestures 
extract 

Teacher 1 ~' 25" 9 8 3 4 7 13 44 

Teacher 2 -+' 05" 1 1 17 33 10 18 42 131 

T ~acher 3 ~' 50" 3 7 1 1 11 5 19 56 

Teacher ~ ~' 35" 10 4 8 9 15 46 

T~acher 5 4' 40" 15 16 16 8 20 14 89 

TOTALS 48 52 71 33 59 103 366 

Table 2. Teachers' use of NVBs (in video extracts transcribed in Appendix C) 

Teacher Total Eye contact Facial expressions Space and posture Total 

gestures NVBs 

Teacher 1 44 6 1 2 53 

Teacher 2 131 12 13 14 167 

Teacher 3 56 20 1 22 100 

Teacher 4 46 16 2 12 80 

Teacher 5 89 7 7 101 

TOTALS 366 61 17 57 501 
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APPENDIX F 

ABSOLUTE FIGURES OF NO'N-VERBAL 

BEHAVIOURS IDENTIFIED BY LEARNERS IN 

EACH FUNCTIONAL CATEGORY 

CODE ABBREVIATIONS: 

COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS (COG): 

IP- Identifying through pointing; 
ER- Emphasising for relevance; 
GC- Gi\'ing clues for meanings; 
RR- Facilitating retention and recollection; 

AC- Asking for clarification: 

E'IOTIO~AL FUNCTIONS (EMO): 

RS - Looking relaxed and supportive; 
:\"E - Showing nervousness or lack of motivation; 
EI - Encouraging individual learners; 
All - A \'oiding the public humiliation of learners; 
RE - Reacting to learners' NVB; 
EN - Energising classes; 
CC - Accommodating cross-cultural differences. 

ORGANISATIONAL FUNCTIONS (ORG): 

1M-Illustrating meanings; 
MC-Marking contrasts; 
OA- Orienting attention; 
AA- Agreeing and acknowledging 
contribution; 
DC-Disagreeing and correcting. 

CP - Checking individual participation; 
MS - Manipulating space and objects; 
GT - Giving the speech tum; 
DT - Maintaining or denying the leamer's speech turn; 
LL - Listening to the learners; 
PR - Performing classroom non-verbal rituals. 
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~-~ ... _. -- - -- - ._- - _.- -- -- '--,- ---

Total Total 
Total 

Learners 
Total 

In LL PR NVBs II> 1M U{ MC (ie Oi\ RR i\i\ i\(' 1)(' RS NI: 1-:1 AlI RI·: LN cc CP MS GI 
ORG COG EMO identified 

-- r---

25 Marianne 9 1 I 3 I I I 17 3 1 1 5 ] I ] 3 
- Jose 1 1 2 I 2 2 9 1 1 ] 3 I ] 2 14 r:.F1 
r:.F1 Vladimir 2 5 I I 10 2 2 I 5 2 ] 3 18 < 
.....J 

Laura 6 1 I 2 10 2 3 1 6 ] 1 17 u 
Daniel 2 3 3 1 1 10 1 1 2 I 1 13 
Marcus 2 10 2 5 3 1 23 1 2 3 4 4 30 

N 
Armand 2 r:.F1 2 1 2 1 1 9 2 2 0 11 

r:.F1 

< Eunice 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 10 1 3 2 1 I 1 9 2 2 1 5 24 .....J 
U Ronaldo 2 8 2 1 5 1 1 1 21 1 1 1 1 2 6 2 1 1 4 31 

Kali 2 5 1 1 2 1 12 3 1 2 6 1 1 1 3 21 
M Nahiko 3 5 2 2 1 2 1 16 1 2 3 1 1 20 r:.F1 
r:.F1 Liang 1 5 1 2 3 2 14 1 1 2 3 7 1 1 1 1 4 25 < 
.....J 

Reyno 3 3 2 1 2 1 12 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 2 18 u 
Theodor 5 1 2 1 1 1 11 2 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 4 19 
Kandar 3 3 1 1 2 4 1 1 2 9 

~ Mayumi 2 1 2 1 6 1 1 1 1 2 6 1 1 1 3 15 r:.F1 
r:.F1 Ayurda 2 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 7 < 
.....J Narun 2 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 3 13 u 

Keiko 3 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 2 8 
VI Romeo 2 8 2 4 1 1 1 19 1 1 2 1 2 4 7 28 
r::/) 

lohan 2 1 1 1 5 3 1 1 5 2 1 1 5 9 19 r::/) 

<t: 
.....:l Sylvia 1 5 2 1 1 1 1 1 13 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 2 1 6 23 u 

TOTAL 22 96 19 26 19 17 9 12 10 13 243 23 12 18 3 6 12 21 95 8 11 21 6 17 7 70 408 
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APPENDIX G 

OBSERVATION SHEET-TRAINEE TEACHERS 

Title of session: iVon-verbal behaviour (NVB) in the classroom 

:he focus o.f t?is ~ession is the teachers' non-verbal behaviour in the classroom. We are 
Interested this time In what teachers do rather than what they say in the class in the context of 
language teaching/learning. ' 

Instructions on conducting the observation 

Tr~: t? describ~ the aspects of non-verbal behaviour that you notice during your observational 
actl\.'tty. by USing the follo\\'ing sub-codes of behaviour discussed during today's theoretical 
seSSIon: 

• Gestures: 
• Facial expressions: 
• Eye contact: 
• Posture and bodily contact; 
• Use of classroom space and objects; 
• Intonation, tone of voice, pitch, pauses. 

You should use the following grid to systematise your observation (see 'Observation Sheet' 
attached): 

ASPECT OF NVB NOTICED CONTEXT (VERBAL, SOCIAL) COMMMENTS 

I 

The first column should include your description of the aspect of non-verbal behaviour 
noticed. This can be a descriptive sentence ("teacher brings her left arm to the mouth level in 
a gesture which suggests the action of eating"), a simple phrase ("eye contact with class") or 
even a drawing (© for a smile). 

The second column should describe the context in which the behaviour occurred. Here you 
can simply transcribe what the teacher says at that particular moment or you can describe the 
social context (e.g. type of classroom interaction at that particular moment). 

Finally, in the last column you should include your thoughts on the aspect of behaviour 
considered. These could be: 

• An analysis of the relationship between behaviour noticed and context; 
• Considerations on verbal- non-verbal combination; 
• Relevance of the aspect of NVB noticed for the learners; 
• Cross-cultural interpretations; 
• Specificity of the act ofNVB noticed for language classroom etc. 
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Focus topics for your report 

In your report, you could consider discussing: 

• \\'hat is the relevance of teacher's NVB in the language classroom? 
• \\'hat aspects ofNVB might have been relevant for the learners? 
• Did you identify certain patterns of behaviour at different stages in the lesson? 
• \\'hy do teachers use certain NVBs and in what contexts are these involved? 
• \\'hich are the factors that might influence a teacher's NVB? 
• Did you notice moments in which teacher's NVB had a significant role to play in the 

interaction? 
• Ho\\ might learners interpret these significant NVBs? 
• \\'hat is the role of students' cultural background in interpreting teachers' NVB? 

Further reading: 

1. :-\rgyle. ~ 1. (1996) Bodi(r communication, London: Routledge. 

2. Grant, B. M. and Grant Hennings, D. (1971) The teacher moves: An analysis o/non-verbal 
acth'it)', Columbia University: Teachers College, 1971. 

3. ~eill. S. (1991) Classroom non-verbal communication, London: Routledge. 
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OBSERVATION SHEErr - N()N-VEI{BAL BI~HA VI()UI{ IN THE CLASSROOM 

Date of observation: Class observed: Teacher: 

ASPECT OF NVB CONTEXT COMMENTS 

NOTICED (VERBAL, SOCIAL ETC.) 
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APPENDIX H 

A TRAINEE TEACHER'S REPORT 

ON CLASS OBSERVATION 

AllTHOR: ALEXANDER, A TRAINEE TEACHER FROM BRUNEI 

Introduction 

• This observation report will focus on the teacher's Non-Verbal Behaviour (NVB) and 

ho\\ this behaviour affects learners' attitudes during the lesson I observed on Monday, 

.+th of March, 2002. This report is organised into six areas of observation: Gestures; 

Facial expressions, Eye contact; Posture and bodily contact; Use of classroom space; 

Intonation. tone of voice, pitch, pause. 

• It is important to note that this class is for Lower Intermediate learners. The topic for 

the oral skills lesson was 'Likes and Dislikes'. Initially, the learners were instructed to 

work in pairs and find out about the other person's background by asking each other 

questions provided in the text book. Later, each learner was given the opportunity to 

share their information with other learner from the class and this caused some shifting 

of leamers~ initial seating position, as shown in Figure 2. The teacher was (name of 

teacher). male. and the learners, nine of them altogether, came from different 

nationality backgrounds as follows: 

Country Students (gender) 

• Japan 1 (M) /4 (F) 

• Taiwan 1 (F) 

• Spain 1 (F) 

• Libya 1 (M) 

• Iran 1 (M) 
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The teacher' d 1 . . .. I . . . 
s an earners Inltla positions In the classroom are shown in Figure 1 below and 

the changes afterwards are shown in Figure 2. 

White board White board 

8.. 

T¥~ 
T T 

Sl Sl 

Table Table 
S2 

S4 S5 

Figure 1 Figure 2 

In both figures the teacher often walked around the classroom, and in some occasions, he sat 

down next to the learners and tried to listen to what each pair of learners was talking about. If 

required, he corrected the learners' way of questioning or answering certain question in 

correct grammatical forms. 

Gestures 

The teacher quite often used gestures, as in the following situations observed: 

• Pointing with an index finger to each learner, not directly in their face, while he was 

giving some explanation on the general ideas that learners needed during the lesson; 

• Use of palm(s): In addressing each learner to move from one place to the other; 

answering a question and identifying whose turn was next; facilitating an explanation 

when learners were noticed to be in a state of confusion or doubt apart from situations 

when T wrote the phrase or word on the board. 

• Raised both of his hands and with both palms facing the learners (both palms were 

level just above each shoulder and in line with his head) indicating a negative 

command. For example, the teacher said 'You may write on it if you have a pencil, but 
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• 

• 

if you don 't (pause) ... ahh ... (he raised his hands in the gesture mentioned above)'. 

Each learner seemed to understand what was the message implied. 

At times. once after the instructions for a particular task were completed, he used to 

play with the marker pens, making noises with his tongue, drumming fingers on the 

table. These were, perhaps, distractions for the students in the class. I asked the 

students in the class if he does this a lot and they said yes, he does it quite often. 

Nod and sway his head: Nodding was quite often used to indicate agreement and also 

to givc complement or praise to a correct response from the learners. Sometimes, it 

\\ as llsed to direct an instruction from one learner to another. Swaying his head was 

used to indicate an unapproved of manner or incorrect response by learners. This 

gesture was very distinctive and essential to learners' learning process. 

Facial Expressions 

• Frown: The teacher showed wrinkled brows for having doubts or misunderstanding 

what the learners were saying/ replying to him. For instance, the teacher said 'do you 

understand what I mean by an ex-girlfriend'? ' No, we don't' answered the learners. 

Then two learners came up with a suggestion and said 'past! ' [which indicates that 

·c\.· means ·pasf]. At his stage, the teacher frown and then paused for a while before 

gi \ing a better word, like 'previous' or 'former' to clear the learners' 

misunderstanding. 

• Smiling: When there was an indication of humour or something elicited his state of 

emotion that excited him, he smiled. These situations were equally shared and 

significantly noticed by the learners throughout the lesson. 

• Firm and serious expression: At the time of giving instructions or an explanation on 

how to carry out a given task, and this included the situations when he made some 

verbal corrections to individual learners. 

Eye contact 

The teacher used eye contact quite often in the following situations during the lesson: 

• Sitting at the same level with the learners, he would move his eyes from learner to 

leamer, as a key to control and discipline in the class. In this way, he was showing 

them that they are watched and make them concentrate on the task. 
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• 

• 

• 

To exploit learners' understanding on what was being said and check if they were 

doing what they were supposed to do in the task. 

Through eye contact he checked if they looked confused or if they had any doubts or 

questions. This happened mainly after giving a command or changing the topic. When 

he would notice their confusion, perhaps when he spoke too fast, he would then repeat 

\\hat he said previollsly, but in a simpler way. 

The teacher's eye contact seemed to have less contribution to some learners' 

moti\"ation. For example, the learners from Lybia, Iran and Japan may think eye 

contact is of less importance when talking with someone. In their culture, having eye 

contact \\"ith a person you talk to may be a sign of intimidation, rudeness, patronising 

and maybe humiliating the others. Moreover, they feel that eye contact can be 

misleading/decei\"ing others to believe in you. 

Posture and bodily contact 

• The teacher's posture was quite appropriate: He sat straight up right and thus, 

con\"inced the learners that he was very alert, active and ready to start the lesson or to 

gin? instructions. 

• Stretched his upper body backward in his chair on one occasion, but this had no 

particular role in the teaching process and learners did not seem to notice it. 

• The teacher sometimes stood in front of the white board with one knee slightly bent 

outwards and this continued while he was giving some explanations. 

Use of classroom space 

• The teacher quite often walked around the classroom and occasionally, the teacher 

would sit next to the learners who were working in pairs. He listened to their 

conversation, during the questioning and answering session between partners, and 

always made an immediate amendment if they made a mistake. Again, it was a gentle 

wav of controlling them and also giving them opportunities to ask individual 
" 

questions. 

Intonation, tone of voice, pitch, pauses 

• The teacher quite often made use of intonation, tone of voice, pitch and pauses 

throughout the lesson. This included the times of giving explanations, information, 
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• 

examples, or during his participation In paIrs, during the question and answering 

session. 

Sometimes, during the verbal explanation, the teacher's use of intonation, tone of 

voice and pitch was followed by a physical action. For example, he said' Don't write 

the answers ... (taking the learners' pencils from their hands and putting them down on 

table beside them) ... just practice the conversation task with your partners'. 

Other NVBs 

• Touching his nose with the index finger. This occurred when the teacher felt reluctant 

to say or share some information with his learners. For example, the teacher said 'You 

are so nosy!' to one of the learners, while doing this gesture. It appeared that not all 

learners in the c lass understood what that particular remark meant. 

• :\t times. once after the instructions for a particular task were completed, he used to 

play with the marker pens, making noises with his tongue or drumming fingers on the 

table. These were. perhaps, distractions for the students in the class. I asked the 

students in the class if he does this a lot and they said that yes, he does it quite often. 

• \laking noises with her tongue, not whistling. The teacher was making some strange 

noises with his mouth on one occasion, right after he instructed the learners on how to 

do a task. This mannerism had no importance for the learning process and learners 

paid no attention to the noise. This is another unwanted distraction to the learning 

process. 

• Drumming his fingers on the table right after an instruction was given to the learners. 

This gesture received no significant feedback from the learners since no attention was 

given to it and probably can be considered as a distraction to the learning process. 

Conclusions 

• During the lesson, the teacher used predominantly these gestures: finger pointing, use 

of palms, head nod/sway. Each learner recognised immediately these gestures and 

they tend to follow and understand the messages send by the teacher's gestures during 

• 

the class. 

Quite often the gestures used by the teacher required a combination of other non

verbal behaviours, such as eye contact, facial expressions, intonation, tone of voice, 
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pitch and pauses in givmg a command, providing some information, explanation, 

examples etc. during the conversation task. 

• The teacher seemed to be aware of the learners' different cultural background and of 

that they might feel offended by certain uses of non-verbal behaviour. During the 

conversation task, some learners appeared to use less facial expressions and eye 

contact than others. 

• Nevertheless, both teacher and learners enjoyed the lesson. Participation from all 

learners was we 1comed and there was no sense of fear to talk with the others, even if 

they made 111 istakes, as the teacher would always be there to help. 

NB I attached the 'Observation form' with the notes I made during the class. 
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Observation form 

ASPECT OF NVB 

NOTICED 
Pointing an index finger, 
not directly in the face of 
the learner 

Nodding head .... 

CONTEXT 
(VERBAL, SOCIAL ETC) 

'You do the task first with 
your friend and then you are 
going to share the 
information with another 
partner later' 

'Yes! Good' 

Looking (eye contact) at . I want you to work in pairs 
everyone in the class and practice this' 

COMMENTS 

A combination of verbal 
and gesture - essential to 
make them understand 
what the teacher wants 
them to do. 

Compliment/ praise for 
learners to notice their 
correct response and to 
motivate their learning. 
The best way to check 
learners' understanding and 
to discipline them during 
the time of giving 
instruction/ information. 

Looking at learners when 'You don't like to work! Different cultural 
addressing the question Why?' The learner replayed back ground - students 

with her eyes (face) looking might feel offended by eye 
at the floor contact during the 

conversation. 
Intonation. tone of voice, 'Did you go abroad ... (pause) Very important to learners 
pitch, pauses .. .last summer?' because it relates to 

Frown bro\\sl 
Brow wrinkle 

'00 you understand ex
girlfriend?' The learners 
replied 'No' or • Is it past?' 

specific feeling/emotion 
expressed by each learner. 

Essential for teacher to 
notice when their faces are 
puzzled, so that he can give 
them a better explanation. 

S\va\ his head sideways The teacher correcting This gesture is crucial for 
the learners to comprehend 
that their response IS 

incorrect and it needs an 
amendment. 

. ~ 

\\'alk around the class 
while learners do their 
task, i.e. monitor 

Drumming his fingers on 
the table 

learners 

Those learners who were 
having some doubts/ 
confusion were eager to ask 
the teacher questions when he 
reached their group 

The teacher has just 
completed giVIng the 
instructions for the following 
task 
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Some learners from more 
strict cultures feel 
uncomfortable if the 
teacher stands next to them 
and maybe criticises them. 

This could be beneficial for 
the teacher, as he might be 
focussing on something or 
trying to think what to do 
next in the lesson. For the 
learners however, this IS a 
distraction in the task. 
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